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PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION

The Author of the following pages had often

been requested to compose an Elementary
Treatise on Chemistry, which, while it possessed

the simplicity and perspicuity at which he

aimed in composing the " Chemical Cate-
chism," might, by a reduction of its size, be af-

forded at a much lower price : but a variety of

avocations had induced him to decline this pro-

posal, until the applications became too numer-
ous and respectable to be refused. He has

however now entered on the proposed task ;

and, having made the Chemical Catechism the

basis, he has taken pains to accommodate that

system to the improved state of chemical know-
ledge ; in hopes that this little volume may not
only be acceptable to those masters of semina-
ries, and other friends, at whose particular so-

licitation it was at first projected, but also have
some claim to general patronage.

In pursuing the plan of the Chemical Cate-
chism, this work is also divided into Thirteen
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Chapters ; and it has been the Author's endea-

vour to draw up the whole in such language as

might be easily comprehended by any capacity.

The principal chemical facts are here print-

ed in a larger type, and numbered progressive-

ly. These should be considered as axioms to

be treasured up in the mind of the student, as

a foundation for the superstructure of all his

future chemical attainments ; they should there-

fore be read first without any attention to the

smaller type ; for, as one position frequently

arises as it were from others that precede it,

the connection of the whole will be more rea-

dily perceived by this method, and the facts re-

membered with more certainty.

All the illustrations and experiments are given

in a smaller letter, which distinguishes these

sufficiently from the axioms. They are print-

ed immediately under the respective axioms
which they serve to elucidate ; and, being thus

connected, the rationale of each example will

be at once understood by the student. This
part of the plan is the most striking feature

peculiar to this book, in which it differs essen-

tially from the Chemical Catechism, where the

experiments stand unconnected with the work;
in order that the student might exercise his in-

genuity and memory, to discover the different

laws of Nature by which they are governed.
To render the work still more instructive, a

very large addition has been made to the num-
ber of the experiments, besides a collection of

copper-plate engravings, containing some of the

more approved and useful chemical implements*
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The Author hopes therefore, that, while the

Chemical Catechism is better calculated for the

more advanced students, this small essay will

be found suitable to those who are just enter-

ing on the study of this science ; and that,

where the young people are encouraged by the

preceptor to perform the experiments alone,

and make themselves thoroughly acquainted with

the chemical principles on which they are

founded, their progress must ultimately be cor-

rect, rapid, and pleasing.





ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE THIRD EDITION.

The motives which induced me to undertake
this little work, and the reasons which deter-

mined me to adopt the peculiar plan on which
it is arranged, have been so fully explained in

the preface, that very little need be added on
presenting a new edition to the public. To
those who are already in possession of the Ru-
diments of Chemistry it will be obvious that

this is printed on a larger and better paper,

and that the new matter which has been added
since the publication of the first edition, has

enlarged the volume full one-fourth beyond its

original size.

In preparing for this impression, the whole
work has been carefully examined, and a great

part of it re-written, in order to adapt it to the

present state of chemical science. The Vo-
cabulary of Chemical Terms has also been en-

larged and corrected, and a considerable ex-
pense has been incurred in engraving new
Plates.

Neatness as well as utility having, been thus

studied in the publication of this edition, I
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flatter myself that not only the Tyro, but the

more advanced student, may find it a conve-

nient pocket volume, and be induced to use it

as a kind of vade-mecum, or memoranda che-

mica, on all occasions.

London,
October 28, 1822.
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DESCRIPTION

OF

THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Fig. 1. Represents an apparatus useful foi

many kinds of . distillation. A the furnace, B
a tubulated retort containing the materials to

be distilled. I) a glass balloon, supported by
the stand E, to receive the first products of the

distillation. C is an adopter for connecting
the retort with the receiver, so as to keep the

latter at a sufficient distance from the heated
materials. F a series 6f tubulated glass bottles,

connected together by bent tubes, and forming
what is usually called a Woulfe's apparatus.

Fig. 2. represents a common glass retort ; an
instrument much used in chemical laboratories

for various purposes.

Fig. 3. is a tubulated retort, that is, an in-

strument like the latter, with an orifice at the

bend and with a ground stopper to fit it. This
is the most useful kind of retort, as materials

1#
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may be put in through the tubulure during an
operation.

Figs. 4. 5. and 6. are crucibles of various de-

scriptions. They may be made of metal, of

black-lead, or of any refractory argillaceous

earth. Those made of baked and raw clay, and
of the shape marked fig. 4. are usually called

Hessian crucibles ; fig. 5. is the common shape
of the black-lead crucible; and fig. 6. is com-
monly called a melting-pot.

Plate II.

Fig. 7. is a glass-bell to be inverted over wa-
ter and filled with oxygen gas, for the combus-
tion of phosphorus, iron wire, &c.

Fig. 8. a bent funnel, with Welter's tube of

safety. A glass funnel of this description is

extremely convenient, as, on account of the

curvature in the stem, any acid or liquid may
be affused upon other ingredients, while nova-
pour or gas is suffered to escape out of the ves-

sel ; and this, in many chemical processes, is

often essentially requisite.

Fig. 9. is an apparatus for obtaining hydro-

gen gas, and may be thus described. C an iron

barrel passed through the furnace B, so as to be

made red-hot. A is a bent funnel for convey-

ing water very gradually into the heated tube.

In this way the water becomes decomposed,
and the hydrogen, now converted to hydrogen
gas, and passing along the tube D, is collected

within the glass jar E which stands inverted in

a bason of water to receive it.
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Fig. 10. represents a glass matrass standing

on a common wreath or cushion of straw. This
vessel is very useful for making digestions, as

from the length of its neck it more readily

prevents any loss from an unexpected ebullition

of the materials within it. In a great variety

of experiments, however, nothing answers bet-

ter than a comuiuu oil-flask.

Fig. 11. A bladder-gas-receiver. This may
be furnished either with a metallic tube and
stop-cock as here represented, or fixed on a

piece of common tobacco-pipe, which, if firmly

inserted in the cork of the jar, will often be suf-

ficiently accurate. The bladder should first be

moistened, and the common air pressed out pre

viously to the admission of any other gas.

Plate. III.

Fig. 12. an apparatus for collecting gas from

coal for lighting mines, manufactories, &c, and
which may be seen described at some length,

with an account of the method of employing the

gas, in the 3d edition of the Chemical Catechism,

page 539.

Fig. 13. an apparatus for the distillation of

phosphorus from from phosphoric gla:*s. A is

a section of the furnace. B an earthen re-

tort, C a vessel with a long neck and partly

filled with water, to receive the phosphorus as

it comes over from the retort.
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Plate IV.

Fig. 14. represents a sand-heat constructed
with several flat iron plates rabbeted together

and secured by a fire lute. A is an iron rim
for holding the bed of sand. B the bars of the

fire-place, C a flat vessel of glass or earthen-

ware for containing the liquor to be evaporated,
several of which may be arranged on the same
bed of sand.

Fig. 15. a small wooden stand for the sup-
port of funnels, the feet of which should be high
enough to admit of vessels standing underneath
to receive the liquors as they pass through.

Fig. 16 Dr. Black's portable furnace, very
useful in various operations of chemistry.

Plate V.

Fig. 18. of this plate, and fig. 34 in Plate

VII. represent different views of a furnace in-

vented by Mr. Knight. These furnaces, which
have some advantages peculiar to themselves,

are sold by the inventor, in Foster-lane, Cheap-
side, and a particular description of them may
be seen in Henry's Epitome of Chemistry.

Fig. 19 a pneumatic trough filled, and ajar
B placed on the shelf;—this jar, for some pur-

poses, may be close at the top, as represented

in the figure, or, if open, the neck should be so

contrived as to admit either a glass stopper, or

a stop-cock ; Ihus with great ease any gas, col-

lected in this jar, may be readily transferred

into another vessel, or into the bladder receiver,
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fig. 11. Plate II. The bottle A, which hangs
by its bent tube to the side of the trough, is the

same as the gas bottle, fig. 27. Plate VII. de-

signed for the extemporaneous formation of

elastic fluids, which, as they are evolved, pass

through the tube to the inverted jar on the shelf

of the pneumatic trough.

Fig. 20. represents a wind furnace employed
by the refiners of gold and silver, for melting

the metal in crucibles, after it has undergone
the operation of parting.

Fig. 21. a glass funnel made with small chan-

nels on its surface to allow of the passage of

air from the vessel, while the liquid drops in

and supplies its place.

Fig. 22. an utensil of cast iron, called a
plumber''s pot> useful for many purposes, and
particularly to form a sand-heat for a single

retort.

Plate VI.

Fig. 23. is a representation of another variety

of Woulfe's apparatus, being more simple than

that described Plate 1. fig. 1. A is a small

moveable lamp ; B the retort to be heated by
the lai»p A- C a glass receiver standing on a
wreath of straw. DD are the connecting tubes

to convey the gas from one vessel to another,

as the contents of each become saturated ; EE
are tubulated bottle receivers ; and FF tubes of
safety which dip into the liquor sufficiently to

make the apparatus air-tight, and yet not far
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enough to prevent the escape of gas whenever
there might otherwise be a danger of explosion.

Fig. 24. a hydrostatic balance for ascertain-

ing the specific gravity oi solid substances.

The solid is here represented as immersed in a

jar of distilled water.

Fig. 25. represents a glass jar, inverted over

the flame issuing from the combustion of hy-
drogen gas. In this case the oxygen of the at-

mosphere combines with the hydrogen, and wa-
ter is formed, which will evidently appear at-

tached to the inside of the inverted jar.

Fig. 26. a dish for evaporating small quanti-

ties of any fluid. Such utensils are made of

glass, earthenware, silver or platinum. For
many purposes, however, nothing answers bet-

ter than a common watch glass.

Plate VII.

Fig. 27. is a gas -bottle the same as that de-

scribed at fig. 19, Plate V.

Fig. 28. an adopter of earthen-ware or glass,

for connecting a retort with a l^ceiver, as shown
in Plate 1. tig. 1.

Fig. 29. a gravity-bottle for ascertaining the

specific gravity of any kind of fluid, whan com-
pared with that of distilled water. By Wing
the neck of the bottle very small, and always

filling it to a certain mark on the neck, the

specific gravity of any liquid may be found very

accurately.

Fig. 30. a glass utensil for dropping liquids

regularly. By immersing it in any fluid, and
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then emptying it of air by the mouth, it will be

filled by the pressure of the atmosphere to any
height that may be wished ; and then by placing

the thumb on the larger orifice, the liquor may
be preserved within it, and on removing the

thumb the liquor issues out in regular drops at

pleasure.

Fig. 31. a glass-jar with a tube firmly luted

into one of its tubulures, for the purpose of

forming the philosophical candle.

Fig. 32. an alembic. The whole of this may
be made either of glass, porcelain-clay, silver

or platinum. The head, which is moveable,
may be luted on with putty, or any other suita-

ble lute, during an operation. It may be seen
that the head is hollowed in such a way, that

whatever condenses there and trickles down
must collect in the interior current, and pass on
through the spout into a receiver.

Fig. 33. a pair of tongs for removing cruci-

bles or melting-pots, &c. from the furnace.

Fig. 34. another representation of Mr. K. night's

furnace, described fig. 18. Plate V.

Plate VIII.

Fig. 35. a distilling apparatus. The retort
and its receiver are placed on the same stand ;

the receiver has an opening on one side fitted
with a glass stopper, and its tubulure is inclined
so as to receive the beak of the retort, to which
it is to be luted. When things are thus prepared
for an operation, an Argand's lamp may be
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placed beneath the retort to give it the required

heat.

Fig 36. a common blow-pipe.

Fig. 37. a self-acting blow-pipe, the globular

part of which contains alcohol, the vapour of

which is made to pass through the flame of the

lamp by which it is raised into vapour.

Fig. 38. a retort funnel. The use of this in-

strument is to fill a retort after it is fixed in a
sand-heat, or when its beak stands in a horizon-

tal position.

Fig. 39. a copper utensil employed for eva-

poration or digestion.

Fig. 40. an iron ring for suspending a retort

within a furnace, whenever we wish to expose

it to the direct action of the fire. This ring is

itself supported above the fuel, by means of

the three small projections which appear in the

drawing.

Fig. 41. is -a refrigeratory, or worm -tub, for

condensing the fluid products of distillation.

The outer vessel for containing the cold water

may be made of wood, earthenware, or metal,

but here it is supposed to be formed of japanned
tin. The curved tube or worm which passes

throughthe water, is usually made of fine tin

or pewter.



RUDIMENTS

CHEMISTRY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Chemistry is the science which enables

us to discover the peculiar properties of all

natural bodies, either in their simple or com-
pound state.

The following was Dr. Black's definition of chemistry:
" Chemistry (said he) is the study of the effects of heat and

mixture, with the view of discovering their general and subor-

dinate laws, and of improving the useful arts."

2. The chemical examination of bodies is in

general effected by producing a change in the

nature or state of the body under examination.
This change is frequently effected b\ the addition of some

substance which can form a combination witli a part of the
substance under examination, and leave the othi r part in a
detached state: On this principle reagents, or chemical tests,

are employed.
Experiment.—Epsom salt is composed of sulphuric acid and

magnesia. If some of this salt be dissolved in water, it will

form a transparent solution : but the moment a little of the

solution of caustic soda is poured in, the sulphuric acid will

unite with the soda, and the magnesia will be precipitated

in the form of a white powder.

B
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3. A change in the qualities or state of any
substance is generally effected by means of/teat,

or by the mixture of some other matter with the

matter intended to be examined.
Heat has a tendency to separate the pai tides of all bodies

from each other.

Exp. 1.—If water be poured into a solution of camphor in

spirit of wine or alcohol, the camphor will be immediately
precipitated.

Exp. '2.—When (he whole of the camphor has fallen down,
pour the fluid into a small retort, and apply a gentle heat.

By this means the alcohol maybe raised in the form of vapour,

oondei sed in the recipient and thus separated from the water,
•which will remain in the retort.

4. By these means we effect the decomposi-

tion of a compound body, and thus acquire a
knowledge of the nature of its ingredients.

This is also called analysis, and is distinguished by chemists
into the simple and the complicated analysis.

Exp.—Take a few grains of citric acid, and twice as much
dry carbonate of potass, or of soda, both in powder; mix
them, ai;d put them into a dry glass. Whilst the mixed
powders remain in this state no chemical change will take

place in either of these salts; but the moment water is poured
upon them, an effe: vesce nee will ensue ; affording an instance

of the necessity of water to promote some chemical decom-
positions.

5. Tn chemical language, decomposition*

means the art of dividing a body into its simple

elements.
By various processes wiiter may be decomposed, and re-

duced intooxygen and hydrogen, which are simple substances,

incapable of further decomposition,

6. The matter which constitutes this lower
world is usually divided by philosophical wri-

ters into four classes; viz. solid, liquid, aeri-

form, and imponderable.
When cohesive ^ffi dtj between the particles of a body is]

strong, that body is a solid ; when this affinity is considera-

bly diminished by heat, the body becomes fluid ; but when suf-
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ficient heat is applied to destroy the cohesion altogether, the

particles of the body then begin to repel each other, and thus

a vapour or a gas is formed.

7. Solidity is that quality of bodies whereby
their parts cohere firmly, so as to resist impres-

sion.

8. Liquid substances are those whose parts

do not cohere firmly, but readily yield to any
impression, and have free motion among them-
selves. They also assume, when in small masses,

the spherical form, as may be observed in de-

tached portions of mercury, and are incapable,

by any common mechanical force, of being

compressed into a smaller compass.
We have no reason to suppose that fluidity is an essential

property of any liquid substance whatever; but rather that

solidity is the natural state of all bodies, for we are able to

reduce most substances toa s'ale of fluidity by means of heat.

On th«> contrary,'the g i at< ^t number erf liquid substances

take a solid form by reduction of temperature. A< in the in-

stancr ol water, which, *h n deprived ol a certain portion of

its beat, congeals and forms ice.

9. All elastic fluids, usually called vapours

and gases, belong to the class of aeriform sub-

stances.
These aeriform substances are call -d elastic, because they

are ail capable ot being reduced into a smaller compass by
pressure, and of expanding again to their usual volume when-
ever the pressure is removed.

10. The imponderable bodies with which we
! are acquainted, are only four ; viz. light, caloric,

electricity, and magnetism. They are also

sometimes denominated unconfinable,or.ethereal

substances.
In this introductory chapter, it has been found most conve-

nient to n-eat only of the solid and liquid state of bodies
;

the aeriform and imponderable states of matter will be consi-

dered hereafter.
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11. It must be recollected that liquid sub-

stances are merely solids converted into liquids

by heat, a certain increase of which would con-

vert any liquid into an elastic vapour.
Fluidity is owing to the matter ofJieat being interposed be-

tween the particles of the fluid; which heat would dissipate

all fluids into the air, were it not for the pressure of the at-

mosphere, and the mutual attraction which subsists between
those particles.

Exp. 1.—A little bees' wax placed near the fire will show
that heat alone is sufficient to render the solid wax a fluid.

Exp. 2.—A little lead melted in the bowl of a tobaccn-pipe

would furnish a familiar instance of the metals becoming fluid

by heat.

12. Liquids are likewise called fluids: we
call the air a fluid.

13. The air is called a fluid, because it flows

like a fluid : because, like a fluid, it presses in

every direction ; and because light substances

will swim in it.

The facilit> and rapidity of thf> motions of atmospheric air

cannot be explained on any principle but its fluidity. Some
of the winds move at the rate of 3000 feet in a minute. The
air is also known to be a fluid, by the easy conveyance which
it afforls to sound.

Exp.—To show that the air presses in every direction, fill

a wine-glass with water, and place a moistened card upon it

;

if the glass be then carefully inverted, the water will not es-

cape, as the pressure of the atmosphere upon the outside of

the card will, enable it to support the water.

14. It is an established law of nature, that

all substances will swim in fluids which are

specifically heavier than themselves.
If a cork be placed at the bottom oi a bason of water, it will

rise immediately to the surface, because it is specifically light-

er than the fluid in which it is immersed ; whereas a stone,

being heavier than water, would sink if placed on its surface.

15. Not that the stone is heavier than the

ivhole of the water in the vessel ; for, if it be
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heavier than a portion of water of its own bulk,

it must sink.

16. Every substance which swims on water,

displaces so much of the water as is exactly

equal to its own weight ; whereas, when a sub-

stance sinks in water, it displaces water equal

to its bulk.
Exp.—Take a piece of hard wood, balance it accurately in

a pai. of scales with water, and then place it gently on the sur-

face of water in a vessel exactl) filled with that fluid, and it

will displace a portion of the water, which will flow over the

top of the vessel. If the wood be now taken oat with care, it

will be found that the water in the scale will exactl} fill the

vacancy left by the wood.

17. The term made use of to express the re-

lative weight of bodies, is specific gravity. Thus
the specific gravity of one body may be much
greater than that of another, though their abso-

lute weights be the same.
The specific gravity of bodies is denoted in chemical writ-

ings by comparing it with the sp- cifie gravity of pure * iter,

in decimal figures, water being always considered as 1.000.

Hence if a substance be fire tenths heavier than water, it ie

denoted thus, 1.500. TIip specific gravity of all bodies is noted
1 in the same way, throughout this little volume.

18. When one body is larger or takes up
more room, than another of the same weight,

the first is said to be specifically lighter than the

other, and vice versa.

In ordet to ascertain the specific gravity of any solid, it is

necessary first to weigh it in common scales in air, and then

by means of an hydrostatic balance in watc, (see Plate VI.
fig. 24.) and calculate from the diff. rence in its weight when
weighed in these two media. For moiv particular directions,

see The Chemical Catechism, Tenth Edition, page 24, &tc.

19. A pint measure of hydrogen gas weighs

little more than half a grain, whereas a pint of

atmospheric air weighs nearly nine grains, and
2b
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the same measure of pure water weighs up-
wards of one pound avoirdupois.
The measure here alluded to is the common wine pint.

From this one may deduce by calculation, that a cubic foot of
atmospheric air weighs nearly one ounce and a quarter, and
a cubic foot of water 1000 ounces, avoirdupois.

20. If the specific gravity of water be so

much greater than that of atmospheric air, it

may be asked, how is water retained in the at-

mosphere ? When bodies change their state,

their specific gravity is generally altered.
Water exists in the atmosphere in abundance even in the

driest seasons, and under the clearest sky. There are sub-

stances which have thr power of absorbing water from the air

at all times, such as thn fixed alkalies and sulphuric acid ; the

latter of which will soon absorb more than its own weight of

water from the air wh^n exposed to it.

21. The water which is taken up by the at-

mosphere is not. in an aqueous state, but is con-

verted into vapour by the matter of heat.
Exp.—By inverting a glass goblet over a cup of hot water,

the vapour will be seen to rise into it, to condense upon the

cold glass, and then to run down its inside ; which will show
that steam is reel water, and will, when the caloric is ab-

stracted, become water again.

Here the pupil may be informed that water not only be-

comes converted into steam by heat, but that when it is re-

ceived into the atmosphere, if the air be warm it becomes sp

far changed- by its union w ; th the-matjer of heat as to be per-

fectly invisible. In this state it occupies a space 1400 times

greater than its ordinary liquid state.

The vapour arising from boiling water is visible only in

consequence of it^. being partially condensed by a cold atmos-
phere, as may be demonstrated by causing water to bojl in a

Florence flask ever a tamp; for in this case, the steam within

the neck of th<- flask will be found to be entirely invisible.

22. This principal of evaporation is of very-

general utility : it is subservient to many natu-

ral and artificial processes, and is of perpetual

use to man in every occupation of life.
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The effects of evaporation are of eminent importance to the

practical chemist. By this means fluids are separated from
solids and one salt from another in various operations of the

laboratory. Sometimes artificial and at others spontaneous
evaporation is employed for these purposes.

Whenever fire is used to separate the water from aqueous
solutions, it is called artificial evaporation ; when this is effect-

ed by exposing the mixture to the action of the sun and air,

it is called spontaneous evaporation. In separating common
salt from sea water, both these methods are adopted.

A little consideration would convince any one of th" im-
portance of this principle of evaporation even in the common
affairs of life. Innumerable instances of its use might be ad-

duced : suffifte it to say, that without it neither grass nor corn
could be sufficiently dried to lay up for use. Our clothes

when washed could not be dried ; neither could a variety of

the most common operations be carried on, which conduce
much to our comfort and convenience.

CHAPTER II.

OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

23. The air is that very light fluid which
surrounds us every where : it is the medium in

which we live, and without which we could not

exist.

24. This great body of air is called the at-

mosphere.
25. The obvious properties of atmospheric

air are fluidity, elasticity, expansibility, and
gravity.

26. If atmospheric air be compressed into

a small compass, it has the property of recover-
ing its former state, as soon as the pressure i*

removed ; which is called its elasticity.
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Atmospheric air may be compressed into about the 128th
of its usual volume. It is now generally supposed that the

air owes its elasticity to caloric ; and that if it could be entire-

ly deprived of the matter of heat, it would lose its elastic

form.

Exp.—If a bladder be tied up with a very small quantity of
atmospheric air within it, and put under the receiver of an

air pump, it will be seen to inflate gradually as the receiver

is exhausted, till it attains its full size; owing to the elasticity

of the small quantity of air within the bladder, which dilates

in this manner, as the atmospheric pressure is removed.

27. The expansibility of the air is its proper-

ty of being rarefied by heat, so as to occupy a

larger space than it would be at a lower tempe-
rature.

It has been calculated, that the air which is disengaged in

the firing of gunpowder is rarefied by the heat, so as to occu-

py a thousand times the space of the whole of the gunpowder
employed.
Exp.—If the neck of a bladder, containing a small quantity

of air, be closely tied up and held to the fire the swelling of

the bladder, by the rarefaction of the air within it, will afford

an idea of thr expansibility of the air.

28. The atmosphere is necessary for the sup-

port both of animal and vegetable life.

It has been ascertained by experiment, that no other gase-

ous body with which we are acquainted can be substituted for

atmospheric air. All the known gases have been tried ; but

they all prove fatal to the animal which is made to breathe

them.

29. The atmospheric air is indispensable in

all the common processes of combustion.
Exp.—Light a small taper, place it upon a plate, and hav-

ing poured a little water upon the plate, invert a glass jar

over it. In this situation the taper will burn for some time
;

but when the air within the jar is consumed, the taper will

be extinguished.

30. It gives buoyancy to the clouds, and en-

ables the feathered creation to transport them
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selves with ease from one part of the earth to

another.
This fact affords a fresh instance of the harmonies of nature

,

and of the suitableness of every creature to the medium, in

which it was designed to live. The density of th-? air, near
the surface of the earth, we see is exactly what was re-

quisite for the residence of the feathered race ; and the spe-
cific gravity of every individual, of every species, is just suffi-

cient to enable it to occupy that element, and to move with-

in it at all times with ease and safety.

31. The atmosphere extends several miles

above the surface of the earth.
If the atmospheit" were of the same density throughout, its

height might be known by its effect in raising a column of
mercury in a tube ; but as it increases in rarity the higher it

ascends, we cannot possibly tell how far it may extend. This
however, has been estimated by the length of our twilight

j

and it is now supposed to be about 45 miles high.

32. It is this great extension of the atmo-
sphere which occasions its weight ; and the

pressure of such a weight produces many im-
portant effects in the economy of nature.
Exp. 1.—Invert a tall glass jar in a dish containing a little

watf^r, and place a lighted taper under it as directed No. 29.
As the taper consumes the air in the jar, its pressure becomes
lesson the water immediately under the jar; while, the pres-
sure of the atmosphere on the water without the circle of the

Jar remaining the same, part of the water in the dish will be
forced up into the jar, to supply the place of the air which the
taper has consumed. Nothing but the pressure we are speak-
ing of could thus cause a part of the water to rise within the
jar, above its own level.

Exp. 2.—The reality of atmospheric pressure may be ex-
plained and demonstrated by a common barometer, merely
by showing how it acts upon that instrument.

" In tubes of glass mercurial columns rise,

Or sink, obedient to the incumbent skies."

33. It is owing to the weight of the atmo-
sphere that we are enabled to raise water from
beneath the surface of the earth, by the com-
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mon pump, and to perform many other useful I

operations.
The atmosphere presses equally upon the whole surface of

the water in the well, until the rod of the pump is moved ; but
by forcing the rod down, the bucket compresses the air in the

lower part of the pump tree, which being elastic forces its

way out of the tree through the valve ; so that, when the buck-
et is again raised, that part of the pump tree under the buck-
et is void of air ; and the weight of the atmosphere pressing I

upon the body of water in the well, forces up a column of

water to supply its place ; the next stroke of the pump rod
causes another column of water to rise : and so long as the
bucket fits the pump tree close enough to produce a vacuum,
a constant stream of water may be drawn from below.

"Press'd by the incumbent air, the floods below,

Through opening valves, in foaming torrents flow,

Foot after foot in lessen'd impulse move,
And rising seek the vacancy above."

On the tops of very high mountains, water will boil much
sooner than on the plains, where the atmosphere is heavier; I

at the top of Mont Blanc it has bt en known to boil at the tem-
perature of 187 p of Fahrenheit ; and it has been observed that

many spirituous liquors, such ascther ;md spirits ot wine, lose

the best part of their qualities when exposed at such heights.

34. If we had little or no atmosphere, we
should have no water ; for the waters on the

face of the earth would all evaporate at a very
inferior temperature.
Exp.—The quick evaporation which would take place if '

we had no atmosphere, may be shewn by a common instru-

ment, invented by Dr. Franklin, called a pulse glass. It is a
small tube with a bulb at each end, exhausted of air, and con-
taining a small quantity of spirits of wine. If this instrument
be held sloping, with one end in the palm of the hand, the heat
of the hand will quickly cause the spirit to boil ; but tiie va-

pour rising to the other end becomes condensed as soon as it

comes in contact with the cold glass. This simple experi-

ment shows that a very small degree of heat would be suffi-

cient to evaporate most of our fluids, if we had no atmos-
sphere.

35. The weight of the atmosphere, pressing

•n the water, binds it down as it were, and pre-
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vents the usual heat of the sun frflm converting

this and all other fluids on the face of the earth

into vapour.
£.r/>.—That the waters on the face of the faith would he

dissipated in vapour by a small degree of heat, if we had no

atmosphere, may be shown by the following easy experi-

ment :—Procure a common oil flask, let this be-about one

thin) filled with water, and heat it over a lamp. YVben the

water boils, remove the flask, cork it closely so as to exclude

the air, and plunge it for a moment into cold water, nearly

up to the mouth of the flask. This will not only cool the

hot water in some measure, but it will entirely condense the

vapour which occupied the upper part of the flask, and occa-

sion so great a vacuum, that the water which had been thus

partially cooled, will be seen to recommence its boiling with

great violence. This effect can be attributed to nothing but
the vacuum which has been formed in the upper part of the

flask, and to the cork preserving the water from the pressure

of the atmosphere. In like manner, wafer wbich has been
COOlfcd many degrees below boiling will begin to boil again,

if placed under the receiver of an air pump, as soon as wc
begin to exhaust the receiver of its air.

36 Each square foot of the eartlvs surface

sustains about 2160 pounds of atmospheric air.

A column of air an inch square weighs about

fifteen pounds.
It has been computed that the weight of the air which

presses upon the whole surface of the earth, is equal to that

of a globe of lead sixty mileS" in diameter.

It is necessary to remark that the air presses upwards,
downwards, and sideways, in every direction ; and that it is

owing to tli is equal pressure that we are not injured by the vast

weight of the atmosphere ; for the equal pressure on all sides

resists as much as it is resisted.

Ejp—Whenever I hold my hand out in this fluid, I feel

no weight upon it, because the pressure under and above my
hand is equal ; but if I lay my hand on a hollow cylinder of
glass, placed on the plate of an air pump, and exhaust the cy-

linder of air, I become immediately conscious of something
that presses it so forcibly to the glass, that I cannot endure it.

The prop is now gone ; I have no pressure under my hand;
a column of air 45 miles high forces it down by its weight,
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and I must let inthe air under it before the hand can be with-
drawn.

37. This immense atmosphere is composed
of oxygen and nitrogen, two different airs,

which are intimately mixed in certain definite

proportions.
It has been determined that the air of Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America, differs very little in the proportion of its ingre-

dients.

Atmospheric air is not a chemical compound of nitrogen

and oxygen, but a mere mixture of those gaseous substances,

with a small proportion of carbonic acid gas. The uniformity

of this mixture has been accounted tor by Mr. Dalton in a
very satisfac'ory manner. This gentleman discovered that

the gases act as vacuums to each other ; and that if two jars

of different kinds of gas are placed one above the other, and
the lighter gas be placed uppermost, with a proper connexion

between the two vessels, a portion of the lighter gas will soon

be found to have descended through the heavier gas, and
part of the heaviest gas will also be found to have ascended

through ;he lighter one; and this interchange will continue

to go on until an uniform mixture of the whole is produced.

38. Atmospheric air contains also about one

part in every thousand of carbouic acid gas,

and several adventitious substances.
It has been calculated that the absolute quantity of carbonic

acid gas, dispersed throughout the atmosphere, ameunts to

more than one hundred millions of hundred millions of pounds
avoirdupois. For an account of the rises of this enormous quan-
tity of cauboi ic act.' ga? in the atmosphere, "consult Chem.
Catechism, Tenth Edit, page 249—254.
Exp.—If 80 acid be poured upon a pure alkali, no effer-

vescence wiP be perceived ; but t^ke a little of the same kind

of alkali and expose 't to the air for a few hours, it will then
effervesce b< th ! addition of an acid; which shows that it has

absorbed eai bonie acid from the atmosphere.

39. Besides carbonic acid gas, it holds a

portion of water in solution ; and sometimes

contains hydrogen and carburetted hydrogen

gases.
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Upon an average, atmospheric air contains about 1 per cent,

•f water in the state of elastic vapour, and it is remarkable,
that whenever aqueous vapour is united to atmospheric air,

an augmentation of volume is the consequence, and damp air

is always specifically lighter than dry air.

40. When solid substances are rendered per-

manently aeriform by heat, the air thus pro-

duced is called a gas, to distinguish it from
those aeriform substances which return to the

solid or fluid state when the heat is abstracted.
All the gases art; compounds of solid matter and caloric. It

is caloric w hich separates the particles, and gives to the whole
a gase'ousform.

The simple gases are elastic, transparent, and permanently
aeriform, unless condensed by chemicaJ combinations. Few
of them possess any colour.

The permanency of the gases appears to be owing to the
strength of the affinity existing between caloric and their

bases, which affinity resists every redoctiou of temperature.

41. By the operation of different agents, the

several gases may be separated from each other,

and the quantity of each ascertained.
A pneumatic trough is generally employ, cl for collecting

gases, and for transferring them from one vessel to another.

See Plate V. fig. 19.

42. With respect to the proportions of these

gases, there are 21 parts of oxygen gas, and 79
of nitrogen gas, in every 100 measures of at-

mospheric air, or 23 of the former and 77 of

the latter, (fractions omitted,) if the calculation

be made by weight.
Exp.—The pupil may be satisfied of the truth of these pro-

portions in various ways;—the following is the: easiest: A light-

ed taper will not burn in nitrogen gas a moment; if immeised
in oxygen gas, it burns with a splendour too great for the eye
to endure ; but if four measures of nitrogen gas and one "of

oxygen gas are put into ajar inverted ovei wattr, and a light-

ed taper put into such mixture, it will burn exactly the same
as it does in atmospheric air.

c
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43. These gasses are of different and oppo-J
site qualities.

They are of such opposite qualities, that the one is some- •

times called vital air ; while the other, from its causing the
death of those who breathe it, has been called azoticgas.

44. The oxygen gas in atmospheric air is

the principal supporter of combustion, and the

vehicle of heat ; and is, as was before mention- .

ed, absolutely necessary for the support of ani-

mal life.

Exp.—Pour a little water on a flatdish, place two or three
lighted wax tapers of different lengths in the water, and in-

vert a tall glass jar over them. The flame of the different ta-

pers will soon be seen to giow smaller, and at length will be
extinguished in succession. That which is highest will be ex-
tinguished first, and the shortest taper the last, owing to the
purer air occupying the lower part of the jar.

An account of a melancholy accident which happened to

two men in consequence of iheir being deprived of atmosphe-
ric air, may be seen in the Chemical Catechism, Tenth Edi-
tion, page 48.

It has been asserted that oxygen is neeessary to promote
the vigour of plants as well as that of animals.

"Leaves, Lungs, and Gills, the vital ether breathe

On earth's green surface, or the waves beneath."

45. Pure oxygen gas has the property of ac-

celerating the circulation of all the animal

fluids, and occasions the most rapid combus-
tion of -all combustible substances; so that it is

the most energetic and powerful agent that we
are acquainted with.
Exp. 1.—It is an interesting experiment to place a glow-

worm within a jar of oxygen gas, in a dark room. The in-

sect will shine with much greater brilliancy than it does in at-

mospheric air, and appear more alert. As the luminous ap-
pearance depends on the will of the animal, this experiment
probably affords an instance of the stimulus which this gas
communicates to the animal system.

Exp. 2.—Attach a piece ofcommon sulphur about the size

©fa small bean, to the end of an iron wire, and set fire to it.
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It will bum with a slow combustion ; but if it be plunged in

an ignited state into ajar of oxygen gas, it will then burn with

a splendour almost too strong fop the eye to endure. The jar

made use of should be similar to that employed for burning

iron wire. See Plate II. fig. 7.

46. Ox}gen gas is a little heavier than at-

mospheric air, and about 750 times lighter than

water.
A>. the temperature of fi0° when the barometer stood at

30° it was determined by Messrs. Allen and Pepyslhat 100

cubical inches of oxygen gas weigh S3.S2 grains. Sir Hum-
phry Davy states it al 3i grains.

Oxygen gas is plentifully procured from nitre, or from the

black oxide of manga. iese.

47. Nitrogen gas, or azote, is chiefly distin-

guished by certain negative qualities, such as

its being incapable of supporting combustion
and animal life. It is uninflammable, and some-
what lighter than atmospheric air.

Nitrogen forms a part of all animal substances. It is also

the base of ammonia, and of the nitric acid. It appears to be
favourable to plants, as they grow and vegetate freely in this

gas.

ExJj.—Take a few iron filings, mix them with a little sul-

phur, and moisten the mass with water. Put this mixture
into a large glass jar, and cork it close. In a few days the
oxygen will be absorbed by the mixture from the air which
was previously in the glass, and the residuum will be found
to be nitrogen gas. It may be procured also by digesting

pieces of flesh or the muscular fibre in very dilute nitric acid.

48. Nitrogen gas has the effect of neutraliz-

ing, in some measure, the properties of oxygen
gas, and rendering it fit for respiration and com-
bustion.

[Though nitrogen gas is, by itself, so noxious to animals, it

answers an important end when mixed with oxygen gas in at-

mospheric air. Were it not for this large quantity of nitro-

gen in the atmosphere, the blood would flow with too great

rapidity through the vessels ; the consequence of which would
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be, that the life of man would not be protracted to the length

that it now is.

"From Nature's chain whatever link you strike,

Tenth, or ten thousandth, breaks (he chain alike."

49. The atmospheric air which is produced
by this mixture, supports animal life by giving

out its oxygen and caloric to the blood.
The biood in the veius is pu pie, approaching to black ; but

when it arrives at the lungs, having there thrown off hydro-

gen a rid charcoal, it imbibes the vital air of the atmosphere,
which changes its dark colour to a brilliant red, rendering it

the spur to the action of the heart and arteries ; the source

of animal heat; and the cause of sensibility, irritability, and
motion.

Black venous blood, exposed to the air, becomes red on its

surface ; and air, remaining confined over venous blood, loses

its oxygen, so that what remains is found to be unfit for com-
bustion. These facts prove that the vermillion colour of the
blood is owing to the inhalation of oxygen gas.

"The internal surface of the lungs, or air vessels, in man,
is said to be equal to the external surface of the whole body ;

it is on this extended surface that the blood is exposed,
through the medium of a thin pellicle to the influence of the
respired air"

50. Caloric is the name which modern che-

mists have given to lire, or the matter of heat

;

a large portion of which is intimately combined
with atmospheric air.

This name was given by the framersof the new nomencla-
ture to the matter of heat, which they always distinguish from
the effect." Caloric is applied to fire, or the substance which
produces the sensation we call heat, but never to the sensa-

tion itself, or the effect produced by fire. In this case it is

said that caloric raises the temperature of bodies, or, on the

contrary, that the temperature is lowered by the loss of
caloric.

51. Animal heat is preserved chiefly by the

inspiration of atmospheric air. The lungs,

which imbibe the oxygen gas from the air, im-
part it to the blood ; and the blood, in its cir-
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culation, gives out the caloric to every part of

the body.
A man generally consumes 32 ounces troy of oxygen gas in

24 hours ; that is, the lungs separate this quantity of oxygen
gas from the air which he respires in that time.

Nature has provided for those animals which do not breathe,

such as fishes and inst cts, by giving them a bodily tempera-
ture but little superior to the medium in which they live.

The temperature ofother animals is in proportion to the quan-

tity of air which they breathe in a given time.

52. As the temperature of the atmosphere in

this climate is always inferior to the animal

temperature, clothes are necessary to prevent

the sudden escape of that heat from the surface

of the body which the lungs have separated from
the atmosphere.

Clothes keep the body. warm in consequence of the air

which they infold within them ; all confined bodies of atmo-
spheric air being non-conductors of heat. It is on this prin-

ciple that double -windows preserve the warmthof apartments
at an equable temperature, and that light spongy substances,

such as furs and down, afford the warmest clothing.

53. With regard to the nitrogen that is com-
bined with atmospheric air, the greatest part

of that is thrown out of the lungs at every re-

spiration ; and being somewhat lighter than at-

mospheric air, it rises into the atmosphere to

await fresh combinations.
It may be remarked, thai the interval which there is be-

tween every inspiration seems to have been designed, to allow

time for the nitrogen gas which is thrown out of the lungs to

mount in the air above the head, in order that a fresh portion

of air might be taken in, and that the same air might not be
repeatedly breathed. How provident has the Almighty been,
in thus foreseeing the operation of those laws which were
designed to promote the welfare of every species of animated
beings

!

54. The loss of that vast quantity of oxygen
which respiration and combustion are perpetu-

e 2
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ally taking from the atmosphere, would soon
render the air unfit for those purposes, if na-

ture had not made provision for its restoration.
Exp.—Take a bladder with a stop-cock similar to that de-

scribed in Plate II. fig. 2, and folding the lips carefully round
the end of the pipe, begin to draw the air out of the bladder
into the lungs, and immediately return it into the bladder by
respiration. Thus continue to breathe the same air for some
minutes, and then close the stop-cock. If the air be now re-

moved from the bladder into a pneumatic glass jar, and a
lighted taper immersed within it, it will at once be seen that

the process of respiration has rendered the air unfit for sup-
porting combustion.

55. The leaves of trees and other vegetables

give out during the day .a large portion of oxy-

gen gas, which uniting with the nitrogen thrown
offby animal respiration, keeps up the equilibri-

um, and preserves the salubrity of the atmo-
sphere.
The upper side of the leaf is the organ of respiration ; hence

some vegetables (as they give out oxygen only in the day)
close the upper surfaces of their leaves during the night.

Exp.—To show the production of oxygen gas from the

leaves of plants, fill a glass bell with water, introduce

leaves under it, and place the bell inverted in a fiat dish of

water. Expose the apparatus to the raysof the sun, and very

pure oxygen gas will be disengaged, which will displace the

water in the jar, and occupy its place. In like manner a sprig

of mint, corked up with a small portion of carbonic acid air

and placed in the light, renders it again capable of supporting

life. The plant purifies what the animal had poisoned.
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CHAPTER III.

OF CALORIC.

56. Heat is the well-known sensation which
we perceive on touching any substance whose
temperature is superior to that of the human
body.
The sensation of heat and cold arises from the tendency

which caloric has to diffuse itself equally amongst all sub-
stances that come in contact with it. If the hand be put upon
a hot body, part of the caloric leaves the hot body, and enters

the hand : this produces the sensation of heat. On the con-
trary, if the hand be put upon a cold body, part of the caloric

contained in the hand leaves the hand to unite with the cold

body : this produces the sensation of cold.

57. Chemists have agreed to call the matter

of heat caloric, in order to distinguish it from

the sensation which this matter produces.
In order to give precision to chemical language, it was ne-

cessary to find a term to distinguish the matter of heat from
its effect ; for, whenever caloric becomes fixed in a body, it

loses its property of affording he;tt.

58. Caloric is every where indispensable to

the existence of man. " It is with fire that, in

every country, he prepares his food, that lie dis-

solves metals, vitrifies rocks, hardens clay, sof-

tens iron, and gives to all the productions of

! the earth the forms and combinations which his

necessities require."

59. There are six sources from whence we
procure caloric ; viz. from the sun's rays, by
combustion, by percussion, by friction, by the

mixture of different substances, and by means
of electricity and galvanism.
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60. The sun is the chief fountain which fur- I

nishes the earth with a regular supply, and ren-'
ders it capable of supporting the animal and
vegetable creations.

Caloric, it is said, comes to us from the sun at the rate of

200,000 miles in a second of time ; but Dr. Herschel has prov- I

ed, that the solar rays which occasion heat, are distinct from I

those which illuminate and produce vision.

It is now a prevailing opinion, that the sun is not the origi-

1

nal source of heat, but that the earth, and each planet belong-*
ing to this system, is furnished with the necessary portion of

caloric, and that the rays of the sun impinging upon the earth I
and the other planetary bodies, elicit the native caloric which
is inherent in them, and occasion what is called heat.

Exp.—That caloric is as necessary for the support of vege~
table as it is for that of animal life, may be proved by direct

experiment. If in the midst of winter a hole be bored in a '

tree, and a thermometer put into it, it will be seen that the
tree is many degrees warmer than the atmosphere.

61. The second source we have mentioned is

combustion : in this process the oxygen gas of
the atmosphere is decomposed, and caloric, one
of its component parts, is set at liberty.

For a more particular account of this curious natural phe-
nomenon, see the w boh of Chapter XII.

62. The heat produced by percussion is ge :

nerally occasioned by the compression of the
particles of the body, which compression forces

out a portion of its latent caloric.

A:- ?vaporation produces cold, condensation always occa-
sions heat : that is, caloric is always evolved from those bo-
dies which have undergone any degree of condensation. la
onr case caloric is absorbed, in the other it is set at liberty.

By the collision of flint and steel so much caloric is disen-
gaged, that the metallic particles which are struck off are ac-
tually melted thereby. This is evident, from their being al-
ways found in a spherical form.
Exp. 1

.—Mix three grains of sulphur with nine grains of
dry nitrate of silver, and lay the mixture in a small heap on
an anvilj or on any piece of solid metal. If the mixture be
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now struck smartly with a cold hummer, the sulphur will in-

flame, but no detonation will ensue. This is an instance of a

metallic salt being decomposed and a combustible substance
inflamed by percussion.

Exp 2.—lithe experiment be repeated, and the mass be
struck with a hot hammer, the mixture detonates, and the
silver is reduced.

63. It is not known how friction produces
caloric, unless we suppose it to be a succession

of percussions.
The original inhabitants of the New World, throughout

the whole extent from Patagonia to Greenland, procured fire

by rubbing pieces of hard wood against other very dry pieces,

till they emitted sparks, or kindled into a flame. Some of the

people to the north of California had the method of inserting

a kind of pivot in the hole of a very thick plank, aud by its

circular motion produced the same effect.

Instances have occurred, where whole forests have been
burnt down, by fires kindled from the violent friction of the

branches, against each other by the wind.

Exp.—Having a common phosphorus box, take out a small

portion of its contents on the point of a brimstone match, and
rub it briskly on the cork. In this case a sufficient quantity of
caloric will be evolved by friction to occasion the phosphorus
to burst into flame.

64. By the discharge of an electrical battery,

or by the galvanic apparatus, a more intense de-

gree of heat may be obtained than by any other

means whatever.
By means of an electrical battery metals may be suddenly

fused, and gases united, which we are unable to combine by
any other mode.
Exp. 1.—If fine metallic wire be made part of a powerful

galvanic circle, it will be melted in an instant, and give out
the most beautiful coruscations t>f light, of various colours, ac-

cording to the nature of the metal employed.
Exp. 2.—Sul>mita little gold or sdver leaf to the action of

a galvanic battery : either of which will burn with great splen-

dour, and afford a beautiful spectacle.

Exp. 3.—If a piece of charcoal, from hard wood, be in-

flamed by galvanism, the light produced seems to vie with
that of the sun, being too intense for the eye to endure.
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65. When heat is produced by the mixture

of two or more substances, it is owing to the

fluid part of the mixture taking a more solid

form ; for neither water nor any other fluid can

acquire an increase of density without giving

out a portion of its latent caloric.

Whenever two gases or liquids unite chemically, the com-
pound has greater density than the meandensity. Thus the

vapour of water, at the heat ot" ebullition, occupies much less

space than the hydrogen gas and oxygen gas, which compose
it, would have occupied at the same temperature.

Exit. 1.—Take a small phial about half full of cold water

;

grasp it gently in the left hand, and from another phial pour
a little sulphuric acid very gradually into the water. A strong

sensation of heat will immediately be perceived, This, by
the continued addition of the acid, may be increased to raa-'

ny degrees beyond that of boiling water.

Exp. 2.—Put a little fresh calcined magnesia in a tea-cup

upon the hearth, and suddenly pour over it as much concen-
trated sulphuric acid as will cover the magnesia. In an in«

stant sparks will be thrown out, and the mixture will be com-
pletely ignited.

66. Mixture does not uniformly produce
heat. The mixture of some substances pro-

duces an intense cold.
Whenever suhstai.ces become more condensed by mixture,

heat is evolved ; when they expand, cold is produced ; or, in

other words, the compound has a greater or 1-ss capacity for

caloric than the separate ingredients. The mixture of crys-

tallized muriate of lime and snow produces the greatest de-
gree of cold yet known.
Exp.—Take a small phial containing some pulverized mu-

riate of ammonia; pour a little water upon it, and shake the

mixture. In this instance a sensation of cold will be immedi-
ately felt.

67. Caloric is uniform in its nature; but

there exists in all bodies two portions of ca-

loric, very distinct from each other.
How the same bubstai>ce may exist in a body in two distinct

states, may easily be explained by the familiar example of a
piece ofcommon bread which has been dipped in water. This
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bread will contain two portions of water very distinct ; one of
them is in a state of combination, and forms a constituent part

of the bread ; the other is only interposed between the parti-

cles of the bread, and ma» aijain be forced out by pressure.

68. The one is called sensible heat, or free

caloric ; the other latent heat, or combined ca-

loric.

Exp. 1 .—Wrought iron, though quite cold, contains a large

portion of latent caloric; and if it be briskly hammered for

some time on an an\ il, it will become red hot by the action of

this species of caloric, which by the percussion of hammering
is now evolved and forced out as sensible heat.

Exp. 2.—If a little sulphuric acid be mixed with about an
ounce ot the strongest nitrous acid, and th>- mixture be poured
into oil of turpentine, the whole will birst into flame. This
is owing to the compound having less capacity tor caloric than

these separate fluids. The phial containing the mixed acids

should be fixed to a rod, and its contents poured :?t armslenglh
and as quickly as possible upon the o<l in a cup. The cup
containing the oil of turpentine should be placed in the open
air, or under a large- chimney, to prevent any accident from
the sudden combustion. •

69. Sensible caloric is the matter of heat dis-

engaged from other bodies, or, if united, not

chemically united with them.
Some writers have called the matter of heat whtn in this

state interposed caloric.

70. Latent caloric is that portion of the matter
of heat which makes no sensible addition to the

temperature of the bodies in which it exists.
Caloric, as it penetrates bodies, frequently forms a chemical

combination with them, and become s essential to their com-
position. This is always the case when a solid is converted
to a liquid, or when a liquid passes to < gaseous state. But if

caloric be superadded to a body when ii is in a state of satura-

tion, it merely traverses its surface, ami passes from it, in the
form of sensible heat, to some ot the adjacent bodies.

Exp.—If a pan of snow be hung ovei a large fire, the snow
will receive a great accession of caloric from the fire without
being at all sensibly warmer. The caloric, as it enters the
snow, becomes chemically combined with it, and the fire will
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not in the least alter its temperature, till the whole become
fluid.

71. Caloric in a latent state exists in all sub

stances that we are acquainted with.
Caloric pervades all bodies; this is not the caae with an;

other substance we know of— not even light.

Whenever caloric quits its latent state, how long soever
may have lain dormant and inactive, it always resumes itfc

proper qualities and character, and affects the thermometer
and the sense of feeling as if it had never been latent.

72. Caloric combines with different substances

in very different proportions ; and for this rea-

son one body is said to have a greater capacity

for caloric than another.
Exp.—The propriety of this term may be shown to a pupil-

by dipping a lock of wool and a piece of sponge in water, ancfc

directing him to observe how much more water the sponge is

capable of taking up than the wool. Hence sponge may bee

said to have a greater capacity for water than wool has.

73. The same bodies have at all times th&
aame capacity for caloric, unless some changer

takes place in the state of those bodies.
Whenever a body changes its slate, it either combines with,

or separates from, caloric.

74. When gaseous substances become liquid,

or liquid substances become solid, they lose in'

a great measure their capacity for caloric.
The caloric which is evolved during the slaking of quick-

lime, escapes from tlie water in consequeuce of its changing
from a liquid to a solid form by its union with the lime. The
same effect is produced in making butter. When the cream
changes from a fluid to a solid, a considerable degree of heat
is produced.
Exp. 1 .—If when the air is at 22° we expose to it a quantity

of water in a tallglasi, with a thermometer in it and covered,
the water gradually cools down to 22* without freezing,

though 10" below the freezing point. Things being in th»
situation, if the water be shaken, part of it instantly freezes
into a spongy mass, and the temperature of the whole rises t9
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the freezing point ; so that the water has acquired 10° of ca-

loric in an instant.

Exp. 2 —If a small thermometer be placed in a glass ves-

sel containing about an ounce of a solution of soda ; on adding

a sufficient quantity of muriatic acid to saturate the soda, the

mercury in the thermometer wili expand; affording an in-

stance of heatbein
.
produced by the formation of a ball.

Exp. 3.—Let the last experiment be repeated with car-

donate of soda, instead of pure soda ; the mercury will now
sink in the thermometer. Here, though the sam-i kind of

salt is formed, cold is produced. This must be attributed to

the evaporation of the carbonic acid.

Evcp, 4.—Charge a small glass retort with strong muriatic

acid, and insert its beak into a tubulated receiver containing
u little water

; then into this receiver insert two small ther-

mometers, the one immersed in the water, the other suspend-
ed above it. Hv applying the beat of a lamp to the retort,

muriatic acid gas will be disengaged in abundance ; and if the
thermometers be examined, that which is suspended in the
gas will be found to have lis n only a few degrees, while that

which was immersed in the cold water has acquired a boiling

beat.

75. When solid bodies become liquid or

gaseous, their capacity for caloric is propor-

tionately increased.
By the solution of some salts water qMJ be deprived of so

large a portion of its caloric as to be frozen in the midst of
summer.

/..<•/;. 1.—Disssolve five drachms of muriate of ammonia
and live drachms of nitre, both finely powdered, in two ounces
of water. A thermometer immersed in th< solution will

show that the temperature is reduced below 32". If a ther-
mometer tube, filled with water, bb now suspended within it,

the wat« i will soon be effectually frozen.

Exp. 2.—Dip the hulb of a thermometer in melted rosin

so as to coat the glass with it, and suffer it to cool ooraplen iv.

If the flame of a taper be now applied to the bulb soa^ to melt
the rosin, the mercury in th>. thermometer will not rise at
tbt approach of the taper, '>ut w"ill actually be seen to con-
tract as 'he rosin becomes liquid.

76. Whenever a body has its capacity for

caloric thus increased, it requires a larger por-

D
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lion of the matter of heat to raise it to a given

$

temperature, than another body does which has

a less capacity for caloric.

If equal weights of water and mercury, cooled down to the;
same point, be afterwards separately heated to the heat of'

boiling water, the water will be found to have required more
than three times the quantity of caloric than the mercury did

|

to bring it to that temperature.
The difference in the capacity which different bodies have

for caloric, 13 owing to one substance having a chemical affini-

ty for caloric superior to that of another. See this fully ex-'

plained by Dr. Henry in the fifth rolume of the Manchester
JWemoirs.

Exp.—This property may be shown more readily by the
following experiments.—Take I lb. of water at 100°, and
mix it with 1 lb. of water heated to 200*, the mixture will be
found to give the exact mean temperature of 150° ; but 1 lb.

of mercury, at 100°, and 1 lb. of water at 200Q
, will produce

a heat much higher than the mean temperature : mercury
has not therefore so great a capacity for caloric as water.

77* The portion of caloric necessary to raise

a body to any given temperature is called the

specific caloric of that body.
This term is always used in a comparative sense, expres-

sive of the relative portions of caloric contained in equal

weights or measures of different bodies at the same tempera-
ture, or the comparative quantity of caloric which can pro-

duce the sarae effect. Thus, if the specific caloric of mercu-
ry be saif ' to be 1 , that of water may be said to be 3, as noted
in an experiment just related.

78. An instrument called a calorimeter is

used for ascertaining the specific caloric of dif-

ferent bodies, and comparing the relative ca-

pacity of each for caloric.
The substances to be tried are heated to the same tempera-

ture, and then placed in this machine surrounded with ice.

By observing how much ice each of them melts in cooling

down to a given point, the specific caloric which each of

them contained is determined.
Ice has the property of absorbing all the caloric with which

it comes in contact, and communicates no part of it to the sur-
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rounding bodies till the whole of the ice is melted ; therefore

the specific caloric of bodies may easily be calculated by its

means.

79. The instrument which is in common use

to measure the temperature of bodies is called

a thermometer.
80. The thermometer consists of a glass

tube containing a portion of mercury, with a
graduated plate annexed to it. The glass is

usually sealed hermetically, to preserve the

metal and the inside of the tube from the ac-

tion of dust or moisture.
Thermometer* are made by putting mercury into small

glass tabes with bulbs, and heating these bulbs till the mer-
cury boils. Tbis ebullition forces out the air, and the tubes

I are hermetically sealed while the mercury is boiling. They
are afterwards graduated by a correct scale.

81. When a thermometer is brought in con-

tact with any substance, the mercury expands
or contracts till it acquires the same tempera-
ture ; and the height at which the mercury then

stands in the tube, indicates the exact tempe-
rature of the substance to which it has been ap-
plied.
Though mercury has a capacity for caloric inferior to that

of many liquids, it has such an attraction for it that it absorbs
sufficient to keep it in a fluid state in the common heat of our
atmosphere. Owing to this affinity, it expands very readily

by every addition of the matter of heat. It is also equally
affected by equal increments of heat at every temperature be-
tween its freezing and boiling points; which is not the case
with some other fluids, such as water, ardent spirit, ice-
hence it is the most proper substance for thermometers.
To measure the degrees of heat in high temperatures, Mr.

Wedgwood contrived a very useful instrument, which he call-

ed a pyrometer, including a range of nearly 32,000 degrees of
Fahrenheit.

82. The thermometer will not show the ab-
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solute caloric in all substances ; for it cannol

measure that portion which is latent, or chemi-

cally combined with any body.

Every suusiauee reqiiirt s its own quantity of caloric to rais

It 10 a given temperature; but when raised to that tempera-

ture, every further addition of caloric is precisely shown bj

the thermometer.

83. Thus fluids require a certain portion ol

caloric to keep them in a state of fluidity

which portion is not indicated by the thermo-

meter.
£xp i .—if a quantity of snow be placed in a bason befot

a fir , and a thermometer be piunge<l in it, the thermometei

-will stand al 32° ; if the thermomet* r be removed, and the

snow suffered to remain before the fire some time longer, anc

then tried by the thermometer, it will still indicate the st«me

temperature, though it has all along been i eceivmg an trees-

sion of caloric ; but the moment that the -whole of the snow is

melted, the thermometer will begin to rise.

Exp. 2.—IE a piece of ice cooled 20° below the freezing

point be exposed to a fire with a thermometer stuck in it; thg

thermometer will rise very unifornly until it comes to the

freezing point 32°, and there make a tull stop till the jce lM
all liquefied, as though (he fire had lost its faculty ot heating if1

but the instant that all the ice is melted the thermometer will

begin to rise again, and will continue to rise gradually till the

water beconv s heated to 212°, the boiling point.

84. Notwithstanding this, all fluids operate,

upon the thermometer in the same manner asj

solids ;- for, whatever sensible caloric be con-j

tained in any liquid, that portion may be mea-j

sured by the thermometer.
Exp.—U we plunge a thermometer ever so often into boiling

water, it will always stand at the same point, provided the

pressure of the atmosphere be the same. Melting snow will

always show th<- san.e degree upon the thermometer, in;

whatever state the atmosphere may be.

85. That portion of caloric which is a neces-

sary part of fluids, is called the" caloric of fluid-
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ity; but different fluids require different portions

of it to preserve them in the state of fluids.

The caloric of fluidity of water is 140°. That is, water re-

duced to 32° must lose 140 degrees more of caloric before it

becomes ice, and still its temperature will be 32°.

Exp. 1.—If four parts of sulphuric acid and one part of ice,

both at the temperature of 32Q , he mixed together, the ice

melts instantly, and the temperature of the mixture rises to

212°, the heat of boiling water. But if four parts of ice and
one of the same kind of acid at 32° be mixed, the temperature
sinks to about—4°. In the first of these experiments, as the
ice and acid combine, they become more dense than their

mean density ; consequently they bqlh give out l part of their

caloric of fluidity, and retain only the caloric of fluidity which
is necessary for the new compound. In the other ca -< , the

ice, assuming a liquid form, requires a large dose of caloric to

give it fluidity ; and the sudden fall of the thermometer is ow-
ing to the suddenness with which the ice absorbs the caloric

from the acid, and which it requires before it can become
liquid.

Exp 2.—Take an emalgam of lead and mercury, and an-
other amalgam of bismuth, let these two solid amalgams be
mixed in a mortar by triture, and they will instantly become
fluid.

86. The general effects of caloric are to in-

crease the bulk of the substances with which it

unites, and to render them specifically lighter

than they were before; but in whatever quantity
it is accumulated in bodies, it never adds to their

absolute weight.
Some bodies are much more dilatable by heat than others

;

thus iron is more dilatable than wood, and wood is more dila-

table than a stone. Of the metals, platinum dilates the least,

and lead and zinc the most, by increase of temperature.
Exp. I.—In order to be convinced that solids increase in

bulk by combination with caloric, procure a piece of iron wire,
of an exact length to slip lengthways within a ring, or within
some metallic box ; then if the wire be heated, it will be found
increased in It ngth so as not to pass through the ring or box.

Exp.2.—Fill a Florence flask with water to about the mid-
dle of the neck, mark the place to which it rises, and then

D 2
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immerse it in boiling water; when it will be seen to expand
in the glass till it nearly runs over the neck of th; fia^k.

87. Caloric favours the solution of salts, and
promotes the union of many substances.
Exp —If two ounces of Bulfihate of soda (Glauber's salt,)

in powder, be put into a tea cup holding two ounces of cold

water, the water will dissolve only a portion of it; but if a
boiling heat be applied, the whole will be dissolved. If the

liquor be left to cool, the salt will be seen to shoot again into

©rysfals. This little experiment will also have its use as an
example of crystallization.

88. In other cases it serves to separate bo-

dies already united ; so that in the hands of

chemists it is the most useful and powerful

agent we are acquainted with.
This is the case in distillation, whereby the most subtile

parts of a compound body are dissolved b\ caloric, and sepa-

rated from the mass in the state of gas or vapour. Every kind
of distillation may be performed in a common retort, (see

Plate I. fig. 2. and fig. 3.) with common receivers attached to

it, similar to the apparatus, fig. 23, Plate VI. For strong

heats' Wedgwood's retorts are preferable to glass.

Caloric promotes also the decomposition of bodies, by rea-

son of its counteracting the attraction of cohesion which exists

in all bodies. For a more particular explanation of the effects,

of caloric in chemical processes, consult the article Repulsion
in Chapter XIII.

Exp. 1.—Ice and soda have no more action on each other
than soda and silica; but raise the temperature of the ice, and
it unites to the soda.

Exp. 2.—Potash and silica ifmixed have no action whatever
on each other ; but if submitted to a great heat, the potash

melts, and attracts the silica, which melts with it into a sub-
stance that may be dissolved in water; or, if the silica be in

proper proportion, the compound will be glass.

89. It is the cause of fluidity in all substances

which are capable of becoming fluid, from the

heaviest metal to the lightest gas.
Let it be remembered that ail fluids are formed from solids

by an addition of caloric ; and that, by abstracting this eajoric,

solids would be reproduced.
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90. It insinuates itself among their particles,

and itnariably separates them in some mea-
sure from each other. Thus ice is converted

into water, and by a further portion of caloric

into s earn.

h the temperature of steam b^ no more than that of

bo •>
, or '21 2°, yet it hut been demonstrated by some

ver) ingenious experiments of Mr. Watt, that it contains

ne;"U 10008 more caloric ; -and that this keeps it in the form
of stream.

Exp. I.—The expansion of valatile bodies by heat may be
shown by the following; experiment:—Pol a little ether into

a small retort, tie abUdder toth. b ik of it, and bold the re-

tort over a lamp. The ether will quickly boil, and the gas

which arises from it will soon oeeupj thr bladder and distend

it to its full size. If the bladder be then held in wal . 'lie

gas will be condensed by the loss of its heat, and the bladder

[will collapse. In order for this experiment to succeed, it is

necessary previously to warm tin* bladder to 80 or 90 degrees,

|
to prevent the gas from b. ins: condensed in the fii st instance.

Exp 2.—Fill a small oil flask with any kind of coloured

I water, having previously put in a few tea-spoonful of ether :

then invert the flask in a shallow vessel of the same kind ofco-

loured water, and by degrees pour boiling water upon its bulb.

IBy the sudden accession of heat the « ther will be changed
'into vapour; which will fore* f>wt the coloured water, and fill

the whole of the vessel. If cold water b' now poured on the

flask, th« vapour will be condensed, and the coloured water
i^vill again rise within it.

91. We have reason to believe that every

I solid substance on the face of the erfrth might
be converted to a fluid, or even to a vapour or

ia gas, where it submitted to the action of a very

high temperature in peculiar circumstances.
Sir James Hall has succeeded in fusing chalk, limestone,

marble, and even common coal, by means of a pressure suffi-

ciently strong to prevent the escape of the more volatile parts

of the substances which he submitted to the experiment.
When a very intense beat is required, it is sometimes pro-

cured by collecting the sun's rays by means of a double con-
vex lens, or a concave mirror.
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92. Calorific rays, or rays which elicit calo-f

ric, are transmitted to us from the sun accom-"
panied with light : these are perpetually thrown
off from that immense body with astonishing

velocity, in every direction.
Whether caloric itself is in any degree transmitted from

the son, is now considered to be extremely doubtful. See
Note, No. 60.

Since the discoveries of Dr. Herschel, Ave have reason to

believe the sun to he an opaque body, probably a habitable

world ; and that the light and heat we receive from it are ow-
ing to an atmosphere which it has, of elastic fluids of a phos-

phorescent nature, by the decomposition of which, light is

evolved, and heat produced in the planetary bodies.

93. As caloric passes with such velocity from
the sun, it would never be retained by those

substances which receive it, were it not for its

affinity for those bodies, or rather their mutual
affinity for each other.

Caloric (like light) moves at the rate of 200,000 miles in a

second ; therefore it never could be accumulated in any body,

were it not retained by its affinity for that body, but would
pass through it with the rapidity oflightning.

The rays of the sun seem to afford heat, only when they
meet "with an opaque substance, and not when they pass

through a transparent one, as air or water ; or when they are I

reflected by a white or polished one. The air is not heated
immediately by the rays of the sun passing through it; but on
their meeting with an opaque body, as the earth for instance,

heat is elicited, and is thence gradually communicated to the i

surrounding atmosphere. Hence, the further we remove from
the earth's surface the greater is the degree of cold.

94. The chemical affinity of bodies for calo-

ric, is notwithstanding one of the weakest of
all known affinities.

It is worthy of remark, that this was wisely and kindly or-

dered by the Creator ; for, owing to this, organized bodies
have no difficulty in separating a sufficient quantity of caloric

from the substances around them, and of securing to them-
selves the quantity necessary for their wants. It is obvious
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Jiow dreadful would have been the consequence, if caloric had
•had as strong an affinity for bodies, -is some simple substances

have for each other. A small deviation from the pn sent or-

|der of things would probably occasion infinite mischief.

95. This is evident from the facility with
which heated bodies part with their caloric to

all surrounding bodies.
The facility with which calorie passes from one body to

another ma) be owing to the re pulsion which is known to ex-
ist among; tin' particles of caloric. This repulsion gives it a

[tendency to fly oft' in every direction.

96. It is one of the laws of nature, that heated
bodies should give out part of their free caloric

(to the neighbouring bodies at a lower tempe-
rature, till the whole become of an equal tie*

gree of temperature.
Watei however affords a curious exception to this law of

jjnature ; this fluid having a ven Blight tendency to conduct ca-

plorjc downwards-. Had it b. en otherwise, thr ocean . nd
Other large bodies of water would have opt rated very unfa-
vourably on the temperature of the atmosphere.

! JEpcp. 1.—Take a gla;js of cold water, pour a litdp stdphu-
jric ether upon its surface, and inflame ii by a slip of lighted

The ether will bit- n tor it considerublt brae and pro-
duct- a large volume of flame, bur when extinguished the

wal ! will b»- found not to have, increased in temperature.
[The design of this exp. rim< nt is to show th:.i water is a bad
rcObduclor ol ealo ic, and that when we wish to heat water,
the heal ought not to !j

,j applied at its surface.

Some bodies give '>ut their superabundant caloric much
sooner than others Iron is a quicker conductor of caloric

thati glass, and glass is a better conductor than wood. Hence
the us<- of wooden bandies to metallic tea-pots and other uten-
sils.

Ex[>. 2.—I take a piece of iron in one hand, and a piece of
wood ^ the other ; the iron feels cold, the wood warmer,
though the thermometer shows that their temperature is tb-j

same. How is this? The iron has a stronger alfimu lore*

loric than wood, and conducts it from the bund much swifter

than the wood, and hence gives me a more livejv sense of
•old.
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97. Thus, wnen the temperature of the at-

mosphere is reduced below 32°, water gives

out its superabundant caloric by degrees, till

at length the cold atmosphere robs it of its ca-

loric of fluidity also, and it becomes ice.

The quantity of heaf given out in freezing, occasions the

progress of congelation to be extremely slow. The constant

emission of caioiic from the freezing substances operates fa-

vourably ; for thus the severity ot the frost is mitigated, and I

its progress retarded. This accounts for its often feeling

"warmer after a great fall of snow.

98. By this change the ice becomes speci-

fically lighter than the subjacent water, and is

thus enabled to swim upon its surface.
Ice is lighter than water, owiig to air bebbles produced in

the ice while freezing: but Monsieur de Mairan attributes

the increase in the bulk ot water in freezing to a different ar-£

rangement of its particles: ice being a crystallization com-;
posed of filaments, which are found to be uniformly joined aty

an angle of 60°, and by this disposition occupy a greater vo-

lume than if they were parallel.

Exp. 1.—Drop small pieces ot ice into a tall glass full of

hot water ; as the ice melts, bubbles of air will be seen to rise

from it, and burst at the surface of the water.

Exp. 2.—If hot water be poured into a glass jar of cold wa-
ter, it will remain on the surface ; but if cold water be pour-
ed upon hot water, it will sink to the bottom of the vessel.

This experiment may be rendered more obvious by colour-

ing tiiat portion of the water which is poured in. The design

of this experiment is to show the change of the specific gravity

of the same body, merely by the agency of caloric,

Exp. 3.—Fill a thermometer tube with tepid water, and

immerse it in a glass vessel of water of the same temperature,
coniaining a mercurial thermometer. If the whole be now
placed in a bed of snow, or in a frigorific mixture, the water
in the tube will suffer a progressive diminution of volume, un-
til it arrives at about 40° ; it will then begin to expand gra-

dually, until it becomes solid. This shows how ice is enabled
to swim on the surface of water.

Exp 4.—Another example on this subject may be shown.
Fill a thermometer tube with cold water, at about 32°, and

immerse it in a vessel of warm water. In this case, the
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ater in the tube will contract in volume till it arrives at about
2°, when it will appear for a time nearly stationary. If the

leat be now continued, the effect will be reversed, for the
vater, in the tube will expand as its temperature is increased.

This is a curious instance of a chemical anomaly.

99. Substances usually become more dense

)j the loss of caloric ; but the freezing of water

s a striking exception to this general law of

mature, and is a memorable instance of the

.visdom and provident care of the Almighty,

vhen he established the laws of the universe.
In general, all bodies, whether solid orfluid, contract their

•limensions and become of more specific gravity in cooling ;

aut -water affords a remarkable and striking exception. Wa-
ter as it cools below 42°. 5, instead of contracting and becom-
ng of greater specific gravity, actually becomes increased in

pulk, and its specific gravity contiuues to lessen as it cools,

flow admirable the wisdom, how skilful the contrivance, that,

'jy subjecting water to a law contrary to what is observed by
ither fluids, the water.as it freezes becomes specifically light-
er, and, swimming upon the surface, performs an important
jervioe by preserving a vast body of caloric in the subjacent
fluid from the effects of the surrounding cold, ready to receive
Its own accustomed quantity upon the first change of the at-

nosphere

!

CHAPTER IV.

OF WATER.

160. Water is a compound consisting of

lydrogen and oxygen.
Water was always considered to be a simple substance, and

:hemical philosophers were for a long time unwilling to allow
if its being otherwise. Its compound naturs was however
ully proved, in the year 1784, bv Mr. Cavendish.

101. It is found in four states, viz. solid or
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ice; liquid or water; vapour or steam ; and ir£

a state of composition with other bodies.
Water is said to be in a state of* composition with other bo*i

dies, because in many cases it becomes fine of their component;
parts and unites with them only in a definite proportion. Bfi
this union it occasions the transparency of" crystallized saltjfl

and in other cases it unites with bodies, and forms what are(
f

called hydrates

Exp. 1.—Take an ounce of sulphate of soda in dry pow-#
der, dissolve this in as small a portion of hot water as is neees4

sary for its solution. If it be then suffered to remain at rest

until the solution is perfectly cold, crystals of sulphate ofsoda^

will be. found in the vessel. On weighing thes^ crystals ifl

will be perceived that the ounce of dry sulphate of soda has

produced more than two ounces of the crystals of that saltJ

The water, which is thus become united with the salt, i*
(

known by the name of the -water of crystallization.

Exp. 2.—If a little fresh burnt lime be carefully slacked

with water and suffered to remain until the whole becomes a

perfectly dry powder, and then weighed, it will be found that,

even 100 grains of the lime have united with 'more than thirty,

grains of water. This dry compound is called a hydrate of

lime.

102 The most simple state of water is that

of ice.

103. The difference between liquid water
and ice, is merely that water contains a large**

portion of caloric. '

Exp —Take (my quantity by weight of ice or snow at 32°,

and mix it with an equal weight of water heat- d exaeth to

172°. The snow instantly Kit-Its, and the temperature of the

mixture is stil! onlv at thiity-t'wo degrees. Here the waff
is cooled 140° while the temperature of the snow is not ii

creased at all ; so that 140° of caloric have disappeared There
can be nodonbt, then, but water owes it? fluidity to its lateut

calorie. See Exp. 1, at No. 85.

104. Vapour is water combined with a still

greater quantity of caloric.
Howevei lo; g «e boil a fluni in an opi- n vessel, we CMnof

make it in the smallest degree hotter than its boiling point.

:!1C

c
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Ij-Vhon arrived at this point, the vapour absorbs the heat, and
arries it off as fast as it is generated.

Exp.—Those who have an air-pump may easily see that

/ater requires a vast portion of caloric to convert it into

team ; for, if a cup of hot water be put under the receiver,

nd the pump be set to work, the water
1

will soon begin to

oil furiouslv, and the receiver v. ill be covered with vapour,

f the receiver be now taken off, the Wnter will be found
aivly lukewarm, owing to the vapour having carried off the

;i( at. st part of its heat.

105. Owing to the large quantity of caloric

hat liquids require to convert them into va-

lour, all evaporation produces cold.

! An animal might be frozen to death in the midst of sum-
mer, by repeatedly sprinkling ether upon him. Its evapora-
lion would shortly carry off the whole of his vital heat. Wa-
fer thrown on hot bodies acts in the same way ; it becomes, in

fn
instant, converted into vapour, and thus deprives these

pfties of a great portion of tlie caloric they contain.

8 Exp. 1.—Take a glass thermometer tube, fill it with cold
water, and suspend it .by a string If the bulb be frequently
»nd eontinuall) moistened with pure sulphuric ether, tlie wa-
er will presently be frozen, even in summer.

I Exp. 2.—If the student be in possession of an air-pump,
the following experiment may be easily performed :—Let him
ix a small tin cup of'ether within a large watch-glass contain-
,ng a little water, and place both under the receiver of the
Mr-pump. The exhaustion of the receiver will cause one of
[he fluids to boil, and the other to freeze at the same instant.

106. Vapour, owing to the large quantity of
[caloric which is combined with it, takes a gase-
Ipus form, and acquires great expansive force.

Water, in ot utti converted into vapour, combines with
I,more than fives times the quantity of caloric that is required
(•to bring ice-cold water to a boiling heat, and occupies a space
S00 times greater than it does when in the form of water.

I The expansive force of steam is found by experiment to
t <e much greater than that of gunpowder. Some volcanio
I 'eruptions and earthquakes, it is supposed, owe their terrible
I effcis to this power of steam: the water of the sea finding its

J

way to subt i raneous fi.»s.

1107. These properties of steam render it ca-

E
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weights, and of
rerful agent for

nd for other im/l

was a vast acquisition

iWe that, in time, steam,
il purposes of which at presenfl

we have no
1

lffea'. lu America, vessels have long been navi-

gated by steam, and of late years such vessels have become
very common in several districts of Great Britain.

108. Water is composed of 88 parts by;

weight of oxygen, and 12 of hydrogen, in every

100 parts of the fluid.

Both these terms are derived from the Greek language;

the former signifies to generate acids, the latter to generate''

water.

Water is found to be a compound of 1 part hydrogen and

7£ parts oxygen by weight : this will give, in the 100 parts,

the proportions of nearly 11 ^ of hydrogen and 88£ of oxygen.

If the gases are estimated by their volume, water will be
found to be composed of two measures of hydrogen and one,

oi oxygen.
Exp.—Put a little alcohol in a tea-cup, set it on fire, and

invert a large bell glass over it. In a short time an aqueous
vapour will be seen to condense upon the inside of the bell,

which by mea»s of a dry sponge niay be collected, and will

be found to be pur water.

109. Several methods have been contrived,

whereby water may be decomposed, and the

exact proportion of its constituent parts ascer-

tained.
This was discovered by Mr. Cavendish, in the vear 1781.

Dr. Priestley h*d previously combined the two gases by com-
bustion; but Mr. Cavendish was the first who drew the pro-

per conclusion fi om the Doctor's experiment

110. It may be done by forcing it through

a tube over red-hot charcoal, by passing re-

peated electrical shocks through it, and also by

means of the galvanic apparatus.
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"Water cannot be decomposed without a combustible bo-

v," or th" agency of elecficity or galvanism, ' as i lie hy-

rogen requires a very large dose of calorie to put it in a

aseous state. This t.ppears Irom the lightness ol bydr< u^n
as compared with water. A cubic fool of water weighs C)

lZ^
ounds, whereas a cubic fool oJ hydrogen gas weighs less

lan 40 grains."

Exp —When Iwo wires from the opposite extremities of a

alvanic battery are placed in a tube cont lining wat«r, so lhat

icy asv distant from each other £ or ^ an inch, a stream of

as issues from each wire—from the positive wire oxygen,

x>m the negative, hydrogen gas ; and these are in the.pro-

ortions which when exploded, either by galv.nism or elec-

'icity, i" -form water.

111. Nature also decomposes water in many
f her operations, particularly by means of

very living vegetable.
Sei Axiom 35, and tli<- Notes.

112. Likewise fish in general, and all cold-

looded amphibious animals, we have reason to

think, are endowed with the same faculty of de-

composing water.
i Ahjongntli r cases, we read of a fish that was kept three

fears in h vessel and fed only with water, and that at last it

jecame too large to live any longer in the vessel. Whence
• his increase of animal substance, if we deny it the power of

Decomposing w«t< r P Rondelet de PUcibus. lib. i. cap. 12.

'

f 113. Vegetables, in decomposing water, com-
fcjine part of its hydrogen, as well as of its oxy-

igen, with the carbon of the atmosphere and of

ithe soil, to form the vegetable compounds oil,

wax, gum, resin, sugar, &c. ; while the super-

fluous oxygen is abundantly evolved by the

leaves.

I

li should always be recollected that the oil found in vege-
tables is produced by this process of vegetation. Tin oils,

bitumens, Sec. in minerals, must all have had a vegetable

origm.

)\\ China, vegetable wax is extracted from plants by mace-
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ration in boiling water, and employed in the manufacture of
candles.

Bees*' xvux is doubtless a vegetable product. The bees
extract it unaltered from the leaves of trees and other vege-
tables.

114. Oxygen is the basis of vital air, as well

as one of the constituent parts of water ; it is

;

the chief support of life and heat; and performs*

an important part in most of the changes whicra

take place in the mineral, vegetable, and animal'

kingdoms.
iv.ture, in economising the primary materials of the uni-'

rerse, has constituted oxygen the basis both uf the atmosphere
which surrounds ihe earth, and ot the water which forms itfr

seas and oceans

:

" For mark how oxygen with azote gas

Plays round the globe in one aerial mass,

Or, fused with hydrogen in ceaseless flow,

Forms the wide waves which foam and roll below."

115. Hydrogen, the other constituent part of
water, is the base of the gas which was former-

ly called inflammable air, and is, when in aeri-

form state, the lightest of all ponderable things.
Hydrogen gas, from its great levity, has generally b< en

used to fill air-balloons. This gas can be procured pure only

from water, which in ail cases must suffer a decomposition.

See a further account of hydrogen and its compounds iu-i

chap. xi.

Exp.—Put a quantity of filings of zinc into a vessel which
has a glass tube adapted to it ; then pour upon them sulphuric

acid diluted with 6 or 8 times its quantity of water ; an efFer.

vescence will immediately take place, the water will be de-

composed, the oxygen of it will become united to the metal,

and the hydrogen gas will be disengaged, and maybe con-
veyed by the glass tube into any proper receiver.

116. Several methods have been discovered

of forming water artificially by a mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen, so that the composition
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}f this fluid is now ascertained beyond all

loubt.
Exp. 1.—Add gradually one ounce of sulphuric acid to

"our ounces of water in a huge phial containing a few ir<»n

filings. The temperature of the mixture will be so much
.raised by itie union of the water with the acid, as to enable
l
,he iron to decompose a part of (he water. If a hole be neatly

made through a cork which fits the mouth of the phial, and a

)iece of tobacco-pipe with a very small orifice be fitted into

t, and the whole cemented into the phial with a mixture of

esin and bees' wax, the hydrogen gas as it is separated from
the water will pass in a continued stream through the pipe,

• <uid may be set on fire by the flame of a candle brought iti

•contact with it.

. Exp. '2.—That water may be re-formed by the combus-
i tion of this gas, may be shown by holding a glass bell over the

I flame of the gas : as the hydrogen burns, ii unites with the

J
oxygen of the atmosphere, and the anion of the two gases pro-

duces water, which will soon be seen to deposit "uselt like

I dew on the inside of the ^lass. It is advisable to fold a cloth

1 round the bottle to prevent any injuryfrom the fragments of

J

glass, in case of an explosion, -which sometimes iviLl happen

j during this experiment , if atmosplienc air be left in lite phial;

I .or let the gas burnfor a moment, before the cork and pipe are
I

I

fixed into the neck of the bottle.

11T. Thus, if a mixture of oxygen and hy-

drogen gases, in proper proportion, be tired, the

inflammation will unite the bases of the two
leases, without separating the whole of their ca-

iloric, and water will be the product.
M. Hint Iras Uieeeeded in forming water from hydrogen and

•oxygen, by compression only, independently of the electric
" sp rk. The compression, "by bringing the particles of gas into

intimate union, makes them throw out heat sufficient to set the
• hydrogen on fire ; and the product of the combustion is wat;r.

118. It is even probable that the torrents of

rain which generally accompany thunder storms,
' may arise trom a sudden combustion of hydro-

gen and oxygen gases.
This combustion is piobably occasioned by lightning.

The aurora borealis may be owing to the existence of a

e2
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stratum of hydrogen gas in the higher regions of the atmo-
sphere. The volgar entertain strange conceits about this cu-
rious phenomenon ofnature.

i

119. Hydrogen gas is only one fourteenth o

the weight of atmospheric air, and occupies

space fifteen hundred times greater than it pos

sessed in its aqueous combination.

120. Hydrogen is continually emanating from
vegetable and animal matters during their de-

cay, and is a certain consequence of their putre-

faction ; it is also evolved from various mines,

volcanoes, and other natural sources.
The ignis fatuus, or will-o-wisp. originates from decayed

vegetables, ami the decomposition of pyritic coals; it consists .

generally of hydrogen combined with carbon; and, perhaps,
occasionally with phosphorus or sulphur.

121. A wine-pint measure of water weighs I

rather more than one pound ; and a cubic foot

of water weighs about 1000 ounces, or 62| lbs.

avoirdupois.
It is very necessary for the student to bear in mind the spe-

cific gravity of water, because this is always taken for n.ity

in the measure of the specific gravit) of every other substance.

An accurate wine-pint holds 7272 grams of distilled water,
which is 272 grains more than one pound avoirdupois.

According to the last experiments of Sir George Shuck-'
burgh, when the barometer is at 30 inches and the thermo-'
meter between 50° and 60°, water is 825 times heavier than
atmospheric air.

122. The atmosphere, when its temperature
is sufficiently low, deprives the water of a cer-.

tain portion of its caloric ; crystallisation then
ensues, and the water solidifies and becomes
ice.

Water in freezing crystallises in filaments, which are uni-
formly jomed at angles of 60 and 120 degrees. The word
crystal originally signified ice.

It is owing to the expansion of water in freezing, that rocks
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uid trees are often split during intense frosts. According to

the calculations of the Florentine academicians, a spherule,

Dr little globe of water, only one inch in diameter, expands

in freezing with a force superior to the resistance of 13| tons

?ight.

It may be remarked, that though fresh water freezes when
reduced to the temperature of 32°, sea water does not freeze

II cooled down to 28.5°.

123. By crystallisation is understood the

concretion of certain substances into regular

forrus, occasioned by the loss of a portion of

their caloric ; but the term is generally applied

to compound bodies of the saline kind, and to

their separation in regular and peculiar figures,

Ifrom
the water in which they were dissolved.

124. Near the poles water is eternally solid :

there it is similar to the hardest rocks, and may
be formed by the chisel of the statuary, like

stone.

N< i>r Hudson's Bay there are islands of ice which are im-
.mersed above 100 fathoms beneath the surface of the sea, and
which measure three or four miles in circumference.
" There can be no doubt but that the quantity of ice at the

! north pole is the principal source of the coldness of our win-

ters, which is occasioned by the regious of air blowing from
fthe north al that season."

" Where, for relentless months, continual night

Holds o'er the glittering waste her start) reign."
"It is related that at 'he whimsical marriage of Prince

' Gallitzin, in 1739, the Russians applied ice to the same pur-
' poses as Stone A house consisting of two apartments was

;
built with large blocks of ice; even the furniture of the rooms

i was made with ice ; and the icy cannon, which were fired in
i honour of the day, performed their office more than once
! without bursting."

125. The great solidity of ice at the poles is

i occasioned by the very low temperature of the

circumambient air ; for in very cold countries
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ice may be ground as fine as to be blown away
by the wind, and will still be ice.

We need not look tor an) cause for the conversion of water

into ice, but the loss of its caloric ; for in the Grotto of Besan-jB

con water is frozen during the heats of summer. In this sin- I
gular place the variation of the thermometer between winter

and summer is very inconsiderable.

126. Water becomes still more solid in the'^

composition called mortar and in cements,

having parted with more of its caloric in that'
;

combination than it does in the act of freezing."
Though water takes a solid form in its various cornbina-'W

tions, such as with lime and saline crystals, it was thought im-'
s

4

possible to compress it when in a fluid state. The Fioren-julJ

tine academicians filled a globe of gold perfectly full of water,

.

and submitted it to a very powerful press ; but could not. per-"
]

ceive that they were able to make it occupy less space than
j

it did at first. They gave it such a degree of pressure, that

at length the water exuded through the pores of the metal. I

127. Water is also combined in a state of

solidity in marble, in crystals, in spars, in

gems, and in many alkaline, earthy and metal--

lie salts, both natural and artificial, to all of
which substances it imparts hardness, and to.

most of them transparency.
Most stones and salts lose their solidity and transparency

by being deprived even of a part only of the water which they'

contained, and generally become pulverulent.

If water be thrown on quicklime, it will be retained by it

with such force that nothing less than an intense red heat will

separate it. Saussure has proved that alumina, when mixed
with water, retains a tenth of its weight of that fluid at a heat

which would melt iron.

Exp. 1.—Take some ground plaster ofParis, fresh calcined,

anil mix it up with a little water. The affinity of the plaster

for the water is so great, that in a few minutes the whole of

this pulverulent matter will be converted to a solid.

Exp. 2.—'Boil a few copper filings in concentrated sulphu-
ric acid to which a small portion of nitric acid has been added,
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»nd when the copper is dissolved dilute the mixture with

ittle water, and then lew it where it can cool gradually.

If the mixture be thus suffered to remain undisturbed a few

iouis, beautiful crystals of blue vitriol will be found at the

Dottom of the vessel, as hard as some minerals. It is the wa-

er which gives them their solidity.

CHAPTER V.

OF THE EARTHS.

128. The earths are incombustible bodies,

md in general are unalterable in the fire,

mil lately they were thought to be unsuscep-

tible of decomposition ; they are insoluble in.

water, or nearly so, when combined with car-

bonic acid ; and are of a specific gravity never
exceeding five times that of water.
Baron Born, many years ago, was ot opinion that the earths

were compound bodies. Sir H. Davy has now succeeded in

decomposing most of them ; and from his experiments we have
reason to suspect that they are all metallic oxides.

The insolubility of the earths in water, when combined
with carbonic acid, forms a striking distinction betwe n (his

slass of bodies and the carbonated fixed alkalies, which are

Tery soluble in water.

129. There are nine distinct earths known
at present, viz. silica, alumina, zirconia, glu-

cina, yttria, barvtes, strontites, lime, and mag-
nesia.
i

Notwithstanding the varied appearance of the earth under
'ourfeet, of that of the furrows of the field, and of the moun-
tainous parts of the world, whose diversified strata present to

'our view substances of every texture and of every shade, the
i whole iscomposed of only nine primitive earths ; and as three

of these occur but seldom, the variety which is produced by
•the other six becomes the more remarkable.
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To give a still greater variety to the works nf Nature, these /

earths are endowed with an affinity for acids and metallic
oxides, whence arise the spars, gems, and precious stouts, of'

every colour and every species.

Besidfs the nine earths here enumerated, we have now
thorina, which is a rare earthy substance, lately discovered
by Berzelius in a species of gadolinite. Its properties are at.

present but little known, jet it is presumed to be, like the I
other earths, a metallic oxide.

130. Barytes, strontites, and lime, are call«
ed alkaline earths, because they agree with the i

alkalies in taste, causticity, solubility in water,

and in their effect upon vegetable colours!
Magnesia agrees with the alkalies in the latter

|

property only.
Baryt' s. strontites, lime, and magnesia, are found in nature,

always combined with acids None of the combinations are]

very hard, as either of them may be scratched with a knife."

The acids, which are found united by nature with these alka-

line earths, are generally the carbonic, the sulphuric, the
fluoric, the boi acic, and the phosphoric.

131. Silica, or pure flint, is a white, inodo-

rous and insipid earth ; it is insoluble in waterj
and in every acid except the fluoric ; it en-)

dures the strongest heat without alteration;,

but, when mixed with soda or potash, becomes
fusible in a strong fire into glass. Its specific

gravity is 2.65.
Some properties that are common to all the earths, do not

pertain to silica; among others, it has no attraction whoever
for carbonic acid, nor does it form a regular suit with any
other acid.

Sir H. Davy has not yet succeeded in exhibiting the base of

this earth in a separate state, though from the result ot his

experiments there is great reason to believe that silica,

like the other earths, is a metallic oxide. Elem. Chem. Plu~
los. part i. page 362.

132. Silica is found in almost all solid mi-

neral substances, particularly in gravel, sand,
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quartz, and flint, of which it forms nearly the

whole substance. It is also the chief ingre-

dient of those rocks which constitute the most

bulky material of the solid parts of our globe.

Pure silica may be procured for chemical experiment, by

fusing common fli'it stones with three or four times their

-weight of potash, dissolving the product in water, and then

akhg up the alkali by the addition of an acid, which will

jrecipitate the silica, which is to be well Washed for use.

The siliceous ston< s should be previously heated red in a cru-

bK and plunged in that state into cold water. This will

render them brittle, so that the> may easily be reduced to

powder before they are mixed with the potash.

There is a granite mountain, about 30 miles from the Cape
of Good Hope, which rises out of th*" ground to the height ot

400 feet, is half a mile in circumference, and is formed of a

single block of granite.

133. Silica has such various uses in the arts,

that it is one of the most valuable earths that

jwe are acquainted with.

134. It is the most durable article in the

»state of gravel for the formation of roads ; it is

u necessary ingredient in earthern-ware, porce-

lain, and cements ; is the basis of glass, and of

all vitreous substances ; and is an indispensable

Article in many of our chemical furnaces and
Utensils.
The manufacture of glass wns known very early ; but glass

(perfectly transparent was reckoned so valuable, that Nero is

said to have given a sum equal to 50,000/. for two glass cups
with handles.

The manufacturing rf pastes, or artificial gems, is a branch
[of the art of glass-making. The basis of these is a v.-ry hard
and pure silica, obtained by melting pounded quartz with an
lkali, with the addition of br rax, nitre, and oxide of lead,

ifferent metallic oxides being added to imitate the colour of
the different gems.

135. In making glass, silica is the chief in-

gredient. It is rendered fusible by a due mix
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ture of alkali, which acts as a flux to the silica,

and renders the whole transparent.
Glass cannot be made without great heat, as the alkali re-

tains the last portions of carbonic acid and water with singu-

lar obstinacy, and it is only at a very high temperature that

the alkali fuses, and then it prefe'.s the silica ; for it is one of

the laws of nature, (to which there are few exceptions) that,**

in order that two bodies may become chemically united, on

of them must be in a state of fluidity.

136. Alumina, or pure clay, is an earl

whose specific gravity is 2.0.

Pure alumina may be procured by decomposing commc
alum with carbonate of ammonia. It has notb<-en found na

tive in a state of purity any where, except at Halle in Ger
many.

137. This earth is soft to the touch ; adhe-

sive to the tongue ; emits a peculiar odour when
moistened ; forms a paste with water ; has great

affinity for colouring matter ; will unite with

most acids ; and acquires a great hardness, an$
contracts in the fire. Like silica, it is soluble

in caustic potash, or soda.
Common clay is a mixture or alumina and silica. It fre*

quently contains metallic oxides, chalk, and other earths.

Alumina united to the oxides of iron is plentifully procured,

in Staffordshire and Derbyshire; in which state it is culled*

raddle, an article v ry useful in colour-making. FuilerY
earth is alumina combined with very fine silica.

138. Alumina is distributed over the face of

the earth in the form of clay, and from this cir-

cumstance acquired the name of argil.

139. It is found also in a state of crystallisa-

tion in the sapphire, and other precious stones,
i

and is united to the oxides of iron in the ochres.

It obtained the name of alumina from its being i

the base of the salt called alum.
140. Alumina, on account of its aptitude for
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moulding into different forms, and its property

)f hardening in the fire, is employed in various

ways, such as for making bricks, crucibles, &c;
>ut the alumina which is made use of for these

urposes is always impure.

141. Aluminous earth is employed for vari-

>us purposes by the dyer and the calico printer,

specially in its combination with acetic acid

is a mordant for fixing madder reds and some
,)ther colours on calico ; and upon the continent

.t is artificially combined with sulphuric acid,

In order to form alum.
. In England it is not necessary to form alum by art, as the

.ilum-slate is found in great abundance, and it is only requi-

site to add potash, ammonia, or salts containing either of these

pases, in order to complete the process.

Exp.—If a little fustic, querciton hark, or other dve, be
30iled in water, the colouring matter will be extracted, and
a colcured solution formed. On adding a small quantity of
iissolved alum to this decoction, the alumina, or base of the

ka\t, will attract the colourmg matter, forming an insoluble

jompound, which in a short time will subside, and may easily

pe separated.

142. Alumina, mixed with silica, is used by
£he potter in the manufacture of porcelain and
earthern-ware.
, Earthenware, according to the Old Testament, was known
lat an early period to the Jews ; and the potter's wheel, there
Ispoken of, was probably the same simple machine as is used
at the present day to form round vessels with plain sur-

faces.

Alumina is of inestimable value for securing the bottoms
•and sides of canals and reservoirs of water, and composes
(in a great measure those tenacious earihs called arable soils.

143. In making earthen-ware a due propor-

tion of both these earths is necessary ; for if

i alumina alone were used, the ware could not
f be sufficiently burnt without shrinking too much,

r
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and even cracking ; and a great excess of si-

lica would lessen the tenacity, and render the

ware brittle.

144. Stone-ware, like other pottery, is chief-

ly composed of alumina and silica, but a cer-'

tain quantity of old pottery finely ground ig

generally introduced into its composition. The
difference, however, between this and common
earthen-ware, chiefly consists in the burnin

and glazing ; stone-ware being always submi
ted to a much higher degree of heat, and in i

being glazed with muriate of soda instead

the oxide of lead.

145. On account of the superior strength oi

stone-ware, its very compact texture, and the

wholesome nature of its glaze, it is greatly to

be wished that its use were considerably ex-

tended, and that every article for culinary pur-*

poses were to be manufactured with it.

146. Porcelain is not esteemed good, unless

it be very compact, quite white, and semitrans-

parent; indeed, it is chiefly the last quantity

that constitutes the principal difference be-

tween earthern-ware and porcelain, for earthen-

ware is always opaque.

147. Barytes occurs chiefly in combination

with sulphuric acid ; it wa« first discovered by

Scheele in a mineral called ponderous spar, af-

terwards terra ponderosa. It is chiefly found

in this state in England, and in other parts of

the globe. In Derbyshire it is known by the

popular name of cauk.

Barytes is always found united either with the sulphuric

or the carbonic acid.
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Bergman gave it the name of barytes from the Greek word
farys {heavy ,) thisbeingthe most ponderous of all substances

jxcept the metals and the earth called yttria.

Exp.—Dissolve the Carbonate of barytes in very weak ni-

rousacid,by which meatus the carbonic acid will be expc lied,

jnd then in the usual way, by proper evaporation, i ratals of

Utrate of barytes will be formed. By exposing this salt to a

trong heat, the nitric acid will be dissipated, aud pure bary-

2S will be procured.

148. It has also been fouud, combined with

arbonic acid, in several parts of the British

empire, particularly in Northumberland, Cum-
berland, and Lancashire : and in France, in

combination with the oxide of manganese.
: 149. Barytes when pure is of a greyish white

bolour; like the alkalies it changes the vege-

table blues to a green ; has a pungent caustic

kste ; has the property of enabling oil to unite

kith water ; and is in all its combinations, ex-

cepting that of the sulphuric acid, a violent poi-

son.
1 Pure barytes changes quickly when exposed to the air ; it

swells like quick-lime, and like it falls into a white powder
;

.butthis slacking is much more violent and speedy than that

of lime. It combines intimately with water, and the water,
becomes solidified in the barytic earth.

150. Barytes is a non-conductor of electri-

city ; and may be known from the other earths

by its solubility in water, by its forming an in-

soluble compound with sulphuric acid, and by
its imparting to feme a yellow colour. Its spe-

cific gravity is 4.90.
Barytes is soluble in about 20 parts of water at the tempe-
.tureot'60°; but boiling water will dissolve half its weight
f this earth, part of which will crystallise on cooling.

The most singular property of this earth is the tenacity

ith which itholds the sulphuric acid when combined with it,

It has such an affinity to it, that it will not part with it even
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to pure alkalies. The solution of this earth in water, ai

in various acids, furnishes excellent tests for chemical ana

lysis.

Exp. 1.—Into a solution of pure barytes pour some sol

tion of sulphate of soda, both solutions being previously clea

and transparent. The barytes will instantly quit the watei

and attach itself to the sulphuric acid. Pure soda will noi

remain in the supernatant liquor, aud sulphate of barytes b

deposited in a white powder.
Exp. 2.—Prepare two glasses of pure water, and into one'

ofthem drop a single drop of sulphuric acid, and mix it with

the water. Pour a little muriate of barytes into the other

glass, and no change will be perceived : pour some of the

same solution into the first glass, containing the sulphuric

acid, and a white precipitate of sulphate of barytes, will be

produced.
Exp. 3 —Prepare two glasses of water as before, conduct i

the experiment in the same way as the last, but instead o
i

muriate of barytes use nitrate of lead. In this case sulphate

of lead will bf precipitated.

Exp. 4.—If a spoonful of good alcohol and a little pure ba
rytes be stirred togeth r in a tea-cup, and then set on fire,

brilliant yellow flame will be produced.

151. Barytes forms some of the most usefi

chemical tests, whether in its pure state, dis-

solved in water, or combined with particular!

acids. It is capable of making a very tenacious

cement, but has not yet been used much in the

arts, except by limners as a most excellent wa-
ter colour.

This is the only -white for water painting that never changes,

152. Strontites was discovered by Dr. Hope
about the year 1791, in a mineral brought from
the lead-mine of Strontian in Argyleshire.

That mineral, which is a ca ••' on ate of stronti-

tes, has been found but in small quantities in

any other place.
It will be advisable for the preceptor to procure specimens

of this and other minerals, that the pupils may learn how to
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istingui9h them. It will also serve to give a variety to the

essons, and prevent sati* ty.

153. Strontites is more abundantly produced

y Nature, when in union with sulphuric acid;

articularly near Bristol, where it is in such

uantity as to be employed in the repairs of

e neighbouring roads.

154. Strontites, when separated from its

kcid, is considered to be a pure earth, and like

Wytes, is then soluble in water; it is of a grey-

sh white colour; its taste is acrid and alka-

ine, but less so than barytes or the alkalies.

In order to procure this earth in a state of purity, carbonate
hf strontites may be treated in the same way as carbonate of

parytes is treated, to procure pure barytes.

155. The solution of this earth in water is

capable of crystallisation. It is distinguished

Irom barytes chiefly in not being poisonous,

and also in giving a purple colour to flame.
' Stroulites is not soluole in less than 200 pans of cold wa-

ter; hot water dissolves it much easier; it then crystallises

.Dn cooling, and is similar to barytes in many of its habitudes.

Exp.—Mix a spoonful ot goo<l alcohol with a little pow-
dered slrontian, and set fire to the mixture. The whole will

ourn with a flame the colour of carmine.

156. Though strontites combines readily with

all the acids, and possesses alkaline properties,
:

it has not hitherto been employed for any use-

ful purpose. Hereafter it may be found to pos-

sess valuable properties ; for it exists in abun-

dance, and the Auihor of Nature has formed
nothing in vain.

157. Lime is of a white colour, and of a hot
caustic taste ; it forms peculiar salts with acids,

which is perhaps the most decisive proof that

F 2
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can ever be obtained to identify this or any

other earth.
The specific gravity of pure lime is 2.3. It is soluble in

200 parts of water.

Lime forms with sulphuric acid's* compound soluble in wa.

ter to a certain degree; so that ibis earth is easily distinguish-

ed from barytes and strontian, whose sulphates are insoluble.

Oxalic acid is the usual test for this earth, with which it'.

farms an insoluble precipitate.

£>p. 1.—Pour a little lnne-water into a wine glass, and
put some solution of oxalate of ammonia, equally transparent,

into another glass. If the two clear liquors be poured to-

gether, a white precipitate of oxalate of lime will immediate- »

ly become visible

Exp. 2.—Pour some lime-water in(o a glass, and a solution

of Epsom salt into another glass. When th< se transparent :

fluids are poured together, a ilnxed precipitate of carbonate,'

of magnesia, and sulphate of lime, will be produced ; show-
ing the affinity of lime for sulphuric acid.

Exp. 3.—Fos another experiment, tak^ in the same man-
ner st parately, lime water, and a solution ot alum The union*

of these solutions will produce a mixed precipitate of alumina?
and sulphate of lime.

158. This earth changes vegetable blues to a
green ; it is incapable of fusion ; it solidifies

water, when sprinkled with that fluid, occa-

sioning it to give out a great quantity of calo-

ric ; it absorbs moisture and carbonic acid when
exposed to atmospheric air ; but is itself very
sparingly soluble in water, and possesses the pe-
culiar property of dissolving more copiously in

cold than in hot water.
Quick-tune has such an affinity to water that it will absorb

one-third of its weight of that fluid, forming what is called

hydrate of lime ; and yet remain perf- ctly dry. The water
becomes solidified and identified with the earth. The heat
therefore that is evolved in the process ot slacking lime, pro-
ceeds from the w i r as it passes to the solid state, and not
from the earth as is generally supposed.

Exp. 1.—Pour a little lime-water into a phial, and throw
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some carbonic acid into it. The carbonic acid will seize the

iime, and precipitate it in the slate of carbonate of lime.

Exp. 1.—Take the phial made use of in the last experi-

ment, with its contents, and convey an additional portion of

carbonic acid into it. The carbonate of lime will now be re-

tlissolved, and (he liquor rendered transparent.

; Exp. 3.—Take the transparent liquid produced in the last

experiment, and give it heat. Th.; earth will now be pre-

cipitated in the state of carbonate of lime, as before.

: Exp. 4.—Pour some lime-water into a wine-glass, and a

little solution of carbonate of potash into another glass. When
these two transparent fluids are thrown together, an abun-

dant precipitate of carbonate of lime will be the cons-qu. nee.

Exp. 5.—Fill a glass tumbler half full oflime-watfer ; then

breathe into it frequently ; at the same time stirring it with a

piece of glass. The fluid, which before was perfectly tran-

sparent, will presently become quite white, and, it suffered

to remain at rest, real chalk will be deposited.

Exp. 6.—Mix in a wine-glass equal quantities of a satura-

ted solution of muriate of lime, and a saturated solution of

carbonate of polush, both transparent Jluids : stir the mix-
ture, and a solid mass will be the product.

159. Lime is never found pure ; it is always

in a state of combination, generally with an

acid, and more frequently with the carbonic

acid, as in chalk, marble, limestone, &c.
The vast mountains of calcareous earth which occur in

different parts of the world, owe their origin, in general, it is

supposed, to the destruction of marine testaceous animals,

which in long process of time formed these extensive and ac-

cumulated heaps.

To make quick-lime, the carbonate of lime, by whatever
name it is called, whether chalk, marble, limestone, oyster-

shell, &c. is broken into convenient pieces, and stratified in

alternate layers with coal, furze, or any other fuel, in proper
kilns, where it is kept for a considerable time in a -white heat.

By this means the carbonic acid and water are driven off, and
tolerably pure lime is the product.

160. It is found also in vegetables, and it is

the basis of animal bones. It occurs likewise in

the waters of all springs and rivers, but always
in combination with an acid.
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This earth is dissolved in such quantities in the waters

Tuscany, that the artists there are said to form basso-relievos,

of very considerable hardness, merely by frequently fillir

their moulds with the waters.

161. Lime united with the acids is applied t

various useful purposes, and, next to silica,;

forms a material portion of the solid fabric of

the terrestial globe.
The inhabitants of t'owns and houses built on a chalky or

limestone foundation are observed to be less liable to infe<

tious or epidemic disorders than those of any other situation

162. In its pure state it is used in many of

the arts, particularly in making mortar for build-

ings. It is employed by the farmers as a ma-,

nure ; also by bleachers, tanners, sugar-bakers,.,

soap-boilers, iron-masters, and others, in their

several manufactories, and in medicine.
Lime is used in the manufacture of glue. The design

of it is to prevent its becoming flexible by the absorption of||

moisture, and to add to its strength. Some persons use alum*
for the same purposes.

] 63, Pure lime has, when united to a certain

portion of water, a very strong affinity for silica^

another most essential ingredient in all mortar
and cements ; for without this it never hardens.
The nature of the sand which is mixed with lime to lorm <

mortar or cement, is of the utmost consequence ; the harder
and sharper the sand the better, tor if this matter be of a
friable nature like chalk, the mortar must be weak.

164. If pure lime be slacked with water
and then mixed with a proper proportion of sili-

ca, the gradual absorption of carbonic acid from
the atmosphere occasions it in a series of years

to become as hard as unburnt limestone.
When lime is made into mortar, it tak^s a long time in ac-

quiring the portion of carbonic acid which it possessed in the
j

quarry ; but the mortar hardens as this absorption takes place.
;

This accounts for the great strength of some ancient buildings,
,
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which the mortar is found to have a greater degree of firm-

than even limestone itself.

165. The use of lime in agriculture may be

ttributed to the property which it possesses

hastening the dissolution and putrefaction of

11 animal and vegetable matters, and of impart-

lg to the soil a power of retaining a quantity

f moisture necessary for the nourishment and
jgorous growth of the plants.
. Hence lime and chalk, are found to be particularly useful

n sandy soils. Marie is a mixture ot carbonate of lime and
iay.

Every tanner should ascertain the nature of his lime before

e uses it in agriculture, as there are man) extensive districts

l England where the lime contains magnesia, which renders

| injurious to the growth of vegetables. See Mr. Tennant's
oemon- on this subject in the Pliibsophical Transactions for

799. The limestone of Hie< don in Leicestershire, contains

.alt' its weight of magnesia That of Humbleton hill near

underland, 45 per cent, of carbonate of magnesia.—Thom-
bn's Annals ofPhilosophy , vol. iv. page 417.

Magnesian limestone is generally of a fawn colour, but it

oay be known by its being much longer in dissolving in an
cid than common limestone. This is the lime which the

i.

r

orkshire farmers call hot lime. Common lime soon be-

omes mild after it is spread upon the land ; and hence it can-

ot injure the young plants, as explained in a former note :

'•uf where there is a large portion of magnesia in the lime it

's otherwise, because the magnesia does not absorb carbonic
iicid with the same facility as lime, and therefore does not

•eadily acquire that degree of mildness which is necessary for

.he safety of the young crop.

166. There is no good soil that does not con-

tain a certain portion of lime, though always,

without exception, combined with carbonic acid.
Maries are useful in agriculture only in proportion to the

calcareous earth they contain. Unless they contain more
han 30 per cent, of lime, they are of no value to the farmer.

i Exp.—Take an ounce of marie and dissolve it in a certain
veight of diluted muriatic acid. An effervescence will take
ilace, and carbonic acid gas will escape from the mixture.
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When the effervescence has entirely ceased, weigh the whole

again to ascertain what portion of its weight it has lost by the

escape of this air. If the ounce has lost only 40 grains, it ma
be concluded that the ounce of marie contained only 100 grain

of calcareous earth, and that it would be the interest of a fat

mer to pay seven times as much for a load of lime as he mi
pay for a load of such marie at the same distance.

167. Lime is used by the tanner in a state

of solution ; in this the hides are immersed itt

order to dissolve the gelatinous part of the]

skin, and to facilitate the removal of the hair.3
The theory of Uuning is shortly this: Alter the impurities

of the skins are removed, they are steeped in an infusion «tt

oak-bark, which consists of two distinct substances, viz. line

gallic acid, and the tanking principle ; the latter of these com-
bines chemically with the gelatine and albumen of the sk

and forms leather.

168. Lime is used in refining sugar, becaus
by boiling the sugar in lime-water the manufac
turer, deprives it of a certain uncombined aci

which prevents its crystallisation.
Lime is frequently used by chemists in processes where the

is a superabundant and injurious quantity of acid. The li

seizes the acid, and frees the solution from it, by forming wii

it a neutral salt.

169. In the manufacture of soap, lime

mixed with the alkali in order to deprive it

carbonic acid. The alkali is thus rendere

what is called caustic, and by this means i

fitted to combine with the oil or tallow which

is thereby converted into soap.
As different alkalies require different proportions of lime

to render them perfectl\ caustic, every soap-maker should be

acquainted with a test by which he may precisely ascertain

the necessary quantity.

170. We have hitherto spoken only of lime

and of carbonate of lime : but lime is found na-

tive in several other states of combination.
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;
171. It occurs in combination with sulphuric

cid forming gypsum ; with the fluoric acid

Constituting fluor spar ; with the phosphoric

cid in a mineral called apatite, and#in some
recious stones.
Gypsum, or, as it is also called, selenite or sulphate of lime,

hen crystallised, is composed of about 33 lime, 46 parts of

ilphuric acid, and 21 water.

Lime combined with the fluoric acid forms those beautiful

uor spurs which are brought from the mines of Derbyshire,
^he most usual colour of this mineral is that of a deep pur-
le ; but by exposing it to the rays of a hot sun, or to different

egrees of artificial temperature, the artist has found the
leans of forming u suit of colours of great variety and beauty.

The bones of all kinds of animals are formed of lime and
hosphoric acid in the proportion of 48.5 parts of that earth

nd51.5 of phosphoric acid.

172. Magnesia is a very soft, white, light

arth, with little taste or smell; unalterable in

:he fire, and almost insoluble in water.
< Magnesia converts vegetable blues to a green. In this res-

ject it resembles the alkalies. It was formerly confounded

ivith carbonate of lime. Hoffman was the first who distin-

guished it from all other earths.

Though this earth is infusible of itself, it assists the fusion

M" every other body. It requires 2000 times.its weight of wa-

er to hold it in solution : notwithstanding this it has the pro-

)erty of rendering camphor, opium, and resins, soluble in wa-

er. In specific gravity is about 2.33.

Magnesia dissolves in alkaline carbonates, but is not soluble

n the caustic alkalies.

Exp.—Magnesia when combined with muriatic acid has

he property of communicating a peculiar colour to flame. If

ome muriate of magnesia be mixed with a little alcohol and

hen set on fire, a very beautiful orange-coloured flame will

foe produced.
Sulphate of magnesia (the Epsom salt of commerce) is

found in several mineral waters. The bitter saline waters

nerally owe their taste to this salt. That which is found in

the shops is generally procured from the mothers which re-

after the separation of common salt from sea-water, by
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subsequent evaporation and crystallization. All the salti

formed with this earth are bitter, and generally very soluble.

173. Magnesia is never found in a state of

purity, tjnt always in combination with some
acid. It is generally procured from sulphate

of magnesia, which exists with the muriate of

this earth in sea water, and in many springs.
Exp.—Make hot a saturated solution of suiphate of mag-

nesia, and pour into it some solution of carbonate of potash,

An immediate decomposition will take place, and carbonate

of magnesia will precipitate in a white light powder. Thil'

is the process by which the common magnesia of the shops is

prepared.

174. Magnesia is also a component part oi

several minerals.
Inveraiy-House is built with a stone called lapis ollaris.

which contains 16 per cent, of magnesia. Magnes ; a is found

also in talc, steatites, asbestus, fossil cork, and other minerals.

The stones which contain a large portion of this earth have

generally an unctuous feci, a fibrous texture, and a silkj

lustre.

175. Pure magnesia, as well as the sulphate

and carbonate, has important uses in medicine.
When agnefiia is taken as «n aperient, it ought to be ic

the state of carbonate 'of magnesia, or what is called mild mag.
nesia. When as an absorbent to correct acidities, calcined

or caustic magnesia is most proper. On several accounts it is,

©f consequence tn attend to this distinction.

176. It is also required in some chemical pro-

cesses, and is employed bv the manufacturers

of enamels and porcelain. Calcined magnesia
is also the most effectual antidote in case oJ

poison by the mineral acids.
li is probable thai some of the most esteemed of the por-

celain clays may owe their estimable properties to an admix*
turr- of magnesia. Magnesia is of use in porcelain, by b ssen-

ing the degree of contraction to which it is liable in the process

of bum in »

177. Three other earths are at present known, I
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)eside those already enumerated, viz. zirconia,

lucina, and yttria.

As these earths are so extremely pare th;<t it is probable
he stodi nt may never be abl to procii* e evt n Bpeeimei s of
hem, I have thought it useless to enumerate their prop
jc. here.

178. We have hitherto spoken only of the

^ine distinct earths; but minerals are found

n every part of the world, in which the earths

re combined in different proportions by pro-

esses unknown to us, which nature employs
o produce that endless variety of what, in

ommon language, we call rocks, stones, gems,
<:c.

Alumina and silica are the earths which have the greatest

ffi iky ;
thcv are found in nature off-net' unit' d than any

UVr. Some of the hardest stones are formed of these iwa
ill,*.

179. The earths have several properties ia

ommon ; yet as every earth possesses different

nd specific properties, it is evident that Na-
il re designed them for different and distinct

urposes of utility.

Maif) of the advantages that these earths might yield to

i:*u are probably still unknown ; but thos< benefits which
e now derive from lime, silica, clay, md magnesia, are very
umerous, and of the utmost importance.

A few sh" t directions for analysing stone9 are given in Mr.
arkinsoii's Chemical Pocket-book, last edition, page -21 6.

180. Some of the more important uses of

lose earths with which we are best acquaint-

d, are these:—Lime has an extensive and im-
ortant use in agriculture ; it is employed in

uildings, and adds much both to the neatness

nd durability of our dwellings. Silira is the

asis of all mortar and cements, and is a neces-

G
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sary ingredient in earthen-ware, porcelain, and

glass. Barytes is employed as a. re-agent.

Magnesia, besides being the basis of several

salts, is of great use in medicine ; and Alumina,

by a due mixture with silica, is capable of form-

ing vessels for chemists that will resist the ac-

tion of the most concentrated acids ; it is th<

material of which the bricks are formed whict

construct the walls of our habitations, and if

also spread out by the great Author of natun

in strata within our hills and mountains, to ar

rest the progress of subterraneous waters, am
to produce those springs that fertilise the val

leys, and which take such diversified course

upon the surface of the globe.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE ALKALIES.

181. The alkalies are distinguished by a

acrid and peculiar taste ; they change the bin

juices of vegetables to a green, and the yello

to a brown ; and have the property of renderic'i

oils miscible with water. They themselves a]]

soluble in water; they form various salts l
k\

combination with acids, and act as powerf]

caustics when applied to the flesh of animals.
The word alkali is of Arabian origin, and signifies the «' dre

of bitterness."

To a person who has not had an opportunity of e xat-itni

an alkali, no written description that can be given will conv
any correct idea of the taste or properties of this class of t
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ies : let the pupil therefore procure a specimen of each kind,

efore he enters upon this chapter. It will be necessary for

jim to taste ami examine one of these bodies, in order to ac-

uire any thing like a just idea of their nature. Let him torm
tash or soda into a neutral salt by saturating it with one of

s acids, and he will perceive still more of the nature of these

odies.

Exp. 1
.—Take an ounce of a solution of potash, pour upon

half an ounce of sulphuric acid ; lay the mixture aside, ami
hen cold, crystal* of sulphate of potash will be formed in

e liquor. Here a mild salt has been formed from a mix-
ire of two corrosive substances.

Exp. 2.—Take caustic soda one ounce, pour over it one
Ijnnce of muriatic acid, both of these corrosive substances.

he produce will be our common table salt.

Exp, 3 —Pour bailing water upon a little red cabbage
iced, and when cold decant the clear infusion. Divide the

fusion into three wine glasses To one add a solution of

lura, to the second a little solution of potash, and to the
bird a few drops of muriatic acid. The liquor in the first

lass will assume a purple, the Second a bright green, and the
nhird a beautiful crimson.
I Exp. 4.—Prepare, a little tincture of litmus. Its colour

pill be a bright blue with a tinge of purple. Put a little of it

i a phial, and add a few drops of diluted muriatic acid ; its

olour will change to a vivid red. Add a little solution of

iotash ; the red will now disappear, and the blue will be re-

tored. By these means the liquor may be changed alter-

lately from a red to a blue, and from a blue to a red, at plea-

ure. An instance of the effects of acids and alkalies in

changing vegetable colours.

Exp.5.—Take a slip of turmeric paper, and dip it into any
dkaline solution; this will change the yellow to a deep brown,
^n many cases turmeric is preferable to litmus paper for de-

r
eiing alkali in solution, as it suffers no change from carbo-

ale of lime, which is ofte.:> found in mineral waters. This
baper will delect the presence of soda, though it should

I

mount to no more than-^L-^ih part of the watt r. The
»aper thus changed by an alkali, would, if dried, be still use-

ul as a test for acids, as these restore its original yellow.

Exp. 6.—Add a drop or two of solution of potash to tinc-

ure of turmeric. This will change its original bright yellow

olour to a dark broivn : a little colourless diluted acid will

. restore it. By this tincture we can detect the most minutt
portion of anv alkali in solution.
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Exp. 7.—Immerse a piece of animal flesh in a strong so-

lution ot potash or soria.it will immediately be s<> aeud upon
by the rikali,as to be soon entirely dissolved.

182. There are three alkalies; two of which
have been called fixed alkalies, the other the

volatile alkali.

A n w alkali has been discovered by M. Arfvredson, a

young Swedish chvmist, in a mineral called petalite This
alkali, which is called lithia, isdistingiiished both from potash

and soda by its power of neutralising a much larger quantity

of any acid. Sir Humphry Da>y has shown that this new sub-

stance, like potash and soda, is a metallic oxide. Seven
salts have already been formed by the artificial combination
of lithia with the acids. Sue Chemical Cutechism, 10th edit,

p. 267.

Three new vegetable alkalies have also been discovered
viz. morphia, picrotoxine and vauqu- hne. For some accou
of their properties consult the Introduction to the xiiith v
ume of Thomson's Annals, page Ivi. &c.

183. The epithet fixed is applied to two o
ihese alkalies, because they will endure a great

heat without being volatilised ; and jet in

very high temperature they are dissipated in

vapour.

184. Potash and soda are the names now ge-

nerally adopted for the two fixed alkalies.
Potash was formerly procured by burning vegetables']

large iron pots; hence it acquired the name of potash. Sod
acquired its name from tbe plant salsola soda, which gro

on the Spanish coast, and is burnt for its preparation.

135. Formerly the fixed alkalies were con-

sidered to be simple substances, no one having

been able to decompose them ; but they are now
found to be compound bodies.

It will be recollected, tbat, in theirs* edition of the Che-
mical Catechism, written seventeen years ago, I offered this

opinion of the compound nature of the alkalies. The gal-

vanic experiments of Sir Humphry Davy have confirm mI the

truth of this conjecture, and proved beyond all doubt, that
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potash and soda are both metallic oxides ; as will appear from

I

the following experiments.

Exp. 1 —Take a small piece ofpure potash, gently breathe

on its surface, and place it on an insulated plate connected

with the negative side of a powerful galvanic battery in a

state ofintefise activity. Then bring a metallic wire from the

positive side of the battery in contact with the upper surface

of the alkali, and soon a v<-ry vivid action will be observed.

Small globules, having a high metallic lustre, anil of the ap-

pearance of quicksilver, will be seen, some of which will

burn with explosion, aod a bright flame as soon as they are

formed. Thus potash may be decomposed, and its metallic

base rendered visible in a separate state.

Exp. 2.—Take the metallic substance formed in the last

expi i iment, called potasium, make it very hoi, and confine

it in a small glass vessel of oxygen gas. Here a rapid com-
bustioii, with a brilliant white flame, will be produced, and
the metallic globules will be converted into a white and solid

mass, which will be found to be regenerated pure potash.

Exp. 3.— Place a small piece of potasium within a dry
wine glass, and in order to acquii e an idea of its specific gra-

vity, pour a little alcohol, ether, or naphtha upon it; when,
quitting the bottom of the glass, it will immediately rise to

the surface of the liquid, it being, notwithstanding its metal-

lic app^ arance, one of the lightest bodies known.
Ex

t

',\ 4.—It i little potasium be dropped into ajar of chlo-

rine gas, it burns spontaneously, and emits a bright red light.

In tins experiment a white salt is formed, being a true muri-
aU of potash.

Exp. 5.—If a globule of potasium be thrown upon water.

it decomposes it with great violence ; an instantaneous explo-

sion is produced with brilliant flame, and a solution of pure
potash is the result.

Exp. 6.— II a similar globule be placed upon ice, it will

spontaneously burn with a bright flame and perforate a deep
hole ki the ice, which will contain a solution of potash.

Exp. 7.—Take ;» piece of moistened turmeric paper, and

drop a globule of potasium upon it. At the moment that it

comes in contact with the w«ter, it burns aud moves rapidly

upon the paper, as if in search of moisture, leaving behind it

a deep reddish brown trac-

186. Potash is chiefly procured by lixivia-

tion from the ashes of burnt wood, and other

G2
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vegetable substances ; but as it exists in mine-

rals and earths, there is reason to believe that

plants receive it from the earth during vege-

tation : hence it may be proper to discard the

word vegetable entirely, when speaking of this

substance.
It has been ascertained by experiment that potash is form- -

ed in what are termed nitre-beds, or collections of the mate-
rials from which nitre is procured, though it could have pre-

existed in none of them. How this takes place we are quite

ignorant.

Potash is prepared in large quantities in wine countries, by
the incineration of wine-lees and must. This article is known
in France by the name of cendres gravetees.

Potash was called the vegetable alkali, because it was sup-
posed to exist only in vegetables. Soda was called mineral
alkali, because it exists in rock salt. Soda, as distinguished

from potash, has been known but of late years ; and yet some
of the properties of soda were known in times of remote an-
tiquity. A Hebrew writer speaks of washing with natron.

Jeremiah ii. 22.

187. Soda is generally procured from the

ashes of marine plants ; but its great depository

is the ocean, soda being the base of sea-salt, or «

muriate of soda.
The salsola soda, which grows among the cliffs on the sea-

coast, is said to be endowed with the property of decompo-
sing sea-salt, and that by some process of vegetation it sepa-
rates the muriatic acid and absorbs the soda. Hence it ac-

quired the name of saltwort. This plant is collected by the i

Spaniards with great care, and burnt for the manufacture of

barilla, which is a considerable article of commerce.
By means of a galvanic apparatus, soda also may be de-

composed and its metallic base exhibited entire.

Exp. 1.—Take 10 or 15 grains of pure soda, treat it in the

same way as directed for potash, Exp. 1. p. 77, and small
globules of a metallic appearance will be produced.

Exp. 2.—When a globule of the sodium, produced by the

last experiment, is thrown into hot water, the decomposition
of the water is so violent that small particles of the metal are
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thrown out of the water, and actually burn with scintillations

and flame in passing through the atmosphere.

188. Soda combined with carbonic acid is

found in great plenty in the natron beds of

Egypt, and in the East Indies ; it occurs also

in various other parts of the world, though
never in a state of purity.
The natron lakes of Eg; pt annually produce a large" quan-

tity of mineral alkali. In summer the water of theae Ink s is

evaporated by the sun, which leaves a bed of natron generally

two feet thick; ami this is broken up by wedges, and sent to

the European markets.

189. The two fixed alkalies are very similar

in their general properties ; but are easily dis-

tinguished by the variety of salts which they

form with the acids ; and by potash being more
deliquescent than soda.
The sulphuric acid and soda form a salt very soluble in

water, which crystallises in long separate six-sided prisms,

effloresces in the air, and undergoes watery fusion b\ the ac-

tion of heat: whereas, the same acid and potash form a salt

extremely difficult of solution, which crystallises either in

dodecahedrons with triangular faces, or in short In xahedral

prisms terminated by hexahedral pyramids, is not affected by
the action of the air, and decrepitates in the fire.

The oxalic acid has been used as a test to distinguish the

mineral f om the vegetable alkali. With the latter it forms
a very soluble salt, but, with the former, one of difficult so-

lubility.

The acetic acid is one that may be employed, as it forms
a crystallisable salt with soda, and a deliquesce/it salt with
potash. Potash may also be known from soda by supersa-
turating it with tartaric acid, with which it forms a salt very
insoluble in water.

Sir H. Davy has shown that the affinity of the alkalies for

acids is owing to their being in opposite states of el< ctricity,

the one being naturally in a positive, the other in a negative
state; and that the formation of every chemical compound
entirely depends on the electrical state of the matei ials of
which it is composed. The affinity that the alkalie? have na-

turally for acids, will appear from the following experiment,
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Exp.—Let ft clear saturate)! solution of suphrate of mag.
nesia be poured into a strong solution of caustic potash; The
potash has such an affinity to the sulphuric acid of the Epsom
salt, that it will immediately decompose (hat salt; which will

appear from the abundant precipitate that, will result from
the union ot these two transparent fluids.

190. There are also several chemical tests,

by which these alkalies can be distinguished

;

a solution of the ore of platinum in nitro-mu-

riatic acid will answer this purpose most com-
pletely.
Exp. t.—If a little of any alkaliue solution he poured into

a solution of the ore of platinum in nitro-muriatic acid, a yel-

low precipitate will be seen; if the alkaline solution contains

potash ; but if it contains only soda, no precipitate will occur.

Exp 2.—Into a glass of Aix-la-Chapelle water, or water
holding a small poilion of potash, drop a little of the solution

of nitro-muriate of platinum, and an immediate yellow pre-

cipitate will be produced. This affords an instance of the

nature of the means usually employed to detect whatever sub*

stances may lie dissolved in mineral waters.

191. The fixed alkalies have various uses in

surgery and medicine ; they are the bases oi

several salts ; are employed much in the arts

;

and are of great importance to the analytical

chemist.

192. In the arts they are employed in large

quantities by the glass-maker, the dyer, the

soap-maker, the colour-maker, and by various,

other manufacturers.
Soda and potash are also both used in washing, and for othet

domestic purposes; as liny powerfully unite with all greasj

substances, which the) render soluble in water.

Exp.—Boil equal parts c.f arnotto »nd common potash ir

water till the whole are dissolved. Th s will produce th<

pale reddish buff" so much in use, and sold under the name o

Nankeen dye.

193. In dyeing, they are employed to extrac

the colouring matter from a few of the foreigr i
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woods, and, in some processes, to precipitate

:he colours from metallic salts.

The fix ;.ik .
s facilitate the solution of the colouring

)art r>f dye-go* "s and generally render th< colours darker.

194. An alkali is an essential ingredient in

common soap, as it is the only article capable

of converting tailow or oil into a saponaceous

substance similar to the soap of commerce, and
enabling it to combine with water.
Exp.—Four a litth water into a phial containing about an

ounce of olive oil. Shake the phial, and if the contents be
observed we shall find that no union has taken plate. Rut if

Iflorae solution of caustic pota-h be added, an<! the phial he then
shaken, an intimate combination of the materials will be torm-
ied by the disposing affinity of the alkali, and a perfect soap
produced.

195. The nature of the action of the alka-

lies in making colours is not fully understood,

though many colours are now manufactured

I in this country which cannot be made without

an alkali.

196. Animal matters are always incinerated

(with an alkali to form Prussian blue ; a fixed

alkali is also employed as a flux in the forma-
tion of the potter's blue from cobalt; and what

I are called French and mineral greens are made
Lby precipitating copper from its solutions by

|
means of these alkalies.

Rrp 1.—Mix -i drachma of potash with an equal weight of

< ; dried bullock's blood ; calcine the mixture in a covered cruei-

|i ble until it cease to emil any flame, and then wash the cal-

II

ciu.-d mass till lh< w bole of the saline matter be dissolved,

,
and filter the lixivium. N'ow <lissr.lv. 4 drachms of alum in

1 four ounces of water, and add to the solution half a drachm of

[ strong nitrate of iron. If these solutions are mix d, the whole
will acquire an intense blue colour, and a bulky precipitate

will qnicklv be seen at tiie bottom of the vessel, which is a
'.rue Pritsfian blue.
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Exp. 2.—Dissolve some sulphate of copper in a large pc

tion of pure water, and, while hot, add to it graduall} a warm
solution of carhonate of potash, or carbonate of soda ; this will

precipitate a beautiful green colour, similar to that known in'

commerce by the name of French green.

Exp 3.—Prepare some sulphate of copper as in the la

experiment, and suffer the solution to become quite cold.',

Into this cold solution pour a very dilute solution of arseniatft

of potash. Here a very different colour will be produced;
and which, when dried, will be similar to that used for paint-

ing in oil, called mineral green.

197. These alkalies are employed also

making alum ; in bleaching linen ; in scouring;

wool ; and in many other processes too various

to be enumerated.
Alum, which is a triple compound, cannot be perfect with-

out the addition of a portion of potash or ammonia.
The design of using alkali in bleaching is to loosen and car-

ry off that particular substance in the cloth which occasions it

brown colour, and which Dr. Home says is a kind of heav

oil.

198. The alkalies are seldom sold in a state

of purity, for both potash and soda always con-*

tain carbonic acid and water; and are often con-

taminated with earths, sulphur, and other im-

purities.
The potash and soda of commerce contain nearly one-fil'tb

of their weight of carbonic acid, besides lime, silica, &c.

Exp.—Dissolve some soda or potash ot commerce in water,

and pour diluted sulphuric acid into the solution. This will

occasion an immediate extrication of carbonic acid gas.

199. Both potash and soda, as well as am-
monia, have a strong affinity for sulphur; they

combine by trituration or heat, and form snl-

phuret of alkali, formerly called hepar sulphu-

ris y or " liver of sulphur."
Such compounds are now generally named from the sub-

tance combined with the sulphur ; thus we have sulphurets
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3f potash, soda, lime, &c. Also, those of iron, lead, and the

|other metallic bodies.

!
Sulphuret ef potash or soda is similar in colour to the liver

of animals : it cannot exist but m a dry state, for it decomposes
water when dissolved, and then sulphuretted hydrogen is pro-

duced.
If equal parts of sulphur and pure potash be triturated to-

gether in a mortar, the sulphur will soon acquire a green co-

lour, the temperature of the mixture will be raised, and a sitt-

phuret of potash formed. Carbonate of potash or soda will

answer for this purpose as well as the pure alkalies, if heat

|be employed.

200. The alkalies of commerce are purified

for the use of the chemist or manufacturer, bj
tmixing them with a portion of quick-lime to

[divest them of carbonic acid ; they are then
lixiviated in proper vessels to obtain a solution

of the caustic alkali, free from other impuri-

ties.

Exp.—If a little of the solution of carbonate of potash be
poured into a glass of lime-water, an abundant precipitate of
carbonate of lime will be occasioned by the mixture of these
two transparent fluids. This is owing to the readiness with
which the lime absorbs carbonic acid.

201. If potash or soda be required perfectly

pure for nice purposes, the alkali must be dis-

solved in alcohol, and purified by a peculiar

process.

202. The fixed alkalies are sometimes used
in a stale of combination with carbonic acid, for

carbonic acid gives potash and soda the proper-

ty of crystallising readily : it also renders them
mild, and fit for purposes in which caustic al-

kali would be improper.
Carbonate of soda and carbonate of potash are of U9e in che-

mical laboratories as re-agents, being employed for purposes
which could not be effected by the caustic alkalies. Thus
the two fixed alkaline carbonates will precipitate barytes,
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strontites, lime, magnesia, manganese, and iron, from the
solutions, bv means of double affinity

Exp 1.—Dissolve a little common Americas potash in wa-

ter, and divide the clear solut'on into two portions. Th
saturate one portion with carbonic acid gas, and place hot 1

solutions in a cool situation where ihey may remain until th

next day undisturbed. If then examined, the one solution wT
appear unaltered, while that which was impregnated wit

carbonic acid will be found in a crystallised state.

Exp. 2.—Pour some barvtie water, or a little of a solution

Of put e stroi.tites, into a wine-glass, and add a small portion

of the solution of carbonate of potash or soda. An immedi-
ate precipitate of the barytes or strontites will be perceived.

Hence the use of carbonated alkali in precipitating these

earths.

203. The other alkali, ammonia, when un
combined with water, or any other substance,

exists in the state of gas, and is then so ex-

tremely volatile as to exhale at all known tem-
peratures.

204. Its volatility is diminished in some de-

gree by combination with water, still more so

by combining with carbonic acid, and most
when combined with the mineral acids.

205. In the gaseous state it has a remarkably
pungent smell, it instantly extinguishes flame,

and would be fatal to any animals that were
obliged to breathe it. It is lighter than atmo-
spheric air in the proportion of 6 to 10.

,

Exp—By th following process ammonia may be formed
so as to become evident to the senses in a short time. Take
some filings of tin or zinc, pour on them some moderate]!
diluted nitrous acid. After a short time stir into the mixture
some quick lime, or caustic alkali, and a very strong pungent
Smell of ammonia will be produced.

206. There is a strong mutual attraction be-

tween ammonia and water ; they form the li-

quid ammonia ; in which state this alkali is ge-

nerally used.
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It is owing to the levity of ammonia, that water bccomts

pecifieally lighter in proportion to the quantity of gas it con-

wins. Next to hydrogen, ammonia is Hie lightest of all the

aseous bodirs.

JExp.—Mix two parts of fresh burnt lime in powder, with

toe part of powdered muriate ofammonia ;
put the mixture

nto a small glass retort, to which a receiver i<- connected,

iimilar to the apparatus, fig. 23. Pluto VI. Iflheheat of a

amp be now applied to th~ retort, the g-is will be disengaged

n abundance, and will combine with the pure water in the

receiver. When the water is saturated, the strongest liquid

ammonia will be formed by the process. If the liquid be now
weighed, the specific gravity of the water will be found to be

[•educed bv the addition of the ammonia from thai of 1.000 to

hat of about 0.910.

207. Ammonia has another peculiar property,

jthat of reducing the oxides of metals to a me-
tallic state.
Ammonia being composed of hydrogen and nitrogen, the

hydrogen seizes the oxygen from the m< tal and forms water,

while the nitrogen escapes in a gaseous form. Some metals

are oxidized and dissolved by liquin" ammonia.

208. Ammonia is a compound of hydrogen
and nitrogen, in. the proportion of about one
part of the former, and four parts of the latter

when calculated by weight ; or if calculated by
volume, of one measure of nitrogen and three

of hydrogen, condensed into two measures by
the combination.
One thousand parts of ammonia consist of 807 parts of ni-

trogen, and 193 parts of hydrogen. This is the result of ex-
periment ; but Sir H. Davy has lately, bv means of galvanism,

separated oxygen and a metallic substance from ammonia.

209. Ammonia may be decomposed by the

electric spark. Oxygen gas will also decom-
pose it by the assistance of heat, and then ni-

trous acid and water will be the result.
Dr. Priestley was the first chemist who decomposed am-

raoniacal gas; indeed he was the first who procured it in a

H
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state of purity ; but I believe Berthollet was tbe first person
who proved its composition by synthesis as well as analysis.

Exp —Fill four-fifths of a long glass tube with water satu-

rated with chlorine gas, and the remaining fifth with water

strongly impregnated with ammonia, and invert it in a saucer

of water. When the tube is inverted, the ammonia, on ac-

count of its lightness, will pass through the solution of chlo-

rine, but by its passing a strong effervescence is produced,

and a decomposition ensues. When the effervescence has

ceased, a portion of nitrogen gas will he found in the tube.

210. A very different result may be obtained

if ammonia be decomposed in contact with m
cury, by means of galvanism; for in this ca

a metallic substance of a very uncommon n
ture may be separated from this alkali.

This experiment was first made in the year 1808 by Tfl
Zeobeck of Jena, and also about the same time by MM. His-

singer and Berzelius of Stockholm. Mercury, by combina-

tion with about one twelve-thousandth part of its weight of

new matter, is thus rendered a solid, and at the same time so

expanded in volume that its specific gravity is reduced fro

13.5 to less than 3 ; while all its metallic characters of colon

lustre, opacity, and conducting powers, remain unimpaired.

As the quantity of ammonia obtained from different su"

stances corresponds with the quantity of nitrogen which th

contain, and knowing that ammonia is one of the products

putrefaction, it has occurred to me that a manufacture of i

latile alkali might be established with advantage on any part

of the coast where ht rrings, pilchards, &c. arrive in su<"

shoals as to be employed in manure for land. Besides, asfii

bom s contains more phosphoric acid than those of quadrupe
the bones ought be advantageously employed afterwards

the manufacture of phosphorus, &e.

2H. All animal and vegetable substance

when in state of putrefaction, will furnish am
monia : this alkali is, however, generally pro-

cured in England by a dry distillation of bones,

horns, and other animal substances.
Ammonia is also found in mineral waters. According to

Dr. Austin, ammonia is formed whenever iron rusts in watei

which has a free communication with the air. Large quan-
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ties of ammonia are now procured from the waste liquor in

ie manufactories ot" the gas-light companies at a very cheap
ite.

Exp. I.—Mix one part of powdered sal-ammoniac with

wo parts of powdered quick-lime in a retort, and apply the

eat of a lamp. This will disengage the gas in abundance.

)n account of its affinity for water, this gas must be received

>ver mercury, when it is intended to exhibit it in the slate

>fgas.

Exp. 2.—Ammnniacal gas may be procured also by heat-

)g strong liquid ammonia, and colli cttng lh^ gas as before.

Exp. 3.— li muriatic or acetic acid he held over any thing

vnlving ammonia, wb>te fumes will appear, which are ow-
ng to the ammonia uniting with the acid, and forming a visible

loud, which is a true neutral salt in vapour. These acids

re the tests usually employed it) discover the presence of

mmonia.
Exp 4.—Whenever uncombined muriatic or any volatile

icid is suspected to be present in any chemical mixture, it

t may be detected by ammonia. A single drop of ammonia
in a feather, or small slip of paper, and held over the mix-
ure, will immediately render the vapour visible.

Exp. 5.—Let sulphuric acid be poured into a saucer upon
Lome acetate of potash. Into another saucer put a mixture

of about two parts quick-lime, and one ol sal ammoniac, both

in powder, adding to these a very small quantity of l>oiling

water. Both saucers while separaie will yield invisible gases;

but the moment they are brought close together, the operator
will be enveloped in a cloud of very visible vapours.

212. Ammonia is applied to various pur-

poses, as well in our manufactories as in me-
dicine ; but in its combination with water it is

preferred ; it is also a valuable re-agent to tlit

chemist.
Ammonia is of use in making archil, an article in great de

mand with dyers; it is constantly employed in chemical labo

ratories to distinguish zinc from other metals, and to delect
•he presence of copper, cobalt, kc.

1.—Pour a bide caustic ammonia into a clear solu-

tion of sulphate of zinc. This will precipitate the metal in a

white powder. If the phial be now shaken, the zinc will be
immediately re-dissolv< d, thus serving as a test to distinguish

ziuc from iron and various other metals.
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Exp. 2.—Drop as much nitrate of copper into water as
Will form a colourless solution; then add a little ammonia,
equally colourless, and an intense blue colour will arise from'
the mixture

Exp. 3.—Take the blue solution formed by the last expel
riment, »dd a i.ith j sulphuric acid, and the colour will disoM
pear; pour h a little solution of caustic -ammonia, and the
blue coloui will be restored. Thus ma> the liquor be alien
nat ly changed a~1 pleasure.

Exp 4.—Dissolve soon- oxide of cobalt in caustic ammoB
nia; ihis will produce a red solution different in colour from I

that of all other metallic solutions.

213. This alkali, when combined with car-*"

bonic acid, takes a concrete form and a beauti-

ful white colour ; being then the article known
in commerce by the name of volatile sails.

Exp - Wh< n ammoniac*] gas is passed into carbonic aci.

gas, tin two gases become condensed, and a crystallisation I
carbonate of ammonia, in silky fibres or fine powder, takes
place upon the internal surface of the vessel. This is a beau-
tiful «.-xp riment ; but it must be made over mercury, and
not upon water, h« water would absorb the ammoniacal gas

214. Ammonia is serviceable in dyeing, and
in staining ivory; but its principal use is ii

making the muriate of ammonia, of which it i

the basis.

215. The muriate is formed by combining
ammonia with muriatic acid. It is known i

commerce by the name of sal-ammoniac.
Exp 1.—Convey some muriatic acid gas into a glass jar

containing a portion ofa'mmoniacal gas. From the inixluw
of these" tvo invisible gases, a solid substance will be produc
ed ; viz. the common sal ammoniac: this may he pereeivedtq
deposit itselfUpon the sides of the vessel in a neat crystallised
for in.

Exp 2 —Take carbonate of ammonia, (the common vola-
tile smelling salt,) and pour upon it muriatic acid so long as
any fferve.se ^nce continues, The poduce will be a solid
salt, p :l. etl;. inodorous, and of litH tasi .

216. Sal-ammoniac is also employed in many
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four manufactories, particularly by dyers to

ive a brightness to- certain colours; also by

raziers, tin-plate workers, and others ; and in

ledicine.
Sal-ammoniac is used also by some dyers in what they call

imposition, to prevent the tin from precipitating. In lin-

ing metals it is of use to cleanse the surfaces, and to prevent

lem from oxidising by the heat which is given to them in the

beration. This salt is employed also in the assay of metals,

o discover the presence of iron.

217. Formerly we were indebted to Egypt
)r the chief supply of this very useful salt,

ut now it is made in various parts of Great
Britain.

CHAPTER VII.

OF THE ACIDS.

218. The name acid, in the language of

fhemists, has been given to all substances, whe-
er liquids or solids, which produce that sen-

sation on the tongue which we call sour : some
iiowever are comprehended in this class which
jo not possess this character.

219. Acids change the blue, green, and pur-

ile juices of vegetables to red ; and combine
,vith alkalies, earths, or metallic oxides, so as

:o form those compounds called salts.

It is desirable as soom a<> possible to give the chemical stu-

lent correct ideas of the properti.es of the acids and alkalies.

To this end, let him be early instructed in the use of chemi-
cal tests. If he be accustomed to carry a few test papers in

lis pocket-book, it will be a verv rational amusemeot to try

H2
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the succulent vegetables which h> will meet with in his walks,

many of which will be found to contain acids of different

kinds. The hope of making an important discovery will fur-

nish arr additional zest to tliid employment.
Exp. 1.—Make an infusion of red roses, violets, or mal-

low flowers ; treat it with solution of potash, and it will be-

come green ; the addition of diluted muriatic acid will convert,

it immediately to red. This experiment may be frequent-

ly varied, and furnishes an excellent test tor acids and alka-

lies.

Exp. 2.—Pour a little tincture of litmus into a wine-gla

and into another some diluted sulphate of indigo; pour the
two blue fluids together, and the mixture will become pei

feet I y red.

Exp. 3.—Take a slip of blue litmus paper, dip it into ace

tous acid, and it will immediately become red. This is a test

so delicate, that, according to Bergman, it will detect the

presence of sulphuric acid, even if the water contain Only one
part of acid to thhty-five thousand parts of water. Litmus
paper which has been thus changed by immersion in acids, is,

when dried, a good test for the alkalies; for, if it be 'lipped

in a fluid containing the smallest portion of alkali, the red
will disappear, and the paper be restored to its original blue

colour.

Exp. 4.—Take some water impregnated with carbonic

acid,and add to it a little blue tincture of litmus. The who!
will b ,j changed to a red.

Exp. 5.—Take some of the same carbonated water,

boil it. Then add a little tincture of litmus, and the biu

colour w 11 experience no ehatrge.

220. Most of the acids owe their origin t

the combination of certain substances wi
'

oxygen, which was formerly called the acidify

iug principle. These axioms must, however,

be now received with some limitation.

the metals, and the other simple combustibles, hydrogen not

exc-pted, a> e all coiiver1 hie into acids.

The term oxygkx is derived from the Greek words oxys

geinomai, signifying that which produces or generates acids;
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[but as Sir Humphry Davy has discovered thnt this substance

lis necessary also to the production of the alkalit-s, some other
term, surely, should be found that would be more applicable

ideprivi

221. Some acids may be decomposed, and
'ed of their oxygen, and others may be

Iformed artificially by a direct combination of

oxygen with certain radicals.

Any combustible body, that has a greater affinity for oxy-

gen than oxygen has for the radical of the acid, will decom-
pose lliat acid. Charcoal, when made red-hot, will in this

way decompose sulphuric acid.

Exp.l.—Put a little common sulphur into an iron dish,

place it under a jar of oxygen gas, and set fire to it, and sul-

phuric acid will be formed. This is an example of the for-

mation of an acid by combustion.

Exp. 1.—Take the acid formed in the last experiment,

concentrate it by boiling, mix it with a little powdered char-

coal, and submit the mixture in a Florence flask to the heat

of an Argand's lamp. By this process sulphur will be rege-

nerated, and will sublime into the neck of the flask. An ex-

ample of the decomposition of an acid.

222. Some of these acidifiable radicals com-
bine with different proportions of oxygen, and

consequently produce different states of acidity.

The hist portion of oxygen converts some bodies into ox-

ides, as is the case with carbon, forming carbonic oxide ; and
sulphur, forming oxide of sulphur : the second, into that chss

of acids of which the specific names drawn tiom their parti-

cular bases terminate in ous,s\s the sulphurous acid: the

third degree of oxygenisement changes some of these into

that division of acids which are distinguished by the termi-

nation in ic, as the sulphuric acid, &c.

223. When two acids have the same radical,

but contain different quantities of oxygen, they

are distinguished by their termination. The
name of that which contains most oxygen ends
in ic, the other in ous. Thus we say sulphuric
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acid, and sulphurous acid ; phosphoric acid, and
phosphorous acid.

224. A variety of substances are capable of

being acidified by oxygen ; for the mineral, the

vegetable, and the animal kingdoms, all furnish

bases or radicals, which become acid by their

union with this important agent.
The mineral acids are generally formed with a peculiar

base and oxygen ; the vegetable acids, with carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen ; while the animal acids are composed of the same
substances united with nitrogen.

Some of the mineral acids are decomposable, as already

mentioned, by charcoal heated to redness. Some of the ve-

getable acids are also decomposed, and reduced into water
and carbonic acid, by leaving them in an exposed situation

to the action of their own principles: others may be changed
into different acids, by imparting or abstracting a portion of

oxygen.
The animal acids are of all others the most liable to decom-

position. In an elevated temperature the carbon and oxygen
unite to form carbonic acid, and the hydrogen and nitrogen
oombine to produce volatile alkali.

2,2,5. There are substances however that pos-

sess acid properties which contain no oxygen.
''

Until lately, there were also three acids whose
composition was unknown.
Those acids were, the muriatic, the fluoric, and the boracic;

these, however, have now yielded to the power of voltaic

electricity, and their bases have been separated.

Sulphuretted hydrogen has all the properties of an acid

without oxygen; but the following experiments show that it

has a great affinity for that substance. And it has not yet
been proved that prussic acid contains any oxygen. Iodine
and chlorine also are capable of forming distinct and peculiar
acids by combination with hydrogen.
Exp. I.—If a bit of silk be immersed in diluted acetate of

lead, and exposed while wet to a stream of sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas, a brown tinge will instantly diffuse itself, like a
passing shadow, over the whole surface of the silk, accompa-
nied with a bright coat of reduced lead resembling silver.

Exp. 2.—If a piece of silk be immersed in an aqueous so-
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tion of muriate of tin, and exposed while ivet to a stream of

e same gas, reduced tin of great brightness will immediate*

cover the surface, and in a little time this will u? aecom-
ni'-d b) various colours, such as blue, orange, and purple.

Erp. 3.—A piece of silk tn uted in the same way, out dip-

! .n an aqueous solution of mu; - iate of arsenic, will be co-

p ii with resplendent metallic arsenic, attended with a citron

•How colour.

226. The acids were formerly divided into

iree classes, viz. the mineral, the vegetable,

id the animal acids ; but the more useful and
;ientific way of dividing the acids is into two

asses only.

227. The undecomposable acids, and those

hich are formed with two principles, are com-
rised in the first class; while those acids winch

e formed with more than two principles corn-

use the second class.

Poorcroy, in his wot k entitled PhVf)soj)lde Chimirpm, di-

rtes the ae.i-'s into four classes: 1st, those with known i\.di-

Is ; 2d, in-known ditto; 3d, single ditto; 4th, compound
tto; but I conceive that the above division Is better eale**

!ted for an elementary treatise.

. 228. The acids of the first class are, the

lulphuric, the sulphurous, and the muriatic

cids ; the nitric, the carbonic, the phosphoric

'nd phosphorous; the fluoric, the boracic, the

Irsenic and arsenous ; the tungstic, the molvb-
fcic and molybdous ; the telluric and the chromic

I cids.

229. The acids of the second class are, the

jcetic, the oxalic, the tartaric, the citric, the

ialic, the lactic, the gallic, the mucous, the

enzoic, the succinic, the camphoric, the sube-

ic, the laccic, the prussic, the sebacic, the uric,

e amniotic, and the fluoboric acids.
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JJs several of these acids are rare, and are seldom used in

the arts, it will not be necessary here to give any account of
their origin or properties . Confining- myself therefore to the

acids -winch more generally occur, 1 shall begin -with those of
thefirst class.

230. Sulphuric acid is procured by burning
sulphur, in contact with some substance con-

taining oxygen; by which process the sulphur

combines with the oxygen, and becomes acidig

fied. In commerce it is commonly called oil of

vitriol.

The pupil maybe satisfied that sulphuric acid is really pro-

duced by the combustion of sulphur, by burning a little sul-

phur, mixed with an eighth of its weight of nitre, in a glaw
jar of oxygen gas inverted over water, as directed in the I

Chemical Catechism, 10th edition, page 143. He may see

that sulphuric acid has actually been formed, by adding a few1
!

drops of a solution of muriate of barytes to the water; for as

this is the proper re-agent for discovering the presence of

sulphuric acid, it will not fail in this case to precipitate the
barytes.

231. The sulphuric is a very ponderous,
corrosive acid, destitute of colour and smell,

and has a very strong acid taste. It has a

great attraction for water, and, when com-
bined with the alkalies, the earths, or the me-
tallic oxides, forms with them those salts called

sulphates.
Sulphuric acid and water combine so intimately that (he

eompound gives out a large portion of caloric.

Sulphuric acid is a test for barytes: a single drop poured
into any solution of this ear'h instantly causes a white preci-

pitate. It is also a good test for lead.

Exp—Weigh one pound of water into a vessel capable ol

bearing a sudden heat. Pour gradually four pounds of sul-

phuric acid upon the water, and stir the mixture. So great

will be the condensation of the water by this mixture, that

the temperature ef the whole will instantly rise to 300°.

£32. The sulphurous acid, like the sulphu-
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ic, is a combination of sulphur and oxygen,

>ut with less oxygen, or, we may say, with

nore sulphur, than the latter.

Sulphurous acid gas is produced by the sloio combustion of
ulphtir. If tli is gas be received in water, the gas combines
viih it, and sulphurous acid will be the result. Witter at 40°

bsorbs one third of its weight of sulphurous acid gas.

Exp.—Put into a glass retort two parts of sulphuric acid,

nd one of mercury, and apply the heat of a lamp ; the mix-
jre effervesces, and a gas issues from the beak of the retort,

hich may be received in glass jars filled with mercury and
andjng in a mercurial trough. In this process the mercury
i the retort combines with a part of the oxygen of the sul-

furic acid ; and the sulphuric acid, having lost a certain por-

lon of its oxygen, is converted into sulphurous acid.

233. Sulphurous acid in the gaseous state is

nvisible like air, but of a strong suffocating

[mell. It is readily absorbed by water, and
hen forms liquid sulphurous acid. It is capa-

>le of uniting with various bases, and forms the

salts called sulpldtes.
Sulphurous acid gas is very abundant in the environs of vol-

anos. It was the vapour of sulphurous acid which suffocated
?liny the naturaliat in that eruption of Vesuvius by which
ierculaneum was swallowed up in the year of Christ 79.
Sulphurous acid gas is composed of 68 parts sulphur and 32
rnrts oxygen. Its weight is double that of atmospheric air.

Sulphurous acid possess' s very slight acid properties. In-
itead of changing vegetable blues to a red, as acids generally
lo, it invariably renders them white.
Ext).- -Suspend a red rose within a glass jar similar to that

described at fig 25, Plate VI. and in that situation expose it

:o the confined fumes of a brimstone match. This will soon
jjproduce a change in its colour, and at length the flower will
become quite white.

234. That peculiar acid which we call mu-
riatic is usually obtained from sea salt. Until
[lately, the radical or base of this acid was en-
tirely unknown.

Muriatic acid is disengaged from muriate of soda in thr
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state of gas, by a process similar to that for drawing the nitric

acid. It preserve its gaseous state even in the coldest tempe-
rature, unless it come in contact with water; and if thrown
upon ice it melts it in an instant. It is nearly double the spe-

cific gravity of atmospheric air. It may here be remarked
tha' all acids contain water as an essential pa> t of their com-
position, and that the whole of the water cannot be separated
from any of them without occasioning the destruction of the

acid.

Exp.—Prepare ajar of muriatic acid gas; suffer the gas to

become quite cold, and then suspend a solid lump of ice with-

in it. and notice the effect. The gas, in consequence of;B
great affinity for water, will give out so-much of its latent calo^

ric, thai the ice will be melted in an instant.

235. This acid in the gaseous state is invisi-

ble like air ; and has a pungent suffocating

smell. With water it forms the liquid muriatic

acid, which preserves the smell of the gas, and

gives out white fumes when exposed lo the at:

mosphere. This acid is much employed in the

arts and in chemical laboratories. With va*

rious bases it forms the salts called muriates*
Liouid muriatic acid, or water, saturated with this gas, I

about the spec. grav. 1.196. The muriatic acid of commen*
varies from about 1.120 to about 1.164.

Sulphuric, phosphoric, nitric, and some other acids maybe
decomposed b> charcoal ; muriatic acid is unalterable by anj

of the combustibles with which we are acquainted.

Muriatic acid is the best test for silver, owing to the affinitj

of this acid for silver, and the insolubility of muriate of silver*

Exp. I.—Pour one part of sulphuric acid upon two parti

of dry muriate of soda in a tubulated retort, and collect th(

gas, as it becomes disengaged, over mercury in a pneumatii

apparatus. This is muriatic acid gas.

Exp 2.—Take some of the muriatic acid of commerce
heat it in a glass retort, and muriatic acid gas may be collect

ed as in the last experiment.
Exp, 3.—Proceed as in the first experiment, but insteai

of coveting the gas over mercury, receive it in a vessel con

tabling a small portion of wate'r. By these means liquid mu
riatic acid will be formed.
Exp. 4.—Take a small quantity of silver, or a piece of ai
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Ore containing silver, and digest it in some purified nitric acid,

which will dissolve ifce whole of the silver. A single drop
of muriatic acid will separate a portion of the silver in white

flakes, which will fall (o the bottom of the glass in an insolu-

ble precipitate.

Exp. 5.—Proceed as in the last experiment ; hut instead of
using muriatic acid, drop in a portion of common salt, which
•will as effectually precipitate the silver. By these m(;ansany
Ore may he divested of the whole of the silver that it contains.

236. It is now a prevailing -opinion that the

oxyinuriatic acid, or chlorine as it is called, is

a simple substance. It is known in the gaseous

state, and in combination with water : but in

the latter form, or, when combined with the

alkalies or alkaline earths, it is more coinmon-
r used in the arts.

The gaseous substance which was formerly called oxyge-
nised muriatic acid and now chlorine, is not a compound of

muriatic acid and oxygen as has already been remarked, but

a simple body obtained from common salt by distillation with

the black oxide of manganese and sulphuric acid. The modern
theory is this : that common salt is a true muriate of soda only

while it remains in an aqueous solution: and that »hen re-

duced to dryness, both the mm iatic acid and the soda become
decomposed; ;nd the hydrogen of the muriatic acid uniting with

the oxvgen of the soda, they both pass off in the form of wa-
ter ; while the chlorine of the muriatic ;icid uniting with the

metallic base of the soda forms cldoride of sodium, which is

the true character of our common atJt when in a dry state.

Exp. 1
.—Chlorine gas may he obtained for chemical ex-

periments by the following method : Put into a retort a little

black oxide of manganese in powder
; ami pour upon this

double its weight of strong muriatic acid ; connect the retort

with the pneumatic trough, and receive the gas ov< r water.

When the ascension of the gas slackens, apply tin h t of I

lamp, and it will be disengaged in abundance. Its s,

gravity is to that of hydrogen, nearly as Si to 1.

Exp. 2 —If a small quantity of liquid oxymurialic acid he
wanted for experiment, it may readily be formed, mixt d with
a little euchlorine, by dissolving a few grains of oxymuriate or
chlorate of potash, and adding the solution to an ounce of
common muriatic acid. It is of a yellowish green colour,
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which was the cause of its being called chlorinet a name given

to it by Sir Humphry Davy.

237. Chlorine gas is so suffocating, that it

cannot be breathed without great injury; yet it

will support combustion. This gas discharges

vegetable colours ; it burns all the metals, and
even when combined with water, will dissolve

gold and platinum : with various alkaline and
earthy bases it forms salts, called chlorides.

Aciiis in general change blue vegetable colours to red ; but

chlorine destroys colour. Instead of considering it as one of

the acids, it would be more proper to call it an acidifying

principle, tor it possesses few properties which characterise

that class of bodies lis taste is not acid, but astringent ; and,
unlike the acids, it combines very sparingly with water. It

has not been decomposed either by electricity or galvanism;
which is a presumptive proof of its being a simple substance.

The great use of chlorine is in bleaching. A full account
of the methods of applying it may be seen in mv Essay on
Bleaching in the 4th volume of the Chemical Essays.
Esp. 1.—If a few strips of dyed linen cloth, of different co-

lours, be dipped into a phial ot oxy muriatic acid, the colours

will be quickly discharged ; for there are few colours that

can resist its energetic effects. This experiment may be con-
sidered as a complete example of the process of bleaching
coloured goods.

Evp. 2.—Procure a glass jar, such as is generally used for

deflagrating the gases, and fill it with otymuriatic acid gas.

If nickel, arsenic, or bismuth in powder be thrown into this

gas, and the temperature of the atmosphere be not lower
than 70°, the metal will inflame, and*continue to burn with
the most brilliant combustion.

Ei'p. 3. —Prepare a jar of chlorine (oxymuriatic gas,) and
suspend in it a piece of Dutch metal, or copper-foil ; it will

immediately inflame, and the combustion will continue till

the whole is consumed, affording a very striking spectacle.

It will however soon subside in the jar, and form a substance
exactly similar to the native muriate of copper brought from
Peru.

238. Chlorine will combine with oxygen, with
hydrogen, and with nitrogen ; also with carbu-

retted hydrogen, and with the carbonic oxide
\
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some of which combinations possess very curi-

ous properties.

Exp 1.—Chlorine and oxygen do not unite by simple mix-

ture ; but il chlorate of potash, formerly calh d byperoxyma-
riate ofpotash, be distilled by a gentle heal in a glass retort

with diluted muriatic acid, a gas will be set at liberty which

consists of chloi ine and oxygen. II this gaseous compound he

received over mercury, it will be found to possess a bi

colour than chlorine, more inclined to yellow ; and its sm^ll

will be different, being like that of burnt sugar.

Exp. 2.—Hydrogen and chlorine unite readily. If equal

measures of each he mixed ami exposed to the light of day,

{he two gases will gradually combine without condensation,

and the result will be muriatic acid gas. In making this ex-

periment the mixed gases must not he submitted to the ac-

tion of the sun's rays, as this would occasion them toexplode.

Nitrogen does not unite with chlorine by simple mixture,

but this compound may be termed by passing chlorine gas

into a solution of nitrate of ammonia. By this proci

salt is decomposed, and part of its nitrogen unites with the

ehlorine to form the compound in question, called chloride of
azote, a substance possessing some very singular and danger-

ous properties.

The mixture of carburetted hydrogen with chlorine has

been treated on by Dr. John Davy in the Philosophical Trans-
fictiojxs for 1S14. This also possesses some very remarkable
properties.

Carbonh oxide and chlorine when united by peculiar man-
agement f rra a singular compound, which the discoverer,

Dr. John Davy, has n:>med phosgene gas. This compound
gas, which Dr. Thomson now calls chloro- carbonic acid, has

a verv peculiar and remarkably pungent odout ; it is the

heaviest of all the known gaaes, 100 cubical inehesofit weigh-
ing nearly 112 grains, which is almost four times as much as

an equal volume of atmospheric air.

239. By peculiar management chlorine may
likewise, be combined with sulphur, with phos-

phorus, and with the metals, including also the

metals of-the earths and alkalies.

When sulphur is heated in contact with chlorine, a red
fuming fluid is obtained of the specific gravity of 1.60. It is

called chloride of sulphur, but has not yet been found to be of
any use in the arts.

The combination of chlorine with phosphorus has very pe=
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tion, those metals which are most readily oxidised burning I

with the most brilliancy.

By heating potassium or sodium in chlorine gas, compounds I

m:iy be formed resembling those which result from heating'.;

those metals in common muriatic acid gas. Ten grains of po- '

tassium or sodium absorb about eleven cubic inch measures of

chlorine: but the combination is accompanied with a more-j
brilliant combustion than when these alkaline metals are burnt
in oxygen gas.

240. Chlorine has no action whatever upon
charcoal, even though the charcoal be intensely

hot when plunged into it. This fact has been
adduced as a decisive proof that chlorine con-

tains no oxygen.

241. Nitric acid is one of the constituent

parts of nitre or saltpetre. It is a compound*
of oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion of

about 26 parts by weight of nitrogen, to 74 of
oxygen.

_fcrp. 1.—Take three measures of oxygen gas and one mea-
sure and a quarter of nitrogen gas, and pass a number ot elec-

tric explosions through the mixture. This will occasion a
union of these gases, and nitric acid will be the product.

Exp. 2:—Upon an ounc^ or two of nitrate of potash, in a
J

retort to which a proper receiver isjoint d, pour some sulphu-

ric acid, and by means of the heat ot a l^mp the nitrous acid,

may be readily obtained.

242. Pure nitric acid is clear and colourless,

like water ; its smell is pungent, its taste ex-

ceedingly acid, and its action on animal sub-

stances very corrosive. It has the property of

permanently staining the skin yellow. It has
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i great affinity for water; is capable of oxidising

nost of the metals, and with various bases forms

he salts called nitrates.

243. The common nitrous acid, improperly

o called, is merely nitric acid impregnated
vith variable portions of nitrous acid gas.

Exp I.— If nitric acid be poared on iron filings, the acid

vill in part l>e decomposed ; its oxvgen will rentier the rae-

u soluble, and nitrous gas will be thrown out in copious red

unv s.

Exp. 2—Take a few shreds or tilings of copper, and pour
tverthema little diluted nitrous acid, in the proportion of

bout three parts of water to one of acid. The gas evolved

s nitrous g-is.

ExU. 3.—Take a portion of dried sulphate of iron, and an
ual quantity of nitrate of potash, grind them together in a

.uort.r. and put the whole into a small glass retort. Adapt
r- ceiver to the- retort with one or two bottles, according to

be plan of Woulfe's apparatus, Plate I. fig. 1. and apply the

fiea' of an Argand's lamp. After some time a gas will be

lisengag d, which will be condensed by the cold receiver,

arming th< ti lie nitrous acid. We have here a enrrnsiw fluid

rodnoerl from the mixture of two mild and solid substances.

244. Nitrous acid is similar to nitric acid

n its properties ; but its colour varies accord-

ing to the proportions of nitrous acid gas,

which it has absorbed, and the water that it con-

tains.

i) . Priestley having separated nitrous gas from nitric acid;

by meat s dfjrWn, be received the gas under an inverted ves-

sel filled with water, and found it a transparent colourlessgas,
n =• mbline air ; wh< oce it appears that it is red or coloured,
onl' when combined « ith atmospheric air.

Sitrous acid is generally used for purposes of manufacture
ar,(i • xperimewt The nitric acid is principally employed in

medicine. Two parts of either nitrous or nitric acid, and one
ot muri tic acid, form aqua regia, or nitro-muriatic acid, the

tru" solvent of gold.

The changes which take place on the addition of water to

strong nitrous acid exhibit very curious phenomena. Differ-

ent portions change its coloui to a blue, a green, a yellow,

I 2
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&c. while the vapours which rise from it preserve their ori-

gin h I flame coloured red.

Exp. 1—If four parts of water, by measure, he added to

twelve parts of strong fuming nitrous acid, the colour will be
changed from a deep yellow to a green.

Exp. 2.—Mix four measures more of water with the di-

luted acid produced in the last experiment, and the colour!

will thereby be changed to a paler green, mixed with yellow*

Exp. 3.—Add four measures more of water to the abovej
and the green will disappear, and mpale yellow acid will bd
produced.
Exp. 4.—If 40 measures of water be now added to the yel-J

low acid produced in the last experiment, you will have an
acid as colourless as pure water.

245. Carbonic acid is a combination of car-

bon and oxygen. It was formerly called fixed

air, on account of its being so intimately com-
bined in chalk, limestone, magnesia, &c.

Carbonic acid is composed of 27. 5 parts carbon and 72.5|

oxygen ; which has been ascertained b) anal) sis as well asl

synthesis.

Exp. 1.—Put a small piece of phosphorus into a crucible,'

cover it closely with common chalk, so as to fill the crucible.

Let another crucible be inverted upon it, and both subjected?!

to the fire. When the whole has become perfectly red-hot,

remove them from the fire ; and when cold, the carbonic acid

of the chalk, will have been decomposed, and the black char"

coal, ihe basis of the acid, may be easily perceived among the

mat rials.

Exp. 2 Put about an ounce of marble grossly pul

into an eight ounce phial, with about an equal quantity

ter. Pou 1 upon it a little sulphuric acid, and carbonic

gas will bf evolved.

246. Carbonic acid is invisible when in the

state of gas, and unfit for combustion, or re-

spiration. Water, by pressure, may be made
to absorb three times its bulk of this gas ; by
which it acquires an acidulous and not unplea-

sant taste. Carbonic acid in the proportion in

which it exists in atmospheric air is favourable

to the growth of vegetables, but in a large pro

lv< rised '

* of wa-
il ic acid
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jortion is highly injurious. This acid enters

(into combination with the alkalies, with earths,

ind metallic oxides, and forms with them those

[salts called carbonates.
The ea ill) carbimaies are insoluble in water. Hence

[breathing into . ph *l < f lime-water renders it turbid. Thus
[lime- water is a g'>od lesl for the presence of carbonic acid.

Carbonic acid gas is found in abundance in warn natural

Iwat-rs. Those of Pvrm mi, Spa, and S Itzer, are instances
^

the last particular!) is highl) impregnated with this acid.

M. Sauware, iun. found by experiment that an atmosphere
containing even an eighth pari of carbonic, acid aid9 the growth
of vegetables, but that when in a larger proportion it is inju-

rious.

Exp. 1.—To a glass of water, suspected to contain car-

bonic acid, add a small quantity of any of the other acids. If

carbonic acid be present, it will become visible by a spark-

ling appearance on the sides ol the glass and surface of the

fluid.

Exp l
2.—Place a lighted wax taper within a narrow glass

jar. ihen take ;» jar or phial of carbonic acid gas,and cautious-

ly pool it into (he jar containing the taper. This being an oi-

visible gas, the op< rator will appear to invert merely an

empty vessel, though the taper will be as effectually and in-

itoosi) extinguished as if water its- If bad been used.

Exp. 3.—Fdl ajar with carbonic aekl gas, then pour into

It a small quantity of a solution of caustic potash, or soda;
and having tied the month over with a wetted bladder, move

is< 1 so as to spread the alkali over its inner surface,

when a vacuum will be quickly formed hy the absorption ot

the gas, whtch will appear by the bladder being pressed in-

wards by the weight oi the atmosphere. If this experiment
be made in a glass vessel, its inner surfac will be seen co-

vt red with crystals of the alkali, as the carbonic acid always
promotes the crystallisation of the fixed alkalies,

247. Phosphoric acid is a compound of oxy-

gen and a peculiar substance called phospho-

rus. It was formerly procured only by burn-

ing phosphorus in oxygen gas ; but since it is

known that this acid is a component part of

animal bones, we now procure it from that

source.
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When animal bones are divested of their oil and jelly, the
earth which v mains is chiefly lime, united with phosphoric
acid, and this phosphate of lime is often employed for the
preparation of tin- medicinal salt called phosphate of soda
But Mons. Chapial,jun. son of the Count Chaptal, employs
bones in Paris, as I am informed, in a very different manner.
Having a large establishment for the preparation of soda hi
which process a larger quantity of muriatic acid is afforded

'

than can be consumed in the ordinary way, he emplovs per-
sons to collect bones from all parts of the city, and digests
them in this spare muriatic acid The acid dissolves the phosJ
phate of lime, and leaves the gelatine. The latter is made
into soup, and distributed throughout every district of Paris.-

248. Phosphoric acid is very soluble in wa-
ter

; the solution is colourless ; it has a strong
acid taste ; by evaporation the solution be-
comes very dense and of an oily consistence.
It forms by its union with earthy, alkaline, and I

metallic bases, that variety of salts which we
call phosphates, and occurs in nature combined
with lime, oxide of lead, and other bases.
Pure phosphoric aeid obtained, without the addition of wa-

ter, by burning phosphorus in oxygen gas, has the form of
white, snowy, light flocks, of a very strong acid taste. By
exposure to the air it attracts humidity, and becomes a fluid
acid. J

Phosphoric acid maj be concentrated until it be of Greater
specific gravity than sulphuric acid ; but though the taste is
very acrid, itjrfoes not possess rt causticity sufficient to burn
organic substances, like sulphuric acid.

249 Phosphorous acid contains a smaller
proportion of oxygen than the phosphoric acid.
It is procured by the slow combustion of phos-
phorus.
Exp.—Phosphorous acid is prepared by exposing sticks of

phosphorus to th.- action of atmospheric air, in a glass funnel
and receiving the acid, as it forms, in a bottle placed under-
neath. Two or three pieces of broken glass placed in theneck of the funnel to support the phosphorus, and a small
quantity of distiiled water put into the receiving bottle com-
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nte this simple apparatus. The pieces of phosphorus should

placed so as not to touch each other.

250. Phosphorus acid is a dense, viscid li-

id, with an acid taste, and emits the smell

garlic when heated. This, like the phospho-

acid, may be decomposed by charcoal, but

nnot be obtained in a concrete state. It has

|t yet been applied to any use. The salts

hned with it are called phosphites.

2.51. The fluoric is an acid of a very pecu

It nature, found in the fluor spar, which is a
ntural production, composed of fluoric acid

id lime.
Fluoric acid is obtained by pouring sulphuric acid upon the
wdered spfar in a leaden retort, and applying a gentle heat.

ie sulphuric acid expels the fluoric, and unites with the

ne in its stead. To preserve the liquid acid, it should be
pt in *ess Is of lead or platinum*

252. In the state of gas it is invisible like

if. Water rapidly absorbs it, and forms li-

uid fluoric acid. - It has an acid taste, and the

jeculiar property of corroding silica. With
he alkalies and earths it forms salts called

Incites. Though it has heen decomposed, the

iature of its radical is not yet known.
This acjd acts >o powerful]J on silica thai it is impossible to

se glass vessels for its distillation. A glass retort would he
estroyed before a pound of the gas could be obtained. It

ombi'nes with the siliceous earth of the glass, and carries it

Vt r with it in distillation.

Exf>. I.—Its action on glass maybe shown hy strewing
ioroe powdered fluor spur on the surface of a pane of glass,

ind pourwiga little sulphuric acid upon it. The sulphuric
»cici will disi ngage the fluoric acid from the spar, which will

ict upon the glass immediately as it becomes disengaged, and
Destroy the polish

Exp. 2.—If a small animal or reptile be exposed to the va-

pour of this acid, drawn in glass, the animal moisture will ab-
sorb the acid, and the silica will be precipitated, so as to give
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it the appearance of a real petrifaction, or an animal coveretl

with stone.

It has been a fashionable employment for young ladies i

etch landscapes and other drawings on glass by means of th

acid. They cover the surface of the glass with wax, and tra

any kind of drawing upon it by cutting out the wax with pr

per instruments. The piece is then put into a leaden receive

and the gas, disengaged from the fluor spar by means of

Argand's lamp, is thrown in upon it. In this way drawings
great beauty are mad-- as imperishable as the glass itself.

253. Silicated fluoric gas is a compound
of great specific gravity, and is merely fluoi

acid holding a large portion of silica in solutit

Pure fluo.iC acid has never been obtained in the stale o

gas, and yet when combined either with silica or boracic acid
'

it is capable of assuming that form.

254. Fluoboric acid is a compound of the

fluoric and boracic acids, neither interesting

nor useful.

255. The boracic is a peculiar acid separat-

ed from a substance called borax. Until latelj

the nature of its radical was unknown.
See the note at No. 225.

Exp. 1.—Dissolve some refined borax in hot water, and

add sulphuric acid till (he solution has a slight acid taste. II

the whole be then left to cool, crystals of boracic acid will be

found at the bottom of the vessel.

Exp. 2.—Expose some crystals of boracic acid to a strong

heat, until they become fused ; a solid whit^ glass will thus

be formed, fit to be employed in the composition of artificial

gems.

256. Boracic acid is in the form of thin

scales, slightly acid, and unalterable in the air.

It forms, when combined with the alkalies, some
earths, and some of the metallic oxides, the

variety of salts called borates. One of the pe-

culiar properties of this acid is, that it imparts

a green colour to burning bodies.
This acid is very soluble in hot water, and but sparingly SO
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»ld. It is very useful in the analysis of minerals, as it

igs almost all the stones into solution.

Ijcp. 1.—If a spoonful of good alcohol an/3 a little boraeic

be stirred together in a tea-cup, and then set on fire, they

produce a very beautiful green flame.

vpi 2.—If a paper be dipped in alcohol and then sprinkled

this acid, that will burn with a green flame.

157* Arsenic acid is a compound of arsenic

oxygen. It is a heavy, thick, incrystallis-

|e mass ; very soluble in hot water ; of an
m taste, and extremely poisonous. With
lerent bases it forms the salts called arse-

\tes.

rsenic acid is not affected by exposure to the air. It is

posed of 6(5 parts of arsenic and 34 oxygen. It is made by

g more oxygen to the common while oxide of arsenic,

n to chemists by the name of the flr.se/ioi/sncid ; this be-

ll compound of two atoms arsenic and three atoms oxy-
i while the arsenic acid is composed of two atoms arsenic

five atoms of oxygen.

158. Acetic acid is principally obtained from
(charine liquors which have undergone the

jus fermentation.
making vinegar, the casks should be only half filled ; that

ge surface of the liquor may be exposed to the atmo-
re, from whence the oxygen is lobe derived to acidify it.

159. Acetic acid, as it is usually prepared,

I pleasant yellow liquor, well known. When
i tiled it is as colourless as water, and of an
B^eable odour. In both states it is known in

Amerce by the name of vinegar.

(60. Concentrated acetic acid, or radical

ibgar as it is sometimes called, is obtained

irja acetate of copper, acetate of soda, or ace-

Bj of potash, by decomposing either of them
fcneans of sulphuric acid, and then distilling

pi product.
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261. Acetic acid thus prepared is very pu

gent, acrid and volatile, and corrodes anin

substances. With various bases it forms t

salts called acetates.

This acid evaporates entirely when exposed to the air;:

when heated with free access of atmospheric air, it tak<s

so readily that one is tempted to suspect the pn sencr

ether in it. It dissolves camphor, and, with the additioi

essential oils, forms the aromatic vinegar.

262. The oxalic is a peculiar acid found

,

the juice of sorrel, in combination with pot*

Several substances also, and particularly

gar, contain the bases of this acid in a cto

nient form for conversion into oxalic acid

combining with oxygen ; and hence this

has been called the acid of sugar. It crys

Uses in four-sided prisms, has a very acid $
is soluble in water, and highly poisonous.

composed of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon
Sal-act tose Use, or the salt of sorrel of commerce, is th

peroxalate of potash. It has usually been imported
Switzerland and the neighbouring countries, where it if!

pared in large quantities from the juice of sorrel.

Oxalic acid when taken into the stomach in a qosj

equal to two drachms or upwards, destroys the coats of

viscus, and produces almost instantaneous death.

263. Oxalic acid is of service in detec

the presence of lime in solution. It has t

been an article of great consumption with

calico-printers, both in the state of cry

lised oxalic acid, and in that of superox;

of potash. In combination with earths, i

lies, and metalliic oxides, it forms the

called oxalates.
The oxalic has a greater affinity for lime than any M

acid; and as it forms with it an insoluble substance, it H
most proper test for discovering this earth.
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The oxalic acidule attacks iron, zinc, tin, antimony, and
bad. It dissolves also the oxides of all the other metals, and
brms with them triple halts.

Exp. 1.—Pour a few drops of the solution of oxalic acid

pto a neutral solution of muriate of lime, and an abundant

|
recipitate of insoluble oxalate of lime will immediat* ly ap-
ear. If there be any excess of muriatic acid in the solution,

le lime will be re-dissolved. Hence the superiority of oxa-
,ite of ammonia, to simple oxalic acid, as a test.

, Exp. 2.—Spot a piece of linen with comtnon ink, and,

-hen the spots are dry, rub them over with a solution of oxa-
1 lite of potash. This will dissolve the iron in the ink, and the

||ains will consequently disappear.

264. Tartaric acid is a peculiar acid found
i the tartar of commerce, It is capable of

rystallisation, and easily soluble in water. It

i used by calico-printers to discharge false

rints. The salts formed with it are called

irtrates.

Tartaric acid appears to be a necessan substance in all

ine ; for it seem9 from experiment (hat must will not fer-

ment if all tin tartaric acid be taken from it.

265. Citric acid is found in the juice of

mes, lemons, and several other fruits. It crys-

illises in beautiful rhomboidal prisms, is ex-

remely acid to the taste, and very soluble in

•ater. It is used in various ways for domes-
c purposes, for medicine, and in the arts,

'he salts formed with it are called citrates.
This elegant acid it v<-m- useful to our manufacturers on ac-
>unt of us solubility. 0<>e ounce of cold water, will dissolve

t oz. of it, and boiling water will dissolve double its weight.

Exp. I.—This acid may be kept ready mixed with either
"the dry carbonates of potash or soda ; a»ul, as no « fferves-

mce ensues till the mixed powder is put intu'water, we have
ready mode of making a pleasant saline draught.
Exp. 2—Dip a pi> ce of white calico in a cold solution of
llphate of iron, am! suffer it to become entir \\ dry. Then
nprint any figures upon it with a strong solutiou of colour-
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less citric acid, awl allow (his to dry also. If the piece he

then well washed in pure warm water, and afterwards boiled

in a decoction of logwood, the ground will be dyed -either of

a slate or black colour, according to the strength of the me-
tallic solution, while the printed figures will remain beauti-

fully while. This experiment is designed to show the effect

of acids in discharging vegetable colours.

Exp. 3.—If lemon juice be dropped upon any kind of baff

colour, the dye will be instantly discharged. The applica-

tion of this acid by means of the block, is another method by

which calico-printers give the white spots or figures to piece

goods. The crystallised acid in a state of solution is gene-

rally used for this purpose.

266. Malic acid is obtained from the juice

of apples, in which it exists ready formed. It

is a very acid, reddish-coloured liquid, compos
ed, like the other vegetable-acids, of oxygi

hydrogen, and carbon. In its usual state it

incapable of crystallisation, and has not yet be

brought into any use except as a chemical te

Its salts are called malates.
The malic acid is found not only in apples, but in straw

ries and other summer fruits. It was discovered by Sche
in the year 1785.

Malic acid is of use in the analysis of earths for separatiti|

alumina from magnesia.

267. Lactic acid is prepared by a peculia

process from milk after the curd has been se

parated. It is an acid of a yellow colour, in

capable of crystallisation; and has not hithert''

come into use. The salts formed with it ar

called lactates. The earthy and alkaline lac

tates are all deliquescent salts.

Lactic acid is prepared by evaporating sour whey to onf

eighth of its volume ; filtrating the liquor to separate all th

caseous matter, and adding lime-water to precipitate tl

phosphate of lime ; it is then diluted with water, and the e)

cess of lime is precipitated by oxalic 'acid ; the liquor is ev

porated to the consistence of honey ; alcohol is then pourt
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i, which separates all extraneous matter and dissolves the

ictie acid; lastly-the liquor being drawn off clear is distilled

!1 all the alcohol that has been added is collected; and what
•<mains in the retort is pure lactic acid.

268. Gallic acid is found in the nut-galls of

:ommerce, and in most astringent vegetable

Substances. It is obtained in thin transparent

ates, and in minute needle-shaped crystals,

f an acid austere taste. It has the property

f precipitating iron, from its solution in acids,

f a black colour. Its salts are called gallates.

Gallic acid exists in galls, in oak bark, and other vegeta-

les, independently of the astringent principle. It has been
bund that the property of giving a black colour to the solu-

ions ot iron is owing to this acid, and nut to the astringent

rinciple as was formerly supposed.

Eocjj. 1.—Prepare a phial with pure water and a little

tincture of galls ; and another with a weak solution of sulphate

fof iron ; then mix these transparent colourless fluids together,

pnd they will instantly become black.

i Exp. 2.—Write with a weak solution of sulphate of iron
;

llet it dry, and it will .be invisible. By dipping a feather in

•tincture of galls and drawing the wet feather over the letters,

iting will be restored and appear black.

Every substance, an infusion of which precipitates gelatine

3m its solution, possesses a tanning property.

Exp. 3.—Add a few drops of the solution of common glue
o a wine-glass full of an infusion of the substance to be ex-
mined. It tanning be present the liquor will become turbid,

nd a whitish substance will precipitate, which is a true pow-
der of leather.

The gallic acid may be entirely freed from the tanning

principle by means of muriate of tin. The tan will unite with

the muriate of tin, and form with it an insoluble precipitate.

There is reason to believe that tan is the source of the as-

tringent principle in all astringent vegetables.

269. Mucous, or saccholactic, acid, as it has

been called, is obtained by nitric acid from
gum arabic and other mucilaginous substances.

It is in the*form of a white gritty powder, with
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a slightly acid taste. Its salts are called mu-
cites.

Exp. Upon one ounce of pulverised gum arabic in a small

glass retort, pour two ounces of nitric acid. Apply a gentle

heat for a short time, till a little nitrous gas and carbonic acid

gas come over ; then allow the mixture to cool. A white

powder gradually precipitates which may be easily separated

by filtration. This powder is saccholactic or mucous acid.

270. Benzoic acid is prepared from a vege-
;j

table resin called benzoin. It is a light whitish
j

powder, with a peculiar and aromatic odour.

Its taste is acrid and bitter. It is unalterable

in the air, insoluble in cold but soluble in boil-

ing water. It is used in medicine under the

name of flowers of benjamin. Its salts are

called benzoates.
Benzoin is a resin procured from a tree which grows in the

island of Sumatra. 'I he acid procured from this resin has

been known for 200 years. It is obtained from benzoin, in

the form of flowers, by sublimation.

Exp. 1 Boil some benzoin with carbonate of soda, and
add to the filtered decoction diluted sulphuric acid so long as

it produces any precipitation. The precipitate which forms,

is the benzoic acid.

Exp. 2.—Into a large glass jar, inverted upon aflat brick

tile, and containing near its top a branch of tresh rosemary , or

any other such shrub, moistened with water, introduce * flat

thick piece of heated iron, on which place some gum benzoin

in gross powder. The benzoic acid, in consequence of the

,

heat, will be separated, and ascend in whit fumes, which will

at length condense, and form a most beautiful appearance
upon the leaves of the vegetable. This will serve as an ex-

ample of sublimation.

271. Succinic acid is prepared from amber.

It takes the form of shining white crystals, of

a slight acid taste. In a great heat it sub-

limes. It is soluble in hot, but dissolves in

small quantities in cold water. It is useful as
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a re-agent, but of no use in the arts. Its salts

are called succinates.

Amber is a transparent combustible substance, dug out of

the ^arlh, or found upon the sea-coast. It maniftsts electri-

city by friction, and Mas much admired by the ancients as an
1 ornament of dress.

F~vp. 1—Fill a retort halfway with equal parts of powder-
ed amber anil dry sand ; lute on a receiver, and distil in a

nod-bath with a gentle heat. The succinic acid will attach

itsrb to the n< ck of the retort.

When combined with ammonia this acid becomes a valua-

Ibje re-agent, by (he property of separating iron from its solu-

i lions and not opt rating upon other metals.

Exp. 2.—Pour a little of this succinate of ammonia to a so-

il
lution of sulphate of iron, and a succinate of the metal will be

precipitated. It may be calculated that every 100 grains of

I
the precipitate contains G8 grains of iron.

272. Camphoric acid is prepared from cam-
i phor by means of nitric acid. It is in very

i white crystals, which have a slightly acid, bit-

fter taste, and a smell like saffron. It is very
slightly soluble, requiring 100 times its weight
of cold water to dissolve it. In boiling water
it is much more readily soluble, and will dis-

solve in any quantity in boiling alcohol. With
salifiable bases it forms camphoraUs.
Camphor U a-white crystalline substance of a very strong

t:. te and smell, obtained in the East from a species of laurel.

It is so inflammable that it burns even on water.

275. Suberic acid is not a native production,

but is formed from cork by means of nitric

acid. Its taste is acid ; it is generally seen in

the state of powder, and is not crystallisable.

Boiling water dissolves half its w eight, but it is

very insoluble in cold water. Its salts ait
called .saberaf.es.

This acid was discovered hy Brugnatclli in the year 178"

K2
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He gave it the name of suberic acid from suber, the Latin

name of the cork-tree.

Neither this acid nor any of its compounds have ever been

of any use in the arts.

274. Laccic acid is procured from a sub-

stance called white lac. It is a reddish fluid

which has a bitter saltish taste, but not at all

sour. It crystallises in needle-like crystals,

and when dissolved in lime-water assumes
green colour.
White lac is a peculiar substance distinct from the she

lac and stick lac of commerce, and is brought from the Eai

Indies. This substance which has a resemblance to bees
wax, is secreted by an opaque and rough insect, of a gn
colour.

Laccic acid was discovered by Dr. Pearson. It is gem
rally in a fluid state. Its specific gravity at 6o° is 1.025, am
when heated it has the smell of newly baked bread.

2,75. The prussic or hydrocyanic acid is

peculiar acid, composed of hydrogen, nitro

gen, and carbon. It is a colourless liquid like

water, has a sweet acrid taste, and is extremely

poisonous. It is of great use to chemists for

detecting metals in solution. It is prepar

from blood and other animal substances ; an
when united with iron forms that beautiful co-

louring substance called prussian blue.
A method ofobtaining prussic acid in a state of absolute pu-i

rity has been announced ; it is merel) by distilling a mixture

of two parts of prussian blue, one of sulphuric acid, and one

of water.
N

There is great reason for believing that hydrocyanic or

prussic acid does not contain oxygen.
Prussian blue was discovered by accident in the year 1709;

but it was not till the year 1775, that Bergman ascertained

that this colouring matter was a peculiar acid.

Exp. 1.—Into a wine glass of water put a few drops of

prussiate of potash, and a little dilute solution of sulphate of

iron into another glass; by pouring these two colourless fluids

rid
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p^-ether, a bright deep blue colour will be immediately pro-

ticed, which is the true prussian blue.

. Exp. 2.—Put some prussiate of potash into one glass ; into

nother a little nitrate ot bismuth. On mixing these colour-

ess fluids, a yellow will be th'-- product.
1 Exp. 3.—Pour a little prussiate of potash into a glass con-
fining a colourless solution of sulphate of copper, and a red-
ish brown will be produced, being a true prussiate of cop-
er.

1 Exp. 4.—Take water holding carbonate of iron in solu-

lion, and add some diluted prussiate of potash : prussiau blue
/ill be formed by the mixture.

I

Exp. 5.—Take some of the samp water as that used in the

ast experiment ; boil it, and now add prussiate of potash. In

Jhis case no colour will be produced

;
276. Sebacic acid is procured from animal

at or tallow. It is in the form of a liquid,

,ias an acid, sharp, bitterish taste ; and when
nixed with nitric acid will dissolve gold. It

combines with alkalies, earths, and metallic

*xides, and forms the salts called sebates.
t Sebacic acid crystallises in needles, and wheu heated liqni-

les like tallow.

! 277. The uric or lithic acid is found in hu-

nan urine. Some calculi are composed en-

tirely of this acid. When pure, it has neither

aste nor smell, but it reddens vegetable blues,

Lpd combines with alkalies and earths.
If urine voided in th<> raorniog after sleep be preserved,

ihe liquor will in a few hours pi e>-ent a light cloud, which
occupies the upper part of the Vessel ; this cloud, gradually
uugmenting in quantity, subsides, and becomes a sediment of
small red crystals, with brilliant facets; this is uric acid.

Nitric acid is a test for discovering one acid. I; a little

iric acid be heated in a watch-glass over a lamp, the smallest
raantity of nitric acid that can possibly be conveyed upon it

will instantly convert it to a very brilliant crimson. Uric
icid dissolved in nitric acid stains the skin of a pink colour.

Dr. Prout has discovered that a new acid may be formed
jy the action of nitric acid on uric acid. Dr. Wollastotj has
lamed the new substance purpuric acid.
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Those concretions called chalk-stones, which form upon

ihe joints of gouty persons, are for the most part composed
ot a i< acid and soda.

278. Amniotic acid is obtained from the

liquor of the amnios of the cow. It is slightly

acid; it reddens the tincture of turnsole; and

may be obtained in brilliant white crystals It

is scarcely soluble in cold water, though very
j

readily in hot water. It is incapable of deco

posing the alkaline carbonates, but unites wi

the pure alkalies, and with them forms neu

salts.

The amniotic acid was discovered by Vauquelin and

coadjutor Buniva. In order to ol*tain if, nothing more is

eessary than to evaporate the liquor of the amnios of

cow to one-fourth, and U ave thf- remainder to coo!, wh
wiil be found to contain the acid in crystals.

The meliitic and the coLirMBic acids I have omittvd

describe, because th< friineralsfrorn which they are procu

are so rarej that few chemists will ever he like!) to oht

even a specimen ot them.

279. The number of the acids that are we]

known amounts to more than forty; besides

which, a variety of substances have been an-

nounced as new acids, that require to' be fu

ther examined, before they be finally admit

into this class of bodies.

For these speculations we are iudc bled to some of the

reign chemists. The following however do seem, on d
authority, to be really new and distinct acids, viz. the hydftf

sulphurous, uranic, manganesic, purpuric, ellMgic, lam pic anc

pyromucic. For an account of their several properties, se«

the Introduction to the xiiith volume of Thomson's Annah
page 44 to 5G.

280. The uses of the acids are so many ant

important, that it is impossible to enumerate

them. They are indispensable to various art

and manufactures ; they are employed for cu
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inary purposes, and for medicine ; they act an

mportant part in the great elaboratory of na-

mre,—they produce that numerous class of bo-

lies called salts, and form a great proportion of

any of the mountainous districts of the globe.

CHAPTER VITI.

OF THE SALTS.

281. When an acid is combined with an al-

kali, an earth, or a metallic oxide, it forms what
I
called a salt. Such compounds were for-

merly called neutral salts ; but that term is

aw applied only to those salts in which there

no excess either of acid or of base.

?To give tin j upil a clear id a of ih is cl;^ >>t bodies, it may
advisable to set him to form some of tlie salts from their

Ifnppnent parts.

Exp. 1.—Pour n little sulphuric acid into a solution of soda
I water, evaporate lite sup. rfluous water, and then notice (he

tjrystall'.sation of the newly-formed salt. If the liquor be al-

w d to stand for a few hours undisturbed in a cool place, the
It will be seen to shoot into beautiful crystals of sulphate of
da

Exp. 2.—Dissolve some* magnesia in diluted sulphuric acid,

|{ as to saturate the acid. Pour off the clear liquid, and eva-
^rate a portion of the superfluous water. If the remainder
i suffered to cool, a crystallised Salt will be formed, similar

every respect to Epsora salt.

,Exp. 3.—Put about half an ounce of quicksilver into an
] fla*k, and pour about an ounce of diluted nitric acid upon
The nitric acid will be decomposed by the metal with as-

faishing rapidity ; the bulk of the acid will be quickh changed
a beautiful green, while its surface exhibits :>. dark crimson t

d an effervescence indescribably vivid and pleusii g will go
during the whole time the acid operates upon the. quick-
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silver. When a part only of the metal is dissolved, a change

of colour wiil again take place, and the acid by degrees wij

become paler, till it is as pellucid as pure water. This ii

one instance of a metallic solution by means of an acid; if

which the opacity of a metallic body is completely overcome
and the whole rendered perfectly transparent.

Exp. 4.—Take the metallic solution formed in the las

experiment, add a little more quicksilver to saturate the acid

then place it at some distance over the flame'of a lamp, so a

gently to evaporate a part of the water. The new forme)

salt will soon be seen to begin to shoot into needle-like pri«

matic crystals, crossing each other in every possible direction

affording an instance of the formation of a metallic salt.

282. As the acids are capable of forming va

rious combinations with the different earthj

alkaline, and metallic bases, the precise numbe
of the salts is not known. Probably they amoun
to more than two thousand.

283. There is such a great variety of salts, tha

it has been thought necessary to adopt a nei

nomenclature for the purpose of distinguishin

one species from another; and this nomencla

ture is as simple and ingenious as it is useful,

284. In this nomenclature every salt has

double name, one part of which indicates ii

acid, and the other its base ; so that, in a co

lection of many hundred different salts, th

composition of each is immediately known b'

its appellation.
Fort \ years ago not more than 20 or 30 species were know-

since then more than 100 new species, comprising many mo
than a thousand distinct salts, have been added to the list.

285. All substances which are compounds i

metallic oxides, earths, or alkalies with the su

phuric acid, are called sulphates ; with the mi

riatic acid, muriates ; with the nitric acid, n

trates ; with the carbonic acid, carbonates, &
&c.
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These are the terms generally made use of in chemical

nguage ; hut sometimes, in order to prevent monotony, we
ve an adjective termination to the word which expresses the

tse
of the acid. Thus we say calcareous salt*, instead of salt

lime ; ammoniaeal sails, instead of salts of ammonia ; alu-

inous salt, instead of s:dt of alumina ; and with the samede»
gn, the terms barvtic, magnesian, and the like, are used.

286. In conformity with this plan, the saline

iompound, formerly called Glauber's salt, is

w called sulphate of soda, because it is a
ombination of sulphuric acid and soda; what
a» called gypsum, or plaster of Paris, a com-
(ound of lime and sulphuric acid, is now called

sulphate of lime ; in like manner, what was
ailed green copperas is now sulphate of iron

lat substance being a compound, not of cop-

er, as the old name seemed to import, but of

ron and sulphuric acid.
, It would be easy to make out a long list of substances with
ames equally improper with those noted above, and which
lave characteristic and.appropriate names now assigned them
i the new nomenclature.

It is necessary to remark, that when an acid is combined
ith two bases, the names of both are subjoined to that of the
cid. Thus we say sulphate of alumina and potash, and tar-

rate of potash and soda.

287. I have said that these bodies were for-

erly called neutral salts, but no salt can strict-

y be called neutral, except such in which the

cid is completely neutralised by the base, and
the base by the acid, so as for the acid and the

tase to be mutually saturated by each other.
The propriety of restricting the use of the term neutral

Ivill
appear, if we consider that we have some bases that com-

line with more than one dose of acid, and thereby form salts

vhich differ in their appearance and properties Thus we
lave sulphate of potash, and s///rtT-suIphale of potash. The
,'ormer is a neutral salt, the latter a salt with excess of acid.

These salts are however now called sulphate of potash, and.
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bi-sulphate of potash ;
which are terms more appropriate

because 100 parts of potash combine with 82 parts of sulphuric

aeid to form the sulphate ; and with twice that quantity or

164 of acid to compose the bi-sulphate.

288. This is not the case with all saline com-
pounds ; for some have an excess of acid, as

cream of tartar and most of the metallic salts;

others have an excess of base, as common borax.
Manv of these sapei salts mm he discovered hr carbo<iate»

of magnesia: for, if an acid be present in the solution, an ef-

fervescence will take place on the addition of the magnesfl
carbonate.

289. When a salt is found to contain an ex-

cess of acid, the preposition super is generally

prefixed to its name ; but when it does not

contain a sufficiency of acid to saturate the

base, the preposition sub is added; thus we
J

say super-tartrate of potash, and sub-borate M~
soda.
Wp are indebted to Dr. Pearson for this mode of distin-

guishing these salts. Before his method was adopted, the

former of tbest sahs was called tartrate of potash, with excess

of acid, or acidulous tartrate of potash, and the latter borate

of soda with excess of base.

290. Some salts are formed with acids not

fully oxygenised, as the sulphurous and phos-

phorous acids : all salts therefore that are com-,1

posed with such acids, or with acids ending in]

ous, take an ending in ite, instead of ate; as|

sulphite of lime, or phosphite of potash.
Wh. n sulphur is full) saturated with oxygen, it forms what

j

is called sulphuric acid, and the salts compost d with trus acid.

I

are called sulphates. But when sulphur is partialh oxygen-
,

ized, an acid is produced called sulphurous acid, and the sails

fornvd with it are called sulphites.

The new nomenclature thus enables us to distinguish be-

tween acids which are partially oxjgeniaed, and. those which
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nfain a maximum of oxygen. This is of great importance,

cause the properties of the salts formed with these acids

it as much as the acids themselves.

# # * * •* *

Having shown the nature of the present che-

ical nomenclature as far as respects the salts,

will now be necessary to enter on the conside-

•tion of each genus separately

:

—We begin

ith the SULPHATES.

291. The sulphates have generally a bitter

>te; are always decomposed by the agency
a solution of barytes ; and most of them

ford sulphurets when heated red-hot with

ircoal.
r hen a sulphate has been converted to asulphuretby being

lOlitted to a red heat in conjunction with charcoal, the sul-

lret may be decomposed, and the sulphur precipitated by
addition of pyrol igneous acid.

If any of the solutions of barytes be added to a solution con-
ning sulphuric acid, a sulphate of barytes will instantly be
[med and precipitated, and every 100 grains of the precipi-
'

;, when dried, ind cate '2-i grains of sulphuric acid.

?.cp —Into some Epsom mineral water, or any water cotv-

iinga sulphuric salt, pour a transparent solution of muriate
icetate of barytes, ai.d an immediate precipitate of sulphate

irytes will be occasioned.

292. Among the first of these sulphates are

llphate of barytes, sulphate of strontites, sul-

fate of potash, sulphate of soda, sulphate of

le, sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of ammonia,
Id sulphate of alumina and potash, commonly
[lied alum.
Sulphate of barytes, or ponderous spur as it has been call-

is abundant in different parts of the earth. Sulphate of

mtites is found near Bristol and elsewhere in abundance,
lphate of potash, sulphate of soda, and sulphate of ammonia
: prepared by chemical manufacturers in many of their pro-
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cesses. Sulphate of lime, sulphate of magnesia, and sulphat<

of alumina mv native productions.

Besides these, sulphates of the earths glucina, zireonia,an<

yttria have been formed, and their properties ascertained, bu
,

neither of them has been found useful.

293. The sulphites have always a disagree

able sulphurous taste and smell; they are de

composed or changed by the nitric, muriatic i

and some other acids which do not aftect sul\

phates : if exposed to fire they yield sulphui

and become sulphates : and even by mere ex

posure to the action of the atmosphere, if mois

tened with water, they absorb oxygen, and ar

converted into sulphates.

It is observabh thai these salts when pure are not decon

posshle b}' a solution of barytes, as is the case with the su

phnt.es.

The sulphites were first pointed out by Sifhl. Sulphite

potash was the first of thpse s.d(s that he examined. Fro

this circumstance it acquired the name of sulphurous salt

Stahl.

Exp. 1.—If sulphate of soda be heated in a Ci ucible, it w
melt without undergoing any decomposition: but if snip"

of soda be subtfittted to the same process, sulphurous acid

be given out, and sulphur will be regenerated, which w
j

take fire and burn with a violent flame.

Exp- 2.— Int- some concentrated nitric acid drop a fe

crystals of sulphite of poiash ; these salts will decompose tl

nitric acid, red vapours will be disengaged in abundance, ai
i

the U will he converted to a sulphate.

Exp 3 —The eft* ct of nitric acid on the sulphites

perhaps, bt better m.dei stood after performing the followi

experiment. To some pure sulpfrurousaeid add a little sol!

tion of muriate ofbarytes, and no change will be perc jp»ib|

,

but if some n.trif acid b added to su'phurous acid, a i
.
-I it

then treated with (he muriate of barytes, ;.n abundant me

p : :.!( of sulphate of barytes wdl be ; ...xluced. Tliis may
attiibu'ed to the cb use which the sulphur*.us acid undergo

by absorbing oxygen '•• >m the nitric acid. ..nd which coove

it to the sulphuric acid.

294. The principal sulphites are those
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! ')arytes, of lime, of potash, of soda, of ammonia,

t

,)f magnesia, and of alumina.
These salts are most!) formed artificially, by saturating the

} .lkaline and earthy bas< s with sulphurous acifl. For the

r_ *siest method ofconducting the process, consult Thomson's
Chemistry, vol. ii. 449.

' 295. The muriates, when acted upon by
: ;oncentrated sulphuric acid, yield muriatic

icid in the form of vapour. They are among
) 'he most volatile, and yet are the ieast decom-
posable by fire, of all the salts ; not being per-

beptibly altered by combustibles, even when
Assisted by an intense heat. They are soluble

n water, and are often dissolved in it for the

purpose of raising the boiling point of that fluid.

They evolve chlorine gas when treated with
Iritric acid.

Tli- unchangeable nature of the muriates in the fire is a

noat remarkable character of this species of salt. Muriate
»f soda iiirty be volatilised by heat, but if the vapour be col-

ected it will be foun<' still to be miniate of Sofia.

Exf) 1 —Charge a small retort with two ounces of muriate

)f soda, and a lap' two or three receivers to it, similar to the

ipparatus, Fig. 23, Plat< VI. Then pour one ounce of sul

diuric acid, previously diluted with an equal portion oi

upon the salt, and apply the beatof a lamp. The distillation

vill soon commence, and muriatic acid will be collected in

he leceivers.

,

Exp. 2.—Take some of the acid procured in the al>ove

>rocess, and add a few drops ofthe solution of n'ltTate of sihvef

o it This will occasion an abundant precipitate, and show
hat the liquid which has been distilled is real muriatic acid.

Though thi muriates are not easily decompos d b\ b -at,

>ther means have been discovered to effect their Jecompoai-
ion. Tak" on : example.
Exp. 3.—W eigh o>ie ounce of muriate of soda, and having

mixed it with four ounces of litharge of 'tad. form the whdle
into a paste wkh water. Stir the mass frequently, ai

more water as the whole thickens. In a few days the salt

will be decomposed ; the oxide of lead will have been convert-
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ed to a muriate of lead, and pure soda will be found in th<

supernatant liquor.

296. The principal salts in the muriatic class

are : the muriates of barytes, of potash, of soda

of strontites, of lime, of magnesia, of ammonia
and the muriate of alumina.

Muriate of soda is the salt which has been longest known
It is our common culinary salt. Muriate of potash has beei

found native in the bogs of Picardy ; this salt was formerly
and is still, much used by some alum-makers, to procure 0|j

crystallisation of alum. Muriate of ammonia is the common
sal-ammoniac of commerce. Muriate of barytes and strontite

are both factitious salts. Muriate of lime is found native i
|

various states ; it is also furnished in abundance by the maker
of carbonate of ammonia : it is used for the production of art

ficial cold.

Exp. 1.—Immerse a thermometer in a bason of snow
it will presently become stationery at ;>2°. If the snow

<

now well mixed with a portion of fresh crystallised muriJ

rapidly ; for, of all the sal's, mariate of lime is capable i

producing the greatest degree of cold.

Muriate of lime, though itself colourless, imparts a brilliai

colour to the flame of burning bodies.

Exp. 2.—Pulverise some of this salt, and throw a little (

it into a spoonful of burning alcohol. This will produce
beautiful red flame, the colour of which may be reudere
still more intense by agitating the mixture during the inflara

mation.

297. The Hyperoxymuriates, or chlorate*

as they are now called, yield very pure oxygerJ

gas by the action of fire, and are thus convert!

ed into common muriates: and the stronge;!

acids expel the chloric acid from these salt'
|

without the assistance of heat. When mixc
with combustibles, ihey detonate with grea

violence, by mere friction or percussion, an-

sometimes spontaneously. They are all solu

ble in water, and some of them dissolve readi;
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y in alcohol. We have the chlorates of pot-

tsh, of soda, of lime, of magnesia, of barytes,

nd of strontites.

Those salts which have been called oxy muriates, Mr. Clie-

levix named hyperoxy muriates. He was desirous of exhi-

biting the acid in a s. pirate state : but w hen he attempted to

Ibl&iu it from 011I3 500 grains of hyperoxymuriafc hfpow >h,

he ntort burst with h loud report, a< d w is reduced almost

on powder, so that scarcely any fragment of it could be found

1 the labora'or) .

HyprroxymurUtte 01 chlorate of potash is used not only for

xperiroent, but also in med'cin . From its explosive ef-

ircts. Berthollet was induced 10 piopose it as a substitute for

itie in the manufacture of sun-powder. Th attempt was
nade ; but no sooner did the workmen begin to triturate the

nixture than it exploded with violence, and proved fatal to

wo individuate who were near it.

'

Exp. 1 — Ry gently triturating three grains of this salt

nd ont ol sulphur in a mortar with a metallic pestle, a se-

ies ot di tonations takes place resembling the cracks of a

vlnp. If struck on an anvil, the report is as loud as that of a

un.

Exp. 2.—Take about six grains ot chlo .:<te ot potash and
hree grains ot flower sulphur; rub them together in a mor-
ar, ai <l a smart d< tonating noise will be produced. Continue
rub the mixture hard, a d the reports will be frequently

•ept ated, accompanied with vivid flashes of light. If the same
nixture be wrapped in paper, laid on an an>il, and smartly

truck with a hammer, the report will be as loud as what is

zsually produced by the firing of a pistol.

Exp. 3.—Take ten grains of chlorate of potash and one
jrain of phosphorus. Treat this mixture as in the last expe-
riment, and very violent detonations will be produced. It is

idvisable never to exceed the quantity of phosphorus that is

prescribed here, and in other similar experiments.
Exp. 4.—Take a similar quantity of chlorate of potash

with three or four grains ol flour sulphur, and mix the ingre-
dients very well on paper. If a little of this mixture be taken
ip on the point of a knife and dropped into a wine glass con-
taining some sulphuric acid, a beautiful column of flame will

be perceived, the moment the powder comes in contact with
(.he acid

Exp 5—Put a little chlorate of potash and a bit of phos-
phorus into an ale-glass, pour some cold water upon them

12
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cautiously, so as not to displace the salt. Now take a small
glass tube, and plunge it into some sulphuric acid : then place
the thumb upon the upper orifice, and in this slate withdraw
the tuhe, which must be instantly immersed in the glass, so
thai, on removing the thumb, the acid may be immediately
conveyed upon the ingredients. This experiment is an ex-
ample or" a very singular phenomenon, combustion under
water.

Exp. 6.—Proceed in all respects as in the last experiment,
and add a morse) of phosphuret of lime. Here, besides the

former appearance, we shall have combustion also on the sur-

face of the water.

Exp. 7—Prepare a mixture of equal parts of lump sugar

and chlorate of potash ; put a small quantity of this mixture
upon a blare oi tile ; then dip a piece of sewing thread into a

phial of sulphuric acid, so as to convey the smallest quantity

of the acid :—with this touch the powder, and an immediate
burst of flame will be the consequence.
Exp. 8 Mix, without muchfriction, ten grains of chloral

of potash with one grain of phosphorus, and drop the mixture
into concentrated sulphuric acid. This is an instance of de-

tonation and flame being produced by the mixture of a pow-
der with a cold liquid.

Exp. 9 —If strong nitric acid be poured upon a sm
quantity of a mixture of chlorate of potash and phosphorus,

flashes of fire will be emitted at intervals for a considerable

time.

Exp. 10.—Add a few grains of chlorate of potash to a tea-

Spoonful or two of alcohol, drop one or two drops of sulphu-

ric acid upon the mixture, and the whole will burst into flame,

forming a very beautiful appearance.

Exp. 11—A mixture of chlorate of potash and arsenic fur-

nishes :i detonating compound, which lakes fire with the ut-\

most rapidity. The salt and metal, first separately powdered,
may be mixed by the gentiest possible triture, or rather by

stining them together on paper with the point of a knife. K
two long trains be laid on a table, the one of gunpowder, and

the other of this mixture, and they be in contact with each

other at one end, so that they may be fired at once ; the ar-

senical mixture burns with the rapidity of lightning, while

the other burns with comparatively extreme slowness.

298. The Nitrates yield oxygen gas min-

gled with nitrogen gas by the action of fire
;

they give out a white vapour of nitric acid
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tfhen acted on by concentrated sulphuric acid;

md, when mixed with combustible substances,

produce, at a red heat, inflammation and deto-

nation. They are soluble in water, and capa-

>le of crystallisation ; and when heated with

nuriatic acid, chlorine is exhaled from that acid

n the form of gas.
Exp- 1.—Take thiee parts of nitre, two of potash, and one

f sulphur ; all ot these should be thoroughly dry ; then mix
yrubb g them together in a warm mortar: the resulting

omp< u d is called fulminating powder. If a little ot this

'owder be placed upon a fire shovel over a hot fire, it gradu-
lly blackens, and at last melts. At. that instant it explodes
vith a violent report. JVote. This mixture is not dangerous,
ike the metallicfulminating powders ; none of -which should
e intrusted in the hands ofyoung people.

1 Exp. 2.—Mix eight grains of nitrate of potash with four

rains of phosphorus, place the mixture on a warm anvil, and
rike it smartly with a hot hammer.
This will produce a violent detonation.

Exp. 3.—If ten grains of nitrate of potash be mixed weH
ith three grains of pulverised charcoal, and the mixture
hrown on a r-d-hot fire shovel, a very brilliant combustion,
ccompanied with a loud detonation, will be the consequence.
Exp. 4.—Fuse a small quantity of nitre in a crucible, and,

vhen in complete fusion, throw pulverised coal into it by
mall quantities at a time. The carbonaceous matter will de-
mpose the nitre, and the bituminous part will burn away
ilhout acting upon it. This experiment w ill exhibit a node
f analysing coal ; for every 100 grains of nitre that are de-
omposed in this way, denote ten grains of carbon.
Exp. 5.—If one grain of dry nitrate of bismuth be previ-

usly mixed with a grain of phosphorus, and then rubbed
ether in a metallic mortar, a loud detonation will be pro-

uced.

299. Among the most noted of the nitrates

tre those of potash, or barytes, of soda, of stron-

;ites, of lime, of magnesia, and of ammonia.
' Nitrate of potash, or salt-peire, is generated by nature in

ibundance, particularly in the East; in some districts a ap-

pears in au efflorescence on the surface of the soil, from

i
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whence, at a eei'tain season of the year, it is regularly swept

off two or three limes a week, and as repeatedly lvn^we'l ;it

appears that nothing is necessary for its production but the

presence of lime, animal and vegetable matters, heat, and dry

atmospheric air.

Nitrate of lime is generally found native with saltpetre, and

in the greatest proportion. This salt, if properly heated, be-

comes luminous in the dark, and forms what is called Bald,

win's phosphorus.
Nitrate of strontites mixed with burning bodies produces*

striking and remarkable effect.

Exp 1.—If pulverised nitrate of strontites be mixed with

burning alcohol, the colour of the flame will instantly be
changed to a lively purple.

Exp. 2.—If a little of the same kind of salt be mixed with

much larger quantity of dry pulverised charcoal, and the

mixture thrown on a red-hot fire-shovel, a brilliant c< imsoa

flame will be produced.

300. The generic characteristics of the car-

bonates are, that all the alkaline carbonates

are soluble in water, while those of the earths

and metals are nearly insoluble, unless the

acid be in excess ; and they all effervesce, and
give out the carbonic acid, when treated with

the sulphuric and some other acids Some of

the earthy carbonates are also decomposed by

mere heat without the intervention of any other

substance, as is exemplified in burning lime ; in

which process the carbonic acid is expelled, and'

the base remains pure.
There are eleven species of.carbonic salts at present known;

only four, however, of the native earths are found combined
with this acid, viz. lime, barytes, strontites, and magnesia.
Exp.—Pour some diluted sulphuric acid upon a little pul-

verised marble (carbonate of lime) in a retort, and collect the

gas which arises by means of a pneumatic trough and appara-

tus, as described fig. 19, Plate V. This will be found to be
carbonic acid gas.

301. The carbonates of barytes, of strontites,

of lime, of magnesia, of potash, of soda, and of
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mmonia, are the principal salts of this class ;

nd that of lime is probably the most abundant
n nalure.
Crystallised carbonate of lime may be known by its light-

ess, and by being found in rhomboids. Its specific gravity is

ess than 3.00, being the lightest of all the earthy salts.

Carbonate of barytes was discovered by Dr Withering in

783. It is not so scarce and d -a:
1 as it was formerly ; and

om the superior affinity of barytes for sulphuric acid, this

lineral substance may become a most useful article in the
rts. It is a compound of 78 barytes and 22 carbonic acid.

Jhe carbonate of strontites was found at Strontian by Dr.
*~ope. It consists ot strontites 70 and carbonic acid 30. Car-
onale of lime exists in great abundance in all countries and
nder an extensive variety of forms. The other carbonates

in general formed artificially.

There are two carbonates of potash, the one consisting of
8 potash and 32 carbonic acid, possessing alkaline proper-
s; and the bi-carbonate, which is formed with a double
rtion of carbonic acid, and is incapable of changing the co-
ir of turmeric paper.
Crystallised carbonate of soda consists of soda 2l£, carbo-

tc acid 15£, and water fi3. The dry carbonate of soda con-
istsof58^ of soda, arid 41£ of carbonic acid. Whereas the
•i-carbonut^ is a compound of 37 per cent, of soda, 52£ of
arbonic acid, and 10^- water.

302. The phosphates are fusible either into

)paque or transparent glass ; are phosphores-
cent at a high temperature; are soluble in ni-

|

rric acid without .effervescence ; and are pre-
ipitable from their solutions in that acid by
ime water. They are partially decomposed by
ulphuric acid, but neither the earthy nor alkal-

ine phosphates are decomposable by'being heat-
id with combustible matter.
303. The chief of the phosphoric salts are :

he phosphates of lime, of soda, and of ammo
i nia, and the phosphates of soda and ammonia,
formerly called mierocosmic salt.
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Phosphate of lime is found in bones, milk, and some otb
animal mutters. It is white, tasteless, and insoluble in wat<

Entire mountains in Spain are formed of this salt. It Is

posed of 48.5 lime and 51.5 of phosphoric acid.

Phosphate of lime and phosphate of barytes are both in

luble salts, but they become soluble in an excess of acid.

Exp. 1.—Into a clear solution of phosphate of soda, pour
transparent solution of muriate of barytes. This will produ<

a phosphate of barytes, which will immediately precipitate

the state of an insoluble salt.

Exp. 2.—Having separated the insoluble precipitate \

duced in the last experiment, a'id to it phosphoric *eid. Til

•will take up the salt and convert it to ai> acidulous phospha
of barytes, which is permanently soluble, and maybe pr0 (So 1

served to be used as a themicaj re-agent.

Phosphate of soda is prepared for medicine. Phosphate
ammonia is found in urine, and is also prepared by art to

used as an ingredient in making pastes, to imitate precic

stones. It is one of the best fluxes for experiments with the

blow-pipe.

ill

w

1::

304. The phosphites yield a phosphorescen

flame when heated ; and in a strong fire givi

out a portion of phosphorus, by which they be«

'

come converted into phosphates. By a ve

strong heat they are fusible into glass ; but

heated with nitre, they detonate, and become B

converted into phosphates. A similar change

is also effected in them, if they are treated wi

"

chlorine or nitric acid.
None of the phosphites have been found in nature ; th

are all formed artificially, by saturating the different ba
with phosphorous acid, either directly or by means of dou
decomposition. None of them have yet been brought into

use. Fourcroy distinguishes eleven species of the earthy
alkaline phosphites.

305. The chief of the phosphites are those *

of lime, of barytes, of potash, of soda, and of

ammonia.
Phosphite of ammonia exhibits several curious appearance? I

when treated with caloric.
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Exp.—If phosphite of ammonia be heated on charcoal by
it^ns of, a blow-pipe, it boils, and loses its water of crystal-

tntion ; it then becomes surrounded with a phosphorescent
ght, and bubbles of phosphuretted hydrogen gas are emitted,
'hich burn m the air with a lively flame, and form a fine co-
ionet of phosphoric acid vapour.

306. The fluates are decomposed by sulp-

huric acid,, yielding a vapour which corrodes

lass, and which, when condensed in water,forms

iquid fluoric acid. They are not decomposa-
le by mere heat, nor altered by combustibles.

5ome of them are insoluble in water, and others

ery sparingly soluble in that fluid.

The fluates were first made known by Scheele in 1771.
ome of them phosphoresct when heated.

307. The chief fluoric salts are: fluate of

ime, fluate of soda, fluate of ammonia, fluate of

lumina, and fluate of silica.

Mai \ vaih lies, both in form and colour, of fluate of lime
ave been found.

Exp. 1.— If any of thvse coloured fluates be pulverised,

nd then heated on a shovel, they will emit a ver\ curious

iolet-coloured phosphoric light, the cause of which is not
:nown.

Fluate of ammonia is a very delicate test of lime. This
rthy salt was first recommended by Scheele for this purpose,

Exp. 2.—Into a glass of transparent lime-water let fall a
ingle drop of fluate of ammonia, and an immediate preeipi-

ate will b<j occasioned.

308. The borates are all fusible into glass,

ind, with several of the metallic oxides, form
lass of different colours. Concentrated solu-

cions of some of the borates, especially that of

joda, aftbrd, when decomposed by the stronger

icids, scaly crystals of boracic acid.
Thi borates are not decomposable b) charcoal like the

sulphurates; for whatever ma) be the temperature to which
thev are exposed, none, of the combustible substances have
|lhe power of decomposing them. The borates are advantage-
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ously employed in fusing mineral substances and in soldering

metals.

It is from the property which the borates possess of fusing

mineral substances and metallic oxides, that they are used by*

braziers, tin-men, &c. We employ sub-borate of soda tofu«ft

such stones as cannot be brought into fusion by the alkalies. I

. 309. The principal salts in this class are:

the borates of lime, of magnesia, and of potash
j

and the sub-borate of soda, which is known in

commerce by the name of borax.
What is called boraeite, or cubic quartz, is a borate of lim©

and magnesia, consisting of lime 11, magnesia 13.5, and bo-;

racic acid 68, with a little silica, alumina, and oxide of iron.

Borate of magnesia has been found near Lunenberg. Tha
other borates are factitious salts.

The common borax of commerce is called sub-borate, be-

cause it contains an excess of soda. According to Bergman
it requires half its weight of boracic acid to bring it to the state

of a neutral salt.

310. The distinguishing characteristic of the

arseniates is, that when heated with charcoal
(

they are decomposed, and arsenic sublimes.

This is known by its alliaceous or garlic -like

smell.

311. The arseniates of lime, of barytes, of

magnesia, of potash, of soda, and of ammonia
also the super-arseniate of potash, long known
under the name of ' the arsenical neutral salt

of Macquer,' are the principal arseniates riiat

are known.
Most of Jie arseniates are formed artificially ; and a few ol

them are used in the arts.

Arseniate of potash maybe formed by detonating in a cru-

cible a mixture of nitrate of potash and arsenous acid. This

salt when heated melts into a white glass.

312. The arsenites are combinations of the

alkalies or earths, with the white oxide of arse-

nic, sometimes called arsenous acid : while the
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rseniates are formed by the union of certain

ases with the arsenic acid. The alkaline arse-

ites are soluble in water, but the earthy arse-

ites are insoluble.

313. The only salt of this kind with which
am acquainted is the arsenite of potash,

[hich is made for the preparation of a beauti-

il pigment, known by the name of ' Scheele's

reen.' The salt is formed by boiling white

fsenic in a solution of caustic potash ; and
en by mixing this with a solution of the sul-

fate of copper, the pigment in question preci-

tates in the state of an impalpable powder.

314. The salts called tungstates are corn-

nations of the yellow acid of tungsten with

e alkalies and earths. Most of them have a

etallic and caustic taste.

315. The tungstates of lime, of magnesia, of

tash, of soda, and of ammonia, are the prin-

pal salts of tungsten.
ruiigstute of lime, and tungstate of iron, which are found

ive, are both well known lo mineralogists: the Other tung-

tesare formed by art.

31 G. The acetates are all very soluble in

iter: are decomposed by the action of heat,

d afford acetic acid when distilled with sul-

uric acid.
'irp Put a few ounces of dried acetate of lead into a

E;s retort, and having poured upon it two-thirds of its weight

oneeriti-rtted sulphuric acid, a pungent acetic acid mav be

j cured by distillation.

317. These salts, if exposed to the air when
i a state of solution, are soon destroyed, owing
\ the gradual decomposition whTch the acid

M
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undergoes; an inconvenience which is expe
rienced by the printers of calicoes wheneve
their red mordant (the acetate of alumina) ha

been long kept, without being properly preserver

from the action of the atmosphere.

318. We have the acetates of barytes, of pot|

ash, of soda, of lime, of ammonia, and of magnej

sia, besides the acetate of alumina of the calico

printer, just mentioned.
Acetate of barytes has been employed as a chemical tes

It is the most delicate test that can possibly be lor sulphur

acid, and is often useo* for the discovery of this acid in vinegi

that has been sophisticated with it. This salt is, howeve
decomposable by the alkaline carbonates.

The acetates of potash and of ammonia have long be<

known and prepared for medicinal use ; the other earthy ar

alkaline acetates have not yet come into much use, except tl

acetate of alumina, which is employed by calico-printers a«

mordant.

319. The oxalates are decomposable by'

red heat ; and those which are soluble in watoj

are decomposed also by lime or barytes-wate)

and the precipitated oxalate is soluble in i

excess of oxalic or of most other acids.
Oxalic acid when taken into the stomach produces excr

dating pain, which soon terminates in death.

320. Oxalate of lime, of barytes, of strontife

of alumina, of magnesia, of potash, of soda, ai

of ammonia, are the principal oxalic salts.

OxNlate of potash and oxalate of ammonia are both vt

useful tests of lime. These never fail to discover the p
sence of this earth, except it be supersaturated with so

acid—in which case it is necessary to take up the execs;

acid by the addition of caustic ammonia before using thettj

Superoxalale of potash is sometimes prepared in Engla
but it is found ready-formed in the juice of ivood-sovreL 1
other oxalates are not vet in use.
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321. The generic characteristics of the tar-
;rates are, that when they are exposed to a

ed heat, the acid is decomposed, and the base

emains. The earthy tartrates are less soluble

han the alkaline, but all are capable of com-
bining with another base, and forming triple

talts. The tartrates are also capable of com-
ining with an excess of acid, of which common
artar or super-tartrate of potash is a well known
nstance.

322. The principal tartaric salts are the tar-

fates of lime, of strontites, and of potash ; and
he tartrates of potash and ammonia, and of

otash and soda, commonly called Rochelle salt.

Tartrate oflimi s found in in • tartar ofcommerce ; and it

also formed by art, by adding lime or its carbonate to a
toiling solution of cream of tartar. This latter salt is merely
le common tartar, or argol, purified, which adheres to the
iside of wiue casks, and is brought bi large quantities from
le wine countries. There is a considerable demand lor it

y the dyers and other manufacturers j and hoth in the crude
nd refined state there is an excess of acid, therefore the\ are
iroperh called sitper-\.m tratt s of potash. It is composed ot

7 percent, of tartaric acid and 23 of potash. Tartrate of po-
tsh and~soda, usually callrd Roclielle salt, or sel de S ig-

ette, is formed artificially by addirig s'hIh in crystals to a so-

[itiou of cream of tartar, till the excess of acid is saturated.

"his medicinal salt is composed ot 54 tartrate of potash and
6 tartrate of soda. A neutral tartrate of potash is also forru-

fd in our laboratories, called soluble tartar. The other tar-

•ati s are mad. without any view to thrir use in th*> arts.

323. The citrates are decomposed by the

trong mineral acids ; they yield traces of ace-

ic acid when distilled ; and the oxalic and tar-

aric acids decompose them, producing an in-

oluble precipitate in their solutions. The
queous solutions of these salts are not per-

manent, but are liable to be decomposed by age.
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324. The principal citrates are : the citrates

of lime, of barjtes, of potash, of soda, and of

ammonia.
The citrates are all formed artificially. Citrate of potash

is used much in medicine, and is usually called the saline

draught. It is composed of 56 acid and 44 potash. The
other citrates are not vc t found to be ofan} us .

325. The camphorates have generally a bit'

terish taste; they are decomposable by heat, ana
burn with a blue flame. The camphorate of

potash and some other of these salts crystalii

very readily.

326. The principal of this class of salts a

the camphorates of lime, of potash, of soda,

barytes, of ammonia, of alumina, and of m
nesia.
Camphoric acid saturated with potash forms crystals in

gular hexagons ; with soda, irregular crystals; with amm
it forms needle-tormed crystals ; and with magnesia, a w
puherulent salt.

These salts, which have not been applied to r.ny useful

pose, nre also all formed artificially.

327. The several suberates differ so mud
in their properties, that it would be difficult t(

characterise the genus otherwise than by say-

ing that they generally possess a bitter taste,

and are decomposable by heat. The mineral

acids also decompose them, and precipitate

from their solutions the suberic acid in distincl

acicular crystals.

328. The principal suberates are : suberate

of barytes, of potash, of lime, of magnesia, and

of ammonia.
The suberates, which are all factitious, are more or les

soluble: some readily crjstallise, others with difficulty ; then
are some which remain pulverulent, whilst others are deli

Jiquescunt. None of these salts are yet come into any use.
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329. Prussiates are easily formed by boil-

ing the alkalies or earths with prussian blue; in

iwhich process the prussian blue is decomposed,
the prussic acid uniting with the alkali or

earth in preference to the oxide of iron. The
salts which are thus formed retain however
some iron, and are called triple prussiates.

Those of potash and soda crystallise readily,

and the former is much used as a test to detect

the presence of iron and some other metals.

330. The principal prussiates are : the prus-

siates, or triple pr.ussiates of potash, soda, lime,

or ammonia, with iron : that of potash was for-

merly called prussian alkali.
Thi prussiates are all made by art, but the class is very

Interesting. There are* two prussiates of iron, tbe white and
the blue prussi.-ite. Prussiate of 1 im < and iron, or the prus-

siate of potash and iron, is used as a test to ascertain the pre-

sence of metals held in solution. The latter, known by the

name ufPrussian alkali, is the best combination of the prus-
sic for detecting lh< , xistence of iron.

331. These different salts are known from
eacli other by the peculiar figure of their crys-

tals, by their taste, by their fusibility, and other

distinctive or specific characters.

332. There is a great variety in the form of

crystallised salts : and each salt preserves its

iown peculiar form : thus common culinary salt

igenerally crystallises in small cubes, anil sul-

phate of soda in six-sided prisms.
P I'.xp 1.—It common' Glauber's gait be dried and reduced

to powder, au<1 thru dissolved in three times its weight of

"boiling water, it. will not onlj be fow d to crystallise again on
cooling, but the crystals will assume the identical forms which
the) exhibited before tlv y were pulverised. This experi-

ment is designed to show ihat a determinate figure has been
instamped upon every individual salt.

M2
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JSorp.2.—Dissolve 3 of an ounce of Glauber's salt in two
ounces of boiling water

;
pour it. while hot into a phial, and

cork it close. In this state it will not crystallise, even when
perfectly cold ; but if the cork be now removed, the crystal-

lisation will be seen to commence and proceed with rapidity;

affording an instance of the effect of atmospheric air on crys-

tallisation.

Exp. 3,—Repeat the experiment with a small thermome-'
ter immersed in the solution, and closed so as to exclude the^

atmospheric air If the solution be suffered to cool corn-

pit tely under these circumstances, the thermometer will b©<

if cii to rise on the removal of the cork. This experiment is

designed to show that saline solutions give out caloric in the

act of crystallisation.

333. The separation of salts from the water
in which they may be disolved, is generally ef-

fected by evaporation and cooling.

334. When a certain portion of the water of

solution is evaporated, and the remainder left

in a proper temperature at rest, the salts wilt

shoot into crystals, and will be found dispersed^

through the mother water at the bottom and at

the sides of the vessel, and sometimes also on
the surface of the solution.

Solution is effected 'by means of water or caloric, one of
which is necessary to keep the parts of the substance in a state,

of minute division In order that reguhr crystallisation may
take place, it is necessary that the cause of fluidity, whether
water or caloric, or both, should be subtracted gradually ,

'

and without movement. This gives an opportunity for -.he?

parts of. the substance to unite regularly, according to heir

several att actions, and to produce c ysiala as perfect as Iiose

exhibited by Nature ; whereas a sudden subtraction of the
fluid causes the particles ofte-. o unite in a shapeless mass.

335. The solution which remains after the

separation of a part of the salt that it originally

contained, is called mother water. By repeat-
ing the evaporation, and cooling, the mother
waters generally afford fresh portions of salt
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336. The crystallisation of salts is owing to

the abstraction of the heat or water by which
they were dissolved ; and, in those crystals

which contain water, their peculiar form and
crystalline appearance are in a great measure
owing to that portion of water having parted

with its caloric of fluidity and taken a solid

form.
It must not be imagined that all crystallisation is owing to

solution in water. Melted sulphur always crystallises on cooi-

ng, which is the case with many substances thathave endured
i strong heat. Many of the metals crystallise in this way,
particularly grain tin. Nothing can exemplify this kind of

crystallisation better than muriate of lead, commonly called

patent yellow. It affords beautiful and regular crystals on
cooling. If glass be kept in a red heat for a long time and
cooled gradually—instead of being the transparent body we
generally see it, it will crvstallise like the metals. Starch is

another instance of what may be called dry crystallisation
;

and probably, in every instance, the phenomenon may be
attributed to the loss of caloric, and consequent shrinking of

the whole substance.

337. The water which combines with salts

during their crystallisation is called the water

of crystallisation, for it is generally this that

gives them the crystalline appearance.
1 his \*at< r giv.s out caloric, and solidifies as the salt crys-

tallises, an'l thus becomes itself a part of the salt. When ab-

stracted from salts, it is found to be as pure as distilled water.

It is probable that salts generally combine with two definite

jroportions of water. \iz. that with which they unite is cvys-

[allising, and which is well known to exist only in fixed pro-

wtisns ; and secondly, that quantity which they combine
vith in dissolving : the first is called water of crystallisation ;

he second, water of solution.

338. The quantity of this water varies very
nuch in different salts; for though some salts

ake up very little or no water, others combine
vith more than their own weight ; which is the
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case with alum, sub-carbonate of soda, and some
others.
Exp Mix a little acetate of lead with an equal portion of

sulphate of zinc,—both in fine powder ; stir them together

with a piece of glass or wood, and no chemical change will be

perceptible : but if they be rubbed together in a mortar, the

two solids will operate upon each other; an intimate union

will take place, and a fluid will be produced. If alum or

Glauber's salt be used instead of sulphate of zinc, the expe-

riment will be equally successful.

339. Crystallised salts are liable to change!

in their appearance by exposure to atmospheri

air. Thus some salts deliquesce, and othe

effloresce, so as to lose their crystalline for

entirely by such exposure.

340. Some salts have so great an affinity fo

water, that they absorb it with avidity from the

atmosphere. Such salts thereby become moist
or liquid, and are said to deliquesce, by expo
sure to atmospheric air.

Some deliqii' scent saits have so little force of cohesion, that

the action ot water, however small the quantity, is sufficient

to prevent their crystallisation ; but even such salts may bi

crystallised by the addition of alcohol, for which the watei

has generally a greater affinity than it has for the salts. There--

fore, whenever alcohol is added to such saline solutions, part
of the water combines with the alcohol, and crystallisation

takes place. This shows that those salts do possess in thenv
selves an active cohesion of parts.

341.- Some salts, on the contrary, having le

affinity for water than atmospheric air has, they
lose their water of crystallisation by exposure, .

and readily fall into powder : such salts are said

to effloresce. The crystals of sub-carbonate of
soda and of sulphate of soda are good examples
of this property.
Munate ot baiytes, pure muriate of soda, and some other

salts, seem to have exactly the same affinity for water that
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[tmospheric air has. Such salts neither effloresce nordeli-

>uesce by any exposure to the atmosphere.

342. Salts are capable of other changes be-

ides efflorescence and deliquescence ; they
ave also the properties of solubility and fusi-

ility.

We generally denominate all salts as insoluble, which re-

uire for solution more than 1000 times their weight of water.

L.n opinion may in some measure be formed of the solubility

fa suit by its taste. Those salts which have ihe most taste

e generally the most soluble in water. Thus Epsom salt

issolves in its own weight of water at the common tempera-
re of the atmosphere, and the solution continues perfectly

nid and transparent; while sulphate of lime requires 500
mes its own weight of water to hold it in solution.

343. By the solubility of a salt is meant its

pacity to unite with and remain dissolved in

rater ; but the differerent salts possess different

egrees of solubility, requiring more or less of

his lluid for their solution.
The difference which there is in the solubility of salts is of

reat use in separating them from each other. The refiners

lt-l>etre operate entirely on this principle. The rough
etre, as it is called, is always contaminated with a portion of

uriate of soda and other salts. In order therefore to sena-

te them, they dissolve the whole in water, and then, by
oiling the solution to evaporate a part of the water, the mu-
iate of soda, &c. falls down, while the salt-petre is held in

lution.

We have several instances of salts that are in themselves
ery soluble, producing by double decomposition, when mix-

other salts that are nearly insoluble in water. Take the

ollowing as an example.
Exp. 1.—Dissolve some muriate of lime and carbonate of

otash in water, so as to form a saturated solution of each of
iese very soluble salts ; then on pouring these two transpa-

ent fluids. together, muriate of potash and. carbonate of lime

/ill be formed; and if the mixture be well stirred, a solid

ass will be the product.

Exp. 2.—The following is an experiment of a different

i4nd. Mix a little acetate of lead with an equal portion o
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sulphate of zinc, both in fine powder; stir them together with

a piece of glass or wood, and no chemical change will be per-

ceptible ; but if they be rubbed together in a mortar, the two
solids will operate upon eaeh other; an intimate union will

take place, and a fluid will be produced. If alum or Glauber

salt be used instead of sulphate of zinc, the experiment will

be equally successful.

Exp. 3.—To Bouillon La Grange we are indebted for the :

account of a very singular anomaly in the solution of salts. If

pure lime be added to a solution of borate of potash, the salt

will be decomposed, and borate of lime, an insoluble salt, will

be precipitated. But if more lime be gradually added, the

precipitate will be dissolved, aud of course a soluble salt pro-

duced.

344. Salts have not only the property of dis-

solving in water, but will melt by exposure to

great heat ; and yet the different salts require

different degrees of heat to put them in a state

of fusion.
Tabie? of the fusibility of different salts have not yet beei

formed; but with the aid of Wedge wood's p> rometer it wouU
be no very difficult task to ascertain the degree of fusibility

of each. The relative fusibility of several of them is already

known : for instance, it has b- en ascertained that sulphate of

potash requires a much more intense heat to put it in a stale

of fusion than sulphate of soda; whereas jiitrate and muriate
of soda melt as soon as they become red.

345. Besides the properties already enume-
rated, many of the salts have a reciprocal ac-

tion, and are capable of mutually decomposing
each other.

346. When such salts are mixed in solution,

the acid of the first and the base of the second

having more affinity for each other than for the

base and acid with which they are respectively

combined, double decomposition, as it is term-

ed, ensues. The acid of the first unites with

the base of the second, and consequently the

base of the first combines with the acid of the
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second: so that two new salts are produced
differing in appearance, and possessing pro-

perties different from those of the original

salts.

E*p. 1.—Take a saturated solution of sulphate of magnesia,
[Epsom salt.) and pour into it a like solution of caustic potash

or soda. The mixture will immediately become almost solid.

This instance of the sudden conversion of two fluids to a so-

lid, and that related Exp. 1, N° 543, have been called che-
mical miracles.

Exp. 2.—Take any solution of iron, a chalybeate water for

instance, and add a little succinate of ammonia ; a precipitate

11 be immediately visible, being succinate of iron By this

test the quantity of iron in any solution may be accurately as-

certained.

Exp. 3.—Make a solution of arseniate of poAsh and ano-
ther solution of sulphate of copper, both very soluble salts.

Mix these solutions, and an insoluble arseniate of copper will

immediately be formed an J precipitated.

Exp. 4 —Mix some solution of borate of soda with a solu-

tion of muriate of lime, and then if both these solutions be
nared together, a mutual decomposition will take place, ant?

an insoluble borate of lime will be found in the liquid.

Exp. 5.—If a little nitric acid be poured upon the sub-

stance produced in Exp. 1, N e 343, a very different effect

will be produced. The consequence will be. the solid matter
will again be taken up, and the whole exhibit the appear-

ance of one homogeneous fluid. An instance of a solid opake
mass being converttd by a chemical agent to a transparent

liquid.

347. This is occasioned by the mutual che-

mical attraction which subsists between the

several substances of which the respective salts

are composed ; and the operation itself is called

double decomposition.
Exp It you and a transparent solution of sulphate of soda,

Glauber's salt, to one of muriate of lime, the solution is

immediately rendered turbid, and two new salts are formed.

—The sulphuric acid of the sulphate of soda combii es with

the lime of the muiiate of lime and forms sulphate of lime or

gypsum, and the soda which was combined with the sulphuric
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acid seizes the muriatic acid previously united to the lime and
forms muriate of soda, or common salt, which continues in

the solution, but may be obtained in a dry form by evapora-
tion and crystallisation. The white powder which precipi.

tates, is the newly formed sulphate ol lime.

348. By similar means many valuable salts

are procured for the use of the chemist and the

manufacturer, which can be formed in no othi

way.
The following are some of those useful salts which are

found native, but are formed entirely by art:—nitrate of am-
monia, nitrate and muriate of bantes, chlorate of potasf

phosphate of soda, phosphate of ummoaia, Sec.

As many of the salts arefound native, and as

great attention has been paid to these natural

productions since the science of mineralogy has

been so much cultivated, it would be improper,

even in this small work, to leave these native

salts entirely unnoticed,

349. The carbonates, sulphates, and.mu-i
nates are the more frequent native salts; there '

are also nitrates, fluates, borates, and some
others less copiously distributed.

350. To enumerate a few of these native

salts, it may be observed that of carbonate of

lime there are immense mountains in most parts *

of the world : carbonate of barytes has been

found in Lancashire and elsewhere; carbonate

of strontites,at Strontianin Scotland; carbonate

of soda, in the natron beds of Egypt, and in the

East Indies ; and carbonate of potash, as well

as the carbonate of soda, has been discovered

in some spring waters.
Chalk, limestone, and marble, are all included in the term

carbon. itfi of lime.

Carbonate »f Time is found also in a crystallised state in a
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mineral called calcareous spar. It has nevtS'yet been crys-
tallised by art. This process of Nature may require many
^tges to effect, for ought we know.

351. Sulphate of soda is found in some salt

springs ; sulphate of magnesia, in spring water;

he sulphate of alumina is abundant at Whitby
nd Glasgow ; sulphate of barytes, in Derby-
hire and other parts of the world ; the sulphate

f strontites abounds in some parts of Glouces-
ershire ; and few salts are more copiously dis

eminated than the sulphate of lime, particu-

arly in the vicinity of Paris, and hence its name
faster of Paris.
Sulphate of magnesia and sulphate of lime are both very
>mmon in our spring waters; the last salt and supercarbonate
flime are the chiefcauses of what we call hard waters which
e very unwholesome, and unfit for washing.
Exp.—Into distilled water drop a little spirituous solution

soap, and no chemical effect will be perceived : but if some
the same solution be added to hard water, a milkiness will

imediately be produced, more or less, according to the de-
•ee of its impurity. This is a good method of ascertaining the
mparative purity of spring water.

352. Of the native muriates, muriate of lime

ccurs with rock-salt, and muriate of magnesia
found in abundance in sea-water; muriate of

mmonia appears in the neighbourhood of vol-

anos; and muriate of soda not only exists in

nmense quantities in the ocean ; but vast

tountains in different parts of the world are

utirely formed of this salt.
The magnesia of commerce is generally procured from
is source. It is prepare d in great quantities in the island of

uernsey, also from the waters of Cheltenham, and else-

lere.

The ocean contains from l-25th to about l-35th of its weight
muriate of soda. On account of the cheapness of fuel at

ewcastle, salt is procured there by the evaporation of sea

N
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water. They evaporate 30 or 40 tons of water to procure one
ton of salt.

353. Of the nitric salts, nitrate of potash,

known by the more familiar name ofnitre, or salt-

petre, is collected in various parts of the globe j,

nitrate of magnesia sometimes occurs in com*
bination with that salt ; and nitrate of lime it]

found also in the same combination, and like-*

wise in mineral springs: these are the only

nitric salts that have been seen native in an]

considerable quantities.
Some ot thi salt-petre grounds are now much more pre

ductivc than formerly, owing to a knowledge of the circur

stance that carbonate of potash will decompose nitrate

lime. The salt-petre makers, in lixiviating the earths, nov

add a portion of -wood-ashes, and hence their produce of ni-

trate is rendered more abundant.

354. Besides the four species of native sal

now enumerated, there are vast rocks in De;

byshire aud elsewhere formed of fluate of lime;

borate of soda is found in a crystallised stat«

in the kingdom of Thibet ; borate of magne
sia at Luneburg in the kingdom of Hanover;
and phosphate of lime, which is the basis of all,

animal bones, exists native in Hungary, and '

composes several entire mountains in Spain.

355. The huge mountains of salts we have

been speaking of, and which occur in various

parts of the earth, were probably formed in very

remote ages, and by processes of which we can

form no idea. It may indeed be supposed that

these changes have been slow and gradual, for

several of the native salts exhibit marks of re-

gularity and beauty in their crystallisation. I;,

which cannot be imitated by art. llj
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In order to account for these productions of Nature, various

theories of the world have; been formed by philosophers inr

different periods. Some of these have had many supporters

Thus we have had the theories of Burnet, Woodward, Wins-
ton, Button, Whitehurst, Laplace, and other noted geologists

I

who have written on the sultject since their time.

The theories which divide the opinions of the philosophers

of the present day, are those ofllutton and Werner. The
former supposes th*' agency of heat, and is Balled the Pluto-

nian system ; the latter, which attributes all the present ap-

jneaiancesof the globe to the effect of water, is called the

Neptunian system.

CHAPTER IX.

OF SIMPLE COMBUSTIBLES.

356. Those bodies which have never yet

been decomposed, or formed by art, are called

simple substances.
The most minute particles into which any compound sub-

stances cmii be divided similar to each other, and to the sub-

stance of which they arc pans, are termed the integrant par-

ticles : thus the smallest atom of powdered maible is still

marble ; but if by chemical means, the calcium, the carbon,
and the owgen of this marble be separated, we shall then
have the elementary or constituent particles.

Suppose a little common salt were reduced to powder,
even though it be ground as fine as could be effected by art,

still every single particle, however minute, would consist of

a particle of sodium an<l a particle ofchlorine ; common salt

being a compound body incapable of decomposition by me-
chanical means. But if we take a piece of sulphur, and pul-
verise that in the same way, every particle will be a homoge-
neous body, sulphur being one of the simple substances.

357. Very lately the simple substances were
said to amount to more than 50 in number

;

but since the truly interesting and veryimpor-
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tant discoveries of Sir Humphry Davy, and
other eminent chemists both at home and abroad,

it is scarcely possible to say what substances

are not compound bodies.

358. All the simple substances that we are

at present acquainted with are fifty-two; vizi

electricity, magnetism, light, caloric, chlorine,

oxygen, nitrogen, iodine ; the metals, (reckon-

ing as such the bases of potash, soda, and some
of the earths,) and the simple combustibles, car-

bon,' phosphorus, sulphur, hydrogen, boron, and)
fluorine.
Most of the simple substances are combustible, or bear

some relation to combustion. Light and caloric are evolved
during combustion ; oxygen is the principal agent of combus-
tion ; and hydrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and the
metals, are the subjects, or the true instruments of this pro-,:

ctss.

359. It is extremely probable however that^

some of these bodies may be compound ; but as

no mode has yet been discovered of decom-
pounding any of them, it will be more con^
ducive to science, to consider them, for the.'

present, as simple undecomposable bodies.
The fixed alkalies, which were formerly imagined to be

'

simple substances, are proved by Sir H. Davy to be metallic

oxides, while the volatile alk.ili has been found to be a triple

compound of nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen ; so lhat oxygen!

appears to be not only the principle of acidity, but of alkales-

sence. He has succeeded also in decomposing' the four alka-'

line earths, barytes, strontites, lime, and magnesia, the base

of which he finds to be metallic substances of the colour of sil-

ver. He has likewise announced that he has reason to believe

that sulphur and phosphorus are compound bodies, consisting

of oxygen, hydrogen, and their peculiar bases ; and by means
of potassium aud sodium he has been enabled to separate the

bases of the boracic an<l fluoric acids ; and he even imagines,

that he has succeeded in decomposing nitrogen, aud that he
shall be able to prove it to be an oxide of hydrogen, contain.-

i
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ing a still larger proportion of oxygen than is even necessary

to form water.

It is curious that most of those substances which were
thought by the old chemists to be the elements of all other

bodies, are found by our improved methods of experiment to

be more or less compounded ; while, of those which were
formerly ranked among the clas6 of compounds, there are a

great number that are really not decomposable, and can only

be placed among the simple bodies. Air, five, water, and
earth were by the ancients called the elements of the globe :

modern chemistry has demonstrated, that the three first of

these are really compound bodies ; and there is reason to be-

lieve that the earths are also all compound. On the other

hand, sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and the metals, which we
call simple substances, were supposed formerly to be com-
pounds.

Oxymuriatic acid, or chlorine, the basis of boracic and
fluoric acids, and a substance ot recent discovery, called iodine,

have lately been added to the list of simple substances.

Having already examined the nature of all

these substances, except the combustibles, we shall

now enter upon the consideration of that class

of bodies.

360. Besides the metals there are six sim-

ple combustibles, viz. hydrogen, sulphur, phos-

phorus, carbon, boron, and fluorine.

{The metals ought to have been included in this chapter,
with the other simple combustibles ; but as several of their

properties are so very different from the six substances now
Inscribed, it was thought advisable to treat of them separately.

361. They are called simple, because we
have no proof that they are compounded

:

whereas oil, spirit of wine, wax, tallow, and
other combustible bodies, are well known to

consist of two ingredients at the least.

For the nature ot th compound combustibles, consult the

chapter on Combustion.

It will be necessary to examine eacfi of these

n2
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substances separately : we shall begin with hy-

drogen.

362. Hydrogen is the basis ©f what has been
generally called inflammable air, and is one of

the component parts of water ; but it cannot b

exhibited in a separate state. We therefo

know it only in combination with other sub

stances, or in the gaseous form, that is, wi
caloric.
Mr. Cavendish was the first person who examined hyd

gas and pointed out its nature. This was in the year 176i

Dr. Black then suggested the propriety of applying it to thi

inflation of air-balloons ; and .Mr. Cavallo was the first to pu
it in practice. This gas is about fourteen times lighter th
atmospheric air.

Like all other combustibles, hydrogen will not burn unless

in contact with atmospheric air, or some substance that con-
tains oxj gen. If a portion of atmospheric air be mixed with

this gas and fire be applied, it will explode with violence.

Exp. 1 —Put about an ounce- of iron filings into a phial,

with about three or four ounces of water: pour a little sul^

phuric acid upon the contents, and hydrogen gas will be
evolved.

Exp. 2.—Pour water into a small glass retort so as to

cupy about one-third of its capacity, lute its beak into the en
of a gun-barrel, the middle of which must be kept red-hot'
in a furnace, or by a chafing-dish ; then if a lamp be appli

to the retort so as to cause the water to boil, the steam wil

pass through the red-hot iron tube, and in this case also wij

be decomposed ; for, as the oxygen combines with the iron

the hydrogen gas will be liberated, and may be collected in,

the usual way
Exp. 3.—Procure a bladder furnished with a stop-cock, fi

it with hydrogen gas, and then adapt a tob»ceo-pipe to it. H
dipping the bowl of the pipe into a lather of soap, and press

ing the bladder, soap-bubbles will be formed, filled with hy-

drogen gas. Thes*- hubbies will rise into the atmosphere, ai

they are formed, and convey a good idea of the principle upoa
which air-balloons are inflated.

Exp 4.—Procure a bladder similar to that described io

the last experiment, and charge it with a mixture of oxygen
and hydrogen gases. With this apparatus Wow up soap-bub-
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lies as before, and touch them with a lighted match. The
Nibbles as the\ rise will explode with a smart noise.

Exp. 5.— Fill a moistened bladder wiih hydrogen gas ; ap-

)ly a lighted match to the end of a tobacco-pipe firmly tied

iito its neck, ami press the bladder gently. A pencil of flame,

fcxtremely beautiful, will be seen issuing from the pipe, till

:be whole of the hydrogen gas is consumed.

;
Exp. 6.—Place some srn .11 phials on the shelfof the pneu-

oatic tub, filled with water, and inverted as usual for receiv-

ing gases. Now fill these with mixed oxygen and hydrogen
^asesfrom ihe bladder, as describ-'d in Experiment 3. A
ighted match will cause any one of them to explode with vio-

nce. Whin the phials are used, it will be prudent to fold

iem round with a handkerchief, to prevent any injury being

eceived from the glass, in case of bursting; but it small blad-

ers be employed in place of the phials, this precaution will

e unn- fc'-ssary.

Exp. 7.—A mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases pro-

uces the most powerful heat yet known. This may be

hown by preparing a bladder full of each of these airs, and
arcing some out of each into a common tube connect"d with

oth, and throwing a stream of the mixed gases on burning

harcoal, or on any other substance in the act of combustion.

These bladders should each be furnished with a small metal-

c pipe and stop-cock, and the lube connecting with both

honld have a very small orifice, m order that a regular

ream of the commixed gas may he thrown upon the burning

bstance.

—

In performing this experiment all solid vessels

hould be discarded, as before recommended, for fear of an
ccident by explosion.

363. Hydrogen gas may be combined with

vater, sulphur, phosphorus, or with carbon.

364. Water may be made, by pressure, to

absorb a considerable portion of hydrogen gas.

t is called hydrogenated water, and is said to

e useful in medicine.

365. Sulphur dissolved in this gas forms sul-

hu retted hydrogen gas, which is a very fetid

dastic fluid, somewhat heavier than atmospheric
ir and soluble in water,
Exp. 1.—Melt together in a crucible three parts by weight
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of iron-filings and one of sulphur ; reduce the massto powder,
(

and put it with a little water into a glass vessel with two

mouths: lute one end of a crooked glass tube into one of these

mouths, and let the extremity of the lube pass under a glass

jar in a pneumatic trough, the jar being inverted and full

water. Then pour diluted muriatic acid through the ot'

mouth of the vessel, which must immediately be closed

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas will now be disengaged in abui

dance, and flow into the glass jar, displacing the water.

Exp. 2.—Sulphuretted hydrogen gas may be discove

by means of lead. Write on paper with a solution ofacetal

of lead, and when the writing is dry dip it into any water tl

is suspected to contain sulphuretted hydrogen gas. If t

gas b; present in the water, the letters will immediately

come black.

Water impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas is

use to separate some metallic oxides when in solution. Thus
if it be added to a solution of acetate of lead, the lead will

precipitated of a deep brown colour.

366. Sulphuretted hydrogen gas is trans

parent and colourless ; it has the property

inflammability, is nauseous to the taste as we
as fetid to the smell ; it possesses all the ch

racters of an acid; it combines with eart

alkalies, and with several of the metallic ox-

ides ; and forms with them those substances

called hydrosulphurets.

This gas was long known by the name of hepatic gas

cause the substances from which it was first obtained
called iiepars or livers of sulphur. When set on fire in con
tact with oxygen gas, it burns with a pale blue flame, without

exploding. It will however of itself extinguish burning hi

dies, and destroy animals which are made to inhale it._

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas is decomposed by atmosphe:
air. The oxygen of the atmosphere combines with the*h;

drogen and forms water, whilt the sulphur is preeipitat

The sulphur which is found in the neighbourhood of minei
springs originates from this cause. The fetid smell which
arises from house-drains is owing in a great measure to a mix-
ture of this gas with other putrid effluvia.

367. The Hydrosulphurets are generally
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'jluble in water, and their solutions precipitate

iie metallic oxides from metallic solutions.

xposure to the air, however, decomposes these

drosulphurets when dissolved in water, and
rtlj converts them into hydroguretted sul-

tiurets.

The waters of Harrowgate, Aix la Chapelle, and others of

innlar nature, owe their mediant) properties to sulphuret-
I hydrogen gas and muriat' of soda. Hydrogen gas has
property of reviving metallic oxid s ; hence some ladies

10 have used metallic cosmetics, have instantly become dark
rnies by bathing in such waters.

Exp. 1.—It flowers, or any other figures he drawn upon a

»and or silk with a solution of nitrate o'. silver, and the silk,

listened with water, be then exposed to the action of hy-
ogen gas, the silver will be revised, and the figures, firmly
ed upon the silk, will become visible and shine wjth me-
lic brilliancy.

Exp. 2.—By proceeeding in the jime manner, and using a
lution of gold in nitfo-muriatic acid, silks may be perrna-

ntlv gilt at a most insignificant expense, and will exhibit an
pearmce the most beautiful that can be conceived.

Exp. 3.—Immerse a slip of white silk in a solution of nitro-

iriate of gokl in distilled water, and dry it in the air. Silk
js prepared will not be altered by hydrogen gas; but if

other piece of sdk he dipped in the solution and . x

die ioel to the same current of hydrogen g is, instant sigfis

metallic reduction will appear; the colour will change
m yellow to green, and a brilliant film of reduced gold will

m glitter on its surface.

Exp. 4.— If a piece of silk be immersed in a solution of ni-

te of silver and dried in a dark place, and tht u submitted
ljrdrogen gas, the silver will not be reduced ; but if exposed
die -Met to a stream of the same gas, the surface will quickly

coated with reduced silver; various colours, such as blue,

•pie, red, orange, and yellow, wdl accompany the reduo-

i, and the threads of the silk will 1 ,ok like silver wire.

iring these experiments the silk should be constantly kept

t with distilled ivuter.

Exp. 5.—Dissolve some crystals of muriate of tin in dis-

ed water, then dip a piece of white silk in the solution, and
. il in the air. If this be now immersed in hydrogen g^s,

change will be observed ; hut if it be exposed while wet
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to the same current of gas, the reduction will soon commen,
attendee! with a great variety of beautiful colours, as red, j

[ow, orange, green and blue, variously intermixed.

368. There are three distinct combinatio 1

of sulphur and hydrogen with the earths a

alkalies, which differ in their properties in co

sequence of the difference there is in the pi 1
-

portions in which their constituent parts a

combined.

369. The first, which are called sulphure

are merely compounds of sulphur united

some earthy or alkaline base; the second, call

hydrosulphvrets, are formed by the union

some base with sulphuretted hydrogen; ai

the third, called hydroguretted sulphurets, co

sist of a base united with supersulphurett

hydrogen.
The hydroguretted sulphurets have the property of I

sorbing ox>gen with great rapidity from the atmosphere, •<

on this account are very proper for purposes of eudiometr)

370. SUPERSULPHURETTED HYDROGEN
merely sulphuretted hydrogen combined wi

an additional proportion of sulphur ; that is

say, one part of hydrogen combines with fifte'
1

parts of sulphur to form sulphuretted hydr

gen, and with thirty parts of sulphur to consi

tute supersulphuretted hydrogen.

371. Hydrogen gas when combined wi
phosphorus forms phosphuretted hydrogen gi

This gas has a fetid putrid smell, and tak

fire whenever it comes in contact with atrw

pheric air.

Phosphuretted hydrogen gas may be formed by boiling

little phosphorus in a solution of pure potash. The watet

decomposed thereby, and furnishes the hydrogen. The i

'1

°
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t should be nearly filled with the solution, otherwise the

s will inflame.

ExfkA.—By introducing phosphorus into a glass jar full of

drogen gas standing over mercury, and melting the phos-
orus by means of a burning-glass, this compound gas will

formed in abundance
Exp. 2.—Into an eight-ounce retort, pour four ounces of
re water, add a little solution of pure pot-ash, and give it a
ling heat with a lamp. When it boils, drops a small piece

phosphorus into it, and immrse the beak of the retort in a
•sel of water. Bubbles ofphoaphuretted h\ drogen gas will

ie from the it tort, rise through the water, and take fire

; moment they come in contact with atmospheric air.

Exp. 3 —Into an ah -glass of water put a few filings of zinc,

1 a small bit of phosphorus ; then drop a little sulphuric

d upon the mixture by means of a glass tube, as described

p. 5, page 125, and phosphuretted hydrogen will presently

disengaged, which will inflame on rising to the surface of
t water.

Exp. 4.—Take a small piece of phosphuret of lime, a lit—

moistened by the air, and let a single drop of concentrated
riatic acid fall upon it. In this case phosphor* tied hydro-
will also be evolved, accompanied by small balls of fire

-ting from the mixture, and the most intolerable fetid smell
t can be conceived.

Ex/j. 5 — If twenty grains of phosphorus, cut very small,
1 mixed with 40 grains of finely granulated zinc, be put into

drachms of water, and two drachms of concentrated sul-

uric acid be added thereto, bul.bhs of inflamed pbosphu-
ted hydrogen gas will quickly cover the whole surface of
fluid in succession, firming a real aqueous fountain of fire

372. The elastic substance, which is called

RBLRETTED HYDROGEN GAS, IS Carbon dis-

lved in hydrogen ; it has likewise been called

avy inflammable air. It is this gaseous com-
und which has occasioned so many dreadful

cidents in coal-pits. The miners call it the

e damp.
In hot weather this gas is formed at the bottom of stagnant

ters, and may readily be collected at their su lace, by sus-

ndmg a bottle of water over tbe pool, similar to the de-
ntin^ of gases over a pneumatic trough, and stirring up the

id to disengage the enrburetted hydrogen,
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Exp. 1.—By exposing charcoal in glass vessels filled with

hydrogen gas to the rays of the sun, carburetted hydrogen
may b- formed artificially. It is invisible, elastic, and in-

flammable.
This gas is procured from pit-coal by dry distillation for

the purpose of lighting the public streets, light-houses on the

sea-coasts, mines, manufactories, &c. What renders this gas

so extremely dangerous in mines, is the circumstance that,

•whenever the atmosphere of a mine becomes charged wiik

more than one-thirteenth of its volume of carburetted hydro-

gen gas, the whole becomes explosive. It is however,
expected that the safety lamp of Sir H. Davy, which is a m'(

important discovery, will be a means of lessening the numl
of these accidents.

Exp 2.—Put a little small-coal into the bowl of a tobac

pipe, cover it over closely with a piece of lute, and heat it

a common fire. When the coal becomes hot, carburett

hydrogen gas will be disengaged and pass off through
small end of the pipe. If the gas be inflamed, it wilPaF
an exact imitation of the thermo-lamp.

All oils, resins, gun , wax, sugar, and numberless other

inflammable substances, are composed of hydrogen and car"-

bon m various proportions, and, in many cases, with the addi-

tion of oxygen.
Exp. .3.—Place a glass tube on the sin If of a pneumatic

trough, send up into it three pails of fresh prepared carburet-

ted hydrogen gas, and add to it gradually four parts of fresh

prepared chlorine gas. After each addition of the Jnttergas,

shake the mixture ; an absorption will take place, calixic will

be liberated, and the tube will become filled with white
poms. When the gasi s have totally disappeared, a peculiar

fluid "fan agreeable odour will be deposited, like a heavy oil,

which will become yellow bv exposure to the air. This is:

process of the Dutch chemists for preparing what is call

ch-Jic-nt gas.

373. SlJPER-CARBURETTED HYDROGEN is.

gaseous compound of carbon and hydrogen,

in which the hydrogen combines with exactly

twice as much carbon as it does in the carbu-

retted hydrogen gas. It is extremely inflam- 1

mable, and emits more light during combustion
\

than is given out by the inflammation of that

gas. It has been called olefiant gas.
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In the year 1818, Dr. Thompson discovered a new gas,

hich he calls hydvucarbonic gas. It is obtained by heating

a retort a mixture ot'prussiate of potash and sulphuric acid,

is colourless, not Sensibly absorbed by water, has a peculiar

nell, a somewhat aromatic taste, and leaves a hot impres-

on in the mouth. Its specific gravity is 0.993. It is com-
stible, and burns readily with a deep blue flame. Three
lumes of it require for complete oombusliou two volumes
oxygen gas.

Hydrocarbonic gas is a compound of three volumes carbonic

ide and one volume hydrogen gas condensed into three

lumes.

For further particulars see Thompson's Annals; vol. xii.

ge 104. In that pap- r, he denominates this new gas hydra-

retted carbonic oxide, but he has since named it hydrocar-
nic gas.

374. Sulphur is found in most parts of the

rid combined with metals, from which it is

ocured by roasting; it also flows from vol-

nos ; it is sublimed from the sulphureous

ounds in Italy, and is found in many mineral

ters, combined with hydrogen.
ulphur is procured in large quantities from martial py-
s and other metallic ores. It is also found in abundance
he state of native sulphur, near several volcanos, in differ-

parts of the world.

375. Sulphur, or brimstone, as it is some-
Sfies called, is a solid, opaque, combustible

tance, of a pale yellow colour, insoluble in

iter, very brittle, and possessing a peculiar

te and smell. Its specific gravity is 1.990,

nearly twice as heavy as water, and it is a
i-conductor of electricity. It has various

is in medicine and the arts.

ulphur during its combustion combines with oxygen, and
omes an incombustible substance. Like phosphorus, it is

inenth combustible, owing to its great affinity for oxygen,
fsulphur be kept melted in an open vessel, it at length
omes thick, as has often been observed ; but 1 bolieve it

I not been noticed by any writer on chemistry, that it has
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the peculiar property of becoming thinner as it cools, till it is

nearly as thin as water. This is an exception to the genera
law, by which caloric causes the particles of bodies to recede

from each other.

376. Sulphur is the base of several com
pounds; it unites with oxygen, hydrogen, car

bon, phosphorus, the alkalies, the metals, am
with some of the earths.
Nature employs sulphur in ;. grent number of her op^ra

lions : sh< presents it under many forms among fossils; charge
•with it the waters denominated sulphurous; mineralises will

it the metals ; causes it to pass into the vegetable and animj

fibres; and exhibits it to chemists in an infinite number
j

combinations.

377. If sulphur be kept in fusion of atmos
pheric air, it absorbs a small quantity of oxy

gen, and forms oxide of sulphur ; if it be heate

sufficiently to take fire, it burns with a pal

blue flame, and becomes converted to sulphuroh

acid ; but if sulphur mixed with nitre be burne,

in pure oxygen, or in atmospheric air, it at

sorbs the full dose of oxygen, and sulpkun
acid is the product.
Exp.—M '

i

pom
soft i

$;

i<

k

impression from medallions, &c. Tins is an oxide of sulpha* I

For thr other combinations of sulphur with oxygen, see ll i ii»

chapter on Acids

378. Sulphur will combine with potash, wil
*

soda, and with ammonia ; which compounds po*

sess several curious and interesting properties.

379. The alkaline and earthy sulphurei
are hard substances of a brown colour, reseir

blii : the liver of animals ; they absorb wat< e

i the atmosphere, and then emit a feti

. similar to that of putrid eggs. They hav
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he property of decomposing water, and by that

process they become partially converted to al-

:aline or earthy sulphates.
The sulphurets oan onlj exist in a slate of desiccation, or

t least can contain but a very small portion of water without

he water being decomposed, which occasions the sulphurets

[> be changed into hydroguretted sulphurets.

580. The alkaline sulphurets have also the

>roperty of decomposing the metallic oxides.
Ex/>. 1.—Ui|) a piece of white *::i!ico 111 an aqueous solution

[(acetate of l< ad, and then drop a little solution of sulphureC

f potash upon it. If this be now placed in ihf palm ot the

and, the lead will be observed gradually to revive, and will

|oon be reduced to its metallic state.

Exp 2,—Dissolve som< salphuret of poiash in alcohol, and
mni'fse a slip of white silk in the solution. If a drop of an
queous solution of sulphate of manganese be now applied,

Ims of metallic manganese, blight as silver, will instantly

pp.>ar.

381. Sulphur may be combined artificially

v'ith most of the metals, and with some earths :

nit many of the metallic sulphurets are found
lative in great abundance.
Some of the metallic sulphurets have much colour, and are

implo.i d ms pigments.

Sulphuret of lime is recommended by Mr. Higgins as a

heap substitute for potash in Id aching,

Exp.— It a few pounds of a mixture of iron filings and
Iphui- be made into a paste with water, and buried in the

bound for a few hours, the water will bv decomposed with so

puch rapidity, that combustion and flame will bvi the conse-

luence.

382. Phosphorus is both of animal and mine-

jal origin. It was formerly obtained by a very
edious and disgusting process ; but is now ge-

nerally procured by the decomposition of the

ihosphoric acid which is found in animal bones.
Po.i-phorus was accidentally tl scovered at Hamburg, in

6G9, by an alchemist of the name of Brandt, iu his search
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after gold: and two years afterwards one Kraft brought a
small piece of this substance to London, on purpose to show it

to the king and queen of England. Mr. Boyle subsequently
discovered the process, which he described in the Phitosoph
cal Transactions for 1680, and in a lidle book which he pa!

lished in the same year, entitled The Aerial JYoctiluca. Ml
Boyle instructed Mr. Godfrey Hankwitz of London how
procure it from urine, so that he was the first who made
for snle in England ; and he continued to supply all Euro
with it for many years.

383. Phosphorus is a solid inflammable sub

stance, which burns at a very low temperatun
when in contact with oxygen gas or atmospheri
air, and, when thus saturated with oxygen, i

forms a peculiar acid. It may be easily cut b

the knife, and melts at 90° of Fahrenheit. It

specific gravity is nearly twice that of water.
Exp. 1.—It anj light substi.nc> capable oi conducting he:

be placed upon the surface of boiling water, and a bit of ph
phorus be laid upon it, the heat of the water will be sufficien

to set the phosphorus on fire. This sudden inflammation

One characteristic of phosphorus.

Exp. 2.—Put a bit of phosphorus into a small phial, th

fill it one-third with boiling olive oil, and cork it close. Whe
ever the stopper is taken out in the night, light will beevolv
sufficient to show the hour upon a watch.

Exp. 3.— Fix a small piece of solid phosphorus in a qui!

and write with it upon paper. If the paper be now carrif

into a dark room, the writing will be beautifull) luminous.

Exp. 4.—Pour a little phosphuretted ether upon a lump
sugar, and drop it into a glass of water, a little warm. T
surface of the water will soon become luminous; and if it

moved by blowing gently with the mouth, beaulilul and bri

liant undulations of its surface will be produced, exhibitirij

the appearance of a liquid combustion.

Exp. 5.—It any part of the body be rubbed with liquid

phosphorus, or phosphuretted ether, that part, in a dark room,
will appear as though it were on fire, without producing any
dangerous effect, or sensation of heat.

Exp. 6. Phosphorus is so very combustible, that if a small

J)iece be folded in paper and rubbed with a stick, a slight

riction will evolve caloric sufficient to occasion it to burst into

flame.
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Exp. 7.—If strong nitrons acid be poured upon a small

lannty of a mixture of oxygenised muriate of potash and
losphorus, flashes of fire will be emitted at intervals for a
insurable time.

Exp. 8.—Pour a little pure water into a small glass turn-

er, and put one or two small pieces of phosphuret of lime
o it. In a short tim* flushes of fire will dart from the sur-

ie of the water, and terminate m ringlets of smoke, which
ill ascend in regular succession. f

Erp. 9.— Put thirty grains of phosphorus into a Florence
9k, vith three or four ounces of water. Place the vessel

era lamp, and give it a boiling heat. Balls of fire will soon
seen to issue from the water, after the manner of an arti-

ial fire-work, attended with the most beautiful coruscations.

Exp. 10.—Drop a piece of phosphorus about the size of a
a into a tumbler of hot water, and from a bladder, furnished
fh a stop cork, force a steam of oxygen gas directly npo.i it.

his will afford the most brilliant combustiou und-r water
at can be imagined.
Exp. 11.—Phosphorus has such an affinity for oxygen, that
is capable of decomposing some of the m/jtailic oxides, even
thont the assistance of heat. With a needle pass a thread

gh a small bitof phosphorus, previously freed from mois-
i*e by immersing it in alcohol. It this be suspended in an
ueous solution of nitromuriate of gold, in a few minutes the
osphorus will become covered with pure gold.

Exp. 12.—Phosphorus, surrounded by cotton rubbed in

^wdered rosin, and placed under the receiver of an air-

mp, takes fire after exhaustion, and displays very beautiful

enomena on the gradual admission of the air.

These experiment* require extreme caution: phosphorus
ioufd indeed ahoays be handled with great cave, lest any
Tt of it get under the finger nails, a smaU portion of -which
ghifor a long lime occasion great inconvenience.

384. Phosphorus may be combined with
rygen, hydrogen, chlorine, carbon, iodine, sul-

lur, or with most of the metals, and also with
ime earths.
(Sir Humphry Davy has formed two compounds with phos-
iorns and chlorine : the one is a white powder, composed
about one of phosphorus, and 6.8 of chlorine by weight;
A which he calls phosphorana ; the other is a fluid as clear

O 2
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as water, and its sp 1 cific gravity is 1.450 ; he calls it phospho-

rane.

385. Phosphorus forms with oxygen, accord-

ing to the proportion of the latter, either oxide

of phosphorus, or phosphorous acid, except it be,

saturated with oxygen, and then phosphorii

acid ; with hydrogen, phosphuietted hydrogen

with sulphur, phosphuret of sulphur, and sul

phuret of phosphorus; with the metals, metal

lie phosphurets ; and with some of the earths,

earthy phosphurets.
Phosphor us will combine with all the metal6 except gol

and zinc. It unites with iron, and forms that kind of in

called cold-short. Iron of such property acquired this nai

on account of its being very brittle when cold, though ma
leahle whin heated. Such iron may however be made go<

and fit for most purposes, by beating it with carbonate of 'im

For an account of the other combinations of phosphorus,
pages 102—104.

386. Carbon is the next simple combustibl^

we have to treat of. Pure carbon is know
only in the diamond ; but carbon in the sta

of charcoal may be procured by heating

redness a piece of wood closely covered wi
sand in a crucible, so as to preserve it while i

the fire, and afterwards while cooling, from tl

action of the atmosphere.

387. Carbon is capable of forming various

combinations: it unites with oxygen, hydrogen,

nitrogen, sulphur, or phosphorus, and with

iron.
The compound formed by the union of carbon and nitro-

gen is known by the name of prussic gas. It was discovered

by Gay Lu-sac, and by him called cyanogen. It is obtained

trom prussiate of mercury by distillation. It is a permanent
gas, very inflammable, and nearly twice as heavy as atmos-

pheric air. It affects the nostrils violently when inhaled by

them.
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388. Carbon with various doses of oxygen

forms carbonic oxide or carbonic acid ; with

lydrogen and caloric, carburetted hydrogen

as : with nitrogen and caloric, carburretted

itrogen gas; with sulphur, sulphuret of car-

)on ; with phosphorus, phosphu retted carbon?

ind with iron, plumbago, or carburet of iron.

Some of these compounds having been already

xamined, it will now be expedient to consider

he other states and combinations ofcarbon.

389- Charcoal, which is the combination

vith which we are the most familiar, is the

:oaly residuum of any vegetable or animal sub-

tance that has been burnt in close vessels.
Charcoal for common purposes is made by a less expensive

rocess. The wood is disposed in heaps regularly arranged,
nd coveted with earth, so as to prevent the access of any
nor< air thai* is absolutely necessary to support the fire,

jfeich i
c ktpt up until all the water and oil are driven off:

Iter which the fire is extinguished by shutting up all the aii-

oles.

390. Charcoal is generally black, sonorous,

nd brittle; very light, and destitute of smell.
Charcoal is so porous that it may be seen through with a

horoscope ; anil, however large the piece, it may be readily

Jdwn through.

391. Charcoal is a powerful antiseptic; is

inalterable and indestructible by age ; is a
ion-conductor of electricity, and a bad con-

luctor of heat ; but when ignited it has great

iffinity for oxygen ; though if air and moisture
e excluded, it is not affected by the most in-

tense fire.

392. In the preparation of gunpowder char-

hoal is a most important ingredient; it is also

mployed in purifying rancid oils, and in ab-

stracting the colour from syrups and many other
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valuable preparations; for decomposing the

sulphuric salts, which it effects by absorbing

the oxygen of their sulphuric acid and libe- !

rating the sulphur: and for so many other pur-

poses, by the chemist and manufacturer, that it

would be tedious, in such a compendium as !

this, to attempt to enumerate them.
Charcoal from its affinity with oxygen, will decompose the l

sulphuric and nitric acids. It decomposes the latter with great

)

rapidity

Exp.—Make a little charcoal perfectly dry, pulverise it

very fine, and put it into a warm tea-cup If some strong ni-

trous acid be now poured in, so as to trickle down the inner

side of the vessel and mix with the charcoal, it will burn ra-

pidly, giving out a beautiful flame, and throwing up the pow-
der so as to resemble a brilliant fire work.

Charcoal is used by mathematical instrument-makers and
engravers, to polish their brass and copper plates. Plates of

I

horn and lantern leaves are polished with it. It is also much
used by artists in tracing the outlines ofdiawings.

!

393. Common charcoal is generally a com-
pound substance ; an oxide of carbon, or the

woody fibre partially oxidised ; it also contains 1

hydrogen, and a portion of fixed alkaline salt

and some earth, but these are adventitious and
not essential ingredients.

Messrs. Allen and Pepys have determined by experiment
that charcoal properly prepared contains no sensible quantity '

of hydrogen, but that it absorbs moistur- if exposed to th<- air

onlv a few hours, which renders the result of analysis uncer-
tain.

.

394. The base of common charcoal, divest*

ed of all impurities, is known to chemists by
the name of Carbon.

395. Carbon is capable of crystallisation,

though not by art; and in that state it is called

diamond.
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The diamond is the purest carbon we know of. It is chief-

' found in the kingdom of Golconda in Asia, and in Brazil.

. always occurs crystallised ; indeed, if not, it would be car-
)n and not diamond.

396. Carbon has the property of de-oxidis-

ig the oxides of metals and other combustible

ubstances, and with this view it is often used
i the arts. These purposes are effected by
leans of fire, the carbon uniting to the oxygen
) form carbonic oxide, or carbonic acid ; and
te metal thus deprived of oxygen, is left in its

ire state.

For a further account of the uses of charcoal in reducing
etallic oxides, set chap. xi. of this volume.

397. Carbon is found in large proportions in.

tumen, petroleum, and pit-coal ; it seems to

ready formed also in all vegetables, and in

ost animal substances ; and combined with
:ygen, enters into the composition of a great

riety of the products of the mineral king-

km.
Common coal is composed of bitumen and charcoal in dif-

n«nt proportions, according to its quality and the places

lence it is procured

398. Carbon is not only a component part,

\t it forms nearly the whole of the solid basis

all vegetables, from the most delicate flower

the garden to the huge oak of the forest.

399. Carbon not only constitutes the base of
3 woody fibre, but is a component part of

gar, and of all kinds of wax, oils, gums, and
sins ; and of these again how indefinite is the

riety

!

<"ourcr >y has remarked that ' vegetables may be consider-

as beings intended b\ nature, to begin the organisation of
tde matter, and to dispose the primitive materials of tho
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earth and atmosphere to become the source oflife,and conse-

quently to establish a communication between minerals and
animals ; from w hence it follows, that plants are truly cheraij

cal apparatus employed by nature to produce combinat'u

which would not take place without them."

400. All living vegetables have the powi

of decomposing water, and of combining in di

ferent proportions the hydrogen of the wati

with the carbon of the soil, as well as with th

of the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, to fo

the numberless productions of vegetable

ture.
When we decompose water, we can do it only by abstrai

ing 'tis oxygen and liberating the hydrogen, which is eai

effected by some combustible bodies. But vegetables

form this process in a different wa\ : they preserve ihe hyd
gen and set the oxygen free. This process ot Nature, in

latin instance, has been noticed in a former chapte
Organised beings cannot live upon ihc matter in which thei

vegeiate : Nature, therefore, bv m.-<k ;ng th air their food

has afforded them nourishment without offering violence tc,

their tender organs.

401. It should be remembered that all <fl

ders of vegetables are produced from feu]

five natural substances, viz. caloric, light, y a

air, and carbon. Nature has required only th

in order to form even the most exquisite of hj(

productions.
It has been shown that water ami atm<S|»heric air are

natural food of plants. Caloric is necessary to enable v

tables to decompose water and air ; and light is equally

quisite to give a part of the oxygen of these substances a

eous form, and to put it in a proper state to be thrown ol

the leaves, Th- oth< r portion
1

of oxygen go s to the tor*

tjon of sugar and the vegetable acids. The analysis of veg<

bles confirms this theo \ ; for, boweverthey may be exan

ed, the result is always the production of oxygen, h.ydrog

and carboi..

When we consider the smail number of simple substance

which enter into the composition of plants, how astonishing

7,
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the variety that has been granted to us by the profuse hand
Naiu.e! The species of vegetables already known are more
in 40,000, and large additions are daily making to this num.
r by new discoveries.

402. As carbon is a necessary part of sugar,

oils, &c, itconsequently enters into the com-
>sition of animal milk, and of animal oils and
t ; it is also found in albumen, gelatine, fibrina,

sul in many of the animal secretions.

403. It is imagined that most of the metals

ay be combined with carbon : but at present

e know only of its combination with iron.

404. In one proportion it forms cast iron : in

lother, steel ; and in a third proportion, plum-
igo, generally, though improperly, called black

ad.
Cast iron acquires carbon fr»m the charcoal used in the

eltm;* furnaces for its fusion. See the article Iron, chap. x.

The name which plumbago has so long borne shows how
cesarv il was to give a new nomenclature to the science. It

now known that its metallic appearance is ow ing to irov;

dthat there is no lead in its composition. Many other in-

inces might he adduced, in which the names of substances

ve given false idea? of then - nature and properties : thus,

ite and green copperas contain no copper, but are formed,
one with zinc, the other with iron.

405. Upon an average cast iron contains, ac-

)rding to the analysis of Bergman, about one

•rty-fifth of its weight of carbon.
Cast iron does not owe its bnitk qualiti'S to the carbon,

lich is combined w-th it; for that iron which contains most
rbon is found to b** the best metal.

406. Steel is iron combined with about one

art of carbon in two hundred of iron.

To procure steel, nothing more is neeessarj than to heat.

iod pure iron For se\eral houis in a proper furnace, with

arcoal, or any substances capable of furnishing a suflv
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cient quantity of carbon, which is absorbed by the iron in the

process.

407. Carburet of iron, or plumbago, has been '

found to consist of nearly nine parts carbon to
'

one of iron.
Plumbago of the best kind is found in great plenty at Bor- '

rowdale in Cumberland. Besides making pencils, it is like*

wise useful to rub over wooden machinery to prevent frictii

It protects iron from rust, and on that account is rubbed
various ornamental cast-iron works, such as the fronts

gratis, &c.

408. Carbon has so great an affinity to oi
gen, that when assisted by heat it will take it

from most substances with which it may be co

bined ; in certain proportions they form carb

nic acid gas.
There can be no doubt that carbonic acid is formed by

union of ca<bo«' with oxygen; for steel may be made as efft

tually by the decomposition of carbonic acid, as it can by
direct union of iron wilh carbonaceous matter.

Exp.—Take one of those glass receivers generally usi

for deflagrating the gases ; till it with oxygen gas, and invei

it in a shallow pan of water. Then having a piece of ignited

cortical part of charcoal ready, suspend it by a wire to the

stoppes ffthe receiver, and immerse it quickly in the gas.

Th< charcoal will be seen to burn for a considerable lime with

the greatest splen'lour, throwing out the most beautiful co-

ruscations. When the inflammation is over, the oxygen
will lie consumed, and the water will b^ found to be imp
nated with carbonic acid ; and if some transparent lime-wat
be poured in, the whole will become opaque from the carbo-

nate of-lime now formed

409. Twenty-eight parts by weight of carbon

require about 72 parts of oxygen to saturate

them ; so that 100 parts of carbonic acid are

composed of nearly 28 parts of carbon and 72

of oxygen.
Ox » £i i; has a greater affinity for carbon than for most other

substances. Lavoisier was the first person who burned small

quantities of charcoal in pure oxygen gas in elose vessels, ami
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d that a part of this gas was converted into fixed air, or
onicacid. The composition of carbonic acid has been
ier proved by analysis, as it has actually been decompos-
ed the charcoal exhibited entire.

10. Carbonic acid can only be exhibited in

form of gas ; each cubical inch weighs about

; a grain.
cp Carbonic acid gas may be readily procured for ex-
nent by pouring a little diluted sulphuric acid into a phial,

retort, upon a little pulverised chalk. An action will ini-

ately commence • and if one end of a bent lube be made
It in the neck of the phial, and the other brought under the

rath of a jar filled with water, and inverted in a vessel of

Iter, the gas will pass from the mixture in the inverted

41 1 . Carbonic acid gas is invisible and elastic;

Imuch heavier than atmospheric air ; will mix
pi vital air; may be combined with water, to

[ich it gives a brisk and acidulous taste; is de-

luctive of flame, and will occasion the death

Janimals that are obliged to breathe it.

n ord- r to saturate waier with this g^is, it is nreetnrj to

ject it to a considerable degree of pressure. The persons

i are engaged in making the acidulous soda water have pe-
nveuiences for this purpose. Cider, perry, bottled

|r, and other fermented liquors, owe their briskness and
kling to the presence of this gas.

lants of all kinds give out carbonic acid gas while grow-
in the shade : but when assisted by the ravs ot the sun,

e is no reason to think that the plants have the povv«-r of

m posing this acid ; for then the leaves give out only oxy-
as.

onsieur Saussure says that the leaves absorb oxygen gas

arkness, and emit an equal quantity when exposed to the

t. If this account of vegetation be correct, growing vege-

es deteriorate the atmosphere in the night, and purify it

e day.

12. Carbonic acid is found in the propor-

of about one part by measure, in every

and parts of atmospheric air ; also in ca-

P
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verns and mines, where it is called the choke-

damp.
The floor of the grotto del Cane, in Italy, is lower than the

door, and this hollow is always filled with fixed air, which
can rise no higher than the threshold, but there flows out like

water. It has be«n a common practice to drive dogs into this

cavern, where they suffer a temporary death, for the enter-

tainment of the passengers ; but a man enters with safety, be-

.

cause his mouth is far above the surface of this deleterious air;

its specific gravity being so much greater than common at-

mospheric air. Fatal accidents have happened to persons who
have incautiously descended into brewer's vats, and wells,

before they have been purified from this gas.

Carbonic acid gas so often occupies the bottoms of wells

that workmen onght never to venture into such places with-

out previously letting down a lighted candle. If the candh

burns, they may enter it w'ith safety ; if not, a quantity o

quick-lime should be let down in buckets, and gradual!)

sprinkled with water. As the lime slacks, it will absorb thi

«

carbonic acid gas, and the workmen may afterwards descew ]

in safety.

Fatal accidents often happen from the burning of charcoa
J

in chambers ; because wherever charcoal is burned this ga
j

is always formed.—Workmen have also lost their lives b"
j

sleeping too near lime-kilns, where this gas is extricated ii
j

abundance. >, J

413. It is abundant in Spa-water, and in som'

other acidulous waters.
These wat-rs have a pleasant light acidity and briskness

and sparkle in the glass like fermented liquors ; which is wel 1

known to be the case with water when artificially impregwtlJ

ed with fixed air.
,j

414. Carbonic acid is found in all parts c

the world in great plenty, in combination wit]

the alkalies, with some metallic oxides, in earth
j

and in stones ; particularly in chalk, limestoru I

and marble.
Carbonic acid is found combined with alkalies and wii I

several metallic oxides. These combinations are called cai I

Donates.

415. Carbonic acid renders mild and sal v I
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ry some of the most acrid and destructive of

I known substances.
We all know the causticity of pure quick-lime, and the
rrosive qualities of the fixed alkalies; but whenever these

bstances are fully saturated w'nh carbonic acid, the first

rms mild calcareous earth (or chalk,) and the others mild
otral salts, applicable to many purposes of medicine and
bmestic economy.

416. Carbonic acid may be disengaged by
ost of the other acids ; but it is usually sepa

led from alkalies by the addition of quick-

me, which absorbs this acid, and thus becomes
mverted into carbonate of lime.
Though ihe alkali- s readily pai t wnh their carbonic acid to

ustic lime, yet they have a great affinity to this acid.

Exp.—This maybe shown by the following interring ex-
riment :—Fill ajar with carbonic acid g'is, then pour into it

small quantity of a solution of caustic potash, or soda; and
ving tied the mouth over with a wetted bladder, move the

98el so as to spread the alkali over its inner surface, when
acuum will be quickly formed by the absorption of the gas,

ich will appear bv the bladder being pressed inwards by the

•ight of the atmosphere. If this experiment be made in a
iss vessel, its surface will be seen covered with crystals of

e alkali, as the carbonic acid always promotes the crystalli-

of the fixed alkalies.

417. Carbonic acid may be collected in abun-
mce from the surface of fermenting liquors;

it it is more commonly obtained by pouring
ilphuric acid upon a mixture of chalk, or mar-
e and water.

418. In all vinous fermentations a decompo-
Ition of the saccharine matter takes place ; and
'part of the disengaged oxygen, uniting with
part of the carbon of the sugar, forms carbo-

c acid. A decomposition also of part of the

ater of solution perhaps promotes the process.

419. The cause of vinous fermentation is not
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well understood ; though it is a process which

nature employs, and which art can imitate, for

the decomposition of certain vegetable substan-

ces, (when in favourable circumstances of tem-

perature and solution,) and also for their

composition to form new products.
Foureroy admits five distinct spirits of vegetable ferment*

tions, viz the saccharine (or that which forms sugai
,]

vinous, the acetous, the colouring (or that which is devel
by the maceration of the indigo-plant,) and the putrid. Si

•writers have spoken of another kind of vegetable fermenta-

tion, viz. the panary, or that which manifests itself in making
bread ; but surely this is a specis of the acetous, for its ten-

dency to aciduv is very evident.

420. The presence of vegetable matters, of

water, of sugar, a certain degree of heat, a

free escape for the carbonic acid as it is ge

rated; are circumstances necessary to produ

vinous fermentation.
It appears from several late experiments carefully m

that sugar is composed entirely ol hydrogen, oxygen, and
bon. Mr. Cruicksbank made many experiments on fermi

tation, and invariably found, that whenever he added a raw

substance to the three which compose saccharine matter

fermentation took place. He tried lime, and at another i

a small quantity of potash : and the addition of either prevent

ed fern.entaticn.

To produce vinous fermention, it is necessary that the mat-

ters subjected to that process should be placed in a tempera-

ture not lower than about 55 degrees of Fahrenheit. No
kind of fermentation is ever known below the freezing point.

421. By the process of fermentation the sugar,

which is a vegetable oxide, parts with a portion

of its oxygen to form carbonic acid, and be-

comes converted into alcohol by being thus par-

tially deoxidised.
Lavosier, having analysed sugar, found that it was compos-

ed of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon, in the following propor-
tions: Hydrogen 8lbs,, oxygen 6ilbs., carbon 28lbs., in every
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1 100 pounds weight of sugar. Having subjected lOOlbs. of su-

Igar to fermentation, he found the products (alcohol, carbonic

Lacid, and ac< tous acid,) when analysrd, contained the precise

[quantities of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon, which were con-

tained »n the original sugar. In conseqm nee of the results

l;wh ch wen- obtained, he remarks, "The eff ct of the vinous

fermentation upon sugar is thus reduced to the mere s para-

Ition of its elements into two portions : one part is oxygenised

I at the expense of the other, so as to form carbonic acid ; while

Ihhe other part, being deoxygenised in favour of the former, is

converted into the combustible substance called alcohol."

, 422. Sugar, however, does not become con-

verted into alcohol merely by losing a part of

its oxygen ; it parts with a portion of its car-

bon at the same time, in the form of carbonic

acid gas, and a new arrangement of the princi-

ples, both of the sugar, and of the water in

which it is dissolved, taking place, furnishes an
[increased proportion of hydrogen, in order to

Form vinous liquor.

The Bpiriiuous ur intoxicating quality of all fermented liquors

hs owin^ to tlie dcohol.they contain, whether it be malt liquor,

Win*, or spirits.

i 423. To recapitulate the different properties

!of charcoal, which have been enumerated in this

,chapter, it may be said that it appears to be

indestructible by age ; that it is not in the least

altered by the most intense heat, if heated in

tlosed vessels; that when burnt in atmospheric

lir it becomes converted into carbonic acid

2as ; that it is a valuable antiseptic ; is the

oasis of all vegetables ; is one of the component
parts of wax, oils, gums, and resins : and from

-its affinity to oxygen that it has the property

af decomposing many substances in which oxy-

gen constitutes a material part,

p 2
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE METALS.

characters of the metaljj

are, hardness, tenacity, lustre, opacity, fusibi*

Jity, malleability, and ductility: but a meti

may notwithstanding want one or more of thes

characters.

425. The mefals are generally procured froi

beneath the surface of the earth, in a state of

combination either with other metals, with sul-

phur, oxygen, or with acids; though a few of

them have occasionally been found in a state

of purity.
Meials are generally found in mountainous countries, in

such us form a continued chain ; but the me taUic part of a

mountain usually Wars but a small proportion to its whole
conunts. Granite rocks seldom contain any metallic ores.

It is deserving of notice, that if minerals had been place

on (In* surface of the globe, they would have occupied the

greatest part of the earth, and would have prevented its culti-

vation. Their being deposited below, is a proof of manage
ment and d< sign worthy of that B' ing who could furnish

great a varii ty of this clas- of bodies.

426. Besides the metalloids discovered bj

Sir Humphry Davy, there are forty-two distinct

metals, which possess properties very differei

and distinct from each other.
For a knowledge of most of the metals, we are indebted

the more perfect modes of analysing minerals which modem
chemistry has afforded. The ancient3 were acquainted with

only seven of these metals.

427. There has been considerable difference

of opinion as to the best mode of classing the

metals ; but as they all combine with oxygen,
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lough in different proportions and under dif-

3rent circumstances, the mode in which this

ombination takes place, and the properties of

he compound, furnish the best data for any
ivision of the metals ; and it is upon these

rinciples that the whole have now been divided

ato the seven following classes.
1st. The metals which combine with oxygen and form al-

alies. These art potassium, sodium, and lithium.

2d. Those metals wh ch bj combining with oxygen form
if alkaline earths; viz calcium, magnesium, barium and
rontinm.

Sd. Those metals which by combining with oxygen consti-

ite the remaindt r ol the earths. These are silicum, alumium,
irconiom, glucinum, » 1 1 1 ium, and ihoriniim.

4th. The metals which absorb oxygen and decompose wa-
er at a high temperature. These are iron, tin, zinc, cad-
ium, and manganese.
5th. Those metals which absorb oxygen at different tempe-
tures, but do not decompose water at ant temperature.
"hisclass is composed ol twelve distinct metals: viz. osmium,
ferium, tellurium, titanium, uranium, nickel, cobalt, copper,

ad, antimony, bismuth, and mercury.
6th. Those metals which do not decompose water, but ab-

ort) ox} g i' and are then b\ converted into acids. This (lass

eludes arsenic, molybdenum, tungsten, chromium, colum-
uni, an 1 ' s- leniem.

7th. Tie metals which do not decompose water, nor nb-

orb oxt gen from the tmosphere at any temperature. These
platinum, gold, silver, palladium, rhodium, am! iridium.

428. To begin with the first class:—Two of

these metals were discovered by Sir Humphry
Davy, and by him named potassium and sodi-

um ; the other, which is of later discovery, is

called lithium.

429. Pure fotassium is solid at the usual

temperature of the atmosphere, but quickly be-

comes soft and malleable by the warmth of the

hand ; it is perfectly white, and has the lustre
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of polished silver. It has a stronger affinity

for oxygen than any other known substance.

and is a conductor of electricity.

The strong affinity of potassium for oxygen is very striking,

ly exemplified in its action upon water. If a morsel of it be

laid upon the surface ot water, it immediately becomes ignit-

ed, and burns, as it swims upon the water, with a beautifai

flame ; even when placed upon ice it instantly inflames, ant

the hole which it forms in the ice by the violence of the actiot

is found to hold a solution of potash.

430. Potassium occurs in the animal vegeta<,

ble, and mineral kingdoms, but on account o

its great affinity for oxygen it is impossible eve)

to find it in an uncombined state. All that has

hitherto been obtained has been procured bj

chemical means from the potash of commerce
or what has usually been called the vegetable

alkali.

Potassium was discovered by Sir H. Davy in the year 180!

by the agency of voltaic electricity upon pure potash. I

this means lie was enabled to detach the oxygen, and then t

alkaline base made its appearance in the form of small bu
bles, having the lustre anil outward characters of quicksilvei

431. It is susceptible of three distinct de

grees of oxidisement, forming the gray, th|

white, and the orange-coloured oxides of p
tassium.

432. Potassium in a s fate of purity has hi-

therto only been employed for purposes of phij

losophical chemistry.
Potassium is a niost important agent in the hands of the

philosophical chemist, as it is capable of detecting and sepa.

rating oxyg n whe ever it may exist, and however intimate

and energetic may be the nature of its combinations. By its

means water tna) be detached from the most highly rectified

alcohol and ether ; and by its decomposition hydrogen gas

will be evolved.

433. Sodium has properties very similar to
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[hose of potassium. It has the whiteness and
[ustre of silver, is exceedingly malleable, and

a conductor of electricity. Unlike potas-

ium, it does not inflame when 1-aid upon water,

lough in decomposing the water in order to

bsorb its oxygen, the action is evidently very

nergetic. If it be much heated and then plung-

d into oxygen or chlorine gas, it will burn with

reat splendour.
\\ hn. sodiu is laid upon water, the appearance of effer-

sscenc. ami the loud hissing n< ise which accompanies it,

rspeak Btrong chemical act.on, and show tlmt tlie affinity of
metallic substance fop the oxygen of the water is great

nd energetic, though it does not inflame like potassium.

: Sodium has a much strong, r attraction for chlorine than for

ftjgen ; for, if soda be decomposed by chlorine, the oxygen
ill b< expelled from the sodium ; and if the hydrate of soda

je employed, oxygen and water will be expelled by the same
leans.

454. Sodium is the metallic base of soda,

nd was discovered by Sir H. Davy about the

me when he discovered potassium: it is ob-

ained by means of voltaic electricity, from pu-

ified soda, in the same manner as potassium
obtained from potash.

435. Sodium like potassium is susceptible

,»f three degrees of oxidisement, forming the

ray, the white, and the orange-coloured oxide

f sodium.
The first oxide of sodium may be procured by heating to-

ether, to the point of fusion, some sodium with some pure
«ry soda. At first a dark broicn fluid is obtained, but on
oling this becomes a solid of a dark gray colour.

The white, or deutoxide of sodium, is the basis of many
alin- compositions; and in (• ct it is soda, or the mineral alka-

i. It may be prepared b\ burning sodium in such a portion

f atmosj heric air as does not contain oxjgc n enough to con-
ert it to the peroxide. It is however usually procured fro*
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kelp or barilla by a process already described. It consists ol

77.5 of sodium and 22.5 of oxygen.

The orange, or peroxide of sodium, is obtained by bnrning

sodium in an excess of oxvgen. It possesses a deep orange

colour, and unlike the deotoxide it melts very readily. It U
a non-conductor of electricity.

436. Pure sodium has hitherto been emplol

ed only for the purpose of philosophical exp

riments. In the state of an oxide it is howev
eminently useful in the arts, independently o

that important class of salts which is form

by its means.
For an account of the uses of soda, or the deutoxide of

dium, see the chapter on the Alkalies, pages 74

—

71

437. Lithium is a metal of a white colofl

resembling sodium. As its oxide is strongly

alkaline, it was at first supposed to be soda

it is however distinguished both from potasl

and soda, by its power of neutralising a mucl
larger quantity of any acid. The alkali whicl

is called lithia, was discovered, by M. Arfvred-

son a young Swedish chemist, in a m in era!

called petalite ; and was afterwards shown bi

Sir H. Davy to be a metallic oxide, like potasl

and soda. This new alkali has since been founii

in two other mineral substances, viz. in spodu-

mene, and in crystallised lepidolite.

The petalite is a mineral which is brought from the mine

of Utaen in Sweden. The method of separating the new
alkali from it, may be seen in the Journal of the Royal Insti-

tution, vol. v. page .337.

According to Vauquelin, lithia attracts carbonic acid very

rapidly from the atmosphere, and in neutralising the acids it

more powerful even than magnesia.

438. Sir H Davy having decomposed car-

bonate of lithium by a powerful voltaic battery

the metallic base of this alkali was obtained

:
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»ut when this was exposed to the action of the,

tmosphere, it burned rapidly and was re-con-

terted to lithia, or the oxide of lithium.

439. Several salts have already been formed
ythe artificial combination of this alkali with

he acids. The sulphate of lithia crystallises

small prisms of a siining white colour. It

5 more fusible and soluble than sulphate of

>otash, and its taste u not bitter, but saline,

the muriate and nitra:e of lithia are both de-

iquescent salts ; while the carbonate is efflo-

escent, and sparingly soluble in water. Like
>ther alkalies, lithia has the property of turn-

tig vegetable yellows brown.

440. Having thus dismissed the first class

f metals, I shall proceed to those which form
the second class, and which when combined
jvith oxygen constitute the alkaline earths.

441. They are called calcium, the base of

ime ; magnesium, the base of magnesia ; bari-

m, the base of barytes; and strontium, the base

bf the earth called strontia, or strontites.
I Calcium is a bright metfcl, white as silver, which horns

ated a little, and lime is re-formed.

] Magnesium burns with & red light when strongly heated

,

find becomes magnesia.

{ Barium is unlike the two former metals, being of a dark
L:olour and possessing but little splendour, even less than that

;
jf fr- bh cast iron. It is so heavy as to sink rapidly in sulphu-

ric acid. When exposed to the air it quickly tarnishes and
[alls mto a white powder, which is barytes.

\ Strontium has a resemblance to barium in some of its quali-

ties; it has but little lustre ; is difficultly fusible, and not vo-

<atih\ They are all of them procured by the aid of voltaic

electricity.

Owing to the minute quantities which have been procured,

A is impossible to ascertain whether these metals are suscep-

tible of more than one degree of oxidisement ; though Gay
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Lussac and Tlienard conceive that barium is capable of com-]
bining with more than one dosq of oxygen ; for, when tl

heated pure barytes in dry oxrgen gas, the gas was rapidl;

absorbed, and the earth changed colour and acquired a gluzc

surface.

442. The third class ^f metals, or presum<

metals, are sificum, wh\ch by oxidisement

converted into silica, orj flint-earth ; alumiwA
the base of alumina, or common clay ; and foi

others, viz. zirconium, Muciniim, ittrium, ai

thorinum.
So early as the year 1805, Mr. Hume suggested the pre

bability of silica being a metallic oxide, and several years
terwards Sir Humphry Davy prinounced it to be acompou
of 31 base and 30 ox) geu.

In his attempts to decompose alumina, Sir H. Davy-
milted the eat\h to the same kfad of experiments as those

which had been made upon silic\; but he did not succeed in

exhibiting the base of this earth In a separate state. There
can however be no doubt of the Constitution of alumina beini

similar to that of the alkaline aarths-, as it has the powei
when fused with potassium, of converting that metal into pot

ash ; and when fusel with iron a globule of metal was ebtai

«d which was whiter than pure liron, which effervesced

water, became covered with a wiute power, and which by
different examination yielded rea| alumina and oxide of
The evi'leuce which we have for believing that zircon is

metallic oxide, rests upon a similar foundation to that affc

ed by the action of potassium uptm the earths last enu
rated.

When zirconia is ignited to whiteness and a morsel of

tassium brought in contact with it a great part of the zirc

is converted into dark coloured particles, which, when
amined by a magnifying glass, evidently appear in some
to be metallic. The potassium is at the same time conve
into potash.

When glucina is treated in the way just described foi

conia, the potassium is in this instance also converted into

po«ash by the oxygen afforded by the earth: hence the itsatu-

ral conclusion is, that the base of glucina is likewise metallic

Its name will be ghicinum.
Considerable doubt exists as to the nature of the base of

yltria. All that is known in favour of its being a metallic
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oxide is, that when ignife<l with potassium it imparts its oxy-
gen and converts the alkaline nietal into potash; and when
it has been intensely heated and then dissolved in muriatic

acid, it give out chlorine.

Thorina is a rare earthy substance lately discovered by
erzelius in a species of gadolinite. Its properties are little

known, tiutit is presumed to be a metallic oxide, anil the me-
tal will of course be denominoted Thovinum.

443. Little is known of these substances, as

the earths from which they are obtained have
hitherto resisted the means which were em-
ployed with success upon the alkaline earths.

Methods were however afterwards devised by
which they were partially decomposed ; and
ithough the quantity of the base was in every
(instance very small, the phenomena which ac-

companied the experiments were such as to

leave no doubt that silica, alumina, zirconia,

and glucina, are real metallic oxides. The
jearth called yttria may very probably have also

a similar base.

444. The fourth class of metals are those

hich absorb oxygen, and decompose water at

high temperature. Of these there are only

ifour, viz. iron, tin, zinc, and manganese.

445. Iron is plentifully and universally dif-

fused throughout nature, pervading almost every
hing, and is the chief cause of colour in earths

d stones. It may be detected in plants and
n animal fluids. It is found in great masses,

nd in various states, in the bowels of the earth

n most parts of the world.
There is a great variety of iron ores (chiefly composed of

e oxides of iron and clay, which have cliff-rent names given

em by the workmen, an^are of very different qualities :
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—for particulars consult Bergman, Kirwan, and o4her mine-
ralogists.

Iron is found in greater abundance than any other metal.

In the northern parts of the world whole mountains are form-
ed of iron ore, and many of these ores are magnetic. Of the

;

English ores, the common Lancashire hematite produces the

best iron.

446. Pure iron is of a blueish-gray colour

j

it is one of the hardest metals, though extremel

ductile ; when dissolved in an acid it has a na
seous styptic taste, and emits a peculiar sme
when rubbed strongly ; it is attracted by thi

magnet, and has the property ofbecoming itsel

magnetic. It is fused with great difficult

but gives fire by collision with flint, and is the

most elastic of all the metals. Its specific gra

vity is about 7".
An iron wire oiuy one-tenth of an inch in diameter w

oarry 450 pounds without breaking. A wire of terapei

steel ot the same size will carry nearly 900 pounds
Black's Lectures.

Iron becomes softer by heat, and has the capability of beii

welded to another piece of iron, so as to form one entire mass
and this may be done without melting either of the pied
No other metal possesses this singular property, except p
tinum. ]\Qt withstanding this, pure iron is nearly infusible

If a t>ar of iron be suspended for some time in a perpend
cular position, it becomes magnetic. If friction be employ
in a peculiar way, it quickly acquires strong magnetic powei

Prussiate of potash is the usual test for iron. When add

to a liquid which contains iron, it will cause a blue precipitaf

if the iron b'.
j in the state of a peroxide; but if the iron is

liall) oxidised, the precipitate will be gray.

Exp.—Write on paper with a weak solution of su'phateof

iron let it dry and the writing will be invisible. By dipping

a father in a solution of prussiate of potash, and drawing the

wet feather ov«-r the letters, the writing will be restored and

the letters will be of a bright blue, the true prussian blue ha-

ving Ken formed by the process

447. Iron is employed in three states ; viz.

that of cast iron, wrought iron, and steel; each
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of which is of a different nature, and used for

different purposes.

448. The difference in these three kinds of

iron consists in this :

—

Cast iron is the metal

in its first state rendered fusible by the combi-
nation of carbon and oxygen. Wrought iron

differs from the former, in being deprived of

this carbon and oxygen, by continued heat and
repeated hammering, which render the metal

malleable. Steel is made of wrought iron, by
various processes, whereby the metal resumes
la small portion of the carbon, and acquires a
icapacity of receiving different degrees of hard-

iness.
Though Iron is deprived of part of its carbon and rendered

malleable b\ hammering, » long continued hammering will

nlirely deprive it of its malleability.

Steel, like cast iron, contains carbon ; but it is divested of
Oxygen, which is always combined with the latter.

If a slender rod of wrought iron be plunged into cast iron

n fusion, it will absorb part of the carbon, and become steel.

"What is called case-hardening is a conversion of the surface
f iron into steel.

Exp.—A steel instrument may be known from one of iron

by the following experiment :—If a drop of nitric acid be let

'fall upon it, it will occasion a black spot if it be steel, but will

not have this effect if it be wrought iron. The blackness is

Jrobably owing to the iron being dissolved and the carbon
hereby exposed to view.

449. Respecting the oxides of this metal, iron

has such an affinity for oxygen,- that it will be-

ome oxidised merely by exposure to the air.

JThe oxides of iron are found in great plenty

ready formed in the bowels of the earth. This
'metal is susceptible of two degrees of oxidise-

ment ; the one producing the black and the other

the red oxide of iron.
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The chemical distinction between black and red oxide of
iron is, 'that the latter contains one half as much more oxygen
in a given portion as the former ; 69 parts of the metal com-,
btning with 20 of oxygen to form the black oxide, and with

30 parts of oxygen to produce the red oxide. The scales^

which are detachi d from forged iron by a high d'gree of

heat, and which Ur. Priestley employed in several of his las

experiments in America under the name of finery cinder, ai

in the state of black oxide, whereas the common rust of in

js the red oxide.

450. The most useful salts of iron are thos

composed with the sulphuric, the nitric, th

muriatic, and acetic acids ; and these, witl

some others, are very essential to our manu
factures.

Green vitriol, winch is of so much use in dyeing, in colour-

ing hats, and in other manufactures, is a sulphate of iron formed
by the decomposition of martial pyrites. The iron in the

pyriti s is in a metallic state, and in the salt it is in the state of

the black oxide. The nitrates, muriates, and acetates of iron
|

ipe prepared bj art for the use of the calico-printers,.whip
consume great quantities of these salts in a stat<j of solution.

451. The arsenite, sulphate, phosphate, chro-'

mate, and tungstate of iron, as well as the sul-

phuret of this metal, are all found native.
The native arsenite of iron is frranfl in Cornwall ; native sul*

phate of iron occurs frequently with pyrites; phosphate of

iron ready formed is seen frequently in bogs,— it. is called na-

tive prussian blue ; chromale of iron is found in America, in

France, and in Siberia ; and tungstate of iron exists native in

a mineral found in Britain, and elsewhere, called wolb ana.'

The sparry iron ore is a carbonate of iron.

Besides the above, carburet of iron, (usuallv called Mac,

lead) is found in several parts of the world A combinatj
of alumina, iron, and silica, also occurs native, and forms w"

is called emery; a substance very useful in the arts, ;.n I

which lr»rge quantities are found in the island of Jersey.

Carbonate of iron is also commonly found in solution in chi

lybeate waters : such waters may be known by lb. darfct

orange-coloured film which generally appears upon th<

face : the oxide of iron is rendered soluble by an excess

carbonic acid.
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!r/>. 7.—Tf strong nitrous acid be poured upon a small
iiitv of a mixture of oxygenised moriau of potash and
Mortis, fishes of fire will be emitted at intervals for a
id'Tftble lime.

\xp. 8.—P<>ur a little pure water into a small glass tum-
, and put one or two small pieces of phosphuret of lime
it. In a short tim fi.ishes of fire will dart from the sur-

of the water, and terminate in ringlets of smoke, which
ascend in regular succession.

xp. 9.—Put thirty grains of phosphorus into a Florence

, with three or four ounces of water. Place thr vessel

a lamp, and give it a boiling heat. Balls of fire wdl soon
^tvn to issue from the water, after the manner of an arti-

I fire-work, attended with the most beautiful coruscations.

'Ixp. 10.—Drop a piece of phosphorus about the size of a

"nto a tumbler of hot water, and from a bladder, furnished

a stop cork, force a steam of oxygen gas directly upon it.

s will afford the most brilliant combustion under water
can be imagined.
vp. 11.—Phosphorus has such an affinity for oxyg. n, that

capable of decomposing some of the metallic oxides, even
oat the assistance of heat. With a needle pass a thread
ugh a small bit of phosphorus, previously freed from mois-

i by immersing it in alcohol. It this be suspended in an
eous solution of nitromuriate of gold, in afew minutes the
sphorus will become covered with pure gold.

ir/» 12.—Phosphorus, surrounded by cotton rubbed in.

dered rosin, and placed under the receiver of an air-

np, takes fire after exhaustion, and displays very beautiful

nomena on the gradual admission of the air.

"hese experiments require extreme caution: phosphorus
dd indeed always be handled with great care, lest any
t of it get under the Jinger nails, a small portion ofwliich

*htfor a long time occasion great inconvenience.

$84. Phosphorus may be combined with

ygen, hydrogen, chlorine, carbon, iodine, sul-

ur, or with most of the metals, and also with

me earths.
ir Humphry Davy has formed two compounds with phos-
jrus and chlorine : the one is a white powder, composed
»bout one of phosphorus, and 6 8 of chlorine by weight;

' which he calls phosphorana ; the other is a fluid as clear

• 2
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as water, and its specific gravity is 1.450 ; he calls itphospho*

vane.

385. Phosphorus forms with oxygen, accord-

ing to the proportion of the latter, either oxi

I

of phosphorus, or phosphorous acid, except it

saturated with oxygen, and then phospho

acid; with hydrogen, phosphuretted hydroge

with sulphur, phosphuret of sulphur, and s

phuret of phosphorus; with the metals, met
lie phosphurets ; and with some of the eart!

earthy phosphurets.
Phosphorus wdl combine with all the metals except

and zinc. It unites with iron, and forms that kind of i

called cold-short. Iron of such property acquired this na

on account of its being very brittle when cold, though m
leable wh^n heated. Such iron may however be made gi

and fit for most purposes, by heating it with carbonate, of li

For an account of the other combinations of phosphorus,
pages 102—104.

386. Carbon is the next simple combustible

we have to treat of. Pure carbon is known
only in the diamond ; but carbon in the state

of charcoal may be procured by heating tc

redness a piece of wood closely covered with

sand in a crucible, so as to preserve it while in

the fire, and afterwards while cooling, from the

action of the atmosphere.

387. Carbon is capable of forming various

combinations: it unites with oxygen, hydrogen,

nitrogen, sulphur, or phosphorus, and with 1

iron.
The compound formed by the union of carbon and nitre-:

gen is known by the name of prussrc gas. It was discovered

by Gay Lu^sac, and by him called cyanogen. It is obtainec

from prussiate of mercury by distillation. It is a permanen
gas, very inflammable, and nearly twice as heavy as atmos
pheric air. It affects the nostrils violently when inhaled bj

them.
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S88. Carbon with various doses of oxygen
forms carbonic oxide or carbonic acid ; with

hydrogen and caloric, carburetted hydrogen
gas : with nitrogen and caloric, carburretted

nitrogen gas ; with sulphur, sulphuret of car-

bon ; with phosphorus, phosphuretted carbon

;

and with iron, plumbago, or carburet of iron.

Some of these compounds having been already

examined, it will now be expedient to consider

the other states and combinations ofcarbon.

389. Charcoal, which is the combination

with which we are the most familiar, is the

coaly residuum of any vegetable or animal sub-

stance that has been burnt in close vessels.
Charcoal for common purposes is made by a l<ss expensive

process. The wood is disposed in heaps regularly arranged,
and coveted with earth, so as to prevent the access of any-

more air than is absolutely necessary to support the fire,

which i? ktpt up until all the water and oil are driven oft':

after which the fire isextinguished by shutting up all the air-

loles.

390. Charcoal is generally black, sonorous,

and brittle ; very light, and destitute of smell.
Charcoal is so porous that it ma) be seer, through with a

microscope ; and, however large the piece, it may be readily

Mown through.

391. Charcoal is a powerful antiseptic; is

unalterable and indestructible by age ; is a
non-conductor of electricity, and a bad con-
ductor of heat ; but when ignited it has great
affinity for oxygen ; though if air and moisture
be excluded, it is not affected by the most in-

tense fire.

392. In the preparation of gunpowder char-
coal is a most important ingredient ; it is also

employed in purifying rancid oils, and in ab-
stracting the colour from syrups and many other
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valuable preparations; for decomposing the

sulphuric salts, which it effects by absorbing

the oxygen of their sulphuric acid and libe-

rating the sulphur: and for so many other pur-

poses, by the chemist and manufacturer, that it

would be tedious, in such a compendium as

this, to attempt to enumerate them.
Charcoal from its affinity with oxygen: will decompose the

sulphuric and nitric acids. It decomposes the latter with great

rapidity.

Exp Make a little charcoal perfectly dry, pulverise it

very tine, and put it into a warm tea-cup If some strong ni-

trous acid be now poured in, so as to trickle down the inner

side of the vessel and mix with the charcoal, it will burn ra-

pidly, giving out a beautiful flame, and throwing up the pow-
der so is to resemble a brilliant fire work.

Charcoal is used by mathematical instrument-makers and
engravers, to polish their brass and copper plates. Plates of

horn and lantern leaves are polished with it. It is also much
used by artists in tracing the outlines of drawings.

393. Common charcoal is generally a com-
pound substance ; an oxide of carbon, or thte

woody fibre partially oxidised ; it also contains

hydrogen, and a portion of fixed alkaline salt

and some earth, but these are adventitious and
not essential ingredients.

Messrs. Allen and Pepys have determined by experiment
that cha"coal properly prepared contains no sensible quantity

of hydrogen, but that it absorbs moisture if exposed to the air

only a few hours, which renders the result of analysis uncer-
tain. -

394. The base of common charcoal, divest-

ed of all impurities, is known to chemists by
the name of Carbon.

395. Carbon is capable of crystallisation,

though not by art ; and in that state it is called

diamond.
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spot it in several places with a colourless solution of mu-
i Iftin. Wherever the cloth has been touched with this

:ion, the original colour will be discharged, and spots of a

lit yel'ow will appear in its stead.

[59. Zinc is a very combustible metal pos-

sing but a small degree of malleability and
utility, except under certain circumstances.

len broken, it appears of a shining blueisli

ite ; and when exposed to the air, it becomes
ered with a pellicle, which, in consequence
its affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, re-

;ts various colours. It is readily acted up-

by acids and alkalies, either in its metaliic

te or when oxidised. It melts at 680° of

hrenheit, and its specific gravity is 6.861

;

en hammered 7.190.
nc, if btat. n out iut > thin leaves, will take fire from the

leofa common tape r. It is the most combustible metal

have. Next to manganese, it has the strongest affinity for

gen of all the meials. When intensely ignited i burns
•ly, and is thereby convert) <l into an oxide. By the usual

ce^' s of sublim.;ti>ni this oxide is frequently formed, and
it"- I for in< die- iua.1 purpos s, and sold under the n ime of

rers'of zi;u-,or thatol zinci-oxydum. It is extremely light,

I has the appearand of fine wool.

460. Zinc, generally called by our artists

elfer, is not found native ; but, in England
d elsewhere, is extracted from calamine and
jnde, two of its ores, by distillation.

Zinc s one ot ih<. most ahuudanl metals in nature, except-

; iron. Calamirv, which is one of sis on s, is four) 1 both in

.sst-s and in a crystallised s'at^. The sparry calamine of
rbyshire consists of oxide ot zinc 65, and carbonic acid 35,

lereas the earthy calamine consists of about 71^ per e r.

oxide of zinc, 13^ of carbonic acid, ami 15 water. The
iCtric calamint contains from 25 to 50 per cent, of silicia.

cms also in an ore called blende, which is an impure
Iphuret, containing from 16 to 30 percent, of sulphur. By
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the miners this mineral is called black-jack, and until late]

was employed in Wales tor mending the roads.

In China there is a great abundance of zinc ; it is used

that country for current coin, and for that purpose is emplo
ed in the utmost purity.

Zinc may be known by dissolving it in a mineral acid, a 1

then adding ammonia, which precipitates it of a white colot

and re-dissolves it instantly. Sulphuretted hydrogen, add

to a solution of this metal, produces a white and lasting pre

pitate.

Exp.—Take a phial with a solution of sulphate of zinc,J

another containing a little liquid ammonia, both transpi

fluids. By mixing them, a curious phenomenon ma;

perceived :—the zinc will be immediately precipitatei

a white mass, and, if then shaken, almost as instantly re

Solved.

461. When zinc is heated it readily attrae,

oxygen : and at a white heat the absorption

oxygen, even in the common atmosphere, is j

rapid and violent that the oxide actually su

limes : hence its oxide acquired the name
flowers of zinc. It may also be oxidised I

acids. We are acquainted with only one o"

ide of this metal, which is white, and consis

of zinc 80.S9 and oxygen 19*61.
Zine has so great an affiiiit\ tor oxygen, and its salts are

permanent, that none ot the metals except manganese m

precipitate it from its solutions in a metallic form.

462. A great number of salts have be(

formed with this metal ; but the carbonate, t\

sulphate, and the acetate of zinc are mo
known : the two first are found in a natr

state ; a compound may also be formed of chl

rine and zinc, and another with zinc and pho

phorus.
Sulphate of zii.c, formerly called white vitriol, is usua

formed in Germany from the ore called blende, which i

sulphuret of zinc. By the agency of fire and the access of :

mospheric air, the sulphur ts converted into sulphuric ac
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by means of proper evaporation and cooling, the salt is

ined in a crystallised state. It has been discovered bv Mr.
t, the secretary of the Cork Society, that spiders will feed

a sulphate of zinc. One ol these insects kept rn a box for

ruonths, was found to have eaten nearly four ounces ot the
See Thomson's Jlnnals, vol. xii. page 454.

163. Zinc is frequently combined with cop-

or tin, in various proportions, and these

ttures constitute some of the most useful

npound metals or alloys ; it is also largely

ployed in its metallic state unmixed with

other metal ; it is used in medicine ; it is

base of white vitriol ; and its carbonate or

de may be advantageously substituted for

ite lead in house-painting.
'hree parts of copper and two ot calamine, or native car-

ate of zinc, constitute brass; five or six of copper and one
inc, form pinchbeck. Tombac has still more copper, and
a deeper red than pinchbeck. Prince's metal is a simi-

compound, excepting that it contains more zinc than ei-

of the former. A mixture of tin and copper with zine

us bronze.

164. Cadmium was discovered by Mr. Stro-

yer in 1817, in an ore of zinc. It resembles

in its colour, lustre, softness and ductility;

also in the sound which it gives when
mbled. Its specific gravity is 8.750.
Cadmium melis and volatilises at a tew degrees of heat be-

that which is required by tin. It does not tarnish by ex-

to the air.

j465. When cadmium is heated in atmosphe-

air, it combines with oxygen, and is convert-

into an orange-coloured oxide, which is not

latile, and is readily reducible to the metallic

te.

466. The oxide of Cadmium readily dis-

lyes in acids, and forms with them soluble
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salts, which like arsenic give a white preci

tate with the alkalies, and yellow with sulpl

retted hydrogen.
On account of tiiese properties Cadmium was at first i

posed to he arsenic.

467. Manganese is a brilliant metal, o,

darkish white colour inclining to gray, m
brittle, of considerable hardness, and of di

cult fusibility. Its specific gravity is sqi,

what greater than that of tin or zinc ; it i&V

attracted by the magnet except when a port,

of iron is combined withjit; and if exposed to
|

air, it absorbs oxygen with rapidity and fi

into powder. On account of its great affin

for oxygen, it is not likely ever to be found

a metallic state.

Manganese was first procured in its pure metallic forij

Kaim and Gahri, between 1770 ai<d 1775. An account o:

process which they adopted, may be seen in Sir Humj
Davy's Eleme?it.s of Chemical Philosophy, part i. page Sfti

M. Fisfier of S-hafV haussen reduced the oxide of mai

nese hy means of a peculiar furnace, and procured met;
manganese with the following characters. Its colour

tish.it is harder than tampered ste^l, it cuts glass near!

weil ss the diamond, it scratches rock crystal, and talc

very good polish. See Thomson's Annals, vol. xiii. pagi

Of the introduction.

468. The manganese which we use in t

country is obtained in the state of black o*
from Somersetshire and Devon. It also aboui

in America, and in various parts of the cor

nent. It is usually found in large amorphi

masses, but it occurs sometimes in well defir

prismatic crystals of the colour of steel.

Tne oxi<; - of manganese is abundant, and easily procnr

but ike pure metal can only be obtained by art, and requ

to be carefully defended from oxygen, whicb it readily
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fbs. In order to preserve specimens in a metallic state it

Inecessary to varnish them, or to keep them immersed in

|, or ardent spirits.

469. This metal, as I have already observed,

Jfecomes oxidised by mere exposure to the air

:

id is susceptible of at least two different de-

crees of oxidisement, forming the olive and the

fcrk brown, or, as it is more commonly called,

Be black oxide of manganese, the first being a
pmpound of 100 of manganese and 28| of oxy.

in, and the latter of 100 of manganese and 57%
' oxygen.
Dr. John says there .ore three oxides of manganese, and
erzelius enumerates no less than five oxides of this metal

;

it the probability is, that there are only two well defined
ides.

If one part of the black oxide of manganese and three parts

nitrate of potash, both reduced to powder, be mixed and
rown into a red-hot crucible and continued there until no
r>re oxygen gas be disengaged, a greenish friable powder is

tained, called mineral camcleon,trom its property of chang-

^f
colour during its solution in water.

Exp. 1.—Put into a wine-glass about a scruple of the oxi-
sed manganese and potash, prepared as above, and an equal
bantitv of the same compound into another glass. On one
pur hot, and on the other cold water. The hot solution will

hibit a beautiful j^rem colour; the cold one, a deep purple.
Exp. 2.— If a small portion of the same compound be put

Ito several glasses, and water at different temperatures be
)ured upon each, the contents of each glass will exhibit a
fferent shade of colour. This experiment affords another
stance of metals producing various colours according to their

fferent states of'oxidisement-

470. A variety of salts have been made with
le oxides of this metal ; but this class of salts

as not yet been rendered useful.
Ther* is this peculiarity in the salts of manganese, that,

hen dissolved in water, the manganese cannot be precipi-

kted from its solution, in a metallic state, by any of the other

ft
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metals, because, compared with all others, this metal has {

superior attraction for oxygen.
A carbonate of manganese is found native in Norway am

Sw<j <)en. A sulphuret of this metal also occurs in Cornwal
and in Transylvania ; and at L4tno'ges hi France a phosphan
of manganese has been found which contains 27 per cent, o

phosphoric acid. An artificial compound of manganese ant

chlorine, and another of manganese and phosphorus, may ato

be obtained

471. The oxides of manganese are used ii

preparing the bleaching liquor ; in purifyinj

glass; and in glazing black earthen-ware. W
is also employed in some cases to give colour

to enamels in the manufacture of porcelain

The black oxide is much used by chemists fo

producing oxygen gas,. which, by the applica

tion of a red heat, it yields in great abundance
Its use in dischatging colour Irom white flint glass has bee

long known. According to Pliny, it was employed lor th

purpose more than two thousand years ago. The rational

of its operation has been admirably explained by Bergman.
Black oxidk. of manganese contains about 36 per cent. •

oxygen. It quickly gives out 11 Or 12 per cent, of th

oxygen merely by the application of a red heal ; but th

remaining portions cannot be separated by th most iutens

heat.

Exp.—Put an ounce or two of the black oxide of mangf
nest into a small glass retort, pour a little concei trat. d su

phuric acid upon it, and apply ihe heat of a lamp. Oxyge
gas will be disengaged v ry copiously. It the same oxide t

put imo an iron retort, the sulphuric acid may be omittet

and a naked fire substituted for the lamp.

472. The fifth class of metals are those whic

absorb oxygen at different temperatures, bi

have not the power of decomposing water i

any temperature. Of these there are twelve i

number; viz. osmium, cerium, tellurium, tits

nium, uranium, nickel, cobalt, copper, lead, ar

timony, bismuth, and mercury
,j
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The first five of these have been found only in very small

Jantities, am* have hitherto beeii considered as mere matters

[curiosity and applied lo no use.

475. Osmium was discovered in the year
804, by Mr. Tennant, in the black powder
/hich remains when crude platinum has been
igested in nitro-muriatic acid; and from the

ingular property which it possesses of forming

n oxide having a strong smell, he was induced
o name it osmium*
l>r Woilasion h:»s discovered a distinct ore of osmium and
prtium intermixed with the grains of erode platinum.

474. Osmium is a dark blue metal, which is

nsoluble in any of the acids. It. is difficultly

usible, and even unchangeable in the most in-

ense heat unless in contact with air, when it

ombines with oxygen, and is converted into a
volatile oxide possessing that kind of pungent
jmell which has not been recognised in any
ther body. Its oxide, which is soluble in wa-
ter, is a solid colourless semi-transparent sub-

stance, having a sweet taste, and giving when
ombined with potash an orange-coloured so-

lution in water.
Oh i in imparts to the skin an indeliMe stain of a dark

colour, and produces a purple with an infusion of galls.

475. Cerium was discovered in the year
1804, by Messrs. Hissinger and Berzelius, in

peculiar mineral found at Ridderhytta in

Westmannland in Sweden, which is of a red-

dish colour, and in appearance very like tung-

sten.
Hissinger and Berzelius called the new metal cerium, from

th ,j circumstance of the planet Ceres having been discovered

;
by Piazzi about the same time.
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476. The quantities of cerium which havd

hitherto been procured are so small that no

thing respecting its nature or properties has!

been discovered, except that it is capable

being volatilised at a great heat. Hissing^

one of the original discoverers of this met
has lately announced that it is susceptible

two degrees of oxidisement, producing

white and the red oxide of cerium.
Cerium had not been seen in a metallic torn) till Sir Ht

phry Davy procured it from some of the oxide discovered
Hissinger and Berzelius in 1804.

477. Tellurium was discovered by Kb
roth, in the year 1798, in an ore of gold foun<

near Zalethna in Transylvania. It occurs in iti

metallic state, and 100 parts of the ore yielc

more than 90 parts of tellurium.
Klaproth named this metal tellurium, from Tellus thi

Latin name of our own planet the Earth ; Kirwan had callet
(

it sylvan from the circumstance of its having been found ^
Transylvania.

478. Tellurium is a metal of considerable

lustre ; its colour is nearly white, or rather si

milar to that of antimony. It easily fuses, ant]

rises in vapour at an intense red heat. It ii!

soluble in nitric and nitro-muriatic acids, bu 1

its solutions are decomposed by the additiori

of water. It is capable of combining with si

'

phur, with some of the other metals, with hj

drogen, and with chlorine. Its specific gf

vity is 6.115. It has not been employed in
J

the arts.

This metal by fusion combines readily with potassium
sodium, emitting heat and light. These alloys are fused wi

difficulty, but when thrown into water they produce purp!

solutions consisting of the respective alkali united to telluret-

ted hydrogen.
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Tellurium, as a metal, possesses the peculiar property of

ormirtg an acid with hydrogen gas. By union with hydrogen
forms two distinct compounds; one of which is gaseous, and
\\e<\ telluretted hydrogen gas; the other solid, and called

ydruret oftellurium.

479. If tellurium be heated in atmospheric

|ir, it burns with a pale blue flame edged with

reen, and becomes converted to an oxide. The
xide of tellurium is white, tinted with yellow;

is soluble in the various acids, and is com-
osed of 83 tellurium and \7 oxygen.
No < tin r .v.' 1 is known t»l this ran *,.

480. Titanium is obtained from a mineral

[nown by the several names of rutile, red, schorl,

nd titanite. The oxide of this metal was first

Ipscovered in the year 1781, by Mr. Gregor of

•Cornwall, in an ore of iron found in the valley

I f Menachan in that country, and hence called

xuenachanite ; but metallic titanium was not
(iroduced until 1796 by Vauquelin and Hecht.
Ve are now acquainted with several minerals
hich contain the oxide of titanium. This me-
Id, or rather its oxide, was first named by its

1

k
riginal discoverer, menachine ; but Mr. Klap-

. )th afterwards gave this new metallic sub-
:ance the name of titanium.
This ore, which is at tradable by the magnet, occurs in the
*rm of a black sand, having a great resemblance to grains of
nripowder. They are flatlish angular grains, which have a,

•ugh shining surface. Their specific gravity, as stated by
ftr. Gregor, is 4.427.

481. Titanium resembles copper in its co-
»ur, and has much lustre, but it tarnishes by
(posure to the air. It forms salts by its union
ith the nitric, muriatic, and some other acids.

R2
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It is a brictle metal, and requires a most in-*

tense heat even for its imperfect fusion.
Little else is known of its properties, as it has hitherto been

produced but in very minute quantities, and in a very imper«

t'ect state of reduction.

482. Titanium is thought to be susceptible

of three degrees of oxidisement. The firM

oxide is blue, the second red, and the thifl

white. The proportion of oxygen in these difi

ferent oxides has not been ascertained ; bf
Vauquelin and Hecht have found that the whlH
or per-oxide, is composed of 89 parts of therec

J
oxide and 11 parts of oxygen. i

This metal, in tibe state of an oxide, has been employed ji 1
the porcelain manufactory at Sevres near Paris, and produce!
on china a brown of greater richness than can be obtained b I

any other means

483. Uranium was discovered bv Klaprotfc

in the year 1786, in a mineral which he pro

cured from Joachimsthal in Bohemia, calle

pechblende ; and as the new planet discovert

by the late Sir Wm. Herschel was known!
Germany by the name of Uranus, Mr. Klap

roth named this metal uranite, but he after

wards changed that name for uranium.
This metal is found in our own country in the count

Cornwall, in the state of an oxide, which frequently occu

a brilliant green.

The planet above mentioned was named Georgium sidt

by Sir W. Herschel, in honour of our king ; !>ut I believe it

not called bv this name any where but in England

484. Uranium is somewhat of the colou

iron, but of considerable lustre. It is hard an

brittle, and internally of a reddish brown c<

lour. It has hitherto been obtained only

small grains. It fuses with great difficulty, an

ty.
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oes not tarnish by exposure to the atmosphere
t its usual temperature. It dissolves in nitric

;id, but is not soluble either in the sulphuric

muriatic acid Its specific gravity is 8.1.

By dissolving (he yellow oxide in weak nitric acid beautiful

ansparent oblwng green crystals are ohtaimd. When dis,-

Ived in acetic acid, it gives topaz-yellow crystals.

485. Uranium is susceptible of two degrees

^oxidation, from whence result the black and
le yellow oxide of this metal. . The latter,

hich is the peroxide, has acid properties. It

nites with potash, and neutralises it. A sul-

uret of uranium may also be obtained.
It is curious thai the protoxide of this natal forms salts, by

s union with some of the mineral acids; and that tin perox-
le forms salts of a different order, by its union with the alka-
es. See Supplement to the Annals of Philosophy, vol. xni

age 44.

486. Nickel is a fine white metal, ductile

nd malleable, but of difficult fusion. It is at-

racted by the magnet, and has itself the pro-

>erty of attracting iron. Like copper, it is

vhen converted to the state of an oxide, soluble

n ammonia. It bears a fine polish, but its

colour changes to that of bronze when ignited.

ts specific gravity is usually 8.38, but some
pecimens have, acquired that of 8.932 after

laving been thoroughly hammered.
Nickel dissolves rtadiU in s<-veial ol in<- adds, and commu-

icatx-s to them a green colour; but sulphuric acid act^ very

lowly upon it, even with the assistance of heat. Nitric acid

dissolves it more ivadily.

Erp 1.—Dissolve nickel in nitric acid and a beautiful

reen solution will be formed. The oxide of this melai if

used to give a delicate grass green to porcelain.

Exp. 2.—Melt some powered flint glass in a crucible with

little of the oxide of nickel, and whet, the whole is in com-
plete fuaion it may be moulded into auy form that may be de-
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sired. This glass when cold will have the colour of the hya [3

cinth.

487. Nickel was discovered by Cronstedt it

the year 1751, and about twenty years after]

wards its properties were examined by Berg
man. Its ore is very similar to that of copper

it is procured from the mines of Saxony ant

from various parts of Germany ; and is also

nerally found with cobalt. Native nickel

been found in Saxony and Bohemia in srm

quantities. The nickel of commerce is alwaj

impure.
The most abundant ore of this metal isasuiphuret of nickel

j

called kupfernickel, which is generally a compound of nickel

arsenic, and sulphuret of iron. It has lately been raised from

:

mine in the parish of St Ewe, Cornwall, where it occurs a

the depth of about 25 fathoms.
It is a curious circumstance, that all the specimens tha

have been examined of the stones which have been said to fal

from the atmosphere contain iron alloyed with nickel. Theai

stones, which have at different periods been seen to fall oi

every quarter of the earth, are supposed by some writers td,

be cast from a volcano in the moon.

488. If purified nickel be exposed to atmos
pheric air in an intense heat, it is slowly con-

verted to a dark brown oxide which is still mag- !

netic. There are two oxides of this metal, bi

their composition is not perfectly known,)

What has been called the green oxide, is fount

to be a hydrated oxide, which contains moi
than a fourth of its weight of water.
An~ oxide of nickel is more easily obtained by exposure

heat with nitre : it is of an apple green colour. Acconlir

to Thenard, another oxide of this metal may be obtained of

black colour, by exposing the green oxide to a red heat, o

by treating it with chlorine gas.

489. Numerous salts have been formed wit!

nickel, but 'none of them have hitherto beer
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rought into any use. A native arseniate of

bis metal called nickel-ochre has been found
Scotland and at several other places in

lurope.

Nickel is also capable of combining with chlorine, sulphur,
1(1 phosphorus.

490. Nickel is employed in China in making
ihite copper, which is a beautiful metallic com-
ound ; but it has not been much used else-

[here, except in the potteries, and at Birming-

m.
#

It might however be mixed with iron by
sion, to great advantage, as an alloy of these

vo metals is not liable to rust like common
on.
Some of the manufacturers of Birmingham have taken ad-
ntage of this knowledge: others bav< incited it with brass

such proportions as to form a handsome compound metal.

both these combinations it is exceedingly useful for many
irpost-s. The Chinese also employ it in conjunction with,

pper and zmc for making children's toys.

491. Cobalt when in a pure metallic state

of a light gray colour, nearly resembling fine

'ardened steel. It is difficult of fusion and
xidisement ; it is obedient to the magnet, and
harder than copper: but it is' so brittle that

may easily be reduced to powder. It suffers

ttle change when exposed to the air or to wa-
;rat common temperatures, though when fused

n charcoal by a stream of oxygen gas it burns

:*illiantly. Its specific gravity is 8.7.

Cobalt ores generail) contain Nrse'atc; they are so contami-
tted with it, that tbe workmen who are employed seldom
\e many years. It is to be hoped thlt some mode will bo

•vised to protect these men from the baneful effects of this

ineral.

492. Formerly all our cobalt came from
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Saxony ; but it is now found abundantly it

Sweden, in the Mendip hills in Somersetshire
1

and in a mine near Penzance in Cornwall

Metallic cobalt was first obtained by Brand
in 1733.

Th< cobalt ores of Hesse produce a net profit of 14,000Z.

year, though formerly they were used for uo other purpos
than to repair the roads.

Cobalt ores may be analysed thus : Take 100 grains of tfi

ore, dissolve them in nitrous acid, precipitate the iron by th*

addition of ammonia, and separate it from the solution by :

filter. The nickel, which is always foil ml in these ores, ma
afterwards be precipitated by the addition of a solution #f po
ash, and separated in the same manner as the iron. Tht n
mauling solution may be evaporated to dryness, and the oxk
reduced by the usual fluxes. A small quantity of cobalt ft

experiment may be readily procured from smalrs.

Exp.—Cobalt may easily be obtained in a metallic state,

fusing streiving smalt with 6 or 8 times ts weight of sod
The soda forms an union with the sand, and leaves the cobs

free. It may also be obtained from z.tffre b) fusing it in a cr

cible with three or four times its weight of black flux.

493. Cobalt may be oxidised by an inten

heat. The oxygen prepares it for acquirir

that beautiful blue colour which is seen

earthenware and porcelain. There are at lea

two oxides of cobalt, viz. the blue which is tl

protoxide, and the black which is considered

be the per-oxide of this metal.
The oxide of cobalt lorins the most permanent blue cold

that we are acquainted with. La Grange says that thd;

painters used this oxide mixed with oil in their paintin,

which is the reason why the sky and drapery in some old p
tures are of so durable a bine.

Zaffre, which we have long imported from Saxony, is

oxide of cobalt, mixtd with three times its weight of grou

silica. The oxide of cobalt tor the power's use, has genera
been prepared from this article of foreign production.

494. A great variety of salts have been fori

ed with the oxides of this metal ; but the m
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ate of cobalt is that which has, perhaps, been
mgest known. An arseniate and a sulphate

f cobalt liave been found native. This metal

i also capable of combination with phosphorus
ad sulphur; and a chloride of cobalt may be

»rmed by burning the metal in chlorine gas.
Muii'tf of cunalt much diluted h:-s been long used in form-

g 11 llol's sympathetic ink.

\Exp. 1.—Write with a solution of muriate of cobalt, and the
piling while dry will not be perceptible ; but if held towards

e fire, it will then gradually become visible ; and if the mu-
*te of cobalt b<- made in ttie usual way, the letters will ap-
:ar of an elegant green colour.

Ex/J. 2.—Writs with acetate of cobalt, or with a muriate
cobalt, previously purified from the iron which it generally
r.talns. When the writing is become dry, these letters will

so be. invisible. Warm the paper a little, and the writing

11 tie rtj stor» d to a beautiful blue.

Exp. 3.—Draw a landscape with Indian ink, and paint the

liage of the vegetables wiih muriate of cobalt, the same as

at used in Exp No. I, and some of the flowers with acetate

cobalt, and others with muriate ofcopper. While this pic-

re is cold it Will appear to be merely mi outline of a land-

ape or winter scene, but on holding it near the fire it will

; transformed to a beautiful summer landscape : this again

ill appear gradually to lose its verdure, and resume its win-
r dress, on being removed to a cold situation.

Ex{>. 4.—It oxide of cobalt he dissolved in ammonia, a red
lulion will be produced, different in colour from that of all

her metallic oxides.

495. Cobalt has hitherto been chiefly used
pr making the different kinds of smalts for

ainting and enamelling. It is extremely va-

aable to the manufacturers of porcelain ; for

not only produces a beautiful colour, but

ndures the extreme heat of their furnaces

ithout any deterioration. This colour is so

itense, that a single grain of the pure oxide

ill give a deep tint of blue to 240 grains of

lass.
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The stretving'Smalt, an article which was formerly muc
used hy sign-painters, is made by melting the oxide of eoba

with flint-glass, and grinding the whole to a coarse pnwde
The same composition reduced to an impalpable powd»

forms the smalt sold under the name of powder blue, at

which is now not only used by laundresses, but is made tl

basis of several pigments. It has also been much employ*

by paper-manufacturers to give a blue tinge to writing a*i

printing-papers.

The greatest consumption of cobalt is by the potters ai

porcelain manufacturers. The usual price of the prepaw
colour is two guineas the pound.

496. Copper is found in several parts I

England and Wales, particularly in Cornwal
and in the Isles of Man and Anglesea. It

an abundant metal, and has been raised in vi

rious other parts of the world.
Copper mines have been worked in China, Japan, Sumat

and in the north of Africa. Native copper is found in Sil

ria crystallised in cubes. The copper pyrites found in Cot
wall are sulphvret of copper. Anglesea formerly yield

more than twenty thousand tons of copper annually.
Exp—To ascertain whether an ore contains copper, pi

verise some of it, and then pour upon it a few drops of nit

acid, and wait an hour; then dip a feather into the acid,a(
wipe it upon the clean polished blade of a penknife, and-

copper be present it will immediately be precipitated on V
knife of its natural colour.

497. Copper is a brilliant metal of a red c

lour; extremely nauseous to the taste; ve;

hard, sonorous, and elastic : and the mot

ductile of all the metals, except gold. ]!

malleability is also so great that it is hammer-
into leaves, and sold in thin paper books

|

imitation of leaf gold. The specific gravity
English copper is from 8.607 to that of 8.7S

:

It melts at 27° of Wedgwood's pyrometer.
Copper, on aceount of its elasticity , is used by rope-dance

&e. A wire l-10th of an inch in diameter will support nea!
300 lbs.
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Copper will not burn so easily as iron ; which is evident
bm its not striking fire by collision like iron. On this and
her accounts, this metal has been substituted for iron in the
achinery which is employed in gunpowder mills. .

498. Copper will in some measure become
ddised by long exposure to atmospheric air,

. which case its surface will be covered with

green or blue crust, similar in appearance to

erdigris.

Copper is susceptible of two degrees of oxidisement, form-

5 the red and the black oxide; the red or protoxide being
compound ol 100 of copper and 12^ of oxygen, while the

ack or per-oxide consists of 100 of the metal and 25 of
ygen.
Oxide of copper is soluble in ammonia, and precipitable

>m its solution by sulphure tttd hydrogen.
Exp. 1.—Into a diluted solution of sulphate ofcopper, pour
little liquid caustic ammonia. This will precipitate the

pper of a blueish white. Dui-ing its examination, however,
3 precipitate will be re-dissolved, and a beautiful blue li-

id which has been called aqua celestis will be the result.

Exp. 2.—Prepare two glasses of very dilute nitrate of cop-
into one drop a little liquid ammonia, and into the other

me diluted arseniate of potash. The addition of these two
lourless solutions will produce very different effects ; for the

glass will have an abundant precipitate of a beautiful

ass green, and the other a precipitate of a brilliant sapphire
ue.

Exp. 3.—Write upon paper with a diluted solution of mu-

Kte of copper ; when dry, it will not be visible, but on being

rmed before the fire the writing will become a beautiful

llow.

1|

499. There are many salts of copper ; but

fiose most used are the sulphate of copper;

betate of copper; nitrate, muriate, and arse-

ite of copper ; and the tartrate of potash and
)pper. Besides these, which are generally

irmed by art, the carbonate, the arseniate.

lie muriate, the phosphate, and the sulphate
" copper are found in a native state. Two
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distinct combinations of copper and chlorine -

Knva alcn hnan fnrmprl ? hpsiflpe w/Viirri tViic m*»_have also been formed ; besides which, this me-

tal is capable of being united with sulphury

phosphorus, and iodine.
Sulphate of copper is frequently found in the streams

water in copper mines : these waters were suffered to run

waste, till an attention to chemical affinities taught the pi

prietors of the mines how to turn them to a good accoi

The quantity of salt which they contain is not sufficient to

imburse the expense of boiling it to blue vitriol ; but

throwing waste iron into these waters the salt becomes
composed, and the copper is precipitated in a metallic foi

Exp. 1.—If a piece ot bright silver be dipped in a soluti

of sulphate of copper, it will come out unchanged : but if

blade of a clean penknife, or any piece of polished iron,

dipped in the same solution, the iron will instantly put on
appearance of copper.

Exp. 2.—Take the piece of silver employed in the

experiment, hold it so lh;»t the silver and the polished

may be in contact; then in this situation plunge them intotl

same solution, and in a moment both will be covered
'

copper.
The ores ot copper, called malachite, and mountain _

are native carbonates of copper. The green sand bro
from Peru is a native muriate of copper. A phosphate ot

j
r

copper, containing 30 per cent of phosphoric acid, has b(

found near Cologne, and the arseniale of copper occurs pi

tifullv in the Huel Garland mine in Cornwall.
Exp. 3.—If a colourless solution of arseniate of potash be

poured into a coloui less solution of sulphateof copper, a green
precipitate will be produced, forming an arseniate of copper
similar to that foui d in the Cornish mints. These metals

may be thus reciprocally detected.

Exp. 4.-- Write w'th a solution of sulphate of copper,

wash the paper with pi ussiate of potash, and the writing will

be revived of a reddish brown colour. In thisexperimentthe
sulphate is convert'-d to a true prussiate of coppt r.

500. The uses of this metal are too various

to be enumerated. Besides its employment
to make boilers arid other vessels of capacity,

and to sheathe the bottoms of ships, it enters

as a component part into several of the most
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aluable metallic alloys : it is also combined
ith sulphuric acid to form Roman vitriol ; and

Ls oxides are employed in enamel-painting,

nd in the manufacture of several colours.
The most important of these alloys is brass, which is form-

! by the union of copper an<J zinc, though brass is never
lade with pure zinc, but generally with calamine, which is a
ative oxide, or, ralht-r, carbonau of zinc.

Pinchbeck is made by alloying copper or brass with a cer-
in portion of metallic zinc. This alloy, which approaches
•arest to th<- colour of gold, is also called prince's ?netal, and
roetimes Prince Riipert*s metal.

Bronze and gun-metal are formed by the union of copper
id tin in the proportions of 100 parts of the former to 10 or
I of the latter This alloy has more tenacity than copper,
id its surface is not so easily tarnished by the atmosphere.
Bell-metal is also an alloy of tin with copper, but this usu-
ly contains one-fourth of its weight of tin.

Copper is likewise capable of forming alloys with nickel,

ajiganese, iron, and lead. Wuh the latter metal it forms,

cording to Fourcroy, a very useful compound for making
e larger kind of printers' types.

Oxide of copper is employed in making French green, mi-
eral green, blue verditrr, &c. and it is also used by the co-

Hiured-glass makers. It forms a beautiful green glass.

501. Lead is a" metal of a blueish white co-

our, very brilliant when first cut with a knife,

ut it soon tarnishes by exposure to the air

;

t will mark writing paper, though in a fainter

tianner than plumbago ; and emits a peculiar

mell when rubbed violently. It is malleable

md ductile, but possesses very little tenacity,

iiead is scarcely sonorous, is unelastic, and,

>eing the softest of all metals, yields readily to

he hammer. Its specific gravity is 11.35: it

Its at 612°. The ore generally contains a
mall portion of silver.

Lead may be mixed with gold and silver in a moderate
teat, but when the heat is much increased the lead rises to
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the surface combined with all heterogeneous matters.

art of refining the precious metals is built upon this property

of lead.

Exp.—Alloy a piece of silver with a portion of lead, pi

the alloy upon a stick of charcoal, attach a blow-pipe to a
j

someter charged with oxygen gas, light the charcoal fi

with a bit of paper, and keep up the heat by pressing up

the machine. When the metals get into complete fusio

the lead will begin to burn, and very soon will be all (lis

pated in a white smoke, leaving the silver in a state of purq

502. Lead ore is very abundant in Scl

land, in tfie western parts of Northumberla
and Durham, in Derbyshire, and in many otl

parts of the world. Most of the lead of coi

merce is however procured from a comm
mineral (which is a sulphuret of this me
known by the name of lead glance, or galen
Lead ore is generally found in veins, boih in siliceous

calcareous rocks. Galena, or sulphuret of lead, is

common both in masses and crystallised. That of the cou

of Durham has been analysed by Dr. Thomson, and fou

consist of lead 83.18, sulphur 13.02, an<) iron 0.50. The
an ore found in Cornwall called antimordal lead-ore, whj

contains 24 per cent, of antimony, 13 of copper, 1 of iroi

17 of sulphur. Lead is also found combined with silver,

rnony, and bismuth. Oxides ol lead combined with various

earths also occur in mining countries.

503. Lead presents us with three distinct

oxides. It is capable also of combining wi

chlorine, with iodine, with phosphorus, and wi
sulphur.
There are only three well defined oxides of lead, viz.

yellow- the red, and the brown or puce-coloured oxide. Ac-

cording to Berzelius. the first of these is composed of 100 of

lead and 7.70 of oxygen ; the second of 100 of the metal and

11.08 ot oxygen, and the brown of 100 parts of lead and 15 60

of oxygen.
When nitric acid of the specific gravity 1 260 is poured

upon the red oxide of lead, 185 parts of the oxide are dissolv-

'

-<. 15 parts remain in the state of a deep browR, or bril-
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ant flea-brovrn powder. This is the brown oxide of lead
,

lontaining 13$ per cent, of oxygen.
Lead may be converted into an oxide by heating it in a st-

ation where it can have free access of atmospheric air. All
tie oxides of lead may, however, be reduced to metallic lead

y heating them with a mixture of tallow and charcoal, or
ny substance that will absorb the oxygen. This may readily

>e shown by placing a few grains of red lead upon a piece of
harcoal, and fusing it with a blow-pipe. Even the oxide of
ad, which is combined with flint glass, may be revived by
elting the glass with any carbonaceous substance.

Exp. 1.—Take one ounce of red lead, and half a drachm
charcoal in powder, incorporate them well in a mortar,

nd then fill the bowl of a tobacco pipe with the mixture.

Mace this in the middle of a common fire, and presently the

ead will be reduced, when it may be poured out as metallic

ead.

Exp. 2.—Take a little red-lead, expose it to an intense

eat in a crucible, and pour it out when melted. The result

/ill be metallic glass, and will furnish an example of the vi-

lification of metals.

504. The salts of lead are very numerous,
perhaps equal to the number of acids ; but the

muriate, nitrate, sulphate, carbonate, and ace-

ate of lead are those most known. An artifi-

cial chromate of lead has been sold in conside-

rable quantities as a pigment, and it possesses

eat beauty.
Lead forms an insoluble compound with sulphuric acid,

nd hence that acid is sometimes used to detect the presence

» of this deleterious metal ; but the best test is a solution of sul-

r phuretted hydrogen, or of some hydrosulphuret. Tolhesus-
I pected liquid add a little of this test, and if lead be present it

will give it a dark brown or blackish tinge. The test is how-
> ever somewhat ambiguous, for it also blackens solutions of bis-

muth, silver, and some other metals.

Exp. 1.—Write with a solution of nitrate or acetate oflead.

.When the writing is dry, it will be invisible. Then having

prepared a glass decanter with a little sulphuret of iron strew-
r ed over the bottom of it, pour a little very dilute sulphuric

; acid upon the sulphuret, so as not to wet the mouth of the
1 decanter, and suspend the writing, by means of the glass stop

-

S2
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.

per, within the decanter. By an attention to the paper, t'

writing will become visible by degrees, as the sulphurtti

hydrogen gas rises from (he bottom of the vessel.

Exp. 2.—In like manner add sulphuretted hydrogen

solution of lead, and a deep brown precipitate will be oc

stoned. This is an effectual mofle of detecting this and si

other pernicious metals when in solution.

505. The carbonate, murio-carbonate, su

phate phosphate, molybdate, arseniate, a

chromate of lead are native productions.
Sulphate of lead or lead vitriol occurs at Leadhills, ai

elsewhere in Scotland, in the isle of Anglesea, and at

zance, Its usual colours are yellowish, gray, and gray ishw

and it is generally found crystal lis; it.

The native phosphate of lead has two varieties, viz.

brovjn and the green lead ore. An arsenicr.phosphate of!

is also found in several places in Europe.
Ai*3eniate of Lad occurs in France and .in Siberia, Bean

fill specimens of this native salt have been found in Hi

Unity Mine, near Redruth in Cornwall, in six sided prise

colour wax yellow, splendent and translucent.

Chromate of lead has been found o dy in a gold mine in

beria ; it occurs in prismatic crystals of a hyacinth ;• d t ol

inclining to aurora. In^someofthe specimens

ofchromate of lead are very pleasingly intermixed with

green phosphate of lead.

506. Lead is employed to cover buildin

to form water-pipes, to make a great variety

vessels for economical and chemical purposes

and its oxides in refining gold and silver. I

oxides are also used for dyeing and cali

printing; in the manufactures of glass, ea
envvare, and porcelain ; and in the preparati

of various pigments. The several alloys form

by means of lead with copper, tin, and antimo-

ny, are now constantly employed hi the arts.

The oxides of lead dissolved in various menstrua, are used

as embrocations, and for several other preparations, by the

practitioners of medicine and surgery.
Ejrp.—Mix one ounce of litharge of lead with one drachm
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pf pulverised muriate of ammonia, and submit the mixture to

red heat in a clean tobacco-pipe. The increase of tempe-
•ajture will separate the ammonia in the form of gas, and the
" uriatic acid will combine with the lead. When the cbm-
jound is wHl melted, pour it into a metallic cup, and you
vill have a true muriate of lead of a bright yellow colour, the
irilliancy of which may be much heightened by grinding it as

isual with oil. In this state it forms the colour called patent

Blow.

507. Antimony is a brilliant, brittle metal,

f a silvery white colour, which has not much
enacity, and is entirely destitute of ductility,

t has a laminated or striated texture, and
/hen rubbed on the hand communicates to it a

eculiar smell. Its specific gravity according

o Mr. Hatchett is 6.712. It melts at 810° of

Fahrenheit, and on cooling crystallises in the

orm of pyramids. At a still greater heat it

ay be entirely volatilised. It is also suscep-

ible of vitrification, and produces a hyacinth-

joloured glass.

Exp. I.— II this metal he ground fine, and thrown into a

glass jar filled with chlorine, it will inflame immediately,

nd continue to burn with great rapidity and with a brilliant

^lite flame. The combustion affords a beautiful spectacle.

Exp. 2.—When antimony is heated to whiteness in a cru-

ible, and in this state agitated, in contact with the air, it in-

ames with a sort of explosion, and presents while burning a

pry singular kind of white flame, forming what have been

brmtrly called argentineflotvers.

Exp. 3.—When antimony is well fused upon charcoal,

nd if, at the moment when its sui lace is not covered with

iy particle of oxide, we throw it suddenly upon the ground,

he globules, into which ;

t divides in its fall, burn with a very

ively flame, throwing out on all sides brilliant sparks, diffe-

ent'from that of any other metal.

Exp. 4.—MrtTfive or six grains of sulphuret of antimony

ith half its weight of chlorate of potash, and then, if a sud-

;n stroke be given to the mixture, upon a steel anvil, it ful-

Iminates with a loud report, emitting, according to Fourcroy,

* flame as brilliant and rapid as lightning.
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Antimony may be known from bismuth thus :—Bismuth is

very soluble in nitric acid, but antimony dissolves in it with

some difficulty.

508. Antimony is procured from an ore

which is found chiefly in Sweden, Saxony, Hun-
gary, and Norway ; it is known in these coun-

tries by the simple name of ore of antimony. *
There arc several distinct ores of antimony, but the gray ig

the only one which is found in sufficient quantity tor the

manulacturer ; it is a sulp.huret of antimony. In mineralogi-

cal cabinets this ore is divided into four sub-species, viz. the

compact, foliated, radiated, and the plumose. Besides these

there is what is called the nickeliferous ore of antimony, the

red antimony ore, the white ore of antimony, and antimony
ochre.

509. We are acquainted with only three

well-defined oxides of this metal ; viz. the gray,

the white, and the yellow. Antimony is also

capable of combining with chlorine, iodine,

phosphorus and sulphur.
Some solutions of the oxides of this metal are very power-

ful and even poisonous when taken internally, except in very

small quantities. By different combinations of the oxides o|

this metal, various colours may be produced.
Exp. 1.—If oxide of antimony be precipitated by water

from nitro-muriatic acid, the precipitate will be white; but if

it be precipitated by a clear solution of galls, the precipitate

takes a light yellow.

Exp. 2.—Prepare a colourless solution of tartrate of pot-

ash and antimony (the common emetic tartar,) and pour into

it a liquid sulphuretted hydrogen. This will combine with

the metallic oxide, and form an orange-coloured precipitate.

Exp. 3.—Melt together equal parts of copper and antimo-

ny, the one a jellow, the other a white metal, and the alloy

that results from this mixture will take the colour of the

violet.

Exp. 4.-—If the gray sulphuretted oxide of antimony b<

fused in a crucible, we procure a beautiful transparent glass

which is called *he glass of antimony. This takes the colon;

gf the hyacinth.

510. Many different salts have been formet
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Uh the oxides of this metal ; but those most
novvn are the muriate of antimony, the phos-
late of lime and antimony, and the tartrate

t potash and antimony. The first has been
>und native.
Muriate ot antimony is the common butter of antimony.
he white oxide of antimony, called the powder of algaroth.
•made by meivly dropping this solution into pure water,
ftriate of antimony has been found native in Bohemia.
iTIie well-known medicine called James's pvwder is a phos-
•kte of lime and antimony. It is a triple salt in the form of
"white powder. F6r a method ot preparing it, consult Phi-
tophical JMagazine, vol. xi.

Emetic tartar is a tartrate of potash and antimony, com-
sed of about 56 parts tartrate of antimony, 3G tartrate of
tash, and 8 of water.

511. Antimony is combined with some other

etals in making printers' types, and specula

r telescopes. Its oxides are employed in me-
cine, and in colouring glass. In times of re-

ote antiquity its sulphuret was used by fe-

iles as a black pigment, for staining the eye-

shes.
Perhaps we have no metal more valuable as a medicine

an antimony, or one that is applied in such various ways
;

d yet no medicine has ever undergone so many vicissitude*

reputation ; as may be seen in a very curious history of an-

nony bv Dr. Paris, in the Pharmacologic, page 7i, 4lh edi-

), 1820.

512. Bismuth is of a reddish white colour,

a lamellated texture, and moderately hard.

it neither ductile nor malleable. Its specific

ravity is 9.822, but this degree of density may
e increased by weak and cautious hammering;

fid yet it is so brittle that it breaks readily

nder a smart stroke of the hammer, and may
h reduced by that means even to powder. This
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metal has but little taste or smell. It melts i

476°, and on cooling crystallises in parallel

pipeds. At a great heat it volatillises ; an

When ignited, burns with a beautiful kind <

lambent blue flame.

Bismuth has the singular property of expanding1 as it coo

Hence, probably, its use in the metallic composition for pri

lers' tjpes; as from this expansive property are obtained t

most perfect impressions of the moulds in which the lette

are cast. In manufactories this metal is known to the wor
men by the name of tin glass The larger kind of printe

type9 are generally matJe with lead and antimony only;

the proportion of four parts of the former to one of the lattc

If water be added to a solution of bismuth in nitric acid, t

oxWe will be precipitated of a pure w/iite colour; but tinctu

of galls produces a very different kind of precipitate.

Exp —If a colourless solution of galls be added to a sol

tion of bismuth in nitric acid, equally colourless, a bro-wn pr

eipitate will be produced. This is a distinguishing chara

teristic of this metal.

513. Bismuth is generally found with cobp

in the cobaltic ores of Saxony and Englan
Native bismuth and sulphuret of bismuth a:

also found at several places upon the continen

but this" is not an abundant metal.
The ores of bismuth are found in veins in the primiti

mountains on various parts of the continent of Europe. A si

phuret of this metal has been discovered in Cornwall. -.

514. Bismuth is gradually oxidised by fusic

in atmospheric air ; and may be thus convert*

into an oxide consisting of about 90 of bismu

and 10 of oxygen. At present we are acquain

ed with only one oxide of this metal. Bismu
is however capable of forming compounds wi

chlorine, iodine, and sulphur.
Pearl-white is an oxide, or rather a sub-salt, of this met

Ladies have used it for whitening the skin ; but it has the

convenience of becoming black by the contact of sulphurett

hydrogen gas, or the fumes of fetid substances. The
{
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iich arises from the burning; of mineral coal will have the
I :ne effect upon it.

f
Exp.—A letter written with a diluted solution of bismuth
jomes, when dry, illegible ; but a feather dipped in a so-
m of sulphuret of potash will instantly blacken the oxide,
make the writing legible.

515. Several salts of bismuth have been
med, but their properties have not been
ich examined by chemists. Their chief cha-

iteristics are, that sulphuretted hygroden will

casion a dark brown, and gallic acid a pale

How precipitate in their solutions ; and that,

en the metal is held in solution by acids, a
ite oxide of bismuth is precipitated by the

;re addition of water
Titrate of bismuth does not dissolve in water like most
m metallic salts, but becomes decomposed, forming one of
most delicate white precipitates ; hence, this metal is

dily distinguished from most others. This precipitate,

hed and dried, is what has been called mtigistevy of bis-

th,or pearl-white, before mentioned. The solution of

uth in nitric acid has been used as a sympathetic ink.

It ^len first written, the letters are invisible ; but if the paper
1 plunged in water, the characters become white and per-

i illy legible.

516. Bismuth is used with other metals not

<ly to form printers' types, but also to make
;wter, and for some other compounds. It re-

;irkably contributes to the fusibility of some
«4oys; hence it is employed to make solder.

smuth is likewise given in medicine, though,

w, very rarely.
The common mixture for pewter is 112 pounds of tin 15

indsof lead, and 6 pounds of brass; but many ruanufactur-

use also bismuth and antimony to compose this metallic

ipy. Bismuth is likewise generally mixed with tin for

\sels of capacity, &c, as it gives to that metal a greater

• jrce of brilliancy aud hardness. From its property often-
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dering lead more fusible, it is too often employed with

metal to adulterate quicksilver.

JZrp. 1.—If 8 parts of bismuth, 5 or lead, and 3 of tin be

melted together, the mixed metal will fuse, at a healj

greater than 212°. Tea-spoons made with this alloy ares

in London, to surprise those who are unacquainted with th

nature. They have the appearance of bright pewter
spoons, but melt as soon as they are put into hot tea.

Exp. 2.—If lead, zinc and bismuth be taken in equal ps

the resulting alloy will melt with so small a portion of calc

that it may even be kept in fusion upon paper over a lamp

517. Mercury, which is found in vari

states in the interior of the earth, is for

most part brought to Europe from the

Indies and from Peru ; but it is found in st

greater abundance at Almaden in Spain, whe

it is extracted from the ore by distillation.

The quicksilver mines of Idria, a town in the circle of]

er Austria, have been wrought constantly for 300 years,

are thought upon an average to yield above 100 tons of quick]

silver annually.

Mercury is found also in Hungary and China ; it occur

most commonly in argillaceous schistus, lime-stones, an

sandstones. It is likewise found in Sweden amalgamate
with silver, and frequently combined with sulphur. Runnin .

mercury is seen in globules, in some earths and stones i

!

America, and is collected from the clefts of the rocks there.

518. Mercury, in the temperature of our at

mosphere, is a white fluid metal having the ap

pearance and brilliancy of melted silver: iifj

this state it has neither taste nor smell, and V
extremely divisible. It is the heaviest of al

the -metals except platinum and gold, havii

the specific gravity of 13.568, and when fro?

that of 14.465. This fluid metal freezes at

degrees below the zero of Fahrenheit, and i

then malleable and ductile. It readily com
bines with several ofthe other metals, and form
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ith them what are called amalgams. It is

so capable of combining with chlorine, with
msphorus, with iodine, and with sulphur.
We see iii«reury always in a Jlnid state, because it is so
rv fusible thtt a small portion of caloric is able to keep t in

itate of fluidity ; but it is as perfecti) opaque as other me-
s. All metals requirt different portions of bent to fuse
em. Tin melts ai 442° a'd lead at 612° of Fahrenheit

;

terras gold requires the hi at of 32c ot Wedgwood, or 1300*
F;.h tnheit t-> melt it, and platinum cannot be fused by the
ongest heat of our- best furnaces. Mercury, when submit-
1 to a sufficient degree of cold, is sim lar in appearance to

iei metals, and may be beaten into plates. At the poles
icksilver would p obably be always solid.

Exp —By exposing mercury to cold of a proper degree of
ensity, which may be accomplished easily by certain frigo-

c mixtures, it becomes a solid metal. If a lump of this

dropped into a cup of warm water, the solid metal will

mediately become fluid, and the fluid water in the same
tant will b- come solid. If a glass b- used for the experi-
nt, it s 1

' oil Id be infolded within a cloth to prevent acci-

its; for sometimes it will be shivered in pieces by the ra-

ity of the action.

519. Mercury does not readily combine with

sygen in the ordinary temperature of the at-

psphere, even when an extended surface is

posed; but if heated to about 600° of Fan-
nheit, it gradually becomes oxidised. It is

.pable of two degrees of oxidisement, form-

:g the black, or protoxide, and the red, or per-

,:ide of this metal.
Tlie first is composed of 100 of mercury, and 4 of oxygen

;

e latter is of a bright scarlet, consisting of 100 of the metal
M 8 of oxygen.
iMercuiv may readily be oxidised by dissolving it in nitric

^d, and'then the oxide may be separated by ptveipital ng
from its solution by tbe addition of a pure alkali, nr b) ex-
sing the solution to a proper degree of heat to expel the

•raaining acid.

The beautiful scarlet pigment called vermilion is prepared
>m mercury. It is tbe red snlphuret of mercury.

T •
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520. There is a great variety of mercurial

salts ; but the acetate, the sulphate, the nitrate,

and the muriate of mercury are best known.
The latter is found native in the Palatinate.

Several salts are termed by art with this meul for medici-

nal purposes ; viz. Keyser's pill, which is an acetate of mere*,

ry ; Turbith mineral, '<» sub-sulphate of mercury ; Redprecipi-

fate, or oxide o\ means of the nitric acid ; Calomel, or proto-

chloride of mercury*; and the perchloride, or CoiTosive sub-

limate.

Exp. 1.—Take equal parts of mercury arid flowers of sul-

phur, add a drop or two of water, and grind the whole toge*

ther in a glass mortar. Presently the mercurial globules -.vill

totally disappear and the mass assume a blaek colour. It thus

becomes a black sulphuret of mercucy, or the true Ethiops

mineral.

Exp. 2.—If the black sulphuret of mercury formed in the

last experiment be heated in an open vessel, part of the sul

phur will pass off, sulphurous acid gas will be emitted, ant

the mass remaining in the vessel will have acquired the colom
of the violet.

Exp. 3.—If the violet residuum of the last experiment be

removed tf> a glass matrass or flask and heat gradually ap-

plied, the whole will sublime into a dark shining mass, whi
by being reduced into powder, famishes a most brillit

scarlet.

521. Mercury is used in large quantities foi

separating gold and silver from their several,

ores ; for silvering mirrors, for water-gilding

for making barometers and thermometers; by
the philosophical chemist for many purposes

of the laboratory; and in the manufacture of ver-

milion. It has also various and important uses;

in medicine, besides its employment in the pre

paration of the mercurial salts.

In South America mercury is used to separate gold aflt

silvei from the extraneous matter found with those metals

By triturating the mass with mercury, (he gold and silver be

come amalgamated with it j and afterwards this amalgam i
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submitted to heat, -when the mercury sublimes, and the per-
;fect metals arc left in a state of purity.

A fulminating powder has been made with this metal,
'which might in some particular instances be employed for

blasting rocks, as its immediate force is much' greater than
that of gunpowder, though it does not extend so far.

522. The sixth class of metals consists of

those which do not decompose water, but jet
are capable of absorbing oxygen, and are there-

by converted into acids. They are arsenic,

molybdenum, tungsten, chromium, and colum-
<bium.

523. Arsenic, or some of its native combi-

nations, was known to the ancients more than

•eighteen hundred years ago; but nothing was
'understood of its real nature until its proper-

ties were examined in a philosophical manner
by Mr. Brandt in the year 1733.

' Exp. 1.—II sulphuretted hydrogen be added to any of the

'oxitles of arsenic in solution, a yellow-coloured precipitate

'will be produced. This precipitate is the same as that beau-
tiful ore called orpime-nt (sulphuret of arsenic).

Exp. 2.—If metallic arsenic be previously inflamed in oxy-
gen gas, it will burn till the whole is consumed. The com-
bustion is very brilliant, and forms a striking experiment.

I Whenever arsenic has been taken internally, by design or
mistake, the best medicine is sulphuret of potash (liver of sul-

phur) dissolved in water. A few scruples should be dissolved

in half a pint or a pint of water, and administered a little at a
time as the patient can hear it.

524. Arsenical pyrites, from which the white
oxide of arsenic is procured, is found in Bohe-
mia, Norway, Sweden, Hungary, Saxony, and
other places on the continent ; at Alva in Stir-

lingshire ; and abundantly in Cornwall and De-
vonshire. Arsenic is also united with, and
icontaminates, many of the other metallic ores

in England.
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The arsenite of commerce is prepared in Saxony in th«

operation of roasting i h^ cobalt ores for the manufacture o

zafFre ; while arsenic, by mixing the common oxide with pot

ash, and submitting >t to sublimation. By this process th<

arsenic is separated, and sublimed, leaving its sulphur behind

united to the potash.

525. Arsenic is generally found in certaii

parts of Germany in combination with acids

sulphur, or oxygen; but when reduced to itii

pure metallic state, it is a brilliant metal, of i

blueish white colour, easily tarnishing, that is

oxidising by exposure to the air, though so lorn,

as it is kept under water it will remain unal

tered.
According to Lavoisier, the specific gravity of metallic arse

nic is 5.7fi33T In all its states it is extremely poisonous.

526. Arsenic is extremely brittle, and at th

same time the softest of all the metals. It ha

no smell while cold, but when heated it exhale

a very strong odour, resembling that of garlic

This metal is volatile, and when sublimed i
!

becomes the protoxide which crystallises ii

tetrahedrons.
Arsenic may be known by the smell of garlic, and by th

white fumes which it exhales when thfbwn on a pec of red

hot coal. If this experiment bt made « i' h arsenic*us "aci

(the white arsenic of commerce), it must be b-o >it in contac

with charcoal or some other substance that has a now rfi

affinity for oxygen, as Dr. Paris has lately discovered that th

oxide of arsenic in vapour is entirely inodorous, aid tiiaflh

alliaceous smell is wholly confined HJDu'tulUc arsenic in a stat

of vapour.

59,7. Arsenic has a great affinity for oxyger

and two combinations of it are known, viz. th

white oxide of arsenic, or arsenious acid, whic

is a hard and brittle substance with a glass

texture ; and that with a further proportion c

1
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)xygen which constitutes arsenic acid, and
vhich, according to the mode of its preparation,

s either in the form of a white solid, or of the

consistence of jelly. Both are poisonous.
The first of these oxides, which may be formed by the

3ombustion of metallic arsenic, is the common white arsenic

of commerce, and is composed of about 75 arsenic and 25

5xvgen. The arsenic acid is procured by digesting the pro-

toxide in nitro-muriaticacid and distilling to dryness. It may
Iso be formed by dissolving arsenic in nitric acid, and evapo-
rating the solution to a white solid mass. Arsenic acid is a

sompound of about 67 of metal and 33 of oxygen.

528. The salts which have been formed with

i:his metal are few ; though muriate of arsenic,

nown by the name of butter of arsenic, was
:nade by the old chemists. None of the salts

)f this metal, considered as a base, are found
lative.

i Though there are no native salts in which arsenic forms
I \he base, yet we are acquainted with several in which it is

jombine'l as an acid ; such are the arseniates of lime, copper,
ron, cobalt, &c.

529. Arsenic is capable of combining with
hydrogen, with chlorine, with iodine, with phos-
phorus, and with sulphur.
When arsenic is introduced into chlorine gas it burns with

great splendour, and the result is chloride of arsenic, the
same with the article already mentioned under the old name
of butter of arsenic.

Iodide of arsenic is a solid similar in colour to that of the
vapour of iodine. It is soluble in water, and the solution will

decompose nitrate of silver and produce a yellow precipitate

[rf nitrate of silver.

Arsenic and phosphorus readily combine and form together
a brilliant black powder.
Sulphur and arsenic readily unite bv fusion, and form a red,

pitreous, semitransparent mass, which is a true sulphuret of
Jrsenic: hut this compound occurs as a native production in

serious parts of Europe, and is used as a pigment under the

T2
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name of realgar. There is also a yellow sulphuret of arsenic

{jailed orpiment.

530. Arsenic is used to whiten copper, and

enters into most compositions for the specula

of reflecting telescopes, and for other optical

purposes. Its oxides are employed in many-

processes of the dyer ; also-in the manufacture

of glass, and in several of the arts. The sul-

phurets of arsenic are also employed in vario

ways, and form likewise several valuable pi

ments.
Copper alloyed with arsenic forms a malleable and fiVxib

metal that takes a fine polish. On account of these prope

ties, this mixed metal is frequently employed for making su

dry articles which are designed to be plated with silver.

Arsenic is also used in making small shot. The design

it is to render the lead more brittle, and better capable of

nulatmg.
Orpiment and realgar are both sulphurcts of arsenic,

algar is of the colour of scarlet or dark orange : orpiment^
which is formed with more sulphur, is of a beautiful lemon-
colour. Rt algar always occurs in primitive mountains, where-
as orpiment is generally lound in secondary mountains. They
are both much used in dyeing and calico-printing. The pig-

ment called king's yellow is made from yellow orpiment.
Besides the s« veral uses which have been enumerated, I am
told that beautiful shades of different colours may be given

to valuable furs by arsenical solutions.

531. Molybdenum is obtained from a mine-

ral found in Sweden and elsewhere called mo-
lybdena, which is a sulphuret of molybdenum.
This metal, which has hitherto been obtained^

only m small grains, is very brittle, of the co-'

lour of silver, and has a specific gravity of 8.611.
Mohbdena is found at Glenelg in lnverness-shire, imbed-

ded in chlorite-slate ; also in granite at Shap in Westmore-
land ; at Coldbeck in Cumberland, and Huel Gorland in Corn-
wall. It occurs also in Norway and other parts of Europe ; in

Siberia and in Greenland. This mineral, in outward appear-
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ice, is very similar to plumbago. It is a compound of CO of

alybdenum nrl 4'1 nt sulphur.

532. When heated in open vessels, it confi-

nes with the oxygen of the atmosphere and is

inverted into the white or peroxide. It is sus-

mtible of three states of oxidisement, giving

brown, a blue, and a white oxide. The two
tter having acid properties are known also by
e names of the mohjhdous and the motyddie
pids. Molybdenum is capable of forming al-

ivs with many of the other metals.
Tne protoxide appears to consist ol 100 molybdenum and
oxygen ; thi iuoUIkI'uis aeid, of 100 molybdenum and 34
gen ; (he molybdie acid, of 100 mohbdenura and 50 or 51

Hgeh.

533. Tungsten is a heavy metal, procured
om a mineral which occurs in Sweden, and
om an ore called wolfram found in Cornwall,
rmany, and elsewhere. The pure metal is

tremely hard, very brittle, and of the colour

steel ; it possesses much brilliancy, and has

specific gravity of 17.40, which is but little

f*rior to that of gold.
Tliis native substance, winch is known to mineralogists by
e names of scheelium or tungsten, is composed of tungstic

id 65, limp 31 , and silica 4.

534. There are two oxides of the metal, viz.

e brown, which consists of 100 of tungsten

nd 16.G of oxygen ; and the yellow, consisting

•f 100 of tungsten and 25 of oxygen. Tungs-
en will form alloys with several of the other

netals, but none of these have yet been brought

nto use. Sulphuret of tungsten may also be

ormed by art.

; Berzelius formed sulphuret of tungsten by the agency of
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sulphuret of mercury. It is a black powder, which he found

to consist of tungsten 100 and sulphur 33.25.

535. Chromium was unknown until the year

1797, when Vauquelin analysed some of the

red lead ore of Siberia, and found it to consist

of the oxide of lead and a peculiar acid pos-

sessing a metallic base. By exposing this acid

to an intense heat in conjunction with carbo-

naceous matter, he succeeded in reducing it

a metallic state. The metal, which he nam
chromium, is white and brittle, and has a s

cific gravity of not more than 5.90. It is m
netic, though less so than iron or nickel;!

takes a good polish, which remains unchan

by exposure to atmospheric air; and yet wh
heated it is slowly converted to an oxide.
The red lend ore of Siheria is a beautiful nr\(\ rare mine

which has heen found to consist of 64 oxide of lead and

chromic acid. The chromate of iron varies according to t

place whence it is obtained.

536. Chromium requires a most intense he

to melt it, and does not readily enter into com
bustion. It resists the action of all the mine

ral acids, except that of the nitro-muriatic aci

this, however, acts slowly upon it, and atleng.

forms with it muriate of chromium. Chromium
is susceptible of three degrees of oxidisement,

whence arise the green or protoxide ; the brown

or deutoxide ; and the chromic acid, or per-

oxide, which is of a deep scarlet. The effects

which chlorine, iodine, phosphorus or sulphur

have upon this metal are unknown.
The green oxide consists of chromium 100 and oxygen

43.86 ; whereas the melal combines with a double portion of

oxygen to form the chromic acid, which is a compound of
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romium 100 and oxygen 87 72. The proportion of" oxygen
the brown t xi<l< is not yet accurately known.

'537. Columbium, or tantalum as it has also

:en called, was discovered by Mr. Hatchett,

I the year 1801, in a mineral belonging to the

'ritish Museum, supposed to be brought from

assachusetts, and which he found to consist

la metallic acid combined with oxide of iron.

|e gave it the name of columbium.
Tli'- mm^-rd from winch Mr. HaUhetl obtained th - first

rei en of columbic acid has been described as bengofa
rk brownish gray colour, moderate]) I) ird and ren b ittle;

fllustre vitreous incliiingto metallic; its Fracture imperfeet-

lanellftted ; its particles not attracied by the magnet ; and

I
specific gi avity 5.918.

f 538. Mr. Ekeberg, a Swedish chemist, de-

cted a metallic substance in two minerals

iund in Sweden, different from any metal al-

,ady known. This metal lie named tantalum.

t the year 1809, Dr. YVollas on submitted the

vo Swedish minerals to analysis ; and disco-

?red that columbium and tantalum are one
id the sauie species. In the year 1815, Ber-
?lius succeeded in reducing the oxide of tan-

.lum to its metallic state, by intensely heating

i

in a crucible of charcoal.
Taiitnlite tens i ' in c> i-s, bui principally- crystallised in

u'i octahedrons, with a s<piarebase. Its colour is i'-on

:uk, sometimes will) a shnd< of blue. Its lustra is metallic,

; to resinous Its constituent parts are, oxide of tan-
Inm 83, <'X> !• of iron 12, oxide of manganeS' 8.

539. When columbium is converted to an
tide, it possesses acid properties ; and when
te oxide is converted to an hydrate, it becomes
)luble in oxalic, tartaric, and citric acids. If

letallic columbium be heated to redness, it
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takes fire, and slowly consumes without flam

In several respects it differs from all the m<

tallic bodies yet discovered.
..lhium 100, oxygen 5.5;»

the dydrate consists of oxide ofeolbmbhim 100, pater 12.5.

540. Selenium was discovered by Profess*

Berzelius. This substance is principally su

phur ; but on burning, it emits an odour, whic

induced Berzelius to suppose that it contair

ed tellurium ; he found, however, upon minui

examination, that its peculiar smell was 0?

ing, not to tellurium, but to the presence of

new substance, to which he gave the name 1

of selenium.
This substance is considered to be a metal, though in tl

opinion of some persons it might with more propriety^H
been classed with sulphur and phosphorus.

541. Selenium has a gray colour, its lusti

is metallic and very brilliant, and it is slight!

transparent. At 212 c of Fahrenheit it soften

and at a few degrees higher it melts'. "VVhe

cooling it is ductile, may be kneaded betwee

the finders, and drawn into fine threads, tl

lustre of which is strongly metallic; whe

slowly cooled it has a granular fracture,

is a bad conductor of heat, and a non-condac

tor of electricity.

When heated before the blow pipe, it tinges the flame of

fine azure blue, and gives out a strong smell resembling tl

o: horse-radish.

542. When selenium is heated in nitric acit

it is dissolved ; and by decomposing a portio

of the acid and combining with its oxygen is cor

verted into selenic acid. This acid, after ev;

poration to dryness, maybe volatilised byhea
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kublimed into needle-formed crystals which
B often a foot in length. These are soluble

water, and have the taste and other proper-

Ik of an acid.

M>43. Selenic acid unites readily with the fix-

Halkalies, and with them forms salts of the

our of vermilion. These alkaline seleniates

stallise with difficulty, and deliquesce when
osed to the atmosphere.
a plate of zinc be numers.

<J
in an aqueous solution of any

ese salts, the selenium will b>e precipitated in a metallic

44. The principal characteristics of the se-

th and last class are, that the metals which
stitute it neither decompose water, nor ab-

oxygen from the atmosphere at any tempe-
re. These are platinum, gold, silver, pal-

iuui, rhodium, and iridium.

5. Platinum is found in grains, in a me-
ic state, in various parts of South America.
as also been discovered in the island of St.

Imingo, in a new mineral brought from the

g d mines of Brazil, and in the province of

Itramadura in Spain.
1 itinum generally occurs in small roundish flattened grains

one size of sand ; but there are instances of its being found
i ranular pieces as large as a pea.

546. This important metal was not known
(heard of in Europe until the year 1748, and
as not described as a peculiar metal, at least

i England, before 1754 ; when Dr. Lewis pub-
ined several papers upon it in the Philosophical

I
ansactions for that year.
'latinum, in the langung of Peru, means little silver. The

c of platinum contains no less than nine different substances.
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viz. silica, iron, lead, copper, plaiinum, iridium, osraiuro

rhodium and palladium.

547. Platinum is the heaviest of all the me
tals ; is nearly as white but not so brilliant a:i

silver ; and is difficultly fusible, though by grea|

labour it maybe rendered malleable, so as t

be wrought into utensils like other metals. li

has considerable tenacity, and is so ductile thai

it may be drawn into wire less than one

eighteen thousandth part of an inch in diametei

Hence it may by means of powerful rollers b

reduced to sheets of almost any thinness tha

may be desired.
The spec. fit gravity of hammered platinum is nearly 25

J

which is double that of lead. It may always he known fror
j

other metals by thissuperior specific gravity, it being- the he; J

viest body in nature. .
i

Platinum may be distinguished from all other metals l

adding a solution of muriate of ammonia to a solution of ill i

metal in nitro-miiriatic acid, when a red coloured precipitat I

will instantly appear. This is tire only means yet ku >\vn I

discover when gold has been alloyed with this metal. Gol
j

is generally known, if weighed hy drostatically , by its specif"

gravity ; but if it be alloyed with platinum, some other te ",

is necessary, as platinum lias a greater specific gravity tha
j

gold. .
Exp —Prepare a very dilute and colourless solution of ph

tinum by dropping a small quantity of the nitro-munat£<|
that metal into a ghss of water. If a single drop of the soli I

tion of muriate of tin be added to this, a bright red precip
j

tate will be instantly produced. A more delicate test tha

this of any metal cannot be conceived.

548 Platinum has neither taste nor smel

nor is it oxidisable by the action of air or w?;

ter. It is nearly as hard as pure iron, and i i

susceptible of a tine polish. It is a conductc

of electricity, but conducts heat more slowlJ
than any other metal. It will resist the strong
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t heat of our fires without melting, and, like

.m, is capable of being welded when properly

ated. A great variety of alloys have been
rmed with platinum. Its specific gravity is

47.

'he btrongest of the pure mineral acids has no effect upon
s metal, it employed separately ; neither has the strongest

I, unless it be urged by a stream of ox
>
gen gas. This me-

ma), however, be melted by a burning lens, or dissolved

hlorine or nitro-muriatic acid. If raised with arsenic, and
n exposed to a great heat, it fuses readily. By putting a

inum wire into the flame produced by the combustion of

ed hydrogen and oxygen gases, it burns with all the bril-

cv of iron-wire, and emits sparks in abundance,
''or an account of the most valuable alloys of platinum, con-

Mr. Hatchett's paper in the Philosophical Transactions ,

1S03.

tv repeated hammering, Dr Wollaston was enabled to in-

ie the density of platinum to the specific gravity of 21 5313.

specific gravity ofcrude platinum is generally 17.70.

549. The oxygen in atmospheric air has no
ect upon platinum, unless when assisted by
intense heat; but the oxide may be pro-

red by dissolving the metal in nitro-muria-

: acid, and then precipitating it by an alkali,

om some late experiments it appears to be
sceptible of two degrees of oxidisement, af-

ding the black and the gray oxide : and that

is the latter oxide which enters into the com-
sition of the salts of platinum, and which ac-

rding to Berzelius contains twice as much
ygen as the former. Platinum is also capa-

of combining with chlorine, phosphorus, and

Ilphur.
ftatinam may also be oxidised by the electric spark, or by
»ting it with nitre. The oxide, which is of a gray colour
ists according to Mr. Ch. nevix, of 87 parts metal and 13

oxygen. Native oxide of platinum is not known

u
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550. A variety of salts may be formed wi

the oxide of this metal ; but none of them ha

yet been brought into much use, except t

muriate of platinum, which is employed as,

test to discriminate between potash and son

when these alkalies are in a state of solutfr

No salt of platinum has yet been found

tive.
Exp.—In order to form any salt of platinum, the ra

must be previously dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid or cl

rine, these being the only menstrua that will act upon it.«i

in making the nitro muriatic acid, three parts of muriaties

should be mixed with one part of nitric acid ; Proust hai

determined that this mixture dissolves the largest portioi

the metal. A solution of any other salt is then to be adc

and by double affinity the new salt required may be obt

ed. Thus a solution of phosphate of soda when mixed \

muriate of platinum would probably give a phosp 1 ate of

tinum.

551. Platinum has hitherto been chiefly

for chemical utensils, such as crucibles, sbw

tongs, rods, spoons, &c. also for retorts to c*i

centrate sulphuric acid, and to make mirr

for reflecting telescopes. This metal has a

been beaten into leaves, and applied to por

lain in the manner of leaf gold. Its oxid«

used for certain articles of pottery, and in e

mel painting.
The imp rtant uses to which this precious metal ma;

applied can be easily conceived, when it is considered th

unites the indestructrbilitt of gold to a degree ol'hardness,

most equal to thai (if iron ; that it resists the action of ther.

violent fi.e, and also ot the most concentrated acids. Tf
is however a disadvantage attending ihe use ol this metal

chemical purposes, which is, that it is corroded b\ causti

kalies.

A very neat method to cover over metals with platii

was lately discovered by Mr. Stodart, who found that,

gold, it may be taken up from its solution by sulphuric et
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is said that M. Strauss has, after many experiments, suc-

fded in applying platinum to the coating of copper with as

sh ease as the common operation of tinning. The durabi-

of this metal, and its resistance to acids and aaline mat-

j will rendei this a must valuable discovery.

Zxp.—If r.itro-muriate o' platinum be; mixed with a fourth

t of it- bulk of ether, and the mixture suffered to settle,

ethereal solution of platinum will float, and may then

poured off. If polished brass and some other metals beim-
rsed in this solution, the surface will be instantly cover-

ith a ccat ofplatinum. This process may be applied to

ny useful purposes.

552. Gold is of a light yellow colour in-

ning to red ; it is the heaviest of all the me-
s except platinum ; it has neither taste nor

ell ; it possesses less tenacity than iron, cop-

r, platinum, or silver: very few, however,
the metals have more lustre, and it is so mal-
ible and ductile that it may be drawn into

re of extreme fineness, and beaten out into

ves thin enough to be carried away by the

ghtest wind.

IWht-n gold is heavier than 19 3, it must be combined with
ilinum ; when lighter, and of a deep yellow colour, it is al-

ed with copper ; if of a pale colour, with silver.

Gold possesses a hardness between that of silver and tin.

ir purposes where the metal would be liable lo wear, it is

idered much harder by the addition ufa small portion of

»per.

Such is the tenacity ot gold, that a wire one-tenth ot an inch

diameter will support a weight ot 500 pounds without break-

h\ Black has calculated, that it would t*k:> foil teen mil-

soi films of gold, such as is on some fine gilt wii , to make
•
the thickness of one inch; wher< asfom teen million ieaves

common printing paper would occupy nearly £thsofa mile

f thickness. The ductility of gold is such, that one ounce of
sufficient to gild a silver wire more than thiiteen hundred
s long.

553. Gold is not affected by long exposure
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either to atmospheric air or water ; nor is

acted upon by sulphuric, nitric, or muriat

acid, whatever may be their states of dilutit

or concentration, its only solvents being a s

lution of chlorine or nitro-muriatic acid. T!

solution of gold imparts a purple stain to tl

skin, and its oxide when united with amnion
possesses strong fulminating properties,

melts at 1300° of Fahrenheit, and it is so fix*

that it may be kept in fusion for any length

time without suffering dimipution either in i

weight or its qualities. W hen allowed to co(

it contracts in bulk and crystallises in sho

quadrilateral pyramids.
Gold in*} bt- (ktecuw when in solution, by green sulphj

of iron ; this precipitates it of a brown colour, but it so

changes to the colour of gold.

Ejl'P 1
.—Gold leaf, thrown into chlorine gas at the temp

rature ot 70° or 80°, takes fire and burns with great br

liancy.

Exp. 2.—If a solution of the green sulphate of iron

dropped into a nitro-muriate of gold, the last metal will I

immediately precipitated. In this state it is often employ)
in gilding china.

•554. Gold is however combustible; for a

though neither air, water, nor fire seems to

any effect upon it, it may be burnt by the

tion of a galvanic battery, or by exposing it

the state of wire to a stream of inflamed oxy

and hydrogen gases, whereby it becomes c

verted to an oxide. Gold is capable of fo;

ing alloys with other metals. Its specific

vity is upon an average 19.3.

Gold will form alloys with most of the metals. That wil

copper is the most useful, as it renders the gold harder, an

when in small quantity does not impair its colour. For cm
reat coin the metal is alloyed with a mixture of gold and si
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IV Sterling gold is a compound of eleven parts pure gold

a one part of some other metal. One pound of sterling

gd is always coined into 44$ guineas. An alloy of silver and
{'I is employed in soldt-nng the articl 6 made with gold, as

sh an -alloy is more fusible than purr gold.

555. Gold is found native in Peru, in Bra-

5, in Siberia, in North Carolina, in Hungary,
id in several other parts of the world. Itgene-

l ly occurs in a metallic state, alloyed with a
l:le silver or copper, and commonly in the

Urn of grains. Most of the gold of commerce
nit present brought to Europe from Africa and
f m the continent of America.
lltmlii frequently occurs in the- oi -.:$ of other metals, but it is

c flj found in the warmer regions ofthe earth. It aboundg
pjhe sands of many African rivers, and in India. Se*eralof
llriuTS in France contain gold in their sands. It has also

bn discovered in Sweden, Norway, and Ireland.

556. Gold has so little affinity for oxygen,
tit it cannot be easily oxidised like the other

i:tals : this may however be effected by amal-
jnating it with mercury, and applying heat;
t.by dissolving it in nitro-muriatic acid, and
pcipitating it with a solution of potash.
t was form, i ly imagined that gold could not be oxidised

I atmospheric air, even in the highest temperature ; it has
Ivever been proved, that the heat produced by an eleatri-

< or galvanic discharge is sufficient to effect it, and to con-
vta piece of leaf-g*ld to the purple oxide.

According to Berzelius, there are two oxides of gold, the

fen and the brown; the first containing 3.87 per cent, of
cgen, the second 10.775 ofox)gen.
The attraction of gold and silver for oxygen is so slight,

I I the rays of the sun alone will deoxidise the oxides of
t se metals.

The oxides of gold may also be reduced by hydrogen gas
(sulphurous acid gas. If white satin riblion, or silk, be
i istended with a diluted solutiou of gold, and, while moist,

nosed to a current of either of these gases, the metal will

v2
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immediately be reduced, and the silk become gilt with a re

gular coat of gold.

Exp. 1—Dissolve a few crystals of muriate of gold i

abour 8 times their weight of pure water
;
place a thin slip c

charcoal in the solution, and heat the whole hy means of
'

sand-bath. Wh< n the solution has acquired n arly a boilin

heat, tin gold will precipitate itself on the charcoal, in its m<
tallic splendour, forming a singular and beautiful appearand '

This experiment is designed to show that metals becom
insoluble, the moment they impart their oxygen to foreig

bodies.

Exp. 2.—Proceed as in the last experiment, and subm
the vessel with its contents to the rays of the sun. Here th

'

metal will be reduced, and the charcoal as effectually gilt j !

before. This is illustrative of the deoxidising power of th

sun's rays

Exp. 3.—If a piece of white silk be dipped in an aqu
solution of muriate of gold, and exposed while wet to su*

rousacid gas. the whole piece will in a few seconds be co'

ed with a coat of reduced gold.

Exp. 4.—If a piece of white silk be immersed in an aque

ous solution of muriate of gold or nitrate of silver, and th<

roughly dried in the dark, and then exposed to sulphuroi

acid vapours, it will suffer no change; nor, if it be wetted wit

alcohol and then replaced in the gas, will any sign oi redm
ion appear : but if the silk be wetted with pure water, ar

then so exposed, metallic gold or silver, as the case may h
will immediately be seen on its surface.

A glass funnel is a convenient apparatusfor these exper

ments The silk may be suspended by a threadpassed throug

it, and made fast to the funnel -with a cork. The funnel
then to be placed on a table, and by moving it a little over t)

edge oft'e table, « lighted match may be readily introduce^

and -when the glass is full of vapour the match may be iidt)

drawn. The vapour is confined by sliding thefunnel bac

upon the table g and thus the phcenomena of the experimei

may be easily observed.

!ph°;

:ove

557. There is only one salt of this metal ths

is much known, viz. the muriate of gold, whic

is obtained in small crystals, and is very sok

ble in water, many other salts may be forme

by means of the muriate of gold, but nothing {

present is known either of their properties (
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fuses. Gold may also be combined with chlo-

I rine, with phosphorus, and with sulphur.
Il ether be added to a solution of muriate 01 gold, the gold

will leave the acid, and float upon its surface, combined with
l^lhe ether.

F Exp. 1—To such a solution of gold add about a fourth part
i nf ether; shake them together, and wait till the fluids sepa-

rate : the upper stratum, or ethereal gold, is then to be care-
fully poured off into another vessel. It an) polished steel in-

Btt um< nt be dipped into this solution, and instantl) plunged
into water, the surface will have acquired a coat nf pure gold,

l>eing a very elegant and economical mode of preserving po-
lished steel from rust.

Exp. 2.—Drop a little leaf gold into nitro-muriatic acid,

and it will instantl\ disappear. This experiment is designed

;o show the great solubility ef the metals, when submitU-d to

i proper menstruum.
Exp. 3.—Pour a little purified nitric acid ivito one wine-

lass, and muriatic acid into another ; and drop a little leaf

old into each. Here neither of these corrosive acids will act

at all upon the metal, the gold will remain untouched. Now
pour the whole contents of the two glasses together, and the
metal will disappear, and be as effectually dissolved as in the
" ^experiment.

458. Gold is used for jewellery, for plate,

and for current coin ; but for these purposes it

is generally alloyed either with copper or sil-

ver. It is employed in various ways in the arts.

Gold is also spread over oilier metals in the

process called gilding, to preserve them from
tarnishing or rusting as gold does not become
oxidised by exposure to atmospheric air. The
purple oxide of gold is employed in staining

I
glass, and for ornamenting porcelain.

Gold employed in jewellery is generally alloyed with cop-

per. What is called pale gold is alloyed with silver.

Standard gold of Great, Britain is twenty-two parts pure

\
gold and two parts of copper, it is therefore called gold of
«' twenty-two carats fine."

Gold is also used in a state of solution, for staining ivory and
' ornamental feathers. It gives a beautiful purple red, which
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cannot be effaced ; even marble may be stained with it. The
nitro-muriatic acid is the menstruum used tor this purpose.
The potters dissolve gold in this way, to be applied to the

common kind of porcelain. Bismuth or zinc will precipitate

gold from this solution. Tin will precipitate it of a purple
colour. This is used by the potters in printing on porcelain.

Exp. 1.—If a little muriste of gold be added to a fresh so-

lution of muriate of tin, both being much diluted with water,

the gold will be precipitated, forming that beautiful pigment
called the purple powder of Cassius.

Exp. 2.—If a slip of zinc be immersed in a similar solution

of gold, the latter metal will be precipitated in a metallic

state.

559. Silveb is found in various parts of the

world, particularly in Peru and Mexico, in a

metallic state ; also in the state of an alloy, of

a sulphuret. of a salt, and in that of an oxide.

A considerable quantity of silver has also beei

obtained from some of the lead mines in Great
Britain and Ireland.

Silver was used in commerce eleven hundred years before [

the foundation ofRome. Genesis xxiii. 16.

Native silver is found chiefly in the mines of Potosi. Sul-

phuret of silver occurs in the silver-mines of Germany, Hun-
gary, Saxony, and Siberia. Oxides of silver are also common
in some of the German silver mines. Native sUver has lately

been found in a copper-mine in Cornwall.

560. Silver is a heavy, sonorous, brilliant,

white metal, without either taste or smell ; it

is only moderately hard, but exceedingly duc-

tile, and of great malleability and tenacity. It

possesses these latter properties in so great a

degree, that it may be beaten into leaves much
thinner than any paper, or drawn out into wire

as fine as a hair, without breaking. Under cer-

tain circumstances it is capable of combustion.

Its specific gravity is 10.474. It forms alloys

with many of the other metals.
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Silver is ihe most brilliant metal we have. Nothing sur-.

tosses it in splendour, except steel when highly polished,

s Silver possesses more hardness than gold, tin, or lead ; but it

! softer than iron, platinum, or copper.

. Fifty square inches of silver-leaf weigh not more than a
rain. The silver-wire used by astronomers is no more than.

>alf as thick as a fine human hair.

Silver has such an affinity for munatic acid, that this acid is

mploved as a test for discovering silver in solution.

i 'Exp.—Into a glass of water containing a small portion of
ammon salt, drop some of a clear solution of nitrate of silver,

id an insoluble precipitate of muriate of sdver will be pro-
need. This experiment is designed to give the pupil some

of th>- method of analysing mineral waters. Every 100
ains of this precipitate, if weighed after it has : >een dried
d passed through a red-heat, indicate 42 grains of common
It.

To know when sitter is pure, heat it in a common fire, or
the flame of a candle: if it be alloyed, it will b< come tar-

ed ; but if it be pure silver, it trill remain perfectly white.

561. Silver cannot be oxidised by atmos-
eric air, unless exposed to an intense heat;
t the oxide of silver may be procured by dis-

king the metal in an acid, and then precipi-

ting it by lime-water or by an alkali.

The gray or brown oxioV of silv. r is the only one that is

wn with certainty ; and this is composed of about 100 of
?er and 7.3 of oxygen.
Silver is sometimes dissolved in nitric acid for forming the

letallic tree. It is a pleasing experiment attended with very
ttle expense. A metallic crystallisation somewhat similar

iay be made by suspending a piece of zinc in a solution of
cetate of lead.

• Exp. 1 Form an amalgam with four psrts of silver leaf

|Dd two of m« rcury, and dissolve this amalgam in d. luted nitric

cid. Then add water to the solution, equal to 30 times the
''eight of the metals employed, and put the whole aside for

se. It an ounce of this solution be at any time poured into
1 phial, and a small piece of soft amalgam of silver be dropt
i, filaments of reduced silver will shoot from it, and extend
pwards, in the form of a shrub. This appearance of arbores-

nce is called the tree of Diana.

Exp. 2.—Dissolve an ounce of acetate of lead in about a
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quart or more of water, and filter the solution. If this be put

into a glass decanter, find a piece of zinc suspended in it by
means of a brass wire ; a decomposition ol the salt will irnrae-

diately commence, the lend will he set at liberty, and will

attach itself to the remaining zinc, forming a metallic tree, of

a nature different from the former.

Exp 3.—Drop upon a clean plate of copper, a small quan-

tity oi solution of nitrate of silver ; in a short time a metallic

vegetat' n will be perceptible, branching out in very elegant

and pleasing foi ms, furnishing an example of metallic revivi-

fication.

562. Of the salts of silver the nitrate is tt

one best known ; but in anal v sis the sulphate

silver is also a most useful test : many othi

salts of this metal may likewise be formed

The muriate and the carbonate of silver at

both found native. Silver may also be com-

bined with chlorine, with iodine, with phospho-

rus, and with sulphur.
A solution of nitrate oi silver mixed with a little gum wat«

forms, in conjunction with an alkali, the indelible ink used

marking linen

Nitrate of silver is kept in chemical laboratories as a test

for th- muriatic acid. Wnen melted, aud run in moulds, it

forms the lunar caustic of the apothecary.

Exp. 1—Prepare two glasses of rain water, and into one

of them drop a single drop of sulphuric acid. Pou.- a little

nitrate of silver into the other giass, aud no change will be

perceptible. Pour some of the same solution into the first

glass, and a white precipitate of sulphate of silver will appear.

Erp. 2 Prepare two giassesas in the last experiment, and

into one of them put a drop or two of muriatic acid Proceed

as before, and a precipitate of muriate of silver will be pro-

duced.-

Exp. 3.—Take two glasses, as in Experiment 1, and into

one of them put a drop of sulphuric acid, and a diop or two

of muriatic acid : proceed as before with the nitrate ofsilver,

and a mixed precipitate will be produced, consisting of mu-
riate of silver and sulphate of silver.

Exp. 4.—Take the glass containing the mixed precipitate

of the last experiment, and give it, by means of a lamp, the

heat of boiling water. The sulphate of silver, if there be a
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sufficiency of water, will new be re-dissolved, and the rau-
riate of silver will remain separate at the bottom of the vessel.

[iTbis experiment exhibits a method of separating these metal- .

ic salts whenever they occur in a state of mixture.

E*cp 5.—Nitrate of silver may be employed to dye human
Ibair, and for staining marbles and jaspers ; and though the so-

,ution is as pale as pure water it will stain animal substances

>f an indelible black. With a pen dipped in nitrate of silver

Iraw anv figure on the human skin, and the stain will con-

.inue as long as the cuticle remains.

563. Silver is used chiefly for ornamental
work, for domestic utensils, and for current

:oin : but for these purposes it is generally al-

oyed with copper, without which it would not

lave sufficient hardness to sustain much wear.
Our standard silver is formed with about 57 parts pun sil-

ver and 3 parts copper. One pound of standard silver 13 coin-

;d into 62 shillings.

Silver is also used for plating other metals, for silvering

lial-plateR, &c. An account of these different processes may
&e found in Imison's Elements of Science and JUrt.

564. Palladium was discovered by Dr.

rWollaston in the year 1803. It exists in the

ores of platinum, both those from Peru and the

Brazils. It is procured by dissolving crude
platinum in nitro-muriatic acid, and precipi-

tating the saturated solution by a solution of

prussiate of mercury. The precipitate when
(washed, dried, and exposed to a strong heat,

is converted into metallc palladium.
Dr. Wollaston has discovered a native ore of palladium,

consisting of that metal alloyed with a minute portion of pla-

tinum and of iridium. It is found in grains, along with the

grains of native platinum, in the alluvial gold disirR-tsin IL *zil.

565. Palladium is a hard, malleable metal,

of a white colour like platinum, and susceptible

of being polished. It fuses with difficulty, and
is not altered by exposure to the air in com
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1

mon temperatures. It has but little elasticity,

and when broken discovers a crystalline tex-

ture. It enters into combustion when heated

intensely by means of oxygen gas, and af-

fords a brilliant spectacle.
Palladium is ductile as well as malleable ; but it does

melt until it has acquired a heat greater than that at wt

gold nielts.

566. The specific gravity of some specim<

of palladium was found to be 11, of others I
up to that of 12.0, according to the differ*

methods by which they were prepared. It

soluble in nitro-muriatic acid, and affords
i

bright red solution. Its oxide assumes a ch<

nut brown colour, and is soluble in muriati

acid. This metal has hitherto been obtain*

but in small quantities, and consequently

scarcely been applied to any use.
Pallaiium has been combined with gold by Dr. Wolls

for the graduation of the circular instrument constructed by]

Mr. Troughton for Greenwich observatory. It has the colow

of platinum, but is much harder, which fits it peculiarly for

receiving the graduations.

567. Rhodium was discovered by Dr. Wol-
laston in the year 1804. He obtained it by a,

peculiar process from the ore of platinum, <

rather from the nitro-muriatic solution whit

remained afterthe platinum had been precipitat

ed as far as possible by means of muriate of am-

monia. When the metal was obtained, the

Doctor soon perceived that the salts formed

with it gave rose-coloured solutions; and con-

sidering this to be the most striking character-

istic of the new substance, he named it rhodium.
F«ii o (;<ii:&iueriible unit after Dr. Wollaston had announc-

ed the discovery of rhodium, it was very much doubted whe«
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her this wa» really a new metal, or merely a metallic alloy,

nitil Dcscostils undertook the investigation and confirmed
-very thing which Dr. Wollaston had asserted.

J 568. Rhodium is a white metal, with a tint

if yellow, somewhat similar to silver ; it is as

iard as iron, but more brittle ; and, excepting

iridium, it is more infusible than any other

loetal. It readily combines with arsenic or sul-

phur, and in either of these states of combma-
ion melts readily. It is insoluble in all the

<ure acids. It will form alloys with all the

petals except mercury, and for the most part

ese alloys are soluble in nitro-muriatic acid.

he specific gravity of rhodium is 10.649.
This metal is so infusible that Dr. Wollaston, who disco-

d it, has never been able to melt it so complet* ly as to

roducea solid button of metal free from cavities or hollows.

An alloy which had been formed with one part rhodium
two parts lead was found of the specific giavity of 11.3,

hence we may presume ihat the real specific gravity ot

iom is very nearly the same as that of lead.

569. When rhodium is reduced to powder
nd heated in an open crucible, it readily ab-

orbs oxygen from atmospheric air and becomes
onverted to an oxide. By different modes of

reatment three distinct oxides may be formed
nth. this metal. The first, or protoxide, is

lack, the deutoxide is a light broicn, and the

eroxide dark red.

B rzelius supposes the oxygen in these oxides to be in the

roportions of I, 2, and 5, and conceives them to be composed
s follows:

METAL. OXTGEN.
Protoxide of rhodium . . . 100 -}_ 6.71.

Deutoxide 100 -j- 13.42.

Peroxide 100 _j_ 20.13.

570. Iridium was discovered in the year
X
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1803 by Mr. Smithson Tennant, and«also by a J
foreign chemist of the name of Descostils, who %

soon afterwards published an acount of his ex- I
periments in the Aimales de Chimie. This pe- ]
culiar substance was found, in connection with 1
another new metal called osmium, in the black I
powder which remains undissolved when the 1
ore of platinum has been digested in nitro-I
muriatic acid. It was named iridium from iris ]
the rainbow, in consequence of the variety ofll

colours which are observable in the different- I

solutions, of its several salts.

For the method of obtaining iridium from this powder, see l
Sir Humphry Davy's Elements of Chemical Philosophy, page I

436.

571. Iridium is a white metal, very similar I

in appearance to platinum. It is brittle, and I

extremely infusible. It is soluble in the muri- 1

atic acid, but neither the nitric nor sulphuric m
acid has any action upon it. It forms alloys I
with several of the o'ther metals, and in all cases 1

the hardness of the several metals is greatly I

increased by the addition of the iridium. •

When iridium is digested in nitro-muriatic r.cid, it requires I

300 parts of the acid to dissolve one part of that metal. I

The sulphuret is a compound of 100 iridium and 33.3 of

sulphur. It may be prepared by means ot an ammoniacal
muriate of iridium, as has been shown by Vauquelin. An-
miles de Chimie, tome Ixxxix, page 23C.

572. It is remarkable that a large portion of

this singular metal may be united to gold with-

out the colour of the gold being sensibly impair-

ed by it. It unites with oxygen in two propor-

tions, forming a deep blue or protoxide, and a

dark, red which is thought to be the per-oxide
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of iridium. A sulphuret of this metal may be
Iso formed. The specific gravity of iridium

is about 18.00.

Hating thus examined the nature of the several metals, I
hall iio7v endear our to recapitulate the general properties of
this class of bodies.

573. The metals are simple substances, dis-

tinguishable from all other bodies by their lus-

tre, and generally by their great specific gra-

vity; by their perfect opacity; and by their

superior power of conducting electricity.

Tb< ancient ch< mists suppostd the metals were compound
bodies. Their undecompounded nature was fi'st suspected

by Mayow, an ingenious physician who flourished in the mid-
dle of the seventeenth century, and pppeait to have had a

notion of oxygen nearly a hundred year3 before it was disco-

vered by Scheeleand Priestley.

574. They are the great agents by which we
liare enabled to explore the bowels of the earthy

and to examine the recesses of Nature; their

uses are so multiplied, that they are become of

the greatest importance in every occupation of

life. They are the instruments of all our im-

provements, of civilisation itself, and are even
subservient in the progress of the human mind
towards perfection.
The metals are seldom afforded by nature otherwist than

in a state of great impurity It is to the use of our reasoning

faculty that we owe the possession of any of them in a state

fit for use.

575. These metals differ so much from each

other in their degrees of hardness, lustre, co-

lour, elasticity, fusibility, weight, malleability,

ductility, and tenacity, that Nature seems to

have had in view all the necessities of man,
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in order that she might suit every possible pur-

pose his ingenuity can invent, or his wants

require.
The-best information respecting the analysis of metallic

ores may be had from Klaproth's Essays, to which I »efer

the reader.

Many of the salts by the abstraction of* caloric shoot into

peculiar forms; the metals in like manner crystallise, or

rather exhibit distinct and determinate figures on cooling.

Exp. 1.—Melt a portion of grain tin, and pout it into a me^
tallic cup. Allow it to cool till It is congealed to some deptfejfl

then pierce the solid crust, and carefully pour out that por-

tion which is still liquid. If what remains in 'the vessel b«tf

suffered to cool entirely, it will present rhomboidal crystals of

considerable size, formed by the assemblage of a great num-
ber of small needles longitudinally united.

Expr. 2.— Treat silver in the same way, and we shall pro*

cure a metallic mass, crystallised in quadrangnlar or octahe-

dral prisms. These experiments ivill succeed better if the

metal be poured into avesselivith an orifice in the bottom, -which

must be stopped with a proper plug, and this removed as toon

as the upper crust hardens; the liquid metal ivill then rw
out and that which is congealed -will exhibit a regular aya
tallisation.

576. We not only receive this great variety

from the hand of nature, but these metals are

rendered infinitely valuable by various other

properties they possess ;—by their combustibi-

lity, their solubility in fluids, their combina-

tions with hydrogen, chlorine, phosphorus, sul-

phur, and carbon, and by -their union with each

other, whereby compounds or alloys are formed,

extremely useful in a variety of arts, manufac-
tures, and other requisites of life.

Some of the mttals are so combustible (hat they will bum
before they acquire a heat sufficient to fuse th»m. This is

the case with iron and zinc. A thin shaving of zinc will burn
without melting, if held in the flame of a candle. The com-
bustion of iron in oxygen gas is au interesting and beautiful
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•xperiment. See an account of the method of managing it in

he chapter on Combustion.

A very singular phenomenon takes place on the mixture
if the metals with melted sulphur; for, as soon as the union

lommt-nces, the temperature increases, and a considerable

rlow of light is extricated, similar to what happens in com-
bustion.

|
Exp. 1.—Melt sulphur in a small iron ladle, and carry it

nto a dark room in the state of fusion. If an ounce or two
^f copper filings he now thrown in, light will be evolved.

| ARthe metals except platinum and gold will unite with

ulnlnir by fusion. But the natural sulphurets contain more
fulphur than the artificial ones.

Several of the metals have a very strong affinity for each
kther, as may be shown by direct experiment. Thus mercury

Trill dissolve lead, bismuth, zinc, and other metals.

Exp 2.—Take a piece of bismuth and a piece of lead, each
ployed with mercury, melt them together, and thev will

ibrm when cold1

a solid metallic mass ; but from their affinity

for mercury tfjey have acquired so much fusibility that they
will melt by the heat of boiling water.

577. Nature has furnished us with a variety

>f acids> in some of which the most refractory

netals may be dissolved and purified, and thus

•endered fit for a variety of purposes, to which

hey could not otherwise be applied.

Exp. 1.— P"ui a drachm by weight oi strong nitrous acid

nto a wine-glass containing' two drachma of distilled water,

nd, when mix« d, throw a few very small pi. ces of granulat-

ed tin into it. A violent effervescence will take place, the

ighter particles of the tin will be thrown to the to]) of the

icid, and be seen to play up and down in the liquor for a con-

iderable time, till the whole is dissolved. This is an exara-

>le of a transparent liquid holding a metal in solution.

Exp 2.—To a -colourless solution of nitrate of mercury,

add an equall) colourless solution ofsub-borate ol sods. This

will produce a double decomposition, and form a bright yel-

ow precipitate of borate of mercury
;
giving an instance of

difference of colour in metals, by their union wilh different

ids.

578. By combining the metals with oxygen

we can invest them with new properties, and
x2
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are enabled to employ these to promote the

progress of the fine arts, by imitating the mas-

ter-pieces of creation in the production of ar-

tificial salts, gems, and crystals, of every colour

and of every shade.
This is exemplified in a striking manner by the metal call*

ed chromium. When acidified and combined with lead, the

metallic salt that results is of a beautiful orange yellow,

whereas chromat of mercury is of the colour of vermilion;

chromat of silver, of a carmine red ; chromat of zinc and b

rrtuth, a bright yellow.. Indeed most of the metallic oxid

may be combined with other substances so as to produce

lours tha,t may be useful in the arts. Take the following ex-

amples.

Exp. I.—When colourless prussiate of potash is added to

a solution of titanium, a precipitate of a green colour will

obtained.

Exp. 2.—If a solution of tungstate of potash be poured in'

a solution of the green sulphate of iron, a yeiloV precipitate

will be procured. By this experiment the distinguishing cha
racleristic of this metal is exhibited..

If phosphoric acid be united with silica by fusion, artificial,

precious stones may be prepared with the compound, whic!

may be coloured to imitate any particular kind, by one or

other of the metallic oxides.

579. Different metals, by their union with

oxygen, acquire different colours, and the same
metal attains a different hue, according to the

portion of oxygen combined with it; so that

this wonderful substance seems destined not

only to render us the most important services,

but to embellish the. works of creation, by the

beautiful tints which it imparts to almost all

subjects, whether of the animal, vegetable, or

mineral kingdom.
The oxide ot iron is an eminent example of this change of

colour. Many distinct colours, besides a great variety of
shades, are observed in minerals containing iron : and to the

iron in most cases is the colour to be ascribed. Black in the

obsidian. Green in the euclase. Blue in the lazulite. Red

£
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in the garnet and ruby. Yellow in the topaz. Brown in the
tourmalin. While the somnite, which contains iron, is totally

devoid of colour, it being a white mineral.

Exp. 1.—Procure some solution of sulphate of iron at the

minimum of nsidiscment, by digesting iron filings with the

common sulphate. Into this, when filtered, drop a little of

the solution of prussiate of potash, and a -white prussiate of

iron will be precipitated.

Exp. 2.—If a very little colourless nitric acid be added to

a solution of sulphate of iron prepared as in the last experi-

ent, the addition of the prussiate of potash will produce not

e white, but the blue prussiate of iron.

The beautiful colours which are seen upon porcelain, are

ven by metallic oxides. Purple is given by gold, red by the

Lide of iron, yellow by the oxide of silver, green by copper,

blue by cobalt, and violet by manganese.
The following experiments are also designed to show the

difference of colour that results from metallic oxides acquir-

ng different proportions of oxygen.

Exp. 3.— Dissolve some oxide of nickel in caustic ammo-
lia, which will produce a solution of a rich blue colour. By
JXpnsure to the air this gradually changes to a purple, and
astly to a violet. The addition of an acid will, however, con-

cert the whole to a green.

Exp- 4.—Take the green solution of the last experiment,
" pour caustic ammonia upon it. The original blue colour

will now be re-produced.

Exp. 5.—If a little pure white calomel be rubbed in a glass

mortar with a little colourless solution of caustic ammonia,
whole will become intensely black.

CHAPTER XI.

OF OXIDES.

580. Any metal or combustible body which
combined with l^ss oxygen than is sufficient

[to render it acid, is usually called an oxide.

581. The mineral, the animal, and the ve-
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getable kingdoms, all furnish matters which
are convertible into oxides by an union with

oxygen.
According to the old theory, metals were supposed to be

converted to calces, as metallic oxides were then termed, by
the loss of an imaginary substance called phlogiston : and
when these calces were reduced to a metallia stale, it was ima-

gined that they recovered their phlogiston from the carbona-

ceous matter employed in their reduction : thus, what they

supposed to be owing to the loss of phlogiston, was really oc-

casioned by the absorption of oxygeu.

582. There are several ways in which me-
tallic oxides are formed, the chief of which are

by the access of atmospheric air, by the de-

composition of water, and by the decomposition

of acids.
Iron may be mentioned as a familiar example of a metal

becoming oxidised by atmospheric air. It is well known tha):

when this metal is exposed to air and moisture, it acquires '

rust, or i;i other words its -surface is converted to an oxide,

in which state the metal will be found to have acquired an in-

crease of weight.

583. All metals will not become oxidised

by exposure to the air ; gold, silver, and pla-

tinum, cannot be oxidised, unless in a very hi£*

temperature : though iron, copper, and leae

merely by long exposure to the air, will become
oxidised in the coldest atmosphere. Manganese
by such exposure, will in a few hours be con-

verted into a perfect oxide.
Metals not onl} become oxidised by atmospheric air,

sometimes, b> exposure to its action, pass from a lower to

higher degree of oxidisement. Thus, if a solution of the con

mon sulphate of iron be exposed to the atmosphere, the ox-
ide of iron acquires a further dose ot oxygen, and by degrees
a ponion of the metal, in a higher state of oxidisement, is pre-
cipitated.

Some of the metallic solutions cannot be formed blit in con-
tact with atmospheric air or oxygen. Thus, copper or lead.
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aced in acetic acid, and excluded from the air, doesnot form
y solution ; but if the mixture be exposed, oxygen is«Lsorb-

I, and the solution takes place.

Exp.—Procure a phial with a glass stopper accurately

•ound into it ; introduce a f«-w copper filings, then entirely

•1 it with liquid ammonia, and stop the phial so as to exclude
' Mino-phenc air. If left in thii state, no solution of the cop-

will be effected. But if the bottle be afterwards left open
some time, and th -n stopped, the metal will dissolve and
solution wil^be colourless. Let the stopper be now taken

t, and the fluid will become blue, beginning atth- surface,

spreading gradually through the whole. If this blue so-

il has not been too long exposed lo the air, and fresh cop-

r filings be put in, again stopping the bottle, the fluid will

more be <iepnved of its colour, which it will recover on-

by the re-admission of air. These eflvcts may thus be re-

tedh produced.

584. The common red lead of the shops,

ich is a true oxide of lead, is made by melt-

g that metal in ovens so constructed as to

,ave a free access of atmospheric air.

In the nia ulactories of red lean Ji> cwt. ot lead generally

22 cwt. of " td lead ; so that 2 cwt. of ox>geo is absorbed
tht atmosphere dui iog ihe proeew.

585. It is known that the change of common
ad to red lead is caused by the absorption of

•ivgen not only from the increase of weight

hich the metal acquires during the operation;

it to confirm the fact, the oxide may be again

;duced, and the original quantity of metal re-

nered unaltered.
This increase oi weight may be shown by keeping a given

eight of iron-wire reil-hot tor some time in an iron la<lle,

in the bowl of a common tobacco-pipe, and weighing the

m before and after it has been submitted to the experi-

ent.

586. All metals do not increase equally

hen converted into oxides, but as has already

sen mentioned each combines with a propor-
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tion of oxygen peculiar to itself ; and this oril

ginal 'quantity is in some metals subject to

regular increase.
Though all metals increase in weight by their union wit!

oxygen, each metal combines with a proportion of oxygen p&
cuiiar to itself ; and this original quant itv is in some metal'

subject to a regular increase in definite proportions: thus,thi

protoxide of mercury is formed with 100 of mercury and 4o
oxygen, while the peroxide is composed o» 1U0 of mercury
and 8 of oxygen. In like manner the first oxide of copper i

;

a compound of 100 of copper imd 12^ of oxygen, while thepe
roxiile consists of 100 of the metal and 25 ot oxygen. Again
the protoxide of tin is composed of 100 parts of tin and I2jf(.

oxygen, and the peroxide of 100 of tin and 27 ot oxygen.

587. They differ not only in their capacit;

for oxygen, but also in their attraction for it

so that one will often rob the other, thus re

ducing the first oxide to its primitive metalli'

form.
Exp. 1.—Dissolve some quicksilver in nitric acid, and dro

a little of the solution upon a bnght piece of copper. If itb

then gently rubbed with a bit of cloth, the m» rcury will pre

cipitate itself upon the copper, which will be completely sil

vered. This experiment is illustrative of the precipitation c

one metal b) anotln p.

Exp. 2.—Pour a solution of nitrate of silver into a glass ves •

sel, and immerse a tew slips of copper in it. In a sho t timi

a portion of the copper will be dissolved, and all the silvei

precipitated in a metallic form. If the solution, which now.

contains copper, be decanted into another glass, and pieces o ;

iron added to it, this metal will then he dissolved, and the

copper precipitated, yielding a striking example of peculiai

affinities.

588. Iron, zinc, tin, and manganese have

the property of decomposing water, and thej

become oxidised by the process. Thus the rus

which forms upon polished iron is occasionec

by the iron imbibing the oxygen of the water

which it decomposes, as it meets it in the at
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losphere. This metal, when heated, decom-
oses water with great rapidity.

An increase of nearl) 30 percent, may be given to iron, by
;ating it red-hot, and passing a continued stream of th • va-

^Hirof water over it when in that state. This increase of

eight arises from its decomposing the water, and imbibing

i oxygen.

Exp.—Pour concentrated nitric acid upon pieces of iron,

d very little action will be seen : but if a few drops of water
added, a most violent effervescence will immediately cora-

ence ; the acid will be decomposed with rapidity, clouds of

d nitrous gas will be evolved in abundance, and a perfect

lution of the metal effected.

589. This decomposition of water, like most
the operations of Nature, depends on che-

ical affinity. These metals having a greater

In ity for oxygen than oxygen has for hydro-

jn, the oxygen of the water unites with the

^etal to form a metallic oxide, while the hy-

,rogen, the other ingredient of the water, es-

;ipes in the form of gas.

See an experiment at Axiom 11 5, page 52, which illustrates

is principle

In the oxidisement of metals by acids, though there be no
ivgen gas sensibly present by which it is effected, oxygen
iis:s in the acids, also in the wat< r with which the acids are

Muted ; and the effect is owing to the passage of a portion of

cygen from one of these substances to the metal ; and the

-crease in weight which the metal acquires, is always eqHal
the weight of the oxygen absorbed. Whenever a metallic

^ide dissolves in an acid it causes tli" acid properties to dis-

>pear exactly as if an alkali bad been employed; and satu-

tes corresponding quantities of the different acids.

\
590. Most of the metals are capable of uni-

ng with different proportions of oxygen, ac-

tading to the* mode by which they are oxidised;

id the energy with which a metal retains its

xygen is generally in an inverse ratio to the

roportion of oxygen which is combined with it,
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Since the publication of the "atomic theory, a greater de

gree of attention lias been paid to the nature of metallic ox

ides; and it is now universally admitted that no metal com
bines with an unlimited quantity of oxygen, or with variable

proportions of it ; the second or third proportion of oxygen be

ing always a multiple or a divisor of the first :—thus to fori)

the peroxide, copper unites with twice as much oxygen as t
S

form the protoxide of that metal, and in this case the secoiv

quantity is a multiple of the first. The peroxide of lead con

sists of lead combined with one half more oxygen than th

deutoxide, and the deutoxide with one half more than tb

protoxide ; in this case the additional quantities are divisors i

the first. For a further elucidation of this doctrine, I

refer to the composition of the oxides of mercury aojH
No. 586.

If the black oxide of manganese be exposed to a stron

heat, it gives off oxygen gas, and becomes brown; but no he:'

as yet applied is capable of depriving it of the whole of

oxygen. Several similar instances may be enumerated. Thu
the carbonate of soda, which contains two proportions of cai

bonic acid to one of soda, gives .off half its carbonic acid

great facility by heat, but obstinately retains the other hal

Nitric acid is easily brought to the state of nitrons gas by tt

abstraction of oxygen: nitrous gas with more difficulty

converted into nitrous oxide ; but nitrous oxide is still le

decomposable than nitrous gas.

591. Many instances of the formation of me

tallic oxides by means of acids might be ad

duced: thus, common white lead is made b

exposing sheet lead to the fumes of acetic a'cic

and the oxide of tin, by submitting that mete

to the action of the nitric acid.

The method of making white lead is fully described in tl

Chemical Catechism. See 10th Edition, page 368.

592. Metallic oxides are in general friabl

and pulverulent ; have greater absolute weigl

than the primitive metal ; and with the alkali*

and 4he different acids form metallic salts.

The nature of the combination ot oxygen with a metal, tl

Subsequent solution of the meatl in an acid, and its revivific
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i, may be shown in a satisfactory manner by the following

_ces9.

Exp. 1.—Take some clippings of copper, heat them in a
mixture of 8 pans of water, 3 of sulphuric acid, and one of
pitric acid, and when the copper is dissolved, dilute. the so]u.

"an with water, and set it aside to crystallise. The crystals

us produced will be the true sulphate of copper, and will

exemplify the formation of a metallic salt.

Exp. 1.—II these crystals be now dissolved in a little wa-
', and the polished blade of a knife be immersed in the so-

ution, the copper will be revived, and appear of its natural
n

our upon the knife. The oxygen having a greater affinity

the iron than the copper, passes to the iron, by which the

opper becomes deoxidised, and consequently insoluble in

he acid ; it therefore precipitates itself from the solution, and
ttaches itself to the knife in a metallic form*

593. In order to form metallic salts, it is

ecessary to oxidise the metals that are to be

employed ; for the metals are incapable of dis-

solving in acids, or alkalies, until they are

ombined with oxygen. This is a fact of great

mportance to be remembered : it is a truth t©

vhich there is no exception.
The metals are capable, however, of combining with chlo-

ine when submitted to its action in a metallic state, and most
f them with iodine when assisted by heat.

It is not enly true that all metals must be oxidised before
ley can be dissolved in acids, but they must contain a cer-

un proportion ol oxygen, which proportion varies according
3 the nature of the metal to be dissolved, and the acid em-
loved. On the other hand, if a metal has combined with

lore oxygen than is necessary for its solution, it will pre-

iipilate itself from the acid, and be incapable of forming a
»lt.

Exp. 1. -Pour some pure nitric acid on the black oxide of
banganese, and no solution will be effected. But if a little

jgarbe added, the sugar will abstract a part of the oxygen
'ora the oxide of manganese, and the acid will then be ena-
led to dissolve the metal.

Exp 2.—Expose an ounce of nitric acid for an hour, in ao
tpen phial, to the direct rays of the sun, and pour another
unce of the same acid, that has not been so exposed, into

Y
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another phial. If a little of the black oxideof manganese be
now put into each, the oxide in thefirst phial will be dissolv-

ed, while that in the other will not be affects! bv the acid.

594. The stronger acids are sometimes made
use of m. large quantities by manufacturers to

dissolve metals ; thus the makers of sulphate of

copper, commonly called Roman vitriol, boil

the oxide of copper in strong sulphuric acid,

and dissolve it by that operation.
This is a common blue vitriol. The mode of its manufacr

ture may be collected from a former note. See also Exp. 2,
page 5f>."

595. Silver is dissolved in nitric acid, by
the refiners, in the business of parting ; gold is

dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid, for painting

china ; and the dyers use large quantities of

tin dissolved in a peculiar acid prepared for

that purpose.
Fur an account of the business of refining, consult Lewis'*

Commerce ofthe Arts, page 135, &c.

596. The attraction of the different metals

for oxygen is so various, that several of them,

when dissolved, may be precipitated, even in a

metallic form, by the addition of metals that

have a greater affinity to oxygen than the dis-

solved metal.
This is exemplified by the refiners in their operations.

When the silver is dissolved in aqua-fortis, they recover it by

placing plates of copper in th<- solution. The copper absorbs

oxygen from the silver, and the latter is precipitated in a me-
tallic state. All metals have the power of de-oxidising gold

and silver ; copper will take oxygen from mercury ; and iron

will reduce an oxide ofcopp r. The degree of attraction for

oxygen, which the different metals possess, seems to lie inthe

following order: manganese, zinc, iron, tin, antimony, ar-

senic, mckel, cobalt, copper, bismuth, mercury, silver, gold,

platinum.
Exp. l.~DissoIve some mercury in pure nitric acid, and

when the solution is complete, immerse a slip of clean copper
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:

In it. This will soon be dissolved by the acid ; and as the so-
lution of the copper takes place, the mercury will be preci-
pitated in its original state.

Exp. 2.—To the solution of copper formed in the preced-
ing experiment add some strips of iron : this metal will now
be taken up, and an oxide of copper will be precipitated.

Exp. 3.—If a thin plale of zinc be next added, this will also

be partly dissolved, and the iron will precipitate.

597. Charcoal, on account of its superior

affinity for oxygen, is the agent usually employ-

ed for this purpose.
The usual mode of procedure is to mix a quantity of char-

coal with the metallic oxide, and subject the mixture to an in-

tense heat in crucibles. The oxygen combines with the char-

coal, and with a portion ofcaloric, and goes off in carbonic acid

gas; the metal then falls to the bottom of the crucible, and
runs into a solid mass.

Exp. 1 —If a morsel of the dried crystals of nitrate of silver

(not the lunar caustic) be laid on a piece of burning charcoal,

the metallic salt will immediately deflagrate, throw out the

most beautiful scintillations that can be imagined, and the sur-

face of the chaicoal will be richly coated with metallic silver.

Exp. 2—Take an ounce of red lead and a drachm offresh-
made charcoal in powder; rub them well together and submit
the whole to a hot fire in a small crucible. In a short time
Hie charcoal will be seen to have absorbed tke oxygen, and
metallic lead will be regenerated.

598. Some other combustibles have also the

property of decomposing metallic oxides.
Exp. I.—Prepan asuo.i^ solution of phosphorus in sul-

phuric ether, and clip a piece of white silk in the solution
;

then, when the ether has evaporated, and the phosphorus be-
gins to fume, apply a solution oi nitro-muriate of gold, made
by dissolving the crystals of that salt in distilled water ; the
silk will in an instant be. covered with a splendid coat of metal-
lic gold.

Exp 2.—Proceed as in the last experiment, and instead ot

the solution of gold, apply, with a camel's hair pencil, a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver. Here the silver will instantly be re-

stored to its metallic brilliancy, and frequently attended by
spangles of a beautiful blue.

E.op. 3.—If a bit of white silk be immersed in an ethereal

solution of gold, and dried, the application of phosphorised
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ether will only impart a brown colour to the silk ; but if, as

soon as the phosphorus begins to fume, it be placed on the

palm of the hand, and breathed on for a considerable time,

the brown will be succeeded by a purple tinge, and the metal-

lic lustre of the gold will soon begin to appear.

Exp 4.—" An aqueous solution of nitro-muriate of gold,"
says Mrs. Fulhame, "was poured into a china cup contain-

ing some phosphorised ether; instantly the gold began to as-

sume its metallicsplendour, attended with a variety of colours,

as purpk , blu -, and red, the beauty of which cannot be des-

cribed.; but which depend on the different degrees of the re-

duction.''

Exp. 5.—Dissolve dry nitrate of silver in pure water ; add
a little oil of turpentine, shake the mixture, and cork it close.

Submit the phial with its contents to the heat of boiling wal

for an hour, when the metal will be revived, and the inside c

the phial, where the oil reposed on the aqueous solution, wil

be beautifully silvered, the revived metal forming a metallic

ring, extending quite round the phial.

599. Oxygen has so slight an union with somt

of the metals, that even light will separate it

and reduce the oxides to their original metallic

state. Hydrogen gas and some other com-
pounds will effect the same purpose, when as-

sisted by heat.
Oxygen gas is composed of oxygen, caloric, and light.

Without a chemical union with light it would not be m the

state of gas.

Sennebier discovered that the rays of light have not all the

same chemical effects; that the violet rays, for example, will

blacken recent muriate of silver in 15 seconds, though the red
will not produce the same effect in less than 20 minutes. Sir

Humphry Davy has found that " a solution of chlorine in wa-
ter becomes a solution of muriatic acid nv»st rapidly, when
placed in the most refrangible' rays in the spectrum."
Exp. 1.—Dissolve some crystals of muriate of gold in pnre

water, then immerse a piece of charcoal, in the solution and
place the whole in the direct rays of the sun. In a short time

the salt will be decomposed, and the charcoal will be cover-

ed with a film of metallic gold.

Exp. 2.—If the red oxide of lead be put into a receiver of

hydrogen gas, and the oxide be heated by means of a glass
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lens, the oxygen of the metal will comhine with the hydro-
gen to form water, and the metal will be completely revived.

Exp 3.—Write with dilute nitrate of siher, which when
dry wiil he entirely invisible ; hold the paper over a vessel

containing a hot solution of sulphuret of ammonia, and the
writing will appear very distinct. The Liters will shine with

the metallic brilliancy of silver.

600. We have many instances of the metal-

lic oxides being, by exposure to the sun, alter-

ed, in their state of oxidisement, even where
• they have not been completely reduced by the

deoxidising rays. This is always the case

;when a metallic oxide experiences merely a

'change of colour by such exposure.
Exp. 1.—Evaporate to dryness a solution of gold, made

with nitrn-muiiatic acid, and dissolve the crystals in a suffi-

ciency of pure water to prevent the crystallisation of the me-
tallic salt. Thoroughly moisten a little magnt sia with this

aqueous solution, and place the mixture in Ibe sun's rays. A
ichange of colour will soon be apparent. It will first lake a

ifaint violet hue, and in a few hours the whole will have ac-

quired a very deep purple.

Exp. 2.—Moisten a little magnesia with some of the solu-

tion as before-, and then dry the mixture in the dark. If it be
then submitted to the action of the sun's rays, it will acquire

only a faint violet, even by several hours exposure.

Exp. 3.—If the mixture employed in the last experiment
be now thoroughly -wetted with pure water, and again placid

within the rays of the sun, its colour will rapidly change, and

, will acquire a (It ep purple approaching to crimson.

Erp 4.—Moisten a piece of white riband with the aqueous
solution of the crystals of muriate of gold, and dry it thorough-

ly in the dark: then suspend it in a clean dry, transparent

. phial, and cork it close with a dry cork. Expose the riband,

thus secured, to (he strong light of a bright sun, for half an

; hour, and only a faint appearance of change of colour will be
^perceived.

Exp. 5.—Take the riband out ofthe phial that was employed
in the last experiment, and ivet it well with distilled water.

If it be now exposed to the sun's rays, it will instantly change
colour, and will quickly be stained of an indelible purple.

\
Exp. 6.—A little of the solution of sulphate of manganese*

Y 2
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being exposed in a glass phial to the light of the sun, its 1

colour will be entirely destroyed. This is another exp
merit to show the de-nxidisiug power of the sun's rays,

the phial be removed into a dark room, the original colour 01

the solution will be restored.

601. We are acquainted with an oxide ol

each of the following simple combustibles, phos-

1

phorus, hydrogen, and carbon, and with twc'

oxides of nitrogen.
All the products arising from the union of the simple C^^

bustibles with oxygen are either oxides or acids.

602. If phosphorus be not preserved entireh

from the access of atmospheric air, it soon be

comes first white, and then of a dark browi

colour, by its union with oxygen. In this statt

it is oxide of phosphorus.
•Phosphorus, when newly prepared, always contains sorai

oxide of phosphorus mixed with it : but this may he easily se

parated by plunging the mass into water beaten! to about 100

The phosphorus melts, while the oxide remains unchang
and swims upon the surface of the melted phosphorus.

603. Hydrogen differs from the other

simple combustibles in being capable of formir

oxides by its combination with oxygen, where

they form acids as well as oxides. The combi

nation of oxygen with its usual dose of hydro

gen produces water.
For the nature and properties of water, see Chapter iv. pagi

|

47.

604. Water may however be united with t

larger proportion of oxygen, as was discoverec

by Thenard in his attempts to oxidise the mi

neral acids. This compound contains twice as

much oxygen as is required for the compositior

of water, and is called the peroxide of hydrogen
The peroxide of hydrogen is devoid of colour and inodorous

Its specific gravity is 1.450. For its other properties se<
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mde's Manual of Chemistry, vol. ii. page 78—8S, or Dr.
""homson's Annals, vol xiii. lu'lrod. page xxvii.

605. The oxide of carbon is in a gaseous
>rm, and is called carbonic oxide.

606. Carbonic oxide, which was one of the

itest discoveries of Dr. Priestley, is procured

jy heated charcoal with metallic oxides, or

rith earthy carbonates ; by which means the

.harcoal absorbs sufficient oxygen to convert it

the state of gas.
Dr. Priestley first exhibited the carbonic oxide; but we are

idebled to Mr. Cruickshank for the true explanation of its

iature and properties.

607. The difference between the composition

>f carbonic oxide and carbonic acid is, that car-

)onic oxide contains about 57 and carbonic acid

about 72£ per cent, of oxygen.
Carbonic oxide is composed of 57 parts oxygen and 43 car-

oon. A hundred cubical inches of this gas weigh about thir-

.y grains. Carbonic acid contains 72£ ox} gen and l27$ car-

jon.

608. Carbonic oxide, like most other gases,

is invisible and elastic ; its specific gravity is

isomewhat less than that of atmospheric air; its

ismell is offensive ; it has the property of unit-

ing with chlorine, and it is highly combustible;

but it is a gas that will not of itseh either sup-

port combustion, or animal respiration.
Carbonic oxide burns with a lambent blue flame in atmo-

spheric air; but it burns with more rapidity and brilliancy

when mixed with oxygen gas.

According to some French chemists, birds drop down dead
i immediately on being put in this gas. These chemists at-

tempted to breathe it themselves; but it produced giddiness

and faintness.

—

Annates de Chimie, tome xxxix. pag-- 56.

609. With regard to the oxides of nitrogen ;

the first degree of oxidisement produces nitrous
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oxide ;—a further portion of oxygen forms ni

trie oxide. Both these oxides are in the state

of gas.
• Nitrons oxide, or the gaseous oxide of nitrogen, as it is some,

times called, is composed of 63 parts nitrogen and 37 oxygen

by weight. Nitric oxide is formed with 47 parts nitrogeu and

53 ;.arts oxygen.

610. Nitrous oxide is another of the gases

discovered by Dr. Priestley. It is readily pro

cured by exposing crystals of nitrate of ammo-
nia, in a retort, to the heat of a lamp, by whicl

means the ammoniacal salt is decomposed, and

this gas evolved.
Dr. Priestley discovered this gas about the year 1776, and

called it dephlogisticated nitrous gas. For further information

respecting its properties consult Davy's Chemical and Philo-

sophical ^Researches. Sir Humphry Davy investigated it

•with great care, and pointed out its nature and properties

The heat employed should not be less than 340° nor above

400°. One pound of dry nitrate of ammonia, well decompos-
ed, will produce rather more than four cubic feet of air, or

about 3'2 gallons wine measure. Its specific gravity, accord-

ing to Sir Humphry Davy, is to that of hydrogen, nearly

21 to 1. 1G0 cubical inches of it weigh about 49 grains.

611, This gas, in the proportions of its con
stituent parts, bears the nearest resemblan

of any other to 'atmospheric air. It will sup

port combustion even better than common air

it is respirab\e for a short time : it is absorbed

by water ; and is capable of forming salts of a

peculiar nature, by its combination with alka-

lies and metals. Its specific gravity is much
greater than that of common air.

Persons who have inhaled this gas have felt sensations si-

milar to those produced by intoxication. Its tff -els on some
people are truly ludicrous, producing involuntary muscular
motion and a propensity to leaping and running: on others,

involuntary tits of laughter ; and in all, high spirits, and the
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m )8t exquisitely pleasurable sensations, without any subse-

ent feelings ot debility.

L. Exp. 1 —Fill a s*lass jar similar to that described, Plate 2,

. 7. will) nitrous oxide, and immerse in it a piece of phos-
torus previously inflamed. This gas parts with its oxygen

Bread ily, that the phosphorus will burn with the same bril-

j I icy a9 though it were plunged in ajar of oxygen g*s.

f Exp 2.—In a similar jar of nitrous oxide, suspend a piece

,» sulphur in astute of combustion; this will burn with a beau-
I d pink-colnured flame.

612. Nitric oxide, or nitrous gas as it has

ually been called, was also discovered by
B*. Priestley, during some of his first exped-
ients on air. It is procured by dissolving

jpper, or mercury, in diluted nitrous acid, and
Meeting the gas which rises during the solu-

•n.

B rhis gas was used by Dr. Priestley for purposes of eudio-

Hry.

613. Nitric oxide is an invisible gas, which
sumes an orange colour whenever it comes

: contact with atmospheric or any other air

jat contains oxygen. It prod ices suffocation

those animals which are made to breathe it,

augh some substances will burn in it. Its

erilic gravity is somewhat greater than that

|

common air.

The iirs; eudiometer was made in consequence of the dis-

ery, that when nitrous g^s is m.xed. with atmospheric air

sr water, the bulk ot the mixture diminishes rapidly, from
combination of the gas with rhenxN^en ot the air, anil the

sorption o' th nitric acid, thus formed, by the water. Wnen-
;r i - it. i ous gas is thus mixed with atmospheric air, the dtmi-
iioi will be in proportion to the quantity of the oxygen : of
i v tnis g*s will always indicate the measure of oxygen
:seut in any portion of air.

tf phosphorus be previously inflamed, it will continue to
trn iu this »«» with js much splen lour as in oxygen gas.

614. Nitric oxide gas, when mixed with oxy-
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gen gas, forms nitric acid. The nitric acid of

commerce owes its red colour to its holding

this gas in solution.
Dr. Priestley found, that 100 measures of nitric acid, of s

moderate strength, absorbed, in two days, 90 of nitrous gas:

that, when about 7 parts were absorbed, the acid assumed ac

orange colour, when 18 pails were absorbed a green colour,

and when the 90 were combined it became red and fumii

Exp.—Paste a slip of litmus paper within a glass jar

the bottom ; then fill the jar with water, and invert it on
shelf of a pneumatic trough. If as much nitrous gas,

[

viously well washed, be passed into the jar as willdisplacetDJ

water below the level of the paper, the colour of the litmui

paper will still remain unaltered : but on passing up atmo*

pheric air it will immediately be reddened ; shewing the for-

mation of an acid, by the mixture of two gases.

615. Sugar and indigo are both vegetable o:

ides ; and common soap owes its perfection

the absorption of oxygen.
Indigo may be de-oxidised by a mixture of lime and

phatejof iron. This changes its colour to green.
In the Essay prefixed to the first edition of the Chei

Catechism, page 19, 1 suggested to the manufacturers of
an advantage that would arise from properly oxidising

soap while boiling : the experiments of some French chemi
have established the truth of this theory, and demonstr
that this curious compound of oil and alkali is indebted

tirely to oxygen for its consistence.

Exp—Dissolve 4 drachms of sulphate of iron in one pin

of cold water; then add about 6 drachms of lime in powder
and 2 drachms of finely pulverised indigo, stirring the mix

ture occasionally for 12 or 14 hours. It a piece of white ca

lico be immersed in this solution for a few minutes, it will bi

dyed green ; and by exposure to the atmosphere only for ;

few seconds, this will be converted to a pe. nianent blue;

616. Moreover, butter, dried salt meats, ant

most of the oils, become rancid by absorbh

oxygen from the atmosphere ; so that oxyger

not only performs for us an infinite number
valuable and important offices, but appears
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one of the grand agents ofdecomposition and
struction.

id oils are sometimes oxidised artificially for the pur-

lies of painting. Linseed oil is thus boiled with the red ox-

I of lead. In this operation, the oxygen of the metal com-
les with the oil, imparting to it the property of drying

Ickly. Oil thus prepared is called drying oil.

CHAPTER XII.

OF COMBUSTION.

>17. Combustion may be defined to be a
cess by which certain substances decompose
vgen gas, absorb its base, and suffer its ca-

to escape in the state of sensible heat. It

however, of late years been discovered that

bustien may take place without the agency
intervention of oxygen.
'o render the explanation of this phenomenon more pec-

, it may be said that oxygen exists in the state of gas *^
itmos; heric air : that when a combustible is heated, to a \

v

(Bin degree, it possesses sneh an attraction for oxygen, that
Usoil.s it trom the air and fixes it in a solid form; while >

light and caloric, the solvents which gave the oxygen its "\
form shape, escape and diffuse themselves among the sur-

ading bodies. Potassium, however, in combining with ar-

ic and tellurium produces heat and light by their mutual
•mical action, without the aid of oxygen or any substance

can be supposed to contain oxygen.

618. All substances are not capable ofbe-
burnt : some are combustible, others in-

mbustible.
he term combustible is applied to every bodj that is caps-

* of being burnt in atmospheric air, or in oxygen gas, and
sequently, of uniting with oxygen and liberating; caloric.
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619. Combustible bodies are divided by che I
mists into simple combustibles, compound com 'A

bustibles, and combustible oxides. In conse j
quence ofmodern discoveries, the chlorides an( 1
iodides may now be added to this list.

The combustible oxides consist of eombinat ions of thecom :1

bnstible bodies, which have not undergone combustion, 01

their compounds, with oxygen. This chiss of bodies isven

numerous, as it includes the greater part of animal and vege

table substances.

620. Those combustible substances that havt

resisted every attempt to decompose them an

called simple combustibles.
For an account of the nature and properties of the simpl

combustibles, see Chapter ix. page 149.

621. The simple combustibles with whicl

we are acquainted are hydrogen, sulphur, phos

phorus, carbon, boron, and the metals.
We may be satisfied that metals are really combustible,!))

repeating the following simple and beautiful experiment o

Dr. Ingenhousz.

Exp.—Twist a small iron wire into the form of a cork

screw, by rolling it round a small stick ; fix one end of it int(

a cork (which will fit a glass jar previously filled with oxyger

gas) and lap round the other end a small bit of cotton threat

dipped in melted tallow. Set fire to the cotton, and imme-

diately plunge the whole into the jar of oxygen gas. Thf

wire will take fire from the cotton and burn with great bril-

liancy.

622. Compound combustibles are all si

as are formed by the union of two or more

the simple combustibles. Common coal is

instance of this combination.
Th;- compound combustibles have been arranged under

five following heads : 1st, Sulphurets; 2d, Phosphurets ;

Carburets; 4th, Alloys; 5th, Sulphuretted, phosphurei

and carburetted Hydrogen.

623. The nature of combustion is understood
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,ery imperfectly. Sir Humphry Davy describes

t to be the general result of the actions of any .

ubstances possessed of strong chemical attrac- v
nons, or different electrical relations ; and that #

it takes place in all cases in which an intense

ind violent motion is communicated, to the

Corpuscles or minute atoms of bodies.
Sec the Elements of Chemical Philosophy, page 2*26.

624. Combustion appears to be a double de-

omposition, in which the combustible and the

ipporter of combustion divide themselves each
to two portions, which combine in pairs, the

ne forming the product, the other the fire

rhich escapes.
To the old chemists, the process of combustion was quite

explicable ; its nature, indeed, was not at all understood
util within these forty years. It is now known to be merely
play of affinities between okygen, light, caloric, and the
we of the combustible body ; so that nothing is really lost,

Jt new modifications of the same ingredients take place.

The component parts of the oxygen which is furnished by
le supporters of combustion are two ; viz. oxygenwud caloric.

'he component parts of all combustibles are likewise two

;

z. the base and light. If the two first are called Nos. 1 and
, and the two litter Nos. 3 and 4, the product of combustion
fill be formed by the union of Nos. I and 3 ; and the com-

pound which we call fire will arise from the combination of
.os. -'and 4.

625. The substances which are called sup-
lorters of combustion are not of themselves
ombustible, but are necessary to the process

;

hat is, no combustion can ever take place with-
lut one or other of the supporters of combustioa
>eing present.
Some modern chemists have discarded the term " sup-*

loiters of combustion ;" but I think without sufficient reason

620. There are onlv three simple substance?
* Z
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which are supporters of combustion ; viz. oxy-

gen gas, chlorine gas, and iodine.
To these three fluorine, the base of fluoric acid, has been

added as a supporter of combustion ; but it dots not appear to

me that there is evidence enough at present to justify me in

giving it that appellation

The chief properties of oxygen have been described in the

foregoing shee's ; the following experiments may however be
added to those already detailed.

Exp. 1.—If oxygen gas be forced out of a bladder, or a ga-
someter, upon a piece of ignited charcoal, the combustion
•will be so much increased, that the light thrown off will be
too vivid for the eye to endure. Rock crystal that has been
exposed to an intense heat in atmospheric air, for a very long

time, and has suffered nothing in Us hardness, transparency

or any other quality, will fuse like other substances when sub-

mitted to a stream ot oxygen gas.

Exp. 2.—If one ounce of strong nitrous acid, a compound
of oxygen and azote, be mixed with about half its weight

'

concentrated sulphuric acid, and poured into a little oil

turpentine, the whole will immediately burst into flame,

this experiment it is the oxygen of the nitric aeid wh ch
duces the combustion. The phial from whence the m
acid is poured, should be tied to the end of a long stick -to*

preserve the operatorfrom being injured by the splashi?ig oj

the materials.

Exp. 3.—Spread a piece of tinfoil, such as is used for coat-

ing electrical jars, upon a piece of thick paper
;
pour a small

quantity of strong solution of nitrate of copper upon it. Fold.,

it up quickly, and wrap it round carefully with the paper,

more effectually to exclude the atmospheric air. Place it
J

then upon a tile, and in a short time combustion will com-
mence, and the tin will inflame.

627. The agency of oxygen in combustion

attributable to its affinity tor combustible

dies. For, whenever such bodies are ignited,

in circumstances favourable to combustion, the
w

absorb oxvgen from the air, or from other con-

tiguous substances, till the combustible is co

verted to an incombustible body.
Combustion, like all other chemical processes, may be ex
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Gained by the laws of chemical affinity. The combustible

aving a greater affinity to ox\ gen than oxygen has to caloric,

le oxygen gas is <lecora posed, and its oxygen combines with

le ignited body, while its ealone, becoming free, produces
»e heat which is diff ised among the surrounding bodies.

628. In general, the heat produced by com-
ustion arises from the decomposition of the

ygen gas of the atmosphere ; for, as the oxy-

n combines with the combustible body, it dis-

ngages the caloric which it held when in the

tate of a gaseous substance.
Th mgh e\ery cas- of combustion require! that h> at should

; evolved, yet this process proceeds very differently in d:f-

sreut circumstances. Hence the terras ignition, injiamma-
n, detonation, &c.

629. To explain this operation with more
recision, it may be said that the act of com-
ustion affects a real analysis of atmospheric

; for, while the oxygen combines with the

ombustible, the caloric, in the form of sensible

eat, is thrown off in every direction.
We have incontestable evidence that combustible substances

with oxygen daring combustion : thus, if iron winch his

n burnt in oxygen gas be examined analytically, it will be
id to consisi of i on and oxygen ; in like manner it will h".

iscovered that burnt phosphorus consists of nothing but
losphorus and oxygen ; burnt charcoal of charcoal and oxy-

n; and burnt sulphur of sulphur and oxygen

630. Whenever we burn a combustible body,

continued stream of atmospheric air flows

Iowards the fire-place to occupy the vacancy
eft by the air that has undergone decomposi-
tion, and which, in its turn, becomes decom-
posed also. Hence a supply of caloric is fur-

l pished without intermission, till the whole of

the combustible is saturated with oxygen.
i Upon the principle, that a current of air hastens combus-
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tion, the Argand's lamp is constructed ; for, in consequence
;
1

of this perpetual supply of oxygen, the air is renewed every I
moment, and produces heat sufficient to burn the smoke as it J
is formed. The smoke which arises from a common fire is ,1

chiefly water in the state of vapour, with a mixture of carbu- 1
retted hydrogen and bituminous substances

;
part of the wa- I

Iter comes from the moisture of the fuel ; the other part is

fortned dining combustion, by the union of the hydrogen of

the combustible with the oxygen of the atmosphere.

631. As the combustible burns, light is dis-

engaged, and the more subtile parts of the com-
bustible, now converted by caloric into gas,

are dissipated in that state. When the com-
bustion is over, nothing remains but the earthy

parts of the combustible, and that portion which

is converted, by the process, into an oxide, an

acid, a chloride, or an iodide.
The product of combustion is always either an oxide or an

acid, or boih excepr when the new metals potassium or so-

dium are ign ted, and then an alkali is the produce. But the

alkalies are indeed now proved to be metallic oxides.

632. It is now generally supposed that the

light and flame which appear during the pro-

cess proceed from the combustible body, though

some philosophers have imagined that the light

comes in part from the decomposition of atmos-

pheric air.

If the light arose from th^ decomposition of oxygen
those combustibles which absorb most oxygen would give

most light ; but thi? is not the case. Pure hydrogen in burn-

ing combines with more oxygen than any other body, and

gives out more heat
;
yet the light is barely perceptible.

Some time ago Sir H. Davy discovered that if a fine plati-

num wire be rolled up in a small coil, and when made red-

hot be plunged into the vapour of alcohol, ether or camphor
mixed with common air, it will continue red-hot, and furnish

light so long as the combustible producing the vapour is un«

consumed. Thus a lamp may be formed which will burn

without flame, the heat produced being of itself sufficient to

keep the wire of platinum red-hot.

out
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633. Light, which is an extremely attenuated

i fluid matter, is constantly transmitted from the

sun to the earth. It is also found combined
with several terrestrial substances.

I Light is transmitted to us from the sun in little more than

•eight minutes, which is a velocity almost equal to 200,000
miles in a second of time ; but the rays of light and the rays of

oaloric are distinct from each other. It has been demonstrated

that some rays from the sun produce heat, which have no

I

I

power of communicating light.

634. Light is a peculiar substance, the na-

•ture of which is little understood ; but it pos-

sesses several very singular and striking pro-

perties.
i Light is decomposable into seven distinct rays of different •

,colours. Some bodies absorb one coloured ray, others an-

other, while they reflect the rest. This is the cause of colour

in bodies. A red body, for instance, reflects the red rays, and
absorbs the rest. A white body reflects all the rays, and ab-
sorbs none ; while a black body, on the contrary, absorbs all

the rays and r. fleets none

635. Until lately it was supposed that no
combustible body could burn without atmosphe-
ric air, or at least without oxygen gas, which is

la component part of the atmosphere. It has

however been discovered that this axiom must
be received with some limitations ; as will pre-

sently be explained.
The agencj ot oxygen in combustion may be demonstrated

by placing a lighted candle under a glass jar inverted upon a
plate of water. It will be seen that the candle will go out as

soon as it has consumed all the oxygen contained in the in-

cluded air.

It is necessary to inquire on what account

chlorine gas is now arranged with the sup-

porters of combustion.

636. When copper or gold, in thin leaves :

Z2
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or tin, zinc, and some other metals in filings,

are thrown into chlorine gas, they burn spon-

taneously; and the compound, which is pro-

duced by the combustion, is denominated, in

modern language, a chloride.

Exp.—If a bit of phosphorus, or a morsel of potassium, be
suspended in this gas, a similar effect will be produced, with.

out either of these subdtar.ces being previously ignited, and
the combustion will be vivid and pleasing. If a lighted taper

be plunged into a jar of chlorine gas, it will continue to burn
with a red flame, and a small portion of light will bt- evolved.

637. A chloride is. therefore a compound
body formed by the union of a combustible sub«r

stance with chlorine. By this process the chlo-

rine gas is deprived of its latent heat, and the

combustible is entirely altered in its appearance
and properties.

638. The chlorides are similar to the dry
muriates. Thus, if the muriatic salts be heat-

ed red or in any other way deprived of water,

they will in general be converted to true chlo-

rides.
This is not universally the case, because there are instances

in which a metallic muriate may be heated and the muriatic

acid driven oft' without decomposition : though in general the

hydrogen of the acid unites with the oxygen of the metal to

form water, and the chlorine thus divested of its hydrogen
unites with the metal and forms a metallic chloride. Thus it

is with common salt, or muriate of soda, when heated to dry-

ness; tor the hydrogen of the muriatic acid unites with the

oxygen of the. soda and they pass off* together in the ton

of water, while th° chlorine of the muriatic acid combint

with tiie sodium of the soda, and a chloride of sodium

formed.

639. Iodine is also a supporter of combus-

tion. If the crystals of iodine and phospho-

rus come in contact, at the common tempera-

ture of the atmosphere, combustion will ensue*
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and much heat will be evolved, but no light.

Iodine combines also with oxygen, with chlo-

rine, with sulphur, with most of the metals, and
with some other substances. These compounds
are called iodides.

It instead of mixing solid iodine and phosphorus, a bit of the

latter substance be suspended in the vapour of iodine, the jro

priety of classing iodine with the supporters of combustion

•will be still more evident ; for in this case the phosphorus will

burn with great freedom and evolve much heat without the

intervention of oxygen, or any substance containing oxygen.
Potassium will also burn in its vapour under similar circum-

stances, emitting a pale blue light.

640. The nature and properties of the io-

dides are at present but little known, and their

employment in the arts has been extremely
limited. The compound of iodine and mer-
cury is a red powder of considerable beauty ;

that of iodine and starch is a substance which
takes a brilliant blue colour inclining to pur-

ple. Ere long these iodides will probably be

brought into use.
In the first volume of the new edition of my Chemical Fa•-

says now in the press, at page 630, will be found an account
of an important trial in (he Court of Exchequer, in which a

verdict of the value of some thousand pounds was obtained by-

exhibiting to the Court and Jury the effect produced on the
mixture of the solutions of starch and iodine.

641. Combustible bodies differ from each
other principally in the rapidity with which
they absorb oxygen or the other supporters of

combustion ; and in the proportions of them
which they can take up, to form the new com-
pounds.
Exp.—Burn a piece of iron wire in a deflagrating jar of

ox) gen gits, as directed page 264, and suffer it to bum till it

goes out of itself. It a lighted Max taper be now letdown into

ihe gas, this will burn in it for some time, and then become
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extinguished. If ignited sulphur be now introduced, this will

also burn for a limited time. Lastly, introduce a morsel of
phosphorus, atxf combustion will also follow in like manner.
These experiments show the relative combustibility of diffe

ent substances.

642. In general, the greater the quantity of

oxygen gas which any combustible body is capa-

ble of decompoing, the greater will be the degree
of heat that is produced by the combustion.
Almost all the simple substances are capable of combining

with various doses of oxygen. Thus sulphur forms sulphu-
rous acid and sulphuric acid ; phosphorus forms oxide of
phijsphorus, phosphorous acid, and phosphoric acid ; carbon
also unites with different portions of oxygen, and forms car-

bonic oxide and carbonic acid.

643. If a substance be burnt in a sufficient

quantity of oxygen gas, in a close vessel, and
the product preserved, the whole will be found

to be increased in weight exactly in proportion

to the oxygen gas consumed, and the com-
bustible body will then have become incom-
bustible.
Phosphorus is an eminent instance of this increase by com-

bustion. If an ounce of phosphorus be properly inflamed, it

will produce more than two ounces of phosphoric acid ; the

increase in weight arises from its absorption of oxygen.

644. It becomes incombustible because it is

incapable of combining with any more oxygen,

or with more of that supporter of combustion in

which the process took place : some bodies,

however, may be rendered combustible again by

depriving them of the oxygen which they ab-

sorbed in their former combustion.
A series ot* curious experiments of this kind may be seen

in Lavoisier's Che?nical Elements, page 495 and following

pages.

645. In the decomposition of atmospheric

i:
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air by combustion, it is natural to ask, what
becomes of the nitrogen gas ? As the oxygen
becomes fixed in the combustible body, its ca-

loric is disengaged, a part of which combines
with the nitrogen and carries it off in the form
of rarefied nitrogen gas.

646. Whenever bodies are fully burnt, such
substances are said to be oxygenised or oxi-

dised ; that is, changed into acids or oxides.

But these terms wtll not apply to the new sub-

stances called chlorides and iodides.
Whenever a substance is couverted to an oxide, we say it is

oxidised : uut if it becomes an acid by its union with oxygen,
we say it is oxygenised. We are indebted to Mr. Chenevix
for this lucid definition of terms too often used indiscrimi-

nately.

647. It is a characteristic property of a com-
bustible body, to form a chemical combination
with the oxygen that is furnished by the sup-
porter of the combustion ; and so intimate is

this union, in many instances, that it is only
with extreme difficulty we can again separate

the oxygen from the combustible body.
When oil is burnt in an Aland's lamp, its carbon unites

with the oxyg-n of the atmosphere and forms carbonic acid

gas; wbile its hydrogen unites with another portion of oxy-
gen and forms water. Every 100 ounces of oil, thus burnt,
produce 130 ouncis of water.

648. These compounds may, however, be

deoxidised in various ways; and, in some
cases, the oxygen may be transferred from the

burnt body to a fresh combustible body, and
be made the means of producing a fresh com-
bustion ; or it may sometimes be completely

separated, and shown in its primitive or gase

ous state.
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Water, as we have shown, is a product of combustion, and
its base is hydrogen, the most combustible substance we are
acquainted with. To restore the combustibility of the hydro-
gen, we have only to abstract its oxygen, which may readily

be done by mixing iron or zinc filings, and sulphuric acid,

with the water: by which means the metal becomes oxidised,

and the hydrogen gas is evolved as combustible as ever.

649. In some instances this may be done with

the greatest ease, as no part of bodies that we
|

know of is destroyed by combustion.
This is frequently done for the purpose of procuring oxy-

gen gas. The oxide of manganese, or of mercury, is exposed
to a proper degree of heat, and the gas received in a suitable

apparatus as it is extricated.

When bodies are burnt none of their principles are de-
stroyed ; they had previously formed together one kind of

compound, and they now separate from each other, at the

high temperature to which they are exposed, in order to form
others with the vital air in contact with them : and such of

the principles as cannot unite with the vital air, viz. the

earth, some saline and some metallic particles, compose the

cinder.

650, We have reason indeed to think tha

every particle of matter is indestructible, and
that the process of combustion merely decom-

poses the body, and sets its several component

parts at liberty, to separate from each other, to

form other new and varied combinations.
" It was said of old, that the Creator -weighed the dust, and

measured the water, when he made the world. The first

quantity is here still ; and though man can gather and scatter,

tnove mix, and unmix, yet he can destroy nothing: the pu-

trefaction of one thing is a preparation for the being, and the

bloom, and the beauty of another. Something gathers up aU
fragments, and nothing is lost,"
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CHAPTER Xm.

OF ATTRACTION, REPULSION, AND
CHEMIC\L AFFINITY.

651. Attraction is that unknown force which
causes bodies to approach eatA* other.

Atti action has, by some philosophers, be«_n attributed to an
inherent property of matter, and by others to j, e influence ot

some foreign agent. The former is perhaps the R0S t proba-
ble supposition.

652. The most obvious instances* of attraction

are : the gravitation of bodies to the earth

;

that of the planets towards each other ; and the

attractions of electricity and magnetism.
Sir Isaac Newton demonstrated that the planetary attrac-

tion is the same principle- as gravitation.

For some account of magnetism see note, page 182. In
addition to that, it may be remarked that if a steel needle be
rubbed from its eye to its point, a few times over the north
pole of a magnet, and then stuck in a small cork, to swim on
water; the eye will veer towauls the north, and the point to

the south.

653. Attraction subsists likewise between
the particles of bodies ; and it is this kind of
attraction which comes under the more imme-
diate cognisance of chemists.

If common flowers of sulphur and potash be mixed and
thrown into water, the sulphur will separate and the potash
be dissolved ; but if they be previously melted together, the
union will then be so perfect, that the compound will be com-
pletely soluble. The design of this experiment is to show
that chemical affinity has no sensible action but on the mere
etementary particles ot bodies.

All the operations ol chemistry are founded on the force of
attraction which Nature has established between the particles

of bodies, and by which force all bodies cohere. The art ot
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dyeing is also entirely dependent on this principle. Take one
example.
Exp.—Pour a little solution of indigo in sulphuric acid into

a glass of water, and add about an equal quap^ity of solution of

carbonate ofpotash. If a piece of white --cloth be flipped in

this mixture, it will come out a blue- K a Piece ot yellow .

cloth be dipped in, it will become *» g»een, or a red will be.

converted to a purple. A sjip r^'blue litmus paper immersi
J

in it will immediately become re d.

654. Whenever *ne force of attraction ope

rates between particles of the same species, it

is called tte attraction of cohesion or the at-;

tractiop of aggregation ; but when between the

particles of different substances, it is called

the attraction of composition or chemical af-

finity.
It is from the attraction of cohesion that a drop of water is

always spherical, and that small particles of quicksilver are
constantly of a globular figure. In consequence of the same
species of attraction, particles of water and other liquids as*

cend in capillary tubes.

Exp. 1.—If a small plate of glass be laid upon a globule of

mercury, the globule, notwithstanding the pressure, continues

to preserve its round figure. If the plate be gradually charg-

ed with weights, one after another, tht mercury becomes thin-

ner and thinner; but, as soon as the weights are removed, its

globular figure is restored.

Exp. 2.—In order to exemplify the latter kind of attrac-

tion, a I'ttle caustic soda may he put into a glass, and muriatic

acid added to it. Both these are corrosive substances ; but

the compound resulting from them will be found to be our

common table salt. Here we have an instance of two hete-

rogeneous bodies producing, by their action on each other, a

distinct substance, possessing the properties of neither of the

bodies which compose it.

If several salts be dissolved in the same water, each parti-

de, when they crystallise, will find its own kind, by a sort of

innate polarity.

Exp. 3.—Dissolve separately equal weights of sulphate of

copper and crystals of carbenate of soda in sufficient quantities

of boiling water: pour them together while hot into a flat pan,

and when the water has evaporated a little, and the whole i9
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buffered to cool, the salts will shoot;—the sulphate of copper
Bio blue, the soda in -white crystals, similar to what they were
[jbefore they were dissolved.

655. To explain with more precision what
is meant by attraction of aggregation, it may be
said that the particles of all bodies are possessed
of the inherent property of attracting each
other; this causes them to adhere, and preserves

the various substances around us from falling

in pieces. The nature of this wonderful pro-

perty is entirely unknown.
Tlnre are different kinds ol aggravation; viz.. solid, soft,

liquid, and gaseous. A stone is an instance ofjtfie first, jelly

of the second, water of the third, and atmospheric air of the
last. /

656. The particles of every simple substance

have not only an attraction among themselves,

forming the aggregation of that body or sub-

stance, but they have also another attraction to

substances with which they have an affinity,

called elective attraction ; and these bodies,

when presented to each other, unite and form
a new compound.

This power was by Bergman called elective attractAjn, as

though matter were endued with the ability to prefe-one sub-

stance to another. Chemical attraction is a r^re definite

term, and is now in general use.

657. Chemical attraction ca* only exist be-

tween the particles of oppos^ and distinct sub-

stances ; and this specie«^f attraction is exert-

ed with a different f*<*ce, according to the na-

ture of each subs+^ce.
There are sever?' '*ws °f chemical affinity ; but ihese may

be studied with wore effect when the elements of the science

are ihorou?hfy understood. They are well explained by
Pourcrov, in his System of Chemical Knowledge, vol. i. page
9G, fcr. Hut one of the best general views of the present

A a
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state of our knowledge respecting chemical affinity will be
found in Dr. Henry's Elements of Experimental Chemistry,

vol. i. p. 14—64.
Sir Humphry Davy has shown that all bodies which have a

chemical affinity for each other are in opposite states of elec-

tricity ; and that chemical affinity depends so much upon elec-

tricity, that these natural affinities may be modified or des-

troyed by inducing a change in the electrical states of bodies

by artificial means.

658. Most bodies combine, however, only

in certain proportions :—the new combinations

acquire new properties, and they are incapable

of separation by mechanical means.
Thus oxyge^ and hyd.-ogen, except by a tedious process,

combine only in one proportion, and the result is water ; ni-

trogen and hydrogen combine also in one propcftion, and am-
monia is the result.

Exp. 2.—Melt together equal quantities of tin and iron,

two malleable and ductile metals; the compound produced
will have totally lost thf properties which its constituent parts ''

possessed before their union ; for the alloy formed will be a •

very brittle metal.

Exp. 2—If liquid ammonia and muriatic acid, both fluids

of a strong odour, be mixed in proper pi oportions, a fluid will

be produced entirely devoid of smell ; viz. muriate of am-
monia.
Exp. 3.—If nitrate of ammonia and sulphate of soda, both

in crystals, be rubbed together in a stone mortar in equal pro-
portions, ti*> mixture will be converted to a fluid.

659. ChenJcal attraction is of three kinds

;

viz. simple attraction, compound attraction, and
disposing attraction.

660. When two subonces unite merely in.

consequence of their mutual attraction, they
are said to combine by virtue *f simple attrac-'

•

tion or affinity.

The following experiments will serve to exemplify son
cases of simple affinity.

Exp. 1.—Take a portion of acetate of soda, pour muriatic /

acid upon it in a retort, and distil it to dryness. The acetic •
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acid will be expelled, and the muriatic acid will be found in

combination with the soda, united so strongly that the most
intense heat will not be able to separate it. This effect is

owing to the soda having a greater affinity for muriatic acid

tha. it ha3 lor the acetic.

Exp. 2.—If a portion of nitric acid be now added to the
muriate of soda, and heal applied, the muriatic acid will be
again disengaged, and the nitric acid will be in possession of
the soda.

Exp. 3.—Lastly, if to the nitrate of soda sulphuric acid be
added, and these exposed to a due degree of heat, the nitric

acid will be expelled, and the sulphuric acid will be in posses-

sion of the alkali, forming a true sulphate of soda. These
changes all take place in consequence ofchemical attraction.

661. The action of two compound substances,

whereby they mutually decompose each other,

ancLproduce two or more new compounds, is

callSi compound affinity.
E&^.—h into a solution of sulphate of ammonia there be

pourei^Bitric acid, no decomposition is produced, because the

sulphuric acid has a stronger affinity than nitric acid for am-
monia. But if a solution of nitrate of potash be poured in,

we obtain by evaporation two new bodies, viz. sulphate of
potash and nitrate of ammonia. In this case, the sulphuric

acid of the sulphate of ammonia attracts the potash of the ni-

trate of potash at the same time that the ammonia attracts the

nitric acid ; and to the ,*ncy of these united affinities the

double decomposition mult be attributed.

Exp 2 —In like manner acetate of alumina, which is used

by the dvers and calico-printers, cannot be formed by the di-

rect mixture of its component parts : for acetic acid exerts no
action upon alumina, h swever its parts may be divided by me-
chanical means. But if we mix sulphatt of alumina with ace-

tate of lead, a mutual decomposition will take place, and the

article required will be produced.

Exp. 3.—If concentrated nitric acid be poured upon tin,

there wdl be no union The component part 1

? of the nitric

acid have so great an attraction for each other, that the tin

has no power to i ffect a decomposition. But if a Few lirops

of water b- added the imio;, between the oxygr • <> i nit- o-

gen of the nitric acid will be weakened, part of its oxygen will

combine with the tin, a violent action will take place, clouds
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of nitrous gas will be disengaged in abundance, and the tic

will soon be entirely dissolved in the acid.

Exp. 4 Inte distilled water drop a little spirituous solu-

tion of soap, and no chemical effect will be perceived ; but if,

some of the same solution, be added to hard-water, a milkinesi

will immediately be produced, more or less, according to the

degree of its impurity. This is a good method of ascerlainic

the purity of spring water.

662. When bodies, which apparently have

no tendency to unite of themselves, combine
consequence of the addition of another sub-

stance, the union is said to be produced bj

means of disposing affinity.

See the last experiment at page 81, which affords an in«

stance of the nature of this affinity. Again, if conct ntrater

sulphuric acid be poured upon iron, no action will ensue ; be
if a little water be added to dilute the sulphuric acid, augactioti

will instantly commence and the iron will soon be dissolved!

663 Other terms are also employed^fc the

subject of chemical affinities. There are what!
are called quiescent attractions, and divelle

attractions.

664. When two or more bodies are presentee

to each other, the attractions which tend
preserve their original arrangement of parts

are denominated the quiescent affinities.

Exp —If a few drops of nitrate of silvt-r be poured into a
solution of muriate of soda, two new substancps will be form-

ed, viz. nitrate of soda, and muriate of silver ; the latter of J

which, being insoluble in water, will be precipitated. In this

experiment the affinity of the nitric acid to the silver, and the*;

muriatic acid to the soda, are the quiescent affinities ; whereasf
the affinity of the nitric acid to the soda, and the muriatic acid

,

to the silver, are the divellent affinities.

665. Those attractions which tend to destroy

the original compound, and to form new am
rangements, are called the divellent affinities.

It will be evident, from a due consideration of this subject,
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that no new arrangement of parts in any mixture can take
place, unless divellent attraction exists.

666. The study of the chemical attractions

seems to be beyond doubt the most important
part of chemistry ; for, it is only from a thorough
knowledge of the attractions which different

substances have for each other, that we shall

ever attain a complete analysis' of the produc-

tions of nature.
Among th* affinities of any substance, there is generally at

least one peculiar to that substance which stamps it as one of

its generic characters ; and it is of the utmost importance to

the student, in the more early stage o\ his progress, to imprint

these characteristics upon his mind as often as he happens to

meet with them. It is these predominating affinities which
are more particularly serviceable in the classi6cation of the

chemical properties of different substances, and of the chemi-
cal phenomena derived from them. Thus, affinity for oxygen
distinguishes inflammable substances ; and the reciprocal affi-

nity of acids and alkalies constitutes acidity and alkalinity.

Thus barytes has a superior affinity for sulphuric acid, and
lime for the oxalic acid, &c.

667. The student must practise as well as

I study the various tables of affinities of Berg-

mann, Pearson, Berthollet, and others ; and
endeavour to make himself acquainted with the

changes which take place in the properties of

bodies, in consequence of their chemical union

with each other.

668. In these tables the name of the substance

whose affinities are required, is always placed

at the head of the column, and separated gene-

rally by a line ; below this the other bodies are

placed in the order of their attraction to the

first substance.
The following single example may serve as a specimen of

the tablet of affinities, and will be sufficient to explain the

Aa 2
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nature of all others. Let the question be Sulphuric Acid,

ami it will be formed thus:

SULPHURIC ACID.
Barytes.
Stro?itites.

Potash.

S:
Magnesia.
Ammonia.
Alumina.
Metallic Oxides.
Water.

Here we are taught that if sulphuric acid be combined, fui*

example, with ammonia, the acid may be separated by any of

the preceding substances, magnesia^ lime, &c.; and conse

quently barytes being the first in this column, will attract sal

phuric acid from any of the succeeding bodies with which this

acid may be combined.

669. These tables, notwithstanding some ex-

ceptions, are so extremely useful, that the study
of them cannot be too strongly inculcated ; for

in most cases they may be safely trusted by
the practical chemist.
The affinities of bodies are however affected by the circum-

stances in which they are presented to each other, by the co- ;k

hesion of their parts, by chemical repulsion, &c.

670. The opposite principle to attraction is

repulsion. Repulsion is a peculiar property,

inherent in the particles of all matter, which

gives them a constant tendency to recede from

each other.
Sir Isaac Newton found that when a convex lens was put

upon a flat glass, it remained at the distance of the one-

hundred and thirty-seventh part of an inch : that a very con-

siderable pressure was required to diminish this distance, and
that no force which can be applied will bring them into actual

mathematical contact. The particles of all gases and of at-

mospheric air evidently repel each other.. It is to repulsion

that they are indebted tor their elasticity.
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Some bodies have such a repulsion for water, that it is diffi-

cult to wet them. The specific gravity of steel is much
greater than that of water; yet if a dry steel needle be placed

with care upon the surface of a bason of water, the repulsion

of the water will prevent its sinking. Thus, some insects will

walk upon water without any of it adhering to them.

671. This peculiar property of matter ope-

rates both at sensible and at insensible dis-

tances.

672. The only k|pds of repulsion that can
be exhibited to the senses, are those of eleetri-

city, and magnetism ; but it is insensible repul-

sion with which chemists are more particularly

concerned.
Sir II. Davy has very satisfactorily shewn, that those sub-

stances which are incapable of chemical combinations are uni-

formly in the same electrical states ; and thai, according to

the common laws of electricity, such bodies mijht be expect-

ed to repel, but cannot attract each other.

Exp. 1.—If two small pith balls be suspended from an in-

sulated body with fine thread so as to touch eafth other, and
we charge that body with electricity, the pith bills will sepa-

rate immediately. The balls of course repel eajh other.

Exp. 2.—If w<- present the north pole of ta magnet A to

the same pole of another magnet B, suspended on a pivot,

and at liberty to move, the magnet B recedes as the other ap-

proaches.; and by following it with A at a proper distance, it

ma) be made to turn round on its pivot with coisiderable ve-

locity.

673. The chief example of this Utter kind,

that we are acquainted with, is the repulsion

ot the particles of caloric amongst tiemselves;

which repulsion would constantly tend to in-

finite separation, were it not for a chemical

union, which, by an irrevocable law of nature,

they form with the first surrounding body ; for

by that law, it seems, the particles of caloric

cannot exist in an isolated state.
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It is now generally imagined that what is called insensible

repulsion is owing 1 3 the presence ot caloric. It is well known
that the elasticity of air and all other gaseous bodies is increas-

ed by heat ; (hat is, that the repulsion between the particles

of air, the distance remaining the same, increases wiih the

temperature, bo that at last it becomes so great as to overcome
every obstacle1 which can be opposed to it. A single example
will be sufficient.

Exp—Introduce a little carbonate of ammonia into a Flo-
rence flask, and place that part of the flask which contains the

salt on the surface of a bason of boding water ; the heat will

soon cause the. iarbonate of ammonia to rise undecomposed,
and attach itself to the upper part of the vessel, affording an
example of simple sublimation.

674. This repulsive force diminishes the co-

hesion of the integrant particles of all heated
bodies, in cpnsequence of the particles of ca-

loric repelling each other : so that chemical

unions, as /well as chemical decompositions,

are wondeffully facilitated by this species of

repulsion. /

It is eviden , that whatever diminishes the cohesion which
exists between the particles of any body, must also tend to fa-

cilitate tbeir chemical union with the particles of other bodies.

One reason why some bodies require a high temperature to

to cause thenJ to cornbint , is, that at a low temperature the

attraction of cohesion is in them superior to that of affinity ;

accordingly it becomes necessary to weaken that attraction

by caloric, til it b 'comes infc; ior to that of affinity. In like

manner, bodies combine more easily when held in solution

by water, or when they have previously been reduced to a
fine powder, is these operations diminish the cohesion which
exists among (he pi imitive or integraut particles.

Exp.<—Dt(i> a lump of fluate of lime into some sulphuric
acid, and no Action will be perceived ; but if that earthy salt

be reduced to a powder, a violent action will ensue on the ad-
dition of the sulphuric acid, and the fluate of lime will be de-
composed.

675. To explain this action of caloric with
more precision, it may be said, that as che-

mical affinity takes place only between the
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ultimate molecules of bodies, while the attrac-

tion of cohesion remains superior to that of

affinity, no other union can take place ; but,

whenever caloric has sufficiently diminished
this attraction in any substance, the particles

are then at liberty to form new combinations,

by their union with the particles of other bo-

dies.

Exp. 1.—If mercury be submitted to a heat little superior

to that of boiling water, th- metal will remain unaltered. If

the heat be increased to 600° . or thereabouts, the attraction

of cohesion of the merturv will be broken ; its particles will

unite with the oxvgen of the atmosphere ; and a new sub-
stance, red oxide of'mercury, will be produced.
Exp. '2—If this new substance be again submitted to the

operation of caloric, and the hi at be raised to 1000°, the com-
bination will again be broken, and new affinities will take
place. The affinity of oxygen for calorie will now be greater

than that of oxygen for mercury ; the oxj gen will quit the
mercury, unite with the caloric, and be expelled as oxvgen
gas: and the mercury will once more appear in its metallic

state.

676. In order that the attraction of compo-
sition may take place between two bodies, it is

generally necessary either that one of the sub-

stances should be in a state of fluidity, or that

heat should be applied ; so that caloric acts an
important part, either sensibly or insensibly,

in all cases of chemical affinity.

This is so g< nerally th*- case, thst a chemical odage has
been founded upon it, corpora non agunt nisi sint soluta.
But there are exceptions. Crystallised muriate of lime and
snow, if cooled to 0°, will act so upon each other as to form
a liquid. Crystals of oxalic acid and dry lime will also com-
bine on mixture.

677. We have reason indeed to believe that

every new compound is produced by virtue of

the attraction to which all matter is subject,
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and which is equally operative on the most mi-

nute atom, as on a planetary system.

To read or practice the numerous experiments detailed in.

this little volume, merely for the sake of amusement, may
occasionally have its advantages; but a resolution to repeat

them, and examine all the phenomena, for the sole purpose
of receiving instruction, is what the author would principally

inculcate. Let it never be forgotten, that no effect, however
extraordinary, or even trivial, it may appear to us, can ever

happen but inconsequence of some previously established law
of unerring Nature.



AN EXPLANATION OF

CHEMICAL TERMS,

A.

AERIFORM fluids. This term is applied to denote any
substance that is invisible and permanently elastic,

See Gas.

Affinity chemical. A term used to express that peculiar pro-
pensity which different species of matter have to unite

with each other, or with portions of matter of their own
species. See Chap. xiii.

Aggregates. Substances whose parts are united by cohesive,

and not by chemical, attraction.

Alloys. A combination of any two metals, except mercury,
is called an alloy. Thus gold is alloyed either with sil-

ver or copper, for the purposes of coinage.

Amalgam. A combination or mixture of mercury with any
other metal is called an amalgam.

Ammoniacal salts . Salts formed by the union of an acid with
ammonia, or volatile alkali. See page 88.

Analysis. The re-solution of a substance into its constituent

parts, for the purpose of examination. See page 14.

Annealing. The art of rendering substances tough which
are naturally hard and brittle. Glass and iron are an-

nealed by gradual cooling ; brass and copper b) heating,

and then suddenly plunging them in cold water.

Areometer. ' A graduated glass instrument with a bulb, by
whieh the specific gravity of liquids is ascertained.

Argillaceous. A term descriptive of that class of stones and
earthy matters in which clay or alumina abounds.

Atmospheres. We use this term to express the degree of

additional pressure given to fluids. Thus, if, in order to
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impregnate water with any of the gases, I give it a pres-

sure of 15lbs. upon a square inch of surface, I am said to

give it one atmosphere ; if 301bs. two atmospheres, &c.
See page 21, &c.

Attraction. Chemical attraction is a term synonymous with

affinity ; which see.

Azote. See Nitrogen.

B.

Barometer. An instrument which shows the variation

the pressure of the atmosphere, by the rise or fall of a
column of mercury in a glass tube attached to a gradua-
ted plate.

Base. A chemical term usually applied to denote the earth,

the alkali, or the metal which is capable of neutralising

an acid so as to form a salt.

Baths. Vessels for distillation or digestion, contrived to

transmit heat gradually and regularly.

sa?ul. Vessels filled in part with dry sand, in which
those retorts are placed which require a greater heat

than can be given bv boiling water. In large works iron

plates are used instead of vessels of capacity. They are

often called sand-heats. See Plate IV. fig. 14.

«*- water. Vessels of boiling water, in which other ves«*v ;

sela containing the matters to be distilled or digested are

placed, in order that the same heat maybe kept up
throughout the whole of any particular process.

Bathy salt water. A saturated solution of muriate of soda

first used in this country for the purposes of pharmacy,
and which is capable of receiving a higher temperature
than common water, is very useful in many chemical"-

operations.

Bitumen. A generic term, applied to a variety of fossil in-

flammable substances. See page 165.

Blow-pipe. An instrument to increase and direct the flame'

of a lamp for the analysis of mineral, aud for other

chemical purposes. See figs. 36 and 37, Plate VIII.

Bolt head. A round chemical vessel with a long neck, usu-

ally emplov<() for digestions. It is also called a matrass.

See Plate II. fig. 10.

Button. A name given to the small round piece of metal"

which is found at the bottom of a crucible after a metal*

lie ere or an oxide of metal has been reduced.
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c.

Calcareous. A chemical term formerly applied to describe

chalk, marble, and all other combinations of lime with

carbonic acid. See page 67.

Calcination. The application of heat to saline, metallic, or

other substances; so regulated as to deprive them of

moisture, &c, and yet preserve them in a pulverulent

form.
Calorimeter. An instrument for ascertaining; the quantity of

caloric disengaged from any substance that may be the

object of experiment. See page 38.

Capillary. A term usually applied to the rise of the sap in

vegetables, or the rise of any fluid in very small tubes
;

owing to a peculiar kind of attraction, called capillary

attraction.

Capsules. Small saucers of clay for roasting samples of

ores, and for smelting them to ascertain their value. See
fig. 26, Plate VI.

Caput-movtunm. A term signifying dead-head, being that

which regains in a retort after distillation to dryness.

See Residuum, which is the modern term

Carburets. Compound substances, of which carbon forms

one of the constituent parts. Thus plumbago, which

is composed of carbon and iron, is called carburet of iron

.

See page 103.

Causticity. That quality in certain substances by which they

burn or corrode animal bodies to which they are applied.

It is best explained by the doctrine of chemical affinity,

See page 83.

Chalybeate. A term descriptive of those mineral waters

which are impregnated with iron.

Coal. A term applied to the residuum of any dry distillation

ofanimal or vegetable matters. See page 165.

Cohesion. A force inherent in all the particles of all sub-

stances, excepting light and caloric, which prevents bo-

dies from falling in pieces. See Affinity.

Combination. A term expressive of a true chemical union

of two or more substances, in opposition to mere me-
chanical mixture.

Comminution. The reduction of hard bodies into small par-

ticles. By this process the heaviest substances may be

made to float in the lightest fluids.

Concentration. The act of increasing the specific gravity of

bodies. The term is usually applied to fluids which are

B b
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rendered stronger by evaporating a portion of the water
which they contain.

Condensation. The act of bringing the component parts of
vapour, or gas, nearer together by pressure, or by cold.

Thus atmospheric air may be condensed by pressure; and
aqueous vapour by the subtraction of caloric, till it is

converted into water.

Crucibles. Vessels of indispensable use in chemistry in the
various operations of fusion by heat. They are made in

various forms, of baked earths, or metal. See Plate I.

figures 4, 5, and 6.

Crystallisation. An operation of nature, in which various

earths, salts, and metallic substances pass from a fluid to

a solid state, assuming certain determinate geometrical
figures. See page 137.

~ water of. That portion which is combined with
salts in the act of crj stall ising, and becomes a component
part of such saline substances. See page 139.

Cupel. A vessel made of calcined bones, mixed with a small

proportion of clr.y and water. It is used whenever gold

and silver are refined by melting them with lead. The
process is called cupellation.

Decomposition. The separation of the constituent principles •

of compound bodies by chemical means. See page 14.

Decrepitation. The sudden decomposition of salts attended

with a crackling noise when thrown into a red-hot cru-

cible, or on an open fire.

Deflagration. The vivid combustion that is produced when-
ever nitre, mixed with an inflammable substance, is ex- -

pose<1 to a red heat. See page 127.

Deliquescence of solid saline bodies, signifies their becoming
moist, or liquid, by means of water which they absorb

from the atmosphere in consequence of their great at-

traction for that fluid. See page 140.

Deliquium, Is the state of potash, or any deliquescent salt,

when it has so far deliquesced by exposure to the air, as

to have btcome a liquid.

Deoxidise (formerly Deoxidate.) To deprive a body of oxy-

c jo. See Chap. xi.

Dephlegmation, lsihe act of separating the water from che-

mical liquors.
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Depuration. The separating any liquid in a state of purity

from its feces or lees.

Detonation. A species of explosion commonly applied to

that of nitre when thrown upon burning charcoal. See

page 126.

Digestion. The effect produced by the continued soaking of

a solid substance in a liquid, with the applicatiou of heat.

Digestor Papin's. A strong close vessel generally made of

iron, in which animal bones and other substances may be

exposed in water to a degree of heat sufficient to reduce

them to a pulp or jelly expeditiously.

Distillation. A process for separating the volatile or fluid

part of a substance from the more fixed, and preserving

them both in a state of separation.

Ductility. A quality of certain bodies, particularly some of

the m#tals, in csnsequence of which they may be drawn
out to a certain length without fracture. See page 231.

Dulcijication. The combination of mineral acids with alco-

hol. Thus we have dulcified spirit of nitre, dulcified

spirit of vitriol, &c.

E.

Edulcoradorn. Expressive of the purification of a substance

b) washing with water.

Effervescence. An intestine motion which takes place in

certain bodies, occasioned by the sudden escape of a gase-

ous substance.

Efflorescence. A term commonly applied to those saline

crystals which become pulverulent on exposure to the

air, in consequence of the loss of a part of the water of

crystallisation. See page 141.

Elastic fuids. A name sometimes given to vapours and
gases. Vapour is called an elastic fluid

;
gas, * perma-

nently elastic fluid.

Elements; The simple, constituent parts of bodies, which

are incapable of decomposition; they are frequently called

principles. See Simple Substances.

Empyreuma. A peculiar and indescribably disagreeable

smell, arising from the burning of animal and vegetable

matter in close vessels.

Essences. What are called essences, in chemistry and phar-

macy, are the essential oils obtained by distillation from
odoriferous vegetable substances.
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Essential Salts. The saline substances found in plants, and
which are held in solution by the water wherein they are
infused. They are obtained by evaporation and cooling.

Ethers. Volatile liquids formed by the distillation of some
of the acids with alcohol.

Eudiometer. An instrument invented by Dr. Priestley for

determining the purity of any given portion of atmos-
pheric ai»\ The science of investigating the different

kinds of gases is called eacliometry

.

Expression. A term used in pharmacy, denoting the act of

forcing out the juices and oils of plants by means of a

press. By a similar term the expressed are distinguished

from the essential oils.

Exsiccation. The act ofdrying moist bodies.

F.

Fermentation. A peculiar spontaneous motion, which takes

place in all vegetable matter when exposed for a certain

time to a proper degree of temperature.

Filtration. A chemical process for the depuration of liquid

substances. Bibulous paper supported by a funnel is

commonly made use of; but for dear and expensive liquors

we use a little carded cotton lightly pressed into the tube

of a glass funnel.

Flowers. In chemical language are solid dry substances pro-

cured by sublimation Thus we have flowers of arsenic,

of sal ammoniac, of sulphur, &c. which are arsenic, sal

ammoniac, and sulphur unaltered except in appearance.

Flux. A substance which is mixed with metallic ores or

other bodies, to promote their fusion ; as an alkali is mixed
with silica in order to form glass.

Fossil. A term employed to denote those animal and vege-

table remains of a former world, which have preserved

their original forms, though converted in some measure
into substances similar to the matrices in which they are

found

Fulmination. Thundering or violent explosion. We have
fulminating silver, fulmir.atinggold, and other fulminating

powders, which explode with a loud report by friction,

or when sl'ghtly heated.

Furnaces. Chemical vessels of various forms for the fusion

of ores, or other operations which require heat. See A
%. 13, Plate III. and fig. 16, Plate IV.
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Furnaces, blast. Are built for making iron, smelting ores,

&c. They are so contrived that their heat is much in-

creased by means of powerful bellows, A black smith's

forge is a kind of blast furnace.

wind. Chemical furnaces for intense heat, so con-

structed that they draw with great force, without the use

of bellows. See Plate V. figs. 18 and 20.

Fusion. The state of a body which was solid in the tempera-
ture of the atmosphere, and is now rendered fluid by the

artificial application of heat.

G.

Galvanism. A science comparatively new, which offers a
variety of phenomena, resulting from different conductors
of electricity placed in different circumstances of contact

;

particularly the nerves of the animal body. See page 33.

Gangiie. A term made use of to denote the stony matter
which fills the cavities, and accompanies the ores in the

veins of metals.

Gas. A term used to express any elastic fluid, or air which
remains permanently elastic in all temperatures. See
page 2-1-

Gaseous. Having the nature and properties of gas.

Gasometer. A name given to a variety of utensils and appa-
ratus contrived to measure, collect, preserve, or mix the
different gases. An apparatus ot this kind is also used tor

the purposes of administering pneumatic medicines. See
Plate III. fig. 12.

Gasometry. The science of measuring the gases.

Gelatine. A chemical term for animal jelly. It exists par-
ticularly in the tendons and the skin of animals.

Gluten. A vegetable substance somewhat similar to animal
gelatine. It is the gluten in wheat-flour which gives it

the property of making good bread, and adhesive paste.

Other grain contains a much less quantity of this nutri-

tious substance.

Graduation. The division of a scale or measure into deci-

mal or other regular parts.

Grain. The smallest weight made use of by chemical wri-

ters. Twenty grams make a scruple ; 3 scruples a
drachm ; 8 drachms, or 480 grains, make an ounce ; 12
ounces, or 5760 grains, a pound troy, The avoirdupois
pound contains 7000 grains.

Bt>2
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Granulation. The operation of pouring a melted metal into

water, in order to divide it into small particles for chemi-
cal purposes. Tin is thus granulated by the dyers before
it is dissolved in the proper acid.

Gravity absolute. That property by which bodies move to-

wards each other, in proportion to their respective quan-
tities of matter. This is the property by which bodies

fall to the earth. See Chapter xiii.—— specific. This differs from absolute gravity inasmuch as

it is the weight of a given measure of any solid or fluid

body, compared with the same measure of distilled wa-
ter. It is generally expressed by decimals. See page 17.

H.

Hepar. The name formerly given to the combination of sul-

phur with alkali. It is now called sulphuret of potash,

limp, &c, according to the base employed.
Hermetically. A term applied to the closing of the orifice of

a glass tube, by fusion, so as to render it air-tight.

Hydrogenised Sidphurets. Certain bases combined with sul-

phuretted hydrogen.
Hydro-oxides. Metallic oxides combined with water.
Hydrometers. Instruments for ascertaining the specific gra-

vity of spirituous liquors or other fluids.

Hygrometers. Instruments for ascertaining the degree of
moisture in atmospheric air.

Hyperoxygenised. A term formerly applied to substances

which are combined with the largest possible quantity of

oxygen. It is now disused. See page 124.

Incineration. The burning of vegetables for the sake of their

ashes. The burning of kelp on the sea coasts is an exam-
ple of this process.

Inflammation. A phenomenon which takes place on mixing
certain substances. The mixture of oil of turpentine with

strong nitrous acid produces an instance of this p- culiar

chemical effect.

Infusion. A simple operation to procure the salts, juices,

and other virtues of vegetables by means of water.

Integrant particles. See page 147.
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Intermediates. A terra made use of when speaking of che-

mical affinity. Oil for example, has no affinity to water

unless it be previously combined with an alkali ; it then

becomes soap, and the alkali is said to be the intermedium
which occasions the union.

K.

Kali. A genus of marine plants, which is burnt to procure
mineral alkali by afterwards lixiviating the ashes. See
page 78.

Laboratory. A room fitted up with apparatus for the perfor-

mance of chemical operations.

Lamp Argand's. A kind of lamp much used for chemical
experiments. It is made on the principle of a wind fur-

nace, and thus produces a great degree of light and heat
without smoke. See Plate VI. A. fig. 23.

Levigatisn. The grindmg down of hard substances to an im-
palpable powder on a stone with a muller, or in a mill

adapted t«> the purpose.

Lixiviation. The solution of an alkali or a salt in water, or
in some other fluid, in order to form a lixivium.

Lixivium. A fluid impregnated with an alkali or with a salt.

Lute. A composition for closing the junctures of chemical
vessels to prevent the escape of gas or vapour in distilla-

tion.

M.

Maceration. The steeping of a solid body in a fluid, in order

to soften it, without impregnating the fluid.

Malleability. That property of raetais which gives them the

capacity of being extended and flattened by hammering.
See page 174.

Matrass. Another name for a boit-head : which see.

Matrix. The bed in which a metallic ore is found. See
pnge 174, &c.

Menstruum. The fluid in which a solid body is dissolved.

Thus water is a menstruum for salts, gums, &c, and
spirit of wine for resins.
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Metallurgy. The art of extracting and parifying metals.

Mineral. Any natural substance of a metallic, earthy, or
saline nature, whether simple or compound, i9 deemed a
mineral.

Mineralizers. Those substances which are combined with

metals in their ores ; such are sulphur, arsenic, oxygen,
carbonic acid, &c.

Mineralogy. The science which treats of fossils and mine-
rals.

Mineral Waters. Waters which hold some metal, earth, or
salt, in solution. They are frequently termed Medicinal
Waters.

Molecule. The molecules of bodies are those ultimate parti-

cles of matter which caftnot be decomposed by any che-
mical means. See page 147.

Mordants. Substances which have a chemical affinity for

particular colours; they are employed by dyers as a bond
to unite the colour with the cloth intended to be dyed.

- Alum is of this class.

Mother- Waters, or Mothers. The liquors which are left

after ihe crystallisation of any salts. See page 138.

Mucilage. A glutinous matter obtained from vegetables,

transparent and tasteless, soluble in water, but not in oils

or spirit of wine. It consists of oxygen, hydrogen, and I

carbon.

Mujjls. A semi-cylindrical utensil, resembling the tilt of a

boot, made of baked clay ; its use is that of a cover to cu-

pels in the assay furnace, to prevent the charcoal from
falling upon the metal, or whatever is the subject of ex-

periment.

N.

Neutralise. When two or more substances mutually disguise

each other's properties, they are said to neutralise ohe
another.

JVeutral Salt. A substance formed by the union of an acid

with an alkali, an earth, or a metallic oxide, in such pro-

portions as mutually to saturate each other.

.Yilroaen. A simple substance, by the French chemists

called azote. It enters into a variety of compounds, and

forms more than three parts in four of atmospheric air!

See page 27.
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o.

Ochres. Various combinations of the earths with the oxide

or carbonate of iron.

Ores. Metallic earths, which frequently contain several ex-
traneous matters, such as sulphur, arsenic, &c.

Oxide. Any substance combined with oxygen, in a propor-

tion not sufficient to produce acidity . See Chap. xi.

Oxidise. To combine oxygen with a body without producing
acidity.

Oxygenise. To acidify a substance by oxygpn. Synonymous
with Oxygenate ; but the former is the better term.

P.

Parting". The operation of separating gold from silver by
means of nitric acid, and oth j r media.

Pellicle. A thin skin which forms on the surface of saline so-

lutions and other liquors, when boiled down to a certaiu

strength.

Phosphurets. Substances formed by an union with phospho-
rus. Thus we have phospliuret of lime, phosphurttted
hydrogen, &c. See page 162.

Pneumatic. Any thing relating to the airs and gases.

Pneumatic trough. A vessel containing a shelf, and nearly

filled with water or mercury, for the pui pose of collect-

ing gases, so that they may be readily removed from one
receiver to another. See Piatt- V. fig. 19.

Precipitate. Any matter which, having been dissolved in a

fluid, falls to the bottom of the vessel on the addition of

some oilier substance capable of producing a decomposi-
tion of the compound, in consequence ot its attraction

either for the menstruum, or for the matter which was
before held in solution.

Prccifdtation. That chemical process bv which bodies dis-

solved, mixed, or suspended in a fluid, are separated

from that fluid, and made to gravitate to the bottom of

the vessel.

Pyrometer. An instrument invented by Mr. Wedgewood
for ascertaining the degrees of heat iu furnaces and in-

tense fires.

Pyrophori. Compound substances which heat of themselves,

and take fire on the admission of atmospheric air.
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H.

Quartation. A term used by refiners of gold and silver in a

certain operation of parting.

Quartz. A name given to a variety of siliceous earths, mix-
ed with a small portion of lime or alumina. Mr. Kirwan
confines the term to the purer kind of silica. Rock crys-

tal and the amethyst are species of quartz.

R.

Radicals. A chemical term for the Elements of bodies;
which see.

Reagents. Substances which are added to mineral waters or
other liquids as tests to discover their nature and compo-
sition. See Test.

Receivers. Globular glass vessels adapted to retorts for the

purpose of preserving and condensing the volatile matter
raised in distillation. See D. fig. 1, Plate 1 ; and C. fig.

23, Plate VI.
Rectification, is nothing more than the re-distilling a liquid to

render it more pure, or more concentrated, by abstract-

ing apart of it only.

Reduction. The restoration of metallic oxides to their ori-

ginal state of metals; which is usually effected by means
of charcoal and fluxes. S^e pag" 254, Chap. xi.

Refining. The process of separating the perfect metals from
other metallic substances by what is called cupellation.

See page 254, Chap. xi.

Refrigeratory. A contrivance of any kind, which, by con-

taining cold water, answers the purpose of condensing
the vapour or gas that arises in distillation. A worm-tub
is a refrigeratory. See fig. 41. Plate VIII.

Registers. Openings in chimneys, or other parts of chemical

furnaces, with slidings doors, to regulate the quantity of

atmospheric air admitted to the fire-place, or to open or

shut the communication with the chimney at pleasure.

Ifegulus. An old term, which in its chemical acceptation

signifies a tyure metallic substance freed from all extra-

neous matters.

Repulsion. A principle whereby the particles of bodies are

prevented from coming into actual contact. It is thought

to be owing to caloric, which has been called the repul-

sive power. S^e Chap. xiii. page 282.
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Residuum. What is left in a pot or retort after the more
valuable part has been drawn off. Thus the sulphate of
potash which remains in the pot after the dis»il!ation of
nitric acid is called the residuum. It is sometimes called
the caput mortuum.

Retort. A vessel in the shape of a pear, with its neck bent
downwards, used in distillation, the extremity of which
neck fi»s into that of another bottle caJfed a receiver. See
figs. 2 and 3, Plate I.

Reverberator . An oven or furnace in which the flame is-

confined by a dome, which occasions it to be reflected
down upon the floor of the furnace before it passes into
the chimney. Some* are so contrived that it returns or
reverberates upop the matter under operation.

Revivification. Sep Reduction, which is a synonymous term;
though " revivification" is generally used when speaking
of quicksilver.

Roasting. A preparative operation in metallurgy to dissi-

pate the sulphur, arsenic, &c. with which a metal may
be combined.

S.

Salifiable Bases. All the metals, alkalies, and earths, which
are capable of combining with acids, and forming salts,
are called salifiable bases.

Saline. Pat taking of the properties of a salt.

Salts neutral. A class of substances formed by the combi-
nation to saturation of an acid with an alkali, au earth, or
other salifiable base. See page 117.

—z—triple. Salts formed by the combination of an acid with
two bases or radicals. The tartrate of soda and potash
(Rochelle salt) is an instance of this kind of combination.
See page 135.

Sand-bath—Sand-heat. See Bath.
Saponaceous. A term applied to any substance which is of

the nature or appearance of soap.

Saturation. The act of impregnating a fluid with another
substance, till no more can be received or imbibed. A
solid may in the same way be saturated with a fluid.

Selenite. A salt existing in spring water, formed by sulphu-
ric acid and lime. Its proper chemical name is Sulphate
of Lime, See page 145.

Siliceous earths. A term used to describe a variety of natu-
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iefly of silica : a*

^ Synonymous wjth Elements : which see.

lerartbn of fasjr^nres for the purpose of

from the sulphur and
alised, and also from

Solubility. A WISFaBferistic of most salts. See Solution.

Solution. The perfect union of a solid with a fluid.

Stalactites. Certain concretions of calcareous earth found
suspended like icicles n. caverns.

Sub-Salts. A term formerly employed to denote those salts

which contain less acid than is sufficient to neutralise

their radicals. See page 120.

Sublimation. A process whereby certain volatile substances

are raisf d by heat, and again condensed by cold into a

solid form. See Flowers.

Sulphures ot Sulphurets. Combinations of alkalies, or me-
tals, with sulphur. See page 151—153.

Super-Salts. Salts with an excess of acid, as the supertar-

trate of potash. See page 1 20.

Synthesis. When a body is examined by dividing it into its

component parts, it is called analysis; but when we at-

tempt to prove the nature of a substance by the union of

its principles, the operation is called synthesis.

Syphon. A bent tube used by chemists for drawing liquids

from one vessel into another.

T.

Temperature. The absolute quantity of free caloric which

is attached to any body occasion? the degree of tempera-

ture of that body. Sec page 39.

Tenacity, is a term used when speaking of glutinous bodies.

It if also expressive of the adhesion of one substance to

anO her.

Test. Another name for the vessel called a cupel, which see.

It is also the n;<tne of whatever is employed in chemical

experiments to detect the several ingredients of any com-

position. See Re-agent.

Test-papers. Papers impregnated with certain chemical re-

agents, such as litmus, turmeric, radish. &c. They are

used to dip into fluids to ascertain by a change of colours

the presence of acids or alkalies.
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Thermometer. An instrument to show the relative heat of

f bodies. See page 39.

Tritorium. A vessel used for the separation of two fluids

which are of different densities. The same operation

may be performed by a common funnel.

Trituration. A chemical operation whereby substances are

united by friction. Amalgams are thus made.

Tubulated. Retorts which have a hole at the top lor insert-

ing the materials to be operated upon, without taking

them out of the sand heat, are called tubulated retorts,

See fig. 3, Plate I.

V.

Vacuum. A space unoccupied by matter. The term is

generally applied to the exhaustion of atmospheric air

by chemical or philosophical means. The space above
the mercury in a barometer is called the Torricellian,

vacuum.
Vapour. This term is used to denote such exhalations only

as can be condensed and rendered liquid again by change
of temperature, in opposition to those which 'acq perma-
nently elastic.

Vats. Large chemical vessels, generally of wood, for mak-
ing infusions, he.

Vitrification. When solid substances have undergone very
intense heat, so as to be fused thereby, they frequently

have an appearance resembling glass. They are then
said to be vitrified.

Volatile Salts. The commercial name for carbonate ofam-
monia. See page 88.

Volatility. A property of some bodies, which disposes them
to assnme the gaseous state.

Volume. A term made use of to express the space occupied
by gaseous or other bodies.

Union, Chemical. Wh^n a mere mixture of two or more
substances is made, they are said to be" mechanically'

united: but when each or either substance forms a com-
ponent part of the product, the substances have formed
a chemical unioo.

W.

Way. A terra used in chemistry, similar to analysis : it is

Gc
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however understood in two senses, the dry and humid
s

and relates chiefly to metallic and earthy substances. In
the dry way, the decomposition is conducted by fire ; and
in the humid analysis, the opt- ration is effected by acids

and chemical tests of various kinds.

Worm-tub. A chemical vessel with a pewter worm fixed in

the inside, and the intermediate space filled with water.

Its use is to cool liquors during distillation. See Refri-
geratory.

Woulfe^s apparatus. A contrivance for distilling acids and
other gaseous substances with little loss; being a train

of receivers with safety pipes, and connected together

by tubes. See fig. 1, Plate I.

Zaffre. An oxide of cobalt, mixed with a proportion of si-

liceous matter. It is imported in this state from Saxony,

and is employed in making that rich blue colour which

is used on earthenware and porceia n.

Zero. The point from which the scale of a thermometer is

graduated. The Celsius's and Reaumur's thermometers

have their zero at the freezing point, while the thermo-

meter of Fahrenheit has its zero at that point at which

it stands when immersed in a mixture of snow and com-

mon salt.

Zirconium. The pure base of the earth called zirconia. This
peculiar earth has bi*en found only in the zircon and hy-

acinth, two precious stones from the island of Ceylon.

SirH. Davy has pronounced this earth to be a metallic

oxide, and has named the metal zirconium.
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Allen and Pepys, 164
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Amalgams, 216
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, how decomposed, 85
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Antimony, 211
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Arsenic, 219
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Asbestus, 72
Atmosphere, use of, 22
Atmospheric air, 19
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B.

Barium, 179
Barytes, 62
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Blende, 189
Blood, 28
Bismuth, 213
Boiling, 22
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Brass, 191
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Chlorides, 270
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Cobalt, 201
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Heat, 14—— , latent, 55—— , sensible, 35
Henry, Dr., 38
Hepatic gas, 152
Herschel's discoveries, 44
Hope, Dr. 64, 129
Hume, Mr. 180
Hydrate of colnmbium, 225
Hydrogen, 52, 150, 258

, peroxide of, 258
Hydroguretied sulphurets

154
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Ice, 46
Ice at the poles, 55
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, salts of, 184
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King's yellow, 222
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Lamp, Argand's, 268
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Lead, 207
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Strontites, 64
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Super-carburetted hydrogen,

156
Super-sulphuretted hydro-

gen, 154
Supporters of combustion,
265

Swimming in fluids, 16

Sympathetic ink, 215

T.

Tables of affinities, 282
Talc, 72
Tanning, 70
TanUdite, 225
Tantalum, 225
Tartar emetic, 213
Tartrates, 135

Tellurium, iy6

Tennant, Mr. Smithson, 24l
Thenard, Motis., 258
Theories of the world, 147
Thermometer, 39
Thomson, Dr., 209
Thorinum, 180
Tin, 186

Titanite, 197

Titanium, 197

Tombac, 191
Tree of Diana, 237
TungJtates, 133
Tungsten, 223
Tuibith mineral, 218
Turmeric paper, 75—— tincture, 75
Twilight, 21

L

Uranium, 198

V.

Vapour, aqueous, 18

Vegetables, 1G6

Vegetation, 30, 51

Velocity of light, 44
of calo."'c, 44

Verditer, 166
Vermilion, 217
Vinous fermentation, 171
Vitriol green, 184

, white, 190
Vitriol, Roman, 207

w.

Water, 47
, decomposed, 50
, expansion of, 54—— , how formed, 52

—— of crystallisation, 139
in marble, 56
in salts, 139

Waters, mineral, 103
Welding, 182
Winds, 16
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Wollaston, Dr., 195, 225, 229 Z.
241, 259

Zaffre, 219

y #
Zinc, 189
Zircon ia, 73

Yttria, 73, 180 Zirconium, 180

THE END.
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